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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the fluvial geomorphology of the Todd River (9,300 km2) 

in arid central Australia. It c!escribes the morphology, motphostratigraphy, 

s~dimentary characteristics and chronology of the modern flood plain and 

paleoflood complexes, and discusses the geomorphic effects of !Ji;:h 

magnitude floods and the subsequent recovery and adjustment of the river. 

The Todd River has two kinds of flood plains: confined and relatively 

unconfined. Both have a complex morphostratigraphy which reflects the 

variable discharge regime of this semi-arid to arid, summer rainfall region. 

The flood plains are episodicallv erojed and reconstructed during Oood 

events and both processes may o.:, ur in different parts of the sys tern during 

a $ingle event. The principal mechanisms of Oood plain destruction are 

channel widening, flood plain stripping, swirl pit, flood and back channel 

scour. The principal mechanisms of flood nlain construction are the 

deposition of insets, flood plain veneer, cha.'\nel and ~wirl pit fill, channel 

abandonment and the formation of simple or compound bars which can 

become islands. Channels in the relatively unconfined reaches tenct to sh:ft 

position by avulsion; ck·nnels in tonfiucd reaches change width and 

migra:e laterally. The flood plains have stepped surface morphologies with 

prominent flood channels on their surfaces ilnd !J3·~k channel> r,flen occur 

betwee1\ surface elements at different elevatious. Swirl pits develc,i around 

large River Red Gums (Eucalyptus cam;.;dulensis). Th~ principal 

morphostratigraphic units include surface and back channd fills, ch .nnel 

and flood plain insets, surface and buried pa1eor:ood and flood plain 

remnants, veneer and swirl pit fill. Morphostratigra~>hi·: model-; of confined 

and relatively unconfined flood plains ate presentec!. The mud, sand and 

gravel flc::od plain sediments frequently ate not depos11~d in simple fining 

upward sequences, as coarse sediments ate transported across flood plains 

during Ooods. llutied erosion surfaces are common within flood plain 

deposits. Rip•Jled bar"top and dipping bar fate sand and gravel, Oood 

couplets, sane' sheets mud drapes , .id m..:d balls ate typical sedimentary 

structures. bating by radiocarbon and optically stimulated luminescence 

shows that sedhnent is stored in the active Oood plain for only a few hundred 

years before being transported and redeposited. Reaches of temporary 

sediment storage sometimes are subject to extreme cha11nel widening, often 

located upstrearn of bedrock constrir.tinns or clownstream of tributaries, or 

where the channel boundary is composed of erodable paleoflood sediments. 
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Paleofloods greater than observed historical floods flowed from gorges 

through the MacDonnell Ranges as sheet floods depositing transverse bar 

fields, atJu channels flowed across fans forming braided 12 km splays that 

include large longitudinal bars. Flows were diverted around bedrock ridges 

f• ::ning erosional moats, macroturbulent scour trains and 4-8 km wide, 

braided expansion bars with marginal channels, downstream from 

constrictions. ll!gh longitudinal dunes were eroded and the most northerly 

region of the Simpson Desert dune field remains as streamlined remnants. 

Slack water sediments were deposited in caves. tributary mouths and back 

water sediments w"re deposited in the longitudinal dune swales. Paleoflood 

deposits are widespread owing to repeated channel avulsion and inundate a 

larger area than if channels had remained fixed. The terminal f10odout of 

the catchir.ent has been repositioned at least twice. Dating indicatf!s that the 

highest magnitude flows occurred between 14,000 and 4,000 Ill' decreasing in 

magnitude since the mid Holocene. The dating of paleoflood sediments by 

optically stimulated luminescence and radiocarbon has extended the 

paleof!ood record of cr:nttal Australia back to 27 b BP but there is no 

indication of large scule f!oodil g <luting the last major arid phase 24,000 to 

1$000 Ill', and floods have occurred randomly since ~14,000 BP. Some 

paleofloods may be coeval with events i'1 northern Australia but dating is not 
sufficiently precise to prove this. 

The adjustment and recovery of the Todd River to the most recent paleol1oods 

is ongoing today and the recovery time appears to exceed the paleoflood 
recurrence interval. 
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Notes and Errata 

I. References to Slayter should read Slatyer (R.O. Slatycr). 

2. All morphostratigraphic data in this thc<is arc derived from auger />les. hand· 
dug pits, natural exposures and a few excavator pits, as stater! in the text.Typical pit 
exposures arc illustrated in the Plates; stratigraphic columns from these sources arc 
shown where relevant, cg., Figures 4 36 • 4.40. Morphostratigraphic sections (cg., 
Figure 4.8 - 4.27; 4.30 - 4.34) arc based on these data but bound"ries between 
sedirnentury units arc both interpolated between pits'-' auger li'.'!.:s and sometimes ate 
extrapolated beyond them (eg. Figure 4.27), usually on the has1s of observations at 
sites not on the section line, including rnorpt>ologic features and stream or gully 
exposures. Thus, "hard line" boundaries at several metres depth sbuld he regarded as 
infem·.d, unless explicitly crossing art auger hole or pit. 
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CHAPTER1 

Introd11ctio11 

J . 1. Arid Zone Rivers 

Arid and semi-arid rivers remain one of the least studied and understood 

fluvial environments (Reid and Frosticl<, 1997). This may be explained by th~ 

expense of field research, the remote location of study areas, the 

infrequency of river flows, the paucity of instrumented sites and the 

generally harsh and arduous working conditions. However, in the past two 

decades there has been a notable trend from a field dominated by descriptive 

studies (e.g. Mabbutt, 197/) to one of process investigations (e.g. Laronne 

and Reid, 1993) and detailed landform studies (e.g. Croke et al., 1996). These 

investigations provide a greater understanding of the complex and diverse 

nature of arid landscapes in addition to providing insights into fundamental 

geomorphic processes that can be applied outside desert regions (Lancaster, 

1994). The shift in research focus from descriptive studies to process 

investigations has been facilitated by the valuable data output from arid 

zone research stations such as Fowlers Gap in Australia (e.g. Pilgrim et al., 

1979: Dunkerley, 1992; Fanning, 1994), the Negev Desert in Israel (e.g. 

Schick, 197i; Lekach and Schick, 1982; Laronne et al., 1992) and Walnut 

Gulch in south-western United States (e.g. Lane et al., J 994; Nichols et al., 

1994). 

Given that over three quarters of the Australian continent is classified as 

arid to semi-arid (Croke, 1997), it is striking that little is known of the 

geomorphology of fluvial systems in these regions. While some research has 

been done on catchments in the I ake Eyre basin (e.g. Williams, 1971; Nanson 

et al., 1986,1988; Croke et al., 1996, Pickup, 1991) and the semi-arid western 

New South Wales (e.g. Dunkerly, 1992) and Western Australia (e.g. Wyrwoll 

and Milton, 1976), large areas remain uncharted both geographically and 

conceptually. By way of example, previous work has found that a low rate of 

landscape evolution in the older more stable parts of arid Australia precludes 

the major landforms showing significant influence of the present climatic 

regime and that even the minor forms are inherited (Mabbutt, 1977). While 

this is still held true for the larger landscape elements this thesis will show 

that in the piedmont and desert margins, extreme rainfall events during Late 
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Pleistocene and Holocene times have left a profound geomorphic imprint on 

the fluvial landscape. 

A study of an Australian fluvial system will yield an understandmg of a 

different style of arid zone river from those studied elsewhere in the world 

because the controls on river behaviour in semi-arid Australia are unusual: 

long-term denudation rates and sediment yields are very low, the region was 

not affected by Quaternary glaciations or periglacial processes and the 

fluvial systems have low gradients. 

1.2. Sem!:arld Flood Plains 

Accepted models of river behaviour, predominantly developed in temperate 

and humid areas, view rivers as being in a state of dynamic equilibrium 

between channel form, discharge and sediment input (Chorley and Kennedy, 

1971). It is difficult to apply this concept to arid systems which only flow 

occasionally, with considerable variation between flow events, and may not 

display an obvious 'mean' or quasi-equilibrium. Arid zone rivers are more 

appropriately described as disequilibrium systems (Graf, l 988a). A recent 

classification of flood plains (Nanson and Croke, 1992) identified unconfiued 

vertical accretion sandy flood plains as a common type in semi-arid zones ::ut 

until now little was known of this flood plain type, its stratigraphy, 

morphology or formation. This study serves to redress this situation and 

presents a detailed description of the morphology, morphostratigraphy, 

sedimentary characterisucs and morphodynamics of the Todd River flood 

plains in Chapters 3 to $. 

1. 3. Paleof!oods 

The major impacts of climate on the Australian arid and semi-arid 

environment result from extremes: SP.Vere droughts, large floods, extensive 

fires and intense winds. It is likely that many aspects of this environment 

are adjusted to these extremes, and that geomorphic processes have little 

effect between major events. In arid Australia, high magnitude rainfall and 

floods profoundly change river channels, flood plains, lakes, wetlands and 

riparian vegetation and as extremes dominate much of the hydrology and 

fluvial morphology, it is essential that we have a clear understanding of 

their effects upon river systems. 
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Catastrophic processes have traditionally been considered as quite d'.fferent 

from uniform processes and since the debates of the 11th and 18th century, 

Uniforrnitarianism has generally reigned as a geological paradigm (~layer 

and Nash, 1987). Liata presented in this thesis (Chapte:s 6,7, and 8) show that 

catastrophic paleofloods dominate the fluvial geomorphology in arid and 

semi-arid central Australia. 

The ability of catastrophic floods to completely alter the geomorphology of a 

landscape has been wel! documented. A classic example is the floods of glacial 

Lake Missoula which formed the Channelled Scabland of eastern 

Washington, eroding extensive anastomosing channels into bedrock. 

streamlining the loessal topography and depositing large-scale gravel wave 

ttait1s (e.g. Baker, 197$a). Estimated peak discharges were as great as 17xl06 

m3 s-1 (O'Connor and Baker, 1992). Similarly, much ;mention has been paid to 

the role of floods on river channels and flood plains (e.g. Schumm and 

Lichty, 1963). While floods have been recogni$ed as dominant forces in 

arroyo channel development in the semi-arid south-west of the U.S. (Graf, 

l 983a), much of the research into the relationship between high magnitude 

floods and flood plains has focused on the immediate geomorphic response to 

a single event ot clustering 6f events (Schumm and Lichty, 1963; Schick, 

1974; Nansen, l 98E.J. Their findings have shown tha,t high magnitude events, 

although geomorphically effective (Wolman and Gerson, 1978), are episodic 

disturbances in the mote gradual development of flood plains. While the 

conventional concept views flood plain formation as a result of gradual, 

incremental aggtadation by both ,·enical and lateral accretion, in some 

environmen'5 (e.g. those dominated by high intensity rainfall) catastrophic 

events may be mote important (e.g. Baker, 1977). In this th2sis a series of 

flood plain characteristics is presented which indicates that flood plains in 

central Australia are formed predominantly by interplay between lateral 

stripping and vertical accretion during high magnitude floods (Chapters 4 

ands). 

Central Australia contains one of only a few example~ so far described (e.g. 

Bull, 1991) of large-stale arid zone fluvial landscapes deposited by •ainfall

triggered floods downstream from confined gorge reaches, and presents a 

rare opportunity to study the characteristics and processes of these high 

magnitude events throui;h an investigation of their morphology and 

stratigraphy. The orographic effect of the MacDonne" Ranges generates 

extreme, though rare, rainfalls which are routed through large drainage 

basins onto piedmont and alluvial plains. The low frequency of extreme flows 
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increases the likelihood of paleoflood deposit preservation. Chapters 6 and 7 

present th'· results of the geomorphic investigations and the chronology of 

these high magnitude floods, the oldest of which date to 27 ,000 Bl'. 

1.4. System Recovery and Ad!ustment 

;n addition to the immediate geomorphic effects of e>:treme floods, the degree 

to which the paleofloods have generated the contemporary drainage systems 

is of relevance. Bourke (in press a) has found that channel planform and 

gradient are still recovering from the geomorphic impacts of events that 

occurred over one thousand years ago. Little is known of the nature, the 

degree and the spatial and temporal variability of continual adjustment of 

these central Australian streams. This aspect will be explored in Chapter 8. 

1.5. Alms 

1. To describe the morphology, rnorphos:ratigraphy, sedimentary 

characteristics and rnorphodynamics of the Todd River in arid central 

Australia. 

2. To desc•ibe the morphology, rnorphostratigraphy, sedimentary 

characteristics and morphodynamics of the Todd River paleofloods and their 
deposits. 

3_ To determine the age of the Todd River paleofloods in order to infer 

patterns of Late Pleistocene and Holocene extreme rainfall variability from 

the Todd River paleudc.od record. 

4. To describe the geomorphic responses and adjustments of an evert-driven 

arid zone river to impacts of high magnitude floods. 

.L.6....J:•,'.'.et!a For Selection Of The Study Area 

The To.id River in Central Australia was chosen for this research for the 
following reasons: 

1. The Todd River rises in the MacDonnell Ranges which are subject to the 

southerly incursion of cyclonic depressions from the north Australian 

monsoon. Runoff from the rugged high relief catchment is relatively 
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efficient and high magnitude floods deposit sediment across the piedmont 

and the downstream alluvial plains. Preservation of the fluvial landscape is 

good as high magnitude flows occur infrequently and human impact is low. 

2. The fluvial morphodynamics of modern ari·j rivers in Australia and 

globally have been neglected. 

3. The potential for preservation of paleoflood deposits is high. Others haw 

found that the patterns of .erosion and deposition g2nerated by high 

magnitude events take considerable time to be:ome obliterated in the arid 

zone (Wolman and Gerson, 1978; Pickup, 1985); in partiCl!lar Pickup (1991) 

has reported on the preservation of catastrophic floL . ..! deposits and 

landforms close to the MacDonnell Ranges. 

4. The Todd River system was susp_cted to be dominated by event-driven 

disequilibrium tehaviour and therefore suitable for the airns and objectives 

of this study. 

5. Although it is a remote ~rea, access is relatively easy along pastoralists' 

tracks. 

l. 7 ._Thesjs Presentation 

The thesis contains r,ine chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the study area. 

Chapters 3 to 5 are concerned with arid zone flood plains and present the 

data, interpr2t the processes and propose tl\'O rnodels of arid zone flood plain 

formation. °Chapters 6 and 7 describe the geomorphic effects of the Todd 

River paleofloods and their chronology. '.:hapter 8 d~scribes the adjustment 

of the Todd River to the paleofloc.d effects. Chapter 9 is the conclusion to the 

thesis. Appendix 1 presents the chronology result~ and discusses the 

methods. Appendix 2 contains additional data oa the Todd River flood plains 

and is the companion appendix to chapters 4 and 5. Appendix 3 is the 

companion appendLx to the paleoflood ~hapters (Chapters 6 and 7). Aµpendix 

4 contains twenty colour print-outs of enha."lced s~tellite images. 



CHAPTER2 

IutrC'd11ctio11 to tlte Study Area 

2.1. Location. Geology and Soils 

The Todd River drains from the ~!acDonnell Ranges in central Australia 

(133° 50', 23° 40') passing through the town of Alice S,-irings (Fig. 2.1). !t is 

one of a number of ephemeral streams draining imo the Lake Eyre Basin. 

The basin contains a wide range of river types and catchment sizes. These 

include large systems such as Cooper Crei:k and the Diamantina River (for 

detailed description see Rust and Nanson, 1986: Knighton and Nanson, 1993) 

which rise i:1 the tropical region of Queensland. Smaller systems include the 

Neales River (Croke er al., 1996) rising in the more arid western basin. The 

Lake Eyre playa is the depocentre for many of these internai!y-drained 

river systems (~!ag<:e et a/., 1993). 

The Todd catchment has a draimge basin area of approximately 9,300 km·, 

with two hrge tributaries draining from the north, the Ross River ( 1,260 

km2) and Giles Creek ( I.000 km') (Fig. 2.2. Table 2.1 ). Elevations in the 

catchment do not exceed 1,000 m and local relief is less than 300 m. 

The headwaters of the Todd and its tributaries rise in Proterozoic crystalline 

and metamorphic rocks of the Mac Donnell Ranges (Shaw and W~lls, 1983 ). 

Within the complex set of ancient fold structures in which granites, 

metamorphic and more recent sedimentary rocks are exposed (Quinlan and 

Forman, 1968; Jennings and Mabbutt, 1986) some rocks are heavily 

weatl:ered and others are more resistant, providing a sediment load ranging 

from cobU:·s to clay (Pickup, 1991). 

Soils in the ranges are predominantly shallow sandy lithosols with flanking 

outwash plains capped by red clays. South of the ranges, the soils are 

dam .nantly siliceous sand (Northcote and Wright, 1983 ). Soils in arid 

Australia are highly weathered and poor in nutrients with less than !'.alf the 

mean level of phosphorus and nitrogen observed in other c;.r.. cly arid 

regions (Stafford-Smith and Morton, 1990). S~veral authors have recognised 

a wide diversity in the age of different soils in this part of arid Australia 

(Jackson, 1962; Litchfield, 1969; Mabbutt, 1967). Litchfield (1969) recognised 

.several alluvial systems on the plains adjacent to the MacDonnell Ranges 

(table 2.4) which illustrate the periodic development of this landscape and 
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its ;oils. This hiscory is summarised ;. Table 2.4 and is subsequent to an 

earlier perioci of deep ·,•eatherin1.;, laterization, and an irregular 

development 'Jf siicrete crusts. Litchfield suggests that the Todd valley has 

been deeply dissected and refilled at least twice in its rnbsequent history. 

The two stages of infill are related by Mabhutt (1966) to the buildir·g 0f 

piedmont terraces (the 'intermediate' terraces) and the subsequ,•nt etching 

on them of flood plains (the 'low' terraces) which are shallowly incised by 

pr~sent drainage, termina:.ing in small floodouts. These cyclical landforms 

are accounted for ~y the Hermannsburg, Stuart and Amoonguna surfaces 

(Table 2.-1). An extended multicycle history is evident from the additional 

older Yambah and Burt surfaces. 

Z.2. Climate and Surface Hydrolo11y 

The area north of 2 S'S experiences a summer-wet winter-dry climate. This is 

comparable with other tropical monsoon regions of Asia and Africa wh~re 

the seasonal migration of the equatorial trough duminates the alternation of 

wet and dry seasons. Similarly, the seasonality of rninfall in tropical and 

subtropical latitudes in Australia can be explained by movements of the 

equatoria~ trough (Hobbs, 1973; 19iS; Riehl, 1979). Jn the southern 

hemisphere summer, monsoonal weath~r. which is associated with violent 

thunderstorms, tropical depressions and severe cyclones, brings rainfall to 

the northern half of Australia when the equatorial trough lies at <he 

extreme southern limits (Suppiah, 1992). Rainfall decreases rapidly towards 

the inland and reaches its minimum, less than 150 mm over the Simpscm 

Desert in South Australia. Mean annual rain days over the northern half of 

Australia va.7 from less than 30 days in the Simpson Desert to more than 160 

days on the eastern flanks of <he Great Dividing Range in Queensland. On 

average, 50 to 80% of total rainfall between 20 and 25'S is received within 

the four month period December to March. 

The general weather pattern of central Australia is controlled by the 

seasonal march of the pre:;sure: systems and its locati0n in the centre of the 

continent (Slayter, 1962). Mean annual rainfall about the ranges is 27-1.4 mm 

(median 238 mm) and displays a high inter-annual variability (Fig. 2.3a). 

Mean diurnal temperatures range between 5.l'C a 19.4'C in winter and 
20.7'C and 35.4'C in summer. During the s•immer months sporadic heavy 

rain may tall from convectional thunderstorms and C• :prises most of the 

annual rainfall (Slayter, 1962 ). Rainfall from tropical cyclones originating 

in Queensland, the north coast and western Australia occur less than once a 
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year but bring rainfalls of between 100-200 mm in 24-48 hour periods that 

fall as light, steady rain interspersed with heavy thunderstorm showers 
(Slayter. 1962). 

While all arid regions have spatially and tem:JOrally variable rainfall, the 

Australian year to year variability is higr. on a world scale for regions of 

comparable .1ridity (Gentilli. 1971; Griffin and Fried,,1 1985). Yearly totals 

are skewed towards lower values, but th< re are ye:•;" of very high rainfall. 

Large incursions of cyclon:~ and monso:;nal depression occasionally cause 

heavy rainfall Ol'er large are~•. For example the gauge at Alice Springs 

recorded 80% oi' the median annual rainfall in 24 hours in ~larch 1988. Some 

years may contain several of these high magnitude events, e.g. 3.4 times the 

median annual rainfall fell in 197 3 (S;afford· Smith and ~lorton. I 99S,. ~lost 

of the summer rains are from high intensity storms which produce high 

runoff. 

The Todd River is ephemeral with infrequent and sometimes large flows. The 

hydrologic regirne is best described as 'flashy' as the riverbed is dry 98% of 

the time and flow events rise and recede rapidly. There are few discharge 

gaugG~ ort the Todd (Fig. 2.2) and runoff at the Wills gauge displays high 

inter-annual variability like the rainfall record (Fig. 2.3b). The largest 

discharge event sitice systematic records were cornrnenced, considered to be 

the second largest event since European settlement of the region over I 00 

years ago, occurred in 1988 and had a peak discharge of 1190 m3s-• for a 

catchment of 450 km". This is regarded as a l-in-50 yr event, on the basis of 

gauging since 1952. Flow hydrographs for the event (Figure 2.4) indicate the 

rapid rise, particularly at Wigley Gorge (2 m/hour), the very short time 

between peaks at the three stations and the short duration of the event 

(rainfall lasted about 6 hours and the flood about 12 hours) (Barlow. 1988). 

There is little available data on sediment loads for central Australia. Pickup 

(1991) has presented the sediment transport rate for a given discharge (Fig. 

2.5) and shown that it is considerably higher during drought conditions 

than after a wet period has restored vegetation cover. Runoff for a given 

rainfall is also higher, with the result that total sediment discharge can be 

up to ten times higher during a drought than it io during a wet period even 

though the total rainfall is less (Pickup, 1991). 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagrams of Todd River pianform and cross sections in each 
topographic domain (see Fig. 2.2). Arrows indicate flow direction. 

a) Gorge/strike valley. A - A' Cross section through the gorge reach. A confined channel 
with coarse lateral deposits. B - B' Cross section through the strike valley reach. A relatively 
unconfined channel Inset in alluvium with well defined chan?>e! and flood plain. 
b) Piedmont reach. A - A' Single thread channel inset In piedmont fan alluvium. 
B - B' Multiple channel network with reduced channel capacity and dense vegetation. 
Note distributary channel pattern in floodout. 
c) Alluvial plains with outcropping ridges. A - A' Single thread channel inset into 
alluvium. B - B' Confined channel with asymmetrically channel cross section 
indicating a deep bedrock pool and lateral sandy mound. 
d) Desert reach. A -A' Cross section through terminal floodout as channel flow 
along dune swales. Note trellised style channel pattern. 

2.3. Yegetall.Qn 

Vegetation patterns in central Australia display distinct zonation, as sand 

dunes and sand plains support different species (e.g. f.ficromyrtus flaviflora, 

Duboisia hop1modii, Pleccrachne schinzii) from the alluvial soils. ~lahney 

(pers. comm.) has recognised three distinct alluvial surfaces in the Ross 

River gorge and floodout on the basis of vegetation patterns, frequency of 

inundation and flood processes which are applicable throughout t'1e 

catchment. The oldest alluvial surface supports a low open woodlar.d 1;ith 

Hakea eyreana and some Acacia escrophiolata. The second surface is a 

transvers~ bedform field deposited during extreme floods where vegetation 

is sparse due to flood scalds and damage by cattle, with isolated Acacia 

murrayana and A.viccoriae. The third surface is the low area close to the 

channel that is inundated approximately once every ten years. These 

surfaces support an open shrubland of Acacia 1'icroriae, A. murrayana and 

Hakea eyreana. The alluvial flats in the gorge support closed shrubland 

composed of Acacia viccoriae and A. murrayana regrowth from the l 970's 

and l 980's floods. Older (approximately 100 yr) emergent Acacia 

escrophiolaca are also present (1'l'lhney, pers. comm.). The channel banks 

are lined by Eucalyptus camaldulensis. Eucalyptus microcheca is also 

associated with inundated surfaces (Kimber, 1996) . 

These areas contrast markedly with the vegetation on sand dunes and sand 

plains which support Micromyrrus flaviflora, Duboisia hop1modii, and 

Pleccrachne schinzii. The vegetation of the Simpson Desert forms distinct 

zones corresponding to crests, slopes and nvales or inter-dune corridors. 

Cane grass ( Zygochloa paradoxa) is one of the few plants that can colonise 

the coarse highly mobile crests. The spinifex Triodia basedowii grows on the 

stable slopes and in the sandy inter-dune corridors. A range of shrubs such 

as Acacia, Eremophila and Gre.'illea, and seasonally abundant herbs are also 

associated with these slopes and corridors. The less sandy corridors show a 

wide rartge of soil type, such as old alluvial floodouts, saltpans and gibber. 

This variety is reflected in the vegetation which ranges from low open 

woodlands or tall open shrub lands of Eucalyptus microcheca, Acacia 

georghae, A. aneura, A. kempeana and Hakea to low open shrubland of 

Actiplex vesicaria, A. nummularia, Maireana aphylla, Holosarcia spp. and 

Muehlenbeckia cunninghamii, to sparse shor~ grasslands with scattered low 

trees and shrubs (Van Oosterzee, 1991). 
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2.4. Geomornho!ogy 

The channel pattern of the Todd River is essentially single thread, stl'aight 

or gently winding with localised anabranching and it changes to a 

distributary pattern in the intermediate and terminal floodouts. Channel 

gradients are moderate to low (Table 2.2) and drainage basin areas of sub

catchments are in Table 2.1. 

Tributary · Drainage Basin Drainage basin area of Todd 

Catchment Area catchment to tributary 

km2 confluence km2 ) 

. Todd North of Alice 4SO NA 
I 
: Emily Creek 200 sos 
• /essie Creek 145 2350 
i 
: Undoolva Creek 90 2.650 

! Ross River 1 260 
-~ 

I 
3,600 

' /inker Creek 215 NA 

' Giles 1.000 . 4.800 
! 

Table 2.1. Drainage basin area of tributary catchments and total area to 

confluence junctions. 

Reach Name Reach ID Gradient I Elevation (m)/ 

r see FiQ 2.2 \ Cm/ml I Oistac.ce tkml 
. ' 

Heavitree Fan a .0024 40/1/ I 

! 

; Emilv Fan b .0048 60112.5 
' 

Jessie Fan c 0036 .1Q/ll ? ·-
' I 

I Trenhina to Shannon Bore d I .0027 I 120/45 

Shannon Bore to confluence e .0019 I 20/10.5 ! 
TrianQle dune to confluence f I .0013 20/15 i 

~ 

Confluence to Stud Bore " .0014 20/14 I 
Giles confluence to MBD I ' h .0015 I 60/40 I 

' I MBD toD .0015 60/41 

Table 2.2. Regional gradients measured from 1:50,000 map£ 

The alluvium along the Todd River is divided into three broad units 

displaying different sedimentary characteristics (Table 2.3 ). The youngest 

unit (Ao).which constitutes the present flood plain can be traced throughout 

I 

I 
i 

t 

I 

the catchment and is found in ne,.rly all reaches of the channel. These flood 

plains are descrihed in Chapters .\ and S. The second alluvial t:nit A1 is sand 

and gravel deposited by high maGnitude floods and laid down in splays, 

distribut;.rie5 transverse bar fields and channel complexes, which are 

described in Chapters 6 and 7. The third unit is the oldest. It is relatively 

indurated and considered to be Pleistocene. It both underlies the Ao and A1 

units and forms high terraces. In places the A, alluvium is overlain by 

aeolian dune fields/dune remnants. This lndurated unit retards active 

migration of the channel and p~cvides an alluvial envelope within which 

the more recent alluvial units are set. Thus the alluvial stratigraphy in this 

catchment, particularly away from the ranges, may be broadly described as a 

thick(-100 m) aeolian and alluvial Pleistocene unct overlain (and incised) by 

paleoflood deposits and incised by the modern Todd River. 

PROPERTY UNIT Ao UNIT A1 UNIT A2 

Flood p!aJns Faleoflood Pleistocene 

: /\!orphologv ! Stepped _ ' Some steps _ i No steps 

I i 
: Colour. Munsell . IOW7/4 5vr5/6 , ~.5\'rS 18 

I 

i Te.nute · Clav to gravel · Clav to gravel . Cla,· to grave! 

' 

Perforrcnesis Rare . ·Common Abundant ' 

'I Occasional 
' '1 

Bioturbacion 'Abundant Abundant I 

I Absent 
I 
' Oxidation I Absent Abundant ' 

Induration i Absent _ I Occasional Abundant 
' 

I Occasional 
' 

Secondarv Gvnsum I Absent 
I 

' 'Abundant 
' 

Sedi. Structures 
I I I 
I Well preserved 1 Poorlv preserved Not preserved I 

I I I 
' Charcoal/oraanics Abundant I Occasional , Absent 
I I 

Recencl\" flooded Yes Yes , Yes : 

I 
' Chronology Late Holocene Holocene I Pleistocene >59 Ka I 

-Pleistocene 
I . 
I !Patton er al. 19931 I 

Table 2.3. Properties of Todd River alluvial units. 

The channel cross sections are wide and shallow (average w/d is 90). The 

channel is u3ually well defined. Banks are ccmposed of erodable sandy 
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alluvium but occasionally, older cemented Pleistocene alluvium and aeolian 

deposits form more resistant channel boundaries. The channel carries a 

coarse sandy load, deposited as larg~ scale ripples and tabular bars. These 

may be interspersed by finer silt and clay deposits which settle out in 

localised channel lows. Channel width is highly variable and averages 80 m; 

mean flood plain width to channel width ratio is 3.-1: 1 with a minimum of O: 1 

and a ma'>imum of 9.-1:1. 

The landscape throug'1 which the Todd River and its tributaries flow is 

characterised by many topographies, from the strike-ridge-dominated 

l\!acDonnell Ranges, through Pleistocene piedmont fans and wide alluvial 

plains until the terminal floodout in the longitudinal dunes of the northern 

Simpson Desert. l\!abbutt (1966) inferred that the stability of the Australian 

continent and the absence of Tertiary marine incursions resulted in an 

iIT'nortance of c!le inherited landscape in central Australia which ,, 

essentially a deeply weathered peneplain formed under a humid climate. 

with extensive lateritic and siliceous durierusts. It forms low relief plains in 

northern, central and western Australia and elsewhere survives as plateau 

summits and bevelled crests or in the stony surfaces of low tablelands, where 

the duricrusts give rise to mesas and breakaways. Near the ranges the older 

surfaces of the plains commonly have a well-preserved persistent soil cover 

leaving a more extensive outer pattern of aeolian soils on sandplain and 

dune fields surrounding the ancient drainage foci (Jackson, 1962). ~labbutt 

(1966) has shown that there has been a general retreat of drainage to the 

inner alluvial tracts through che Quaterr_ary. The broad topographic 

domains are reviewed below and a brief schematic description of the 

changing landform assemblage in each domain is shown in Figt•.re 2.6. 

2.4.1. The headwaters 

In the headwaters, the Todd River and its tributaries flow through narrow 

and sometime~ meandering gorges. Further south, folding of the Pre

cambrian quartzite, sandstone and accessory carbonate rocks has formed 

low, sharp crested, east-west trending ranges separated by narrow plains. 

Trellised rivers drain these parallel strike ridges and tributary gorg<:s, 

passing through short gorges superimposed on the strike ridges and alluvial 

or sand plain reaches in the strike valleys. Fluvial features in the steep 

gradient gorge reaches (Fig. 2.6a) are similar to the narrow and wide gorge 

morphologies described by Pickup er al., (1988) and include an assemblage of 

high ~nergy gravel bar deposits. Where they cross intervening strike 
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valleys. the flood plains widen locally (Fig. 2.6a). Slackwater deposits from 

high magnitude flows are sometimes located in the narrower strike valleys. 

at tributary junctions and in areas \\'here gor6c \\'idth increases. 

2.4.2. Piedmont t'each 

Extending from the foot of the l\!acDonnell Ranges is a serie' of low anele 

fans (approximate gradients average .0036 m/m). On leaving the ranges, the 

Todd River and its tributaries cross these unconfined piedmont fan systems. 

Fluvial landform> in this reach reflect the comparatively lower energy 

conditions and, with the exception of the Ross River and Giles Creek. 

tributary channels terminate in a pattern of densely vepetated. low gradient 

distributary channel systems as transmission losses into the stream bed lead 

to a reduction in channel capacity downstream (Fig. 2.Gb). 

This reach is unconfined in that it does not follow a bedrock gorge. However. 

the flood plain is inset into alluvium and low angled Pleistocene colluvial 

aprons, which 1imil the width and lateral extent of flcsd plain processes. 

Pickup ( 1991) and Patton et al. ( 1993) have described the geomorphology of 

the piedmont reaches of the Todd River. The geomorphic effect of extreme 

floods on the low angled piedmont fans is seen as essentially aggradational 

although normally the fans are incised by small, ephemer... · 1.ows. 

Paleoflood forms include sand sheets, sand threads, ripple fields, overflow 

channe!S (Pickup, 1991), large scale paleo-braid channels, levee deposits and 

broad low relief bars (Patton et al., 1993 ). 

2.4.3. Alluvial plains 

Downstream from the fans, the Todd River traverses a broad, strike-trending 

intermontane lowland, occupied by a wide alluvial plain bordering a broad 

sand plain interspersed with minor rounded hills and discontinuous strike 

valleys. These dissected plains and tablelands also contain small aeolian dune 

fields which are outliers of the main Simpson Desert (Fg. 2.2). In places, the 

Todd River has incised into carbonate-rich red earth which is developed on 

the Pl~istocene alluvial surface. During higher magnitude flows, this 

relatively resistant sediment confines the high stage channel and facilitates 

: he stripping and infilling of the flood plain. The resultant morpho

stratigraphy is complex, composed of a series of erosional surfaces and inset 

flood plain deposits (Chapters 4 and 5). 
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The variable compositi<:v.1 of ch~nnel bom:daries also infkences the channel 

bed morphology espeetally where the river is hterally confined by narrow 

ga;:is i11 outlying bedrock ridges (Fig. 2.Gc). !fore the channel morphology 

abnritly changes from a relatil ~ly undulating sandy channel bed upstre.1111 

of the confinement "' a ch.1•mel ma:·! ed by a deep scour pool which occupies 

up t<i ~ne-half of ti.e :hannei width. 

2.4.-l. Desf'rt re'!ch 

In the lower reaches of the Todd River, the channel occuph: the 300-500 m 

wide, inter-dune corridors of the longitudinal north-west trending dunes of 

the northern Simpson Desert. The dune fields are fossil features fixed by 

vegetation (Ma"butt, 1966) and can be several kilomettes in length: swale 

width is approximately 300 m. The crests of these dunes are actively mobile 

and overlie an indurated core at depth which limits the lateral migration of 

the channel. The river maintains a well defined channel for 1 O km then the 

channel crosses a longitudinal dune and bifurcates. In this reach, incipient 

flood plains form spatially discontinuous benches composed of fine sand 

overlying aeolian sediment. Approximately 20 km downstream, the channel 

splits again, occupying several parallel swales (Fig. 2.2). Channels support 

dense stat1ds of Coolabah (Eucalyptus :nicrocheca) a .. cl channel morphology 

is subdued. Where the channel crosses dune orientation, fine textured back

flood deposits are etnp!aced. This pattern continues for a further 4'l km until 

flow dissipates in a terminal flood basin. The spatial pattern of the 

longitudinal dunes control$ the prevailing inverted trellised cha•rnel 

pattern in this reach (rig. 2.6d). 

2.4.5. Paleof1oods 

In addition to these broad topographic domains, rivet itorphology is 

influenced by a flood plain topography made up of a series of Hoiocene flood 

deposits (Pickup, 1991; Patton er al., 1993; Bourke and Pickup, in press) which 

extend from the gorge rea~h to the Simpson Desert. The modern channel is, 

in places, inset within the f.1ood deposits, which provide an abundant source 

of coarse sediments, variabh' channel boundary resistance and topographic 

highs to confine flow. Paleoflood forms extend several kiiometres from the 

active channel and contain a variety of morphologies including 

paleochannels, high-level bars and transverse bedform fields. Where the 

modern channel and the paleoflood channel(s) intersect, channel becj/' .. 

sediment may increase in size frum gravelly sand to sandy gravel _,arid 
I 
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cobbles. Tl.is may be accompanied by a localised increase in channel width 

by up to 450 m. This 'beaded' channel planform i' a mar:.-.- i feature of the 

Todd River (Chapter 8). 

The town of /\lice Springs (population -28.00')) is located in the headwaters o! 

the Todd River. Since European <ettlement of thP re'ion over one hundred 

years ~6• . land use within the catchment has become predominantly 

pastoral, in particular r · rtle grazing. Prior to this, mobile hunting and 

gathering were practiSPLt by Aboriginals (Spencer, 1896). The tourisrr 

industry is t!JP main e i!ployer in Alice Springs with upward of 300,000 

visitors per year. 

2.6. tate Quaternary Paleoclimate In Central Australia 

Although the past decade has seen an increase h1 the number of studies with 

a focus on paleoclitnatic conditions in Australia, the arid centre has for the 

rtiain p:lrt been neglected. Coupled with ti1e poor preservation of pollen 

asscrnblages, little is known of '.he late Quaternary palooclimate of central 

Australia. The identification of rei;!...,nal, broad climatic pi1ases is inferred 

from geomotphis (e.g. Bowlet, 1976, 1981: Wasson, 1984, 1986> and 

palynological data( e.g. Singh, 1981: Singh and Luly, 1991) and is synthesised 

elsewhere (e.g. Chappell, 1991; Ross er al., 1992: Harrison and Dodson, 1993, 

Kershaw and Nanson, 1993: Kershaw, 1995). A brief summary is give'l here. 

Prior to 30,000 BP conditions were cool and wet with high lake levels in many 

regions. This was followed by a cooling and in(reasingly dry climate towards 

the last glacial maximum, the effects of which extended to about 12,000 BP. 

The post glacial phase saw a rapid •rnrming follow~d by a1: increase it 

precipi talion. By 6.000 BP temperat .:e and precipitation we!<'! gene rail:: 

higher ti1an present. The late Holocene is cooler and drier with sJme sites 

in<licatinit a slight warming during the last 1,000 yr. Recer·~ resear·:h 

indicates that these broad paleoclimatic trends were punctuated by extr"'me 

rains and floods (Pickup er al., 1988; Pickup, 1991; Patton er al., 1993; Bourke 

and Pickup, in press). 

Williams (197 4) was the first to establish an absolute chronology of flu vial 

and pedological events in the Todd River valley (See Table 2.5) wr.ich 

indicates the onset of tr.e last arid phase around 26,000 BP and ;ts persistence 

until the mid Holocene. 
I 
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Figure 2. 7. !x.te Pleistocene ar1 Holocene paleohydrology 'n central 
Australia. 1. Finke River (Nansr n er al., 1995), 2. Lake Amade11s (Chen er al., 
1991 ), 3. Lake Eyre (Gillespie et al., 1991 ), 4. Ross River '.Patt .• 1 et al., 1993), 
5. l.2ke Frome (Singh, 1991), 6. Lake Tyrrell (Teller et ai., 1982), 
7. Strzelecki Desert (Wasson, 1984). 
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The pakohydrological reconstruction, fo;· the central Australian region 

(Fig. 2.7) employs geomorphic evidence including channel dimensions in 

the Finke River (Nanson er al., 1995), floods on the Ross River (Patton et al., 

1993), phases of dune building in the Strezelecki and western Simpson 

Deserts (Wasson, 1984; Nanson et al., 1995) and lacustrine and beach 

sedimentation in Lake Amadeus and Lake Eyre (Clien and Barton, 1991; 

Gillespie et al., 1991 ). The palynological evidence is taken from Lake Frame 

(Singh, 1981) and Lake Tyrell (Teller, 1982). 

Phase I Geomorohic and Pedogenic Activitv i 

i Valley flood alluviation and deposition of marginal 
' 

>27,000 Bl' I 
I 

I screes i 
I Widespread pedogenesis. :-Jodular calcareous soils and 

' 

-27,000 - 24,000 ' 

__ l massive calcretes develo2ed 

-24 000 - 12.000 Dune formation near north margin of Simpson desert ! 

I 
I -12 000 I Pedogenesis. Nodular calc;ireous soils I 

>I- 5500 - -1,5001 kigradation of marginal fans and central vallev floor ' I 
I i -1.500 - -1 200? 1 Gullvin2 and fan dissection 
I I 

1.200 - <I -500 1 Partial aggradation of gullies . 

Todav ! Gullvin2 in fans and vallev floor locallv ' 

Table 2.5. Phases of geomorphic activity in the Todd catchment, 

summarised from Willi.uns (1974), 

In the plains north of Alice Springs meandering paleochannels within the 

terrace alluvium suggest t'1at the extensive alluvial deposits were laid down 

by large sinuous laterally migrating channels from some time prior to -56 ka 

until 17 ka (Nanson and Tooth, in press) and there is some evidence of fluvial 

activity around the Last Glacial Ma-.dmum (LGJ\I) (TL dates of -25 ka and 17 ka, 

also found by Nett et al., (1996) in nurth Australia) (Table 2.6). After -!Ska 

decreasing flows and a reduction in channel size uri the rivers draining 

north of the ,·ange left the older Pleistocene alluvium as paired terraces 

(Nanson and Tooth, in press). Evidence suggests that the more arid conditions 

of the late Pleistocene extended into the early Holocene in cer.tral Australia, 

although the termination of this aridity is spatially and temporally varied. 

Wasson (1984) found that dune building in the Strzeiecki continued until 

approximately 8 ka. This correlates with the evidence from the Finke region 

which dates pale boundary dunes to between 17 and 9 ka (Nanson r.r al., 1995). 

A period of relatively high discharges in the Finke River, probably 
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associated with enhanced rainfall from -9 ka to -5 ka reworked most of the 

previous valley fill and replaced it with a flood plain that has survived 

largely unaltered to the present (Na~1son and Tooth, in press). Significantly 

there was a hiatus in the activity of the adjacent dunes during this period. 

Reduced fluvi~l activity probably due to reduced rainfall led to channel 

stability and reactivation of the adjacent dune fields from the mid to late 

Holocene and the tops of the dunes remain active today (Nanson and Tooth, in 

pres:;). The general trend from ea•ly to mid Holocene where conditions 

become generally wetter than present is supported by the higher lake levels 

in Lake Eyre to about 3.2 ka (Magee et al., 1995) and a higher regional 

groundwater table in Lake Amadeus (Chen and Barton, 1991). Palynological 

evidence is in general agreement with this pattern with taxa from Lake 

Frame (Singh, 1981) and Lake Tyrrell (Teller et al., 1982) indicating wetter 

phases in the mid Holocene and drier conditions from approximately 4 ka. 

It is difficult to establish whether the fluvial activity in the central ranges 

during the early to mid Holocene reflected increased summer raini'lll 

resulting from more frequent monsoonal and cyclonic incursions, or 

increased winter rainfall resulting in the frequency and intensity of mid 

latitude frontal systems. However evidence for enhanced wetness and runoff 

in northern Australia during the same period ILees, 1992; Nanson et al .. 1993, 

Nott and Price, 1994, Nott et al., 1996; Wende ~t al., in oress) suggest that it is 

most likely that the river~ draining the central Australian ranges have 

responded to changes to the northern Australian monsoon (Nansen and 

Tooth, in press) (Table 2.6). 
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CHAPTER3 

A Review of Arid Zo11e Rivers 

3.1. Introductlo1; 

Reviews of desert environments (e.g. Mabbutt, 1977; Graf, 1988a; Reid and 

Fr0stick, 1997; Cook er al., 1993; Thornes, l 994a, l 994b) have adequately 

described aspects of arid watershed processes including in particular spatial 

and temporal variation in rainfall, rapid runoff from contributing slopes, 

transmis::ion losses, the flashy nature of fl0od hydrographs. asynchronous 

tributary activit; •.he generally high suspended sediment loads and the 

tendency for suspended sediment concentrations to increase downstream. An 

aspect not equally well documented is the morphological response of arid 

ri\ er systems to the~e dvnamic processes. This chapter synthesises the 

literature on arid zone rivers, in order to provide a framework in which to 

discuss the data from the Todd catchment. Specifically, this chapter outlines 

existing knowledge of channel pattern, morphology and bedforms, and flood 

pl> n morphology of arid rivers, followed by a summary of central 

traliart fluvial systems. 

3.2. Channel P;mems 

3.2.1. Braiding and anastomosing 

Although meandering is reported in desert rivers, a straight to braided 

channel pattern is most common (e.g. the Gila River in the US, (Graf, 1981)) 

where low sinuosity streams with one or more channels intersect and 

bifurca:e around braid bar shoals, which typically are pointed upstream and 

downstream with coarser traction clogs prograding upstream. Braiding of 

df ert streams often reflect~ flows that have high energy but flow 

inf: equently, where streams are dominated by sand or gravel bedload and 

ha· e steep valley gradients, occasional large discharges, and non-cohesive 

bai.ks without stabiiising vegetation (Richards, 1982). Braiding may occur 

wh~re there is a sudden increase in coarse sediment load, such as 

downstream of major tributaries (Pickup, 1991) although this is not unique to 

arid rivers.It is also found at sect!ons of localised channel widening where 

mid-channel shoaling and subsequent stabilising of bar surfaces by 

vegetation occurs (Mabbutt, 1986). Although sometimes confused with 
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braiding rivers anastomosing rivers consist of multiple channels s~parated 

by islands which are usually excised from the flood plain and which are 

large relative to the size of the channels (Knighton and Nanson, 1993 ). 

Anastomosing reaches can grade into braided ones (e.g. in Canadian gravel 

bed rivers (Smith and Smith, 1980) but are distinguished from them by finer 

texture sediments, g1eater bank stability and channl!l relocation by channel 

avulsion rather than by migration (Knighton and Nanson, 1993) or within

channel a"ulsion. 

3.2.2. Compound channels 

Graf (1988b) noted that many arid rivers have both meandering and braided 

characteristics and may fall in the middle of the configuration scale which 

ranges from straight to meandering to braided. He called these compound 

channels, and noted that they are not restricted to arid rivers. The Salt River 

in Arizona, for example, has an outer braided configuration occupied during 

infrequent high discharges and an inner well-defined low or main flow 

meandering channel (Graf, l 988b). The Cooper Creek in Queensland has a 

braided channel system coexistent with the anastomosing channel system 

'Rust and Nanson, 1986). The braided channels are active during major floods 

(Robinove, 1979), whereas the anastomosing channels flow at moderate 

discharges. The m·o channel patterns are inferred to coexist because of the 

strong textural contrast between the mud of the more elevated braided 

surfaces which is converted by pedogenic processes into a porous aggregate 

of sand sized pellets, and that of the incised anastomosing channels which is 

highly compacted and cohesive (Rust and Nanson, 1986). 

3.2.3. Dlscr:ibutary patterns 

Ephemeral streams of the arid zone typically are subjected to transmission 

losses and evaporation downstream. Desert channels close to the terminal 

floodout change from bedload channels to suspended load channels and 

usually change to anastomosing and distributary channel systems IMabbutt, 

1977) with a resultant decrease in distributary channel width and depth 

(Schumm, l 96l ). As channel gradient decreases there is an increasing trend 

to overbank flow until channel form terminates in broad splays of sand or 

finer sediment (Pickup, 1991). The flow spreads out over a wide, flat and 

generally featureless fluvial plain with some minor discontinuous gully 

development. Tooth (in press) has noted the nature of channel breakdown; 

in particular he records marked fluctuations in channel width and depth, 
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the development of splay channels, large-scale channel avulsions and 

infills, and abrupt decay of channels. These floodouts are described below. 

3.3. Channel Geometry 

3.3.1. Channel width 

In the sandy, bedload-dcminated section of desert streams, the channel cross 

section tends to be wide and shallow (-100-200 m wide and -1-4 m deep) with 

well defined banks (Leopold er a/ .. 1966; Baker, 1977; Frostick and Reid, 1979, 

Graf, 1983). Wolman and Gerson's (1978) data on drainage basin size and 

channel width (depth is not available) (Fig. 3.1) reveal two interesting 

aspects of arid channel width. Firstly, in contrast to humid systems, channel 

width increases rapidly with an increase in drainage basin area. In drainage 

basins -10-100 km2, channel \\idths tend to measure between 100 and 200 m. a 

width normally only achieved in perennial rivers with catchments > 10,000 

km2 (Reid and Frostick, 1997). Second, the asymptote value of 100 to 200 m 

width is reached as drainage basin area approach 50 km2. This has been 

attributed to the c0mpensation of tributary flows by transmission losses and 

the assurnptiol'. that the finite size of rainfall cells impose an upper limit on 

the discharge c,f an ephemeral drainage system regardless of its size (Reid 

and Frostic:k, 1997). Variations of local channel width controlied by 

percentage silt/clay in the wetted perimeter (Schumm, 1961) and by the 

nature of local bank i.ediments (Murphy er al., 1972) may be superimposed on 

the regional trends. 

3 • .1.2. Channel bed morphology 

Ephemeral channels are noted for their subdued bed morphology with a 

predominance of low relief or planar beds, inferred to be due to their 

shallow flows and resultant suppression of secondary current cells (Reid and 

Frostick, 1997). For example, Sneh (19~3) found that channel bars ,. 

usually only about 20 rm high and 2 m long in the Wadi El Arish system of 

the Sinai Peninsula. Many central Aus:ralian sand bed ephemeral streams 

have a more amplified morphology particularly where the most recent bed

forming flow was of a sufficient magnitude to form dunes and .nega-dunes 

(Williams, 1970) and the presence of vegetat.;.on in the channels enhances 

secondary cell circulation. This appatt.,t discrepancy is more likely a 

function of incomp!ete information rather than significant regional 

difference. 
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Channel bed morphology may be separated into forms emplaced during high 

stage floods, often situated in the higher portions of the channel, and those 

emplaced during low st<:lge flows (Mabbutt, 1977). High stage flow forms 

observed in central Australian s:reams include large-scale rirples or dunes 

-0.4 m high and be~een 1 and 5 m wavelength and longitudinal bars 2-3 m 

high, ten; of metres wide and extending hundreds of metres downstream. 

Higher flow velocities may erode these for!'ls and empl.::ce a plane bed. 

Williams 
0

(1971) described the bedforms in the Todd River aft~r the flood of 

1967, when peak flow at Heavitree Gap was in the order of 200 m3/sec; at the 

recession large ripples (1·5 m long and 7-35 cm high) had been deposited on 

the more elevated parts of the channel bed associated with high stage flow. 

Other less common forms include: small ripples, upper-regime plane beds, 

flute marks, longitudinal, transverse and linguoid bars. The waning and low 

stage flow forms include large transverse bars with flat, often gravel· 

veneered crests tens of metres in extent and terminating down-channel in 

avalanche faces up to 1 m high. Small ripples 5-15 cm wavelength are 

generally associated wit;. finer well-sorted sand. Silt and clay deposits from 

slackwater at the end oi .-ecession occur as veneers deposited in pools and 

cut-off dis tributaries and have low preservation potential (Willi<;ms, 1971 ). 

Sneh (1983) found lower stage ripples formed in the troughs between bars 

with very thin, cracked, mud layers and noted the tendency of low stage 

stream to breach previously built bars, resulting in a geometric 

discontinuity of channel bedforms. 

3.4. Flood Plain Mornho!ogy 

In humid areas the flood plain generally occupies a clearly defined zone 

with sharp boundaries but this is not always the case in the arid zone (Cook 

et al., 1993), where the area ovrr which a river has flooded is a less clearly 

defined zone owing to aeolian reworking of fluvial sediment. There are few 

dtscriptions of arid flood plain morphology. Sneh ( 1983) divided the flood 

plains of the Wadi El Arish in Sinai Peninsula into confined, open and 

terminal flood plains. The narrow confined flood plains (-200 m wide) have 

-3r.l high steep channel banks and contrast with the wide (-200 m · 2,000 m 

wide) open flood plains which have low flow depths (-20 cm) and gently 

sloping banks. The terminal flood plains at the river terminus m1y widen 

further a· d are flat featureless plains. 
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Based on observ~tions of Australian arid fluvial systems, ~!abbutt I 1977 ,1986) 

subdivided arid flood plains into two morphological zones: the inner and the 

outer flood plain (Fig. 3.2). The inner flood plain is subject to frequent 

changes and rem0ulding by floods, reflected in a lack of soil developmem in 

the layered sandy alluvium. It consists of longitudinal sand banks and 

intervening flood furrows formed during overbank flows. The flood plain 

may have distributary flood channels connected to small sump basins that 

are fed during floods (Fig. 3.7.). According to ~!abbutt (1977, 19861 the outer 

flood plain commonly stands al a slightly higher level, often hounded by a 

curved step marking a former course some limes with unpai1 ed low terraces. 

is slightly higher, composed of older alluvium, which may be reworked by 

wind and includes small aeolian dunes, partially stabilised by vegetation and 

sand moulding around shrubs l~!abbutt, 1977 ). Th!> iu';taposition of flood 

plain surfaces of different age will be explored in the following chapters 

where it is proposed that the older surfaces are the result of several 

processes including deposition from large floods and the stripping of yet 

older alluvial surfaces. 

By way of contrast, Pickup (1991) found the central AustraliaL :locj plains 

systems occur in a vari~ty of types ncpending on catchment size, amount and 

type of sediment load, ctistan,:e downstream and deg1ee of lateral 

confinement, and suggested that they contain a mixture of fan and flood 

plain features and in many cases behave more like low-angled fans than 

flood plains. He identified three scales of activity: large-scale paleoflood 

forms, flood plains of the modern rivers and etosion cell mosaics. the flood 

plains of the current rivers consist of channel-levee complexes and terminal 

floodoucs described below. 

3.4. 1. Floodouts 

Floodouts are aauvial basins fottned at tht end point of the main or 

distribu·ary fluvial systett.. Wit:1 decreasing slope, ch,umelled flows may 

pass into unconfined sheet flood~ (Davis, 1938, iunbridge, 1984 ). Although 

the floodout zone is composed of a tract of disttibutafy channels anc! fluvdout 

plains it is considered as part of the continuum of flooc! plains and · defined 

as 'a site where channelled flow ceases and floodwaters spill across adjacent 

alluvial surfaces' (Tooth, in press). 

Two types of floodcut t ave been identified; intermediat~ and terminJl 

(Pickup, 1991; tooth, in press). Channels reform downstream of intermediate 
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floodouts which are more common on larger drainage systems. They are 

areas of rapid and extensive sedimenta.tion and alternating 

erosion/deflation, often located in localised basins where the river is not 

laterally confined (Pickup, 1991) or upstream of barriers such as alluvial, 

aeolian or topographic highs (Sneh, 1983; l\!abbutt, 1986). Terminal floodouts 

are areas where flows finally dissipate ar.d no channel exists downstrea1,:. 

Tooth (in press) identified two causes of floodout formation: downstream 

reduction of discharge and barriers to flow (aeolian, hydrological/alluvial 

and stru-:tural). 

Pickup (1991) has described the wide flat and generally featurel"ss floodout 

plains in central Australia as 'unchanneled flood plains'. Similar to l\!abbutt's 

( 19i7) outer flood plains, fluvial lanjforms become mixed w1 .1 aeolian 

features and the fluvial environment gradually disappears. Aggradation of 

the suspended load deposits in these areas occurs slowly if at all due to the 

easy breakdown and aeolian removal or the thin mud crusts, organic 

material and salt deposits (Pickup, 1991). 

3.5, Central Australian Flood Plains 

ln a review of Australian river systems Tooth and Nanson ( 1995) note that 

the body of research available on Aust.alia's desert streams is relatively 

small and is focussed on four main themes. Firstly there are studies which 

attempt to unravel the Cainozoic and Quaternary history of alluvial surfaces 

(Mabbutt, 196i; Perry, 1962; !laker et al., 1983; Pickup et al .. 1988; Grant, i994; 

Nanson et al., 1995 and Croke et al., 1996). Secondly there are those 

describing the effects of scale floods on the landscape (1l1ker et ul., 1983; 

Pickup et al., 1988; Grant, 1994; Pickup, 1991 and Patton et al .. 1993). Thirdly, 

work on the sedimentary structures of central Australian ephemeral sand 

bed streams includes that of Williams, (1969; 19i0; 1971), ~!abbutt, (19ii; 

1986), Zwolnski, (i~SS' and Croke et al. (in press). Fourthly, three p?pers 

stand alone in atte"1pting to d~scribe ;md model the morphodynamics of 

central Australian arid zone fluvial systems (Pickup. 1991, Bo11r' .e. 1994; 

Tooth, in press). 

Descriptions of central Australian liood plains generally are bri~f with most 

accounts ciescribing flood plaim '.ls precursory comments to other research 

concerns. These include the work of Patton et al. (1993) (f.JS5 Rlver), Nanson 

et al. (1995) (Finke River) •nd Pickup et al (1988) (Finke River). A more 

detailed investigation of central Austm:ian flood plains was undert<1ken by 
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Grant ( l 9'J4) (Todd River\, and Pickuo ! 1991) <central A:is~ralian river" and 

Tooth (in press) (San<lcve1, ll:indy and Woodforde Rivers). Ti1e conclus1or1S of 

these studies will now be summ~riscd for each of the four geomorphic 

regions identified in Chapter ~: the ra:iges, subdivided here in:o he;;Jwater 

and gorge rea-:hes, tbe piedr10nt zone, the alluvial plar,1s and the deser! 

reach. 

3.5.1. The Ranges 

3.5.1.L Headwater Reac;1 

Grant (1994) descril:-ec' tae narrol'.' and discc,,;:i,,Jous f!ooci. plains :of the 

rocky Todd River head1·:a:ef 3re«, urLrream of Alice SprinJS where channels 

are commonly 8-10 m wide and 2 m deep. carrying coarse sand1· bedload. 

Fresh sediments, w'·icl:i 1i.1e the r·:iin chanr1els, form 10·,1· overbartk <leuosits 

and occur as sediment sp:<:ys or threads on the older flood plain •,:irface 

emplaced during re•a,1vE!y high fre:iuency and low rn:ignimde 11oods. 

Hummocky levee surfaces indicate discontinuous overbank deposits and 

active flood scour de>t~ssior ;, Although the sandy char:'\el oank,, are steep 

they are usually vegciateJ ai.d stabie. !;.ock bars and saprolit~ are often 

exposed alon!; the channel. :iuried mils 'nay be fou:1d in the often loamy 

stratified flood plain alluviun. composed uf envelopes of fresh scdim-;nt 

lying within an older, more exte sive allu\•ial plain that remains inactive in 

all but the largest floods: a slightly higher flood plait tertoce was :ibservec.. 

The older fined plain, where hta,~t. is a jp·;el plain of low relief with a slight 

levee along the ch<innel m:i.rgin. It has highly 11'eathd cd red-brown earth 

soils with a strong texture comrast between the A and B h;,dzons. Grant 

suggests that channels have 1·etnairted fix~d against t:1eir vali~y walls during 

the Holocer:e. 

Flood plain formahot: in th~ upoer reaches of the Todd River is dominated by 

vertical accret!On With some intersection point sediments from adjacent 

alluv'.al fans (Gla>lt, :994). largE areas oi the flood plain (<l m (hick) have 

beer. stripre<l by exrr~me :.>orcis of their A >nd upper horizor., exposing 

crusted, o:·ren cement?d surfaces. ~ '.1e original surface is preferved as 

remnant islands and terrace-•il:e fon: _ along the margins of the Hood 

plains. Gullies, ~calds and si~1eet c:o~;on are further degradir.g the scours 

adclir.g comtlex1~y to the pattern of sediment redi~triimtion. Infilling of 

scours is mainly from adjaLen~ alluvial far.s. Grant (1994) suggests that a 
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limited sediment supply from upstream inhibits active flood plain 

development. 

3.5.1.2. Gorge Re<.ch 

Pickup er al., (1988) describe the channel morphology and bedforms of 

bedrock gorge re. ~hes of the Finke River which they distinguish as 'wide 

gorge' and 'narrow gorge' morpholos:. Tn th• I.' 'R straigh! sections of 

narrow gorge reaches, the sand and gravel chaonel bed is composed of 

linguoid bars, dunes and sections of exposed b<•drock. Above the main 

channel, <200 m wide planar sand sheets which may have occasional linguoid 

bars on their surface occur laterally or a,; iuid channd bars. Poorly 

devdoped point bars are found on the inside of bends and linear bars up to 

five metres high divide the channel. Flood plains are transient with narrow 

flat-topped lateral bars composed of fine sediment at various elevations 

above the channel bed. These are undercut and the boundary with the gorge 

wall is exploited by small channeis. 

In wt.de sections of the gorge, the br:iided gravel bed channel includes 

gravel dunes and sand and gravel br;;id bars and laterally, sand levees form 

incipient flood plains. Higher, older discontinuous gravel surfaces may have 

been deposited by past, high ma5r ttude floods and aeolian dunes are located 

on stable surfaces. 

3. ' .. : Piedmont Reach 

Cn exiting thP MacDonnell Ranges the rivers traverse broad fans, and 

cha.1nel ribbons occur and switch about. Pickup ( 1991) presents a 'channel

levee model of flood plain formation for piedmont reaches where there is 

greater c~diment supnly and runoff than in the headwaters described by 

Grant (19':11). Channel-lev~e flood plains are described as thin threads of 

gravel and sand i,f varia!Jie length (from 1 km to JOO km) originating in the 

ranges and terminating in a floodout. The channels are established within 

an f.nvelope of recent alluvium and have levees that decrease in thickness 

away from the channel eventually forming a thin discontinuous veneer. The 

sediment envelope is disconform'lbly inset into older alluvium and is 

composed of channel fill, vertical accretic'.'.: and a small p.uportion of lateral 

accretion deposits (Pickup, 1991 ). In p1<1ces of increaserl sediment supply, the 

ch?.nnels become discontir.uously braided and the lateral extent of the 

envelope is increased. Pickup proposes that the channeHevee complexes 
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represent a continuing episode of recent sedimentation where threads of 

.elatively coarse textured sediment produced by increasing erosion upstream 

are gr<:•~ually advancing 'lUtwar '.s from the ranges. This pattern of 

prograClddun in semi arid rivers differs from th'h of humid river' whiclo do 

not prograd<e downstream. The sequer ·e of floods in the l 9GO's accelerated 

the development, entrenching the channels and aggrading the levees and 

floodouts. 

Others have de~cribed the piedmont reaches of cemral Australian streams as 

incised in older sediment. Tooth (in press) observed the modern channels 

and flood plains of the Woodforde, Sandover and Bundy Rivers as laterally 

confined by highly indurated mottled red terraces of gravel. sand and silt 

often containing abundant pedogenic carbonate. Patton er a/. 119931 

described the R'.lss River as incised (5 m) ii' the paleoflood and cemented 

Pleistocenr: alluvium on the k0ss fan syscem. The channel trends from a 

single thalwPg that meanders about alternate bars alJng the channel 

m<1rgins to downstream reaches that are braided with large mid-channel 

diamond-shaped bars. A- •ive flood plain formation is indicated by the burial 

of River Red Gu 'S by over I m of sediment. 

3.5.3. Alluvial Re ... .:h 

,'<!al1son er al. ( 1995) describe a .J kl11 wide flood .,lain near the township of 

Finke where the channel is between 100 - 150 111 wide and is described as une 

which zigzags in a series of sttaight reaches deflecting off bedrock bluffs at 

the valley sides. The channel bed consists of sandy tabular bars with 

extensive mud drapes forming a thin (<I cm 1 layer of dry mud curls on the 

surface and thin mud strata at depth. The channel stratigraphy consists of 

coarse and medium sand layers varying in coloar from brown to yellowish 

red. Flood plain morphology is relatively flat with a few low sandy mounds 

and shallow flood cr ... nnels (<I m) and the boundary be tweer. .ne flood plain 

and adjacent aeolian dunes is sharp. Nanson er al. ( 1995) infer that it is a 

lateral accretion flood pla;ii with a sn:all amount of vertical accretion and 

aeolian deposition. 

Tooth (in pre.,· " zscribes flood plain systems along the Woodforde River, 

where there " ,, ;hallow burial of terraces by sand and silt. The channel 

banks are b<' ;,;:! .ed by large splays exposing the abrupt contact with the 

older under' .1;g alluvial unit. The channel is flanked by low relie; alluvial 
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plains. In these locations overbank flows spread for great distances and 

there is greater potential for ~hannel migration. 

3.5.4. Desert Reach 

Tooth (in press) describes the intermediate and termiPal floodouts on the 

Sandover, Bundey and Woodforde River systems along the northern 

~lacDonnell Ranges where the interaction of aeolian and fluvial systems are 

important along the n:argins of the floodout and thin layers of alluvial silt 

and clays overlie aeolian sand. The rates of aggr2.dation are slow and there is 

low preservation of sedimentary structures. Large areas of sand plain and 

source bordering dunes ( 5 m high) are isolated by the floodout and 

incorporated into the alluvial sedimentary sequence, and waterholes may be 

located between these higher areas. Isolated elliptical to round pans linked tv 

floodouts through narrow swales are sur1ounded by a dense growth of 

Eucalyptus microrheca with gilgai soils and cracking clays in the centre. 
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CHAP"fER4 

Todd River Flood Plains 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the mcin characteristics of the Todd River flood plains 

based on data collected from twenty cross sections and seventy excavations 

and auger holes. All figures and tables are at the back of the chapter. Fi!;ures 

4. 1"4.7 show the location of the study sites. The morphostratigraphic legend 

is an A3 pullout at the back 0f this chapter and the sedimentary profile 

legend is an A3 pullout at the back of chapter 6. References to floort plain 

surface numbers on the right bank are prefaced by an 'R' and on <he left 

bank by an 'L' 

ln this stud:; flood plain is defined as the body of sediment bordering and 

deposited by the modern channel. While some recently inundated surfaces 

deposited by a former flow regime, such as stripped or lower elevation 

paleoflood surfaces and Pleistocene alluvium, constitute the hydraulic flood 

plain (Nanson and Croke, 1992) they are not included as flood plains here. 

Flood plains are distinct from the higher terraces which are composed of 

cemented Pleistocene alluvium and Pleistocene and P"locene paleoflood 

alluvium. Two flood plain types have been identified: those which are 

confined and those which are relari\'ely unconfined. Confined flood plains 

forrn in areas where lateral movement of the channel is impeded by resistant 

channel boundaries such as bedrock, coarse textured paleoflood sediments, 

alluvial terraces cemented by pedogenesis and cemented aeolian dunes 

Relatively unconfined flood plains are in reaches where the channel tend, 

to exhibit lateral movement, generally by channel switching, faciiitated by 

erodable channel boundaries. A further description of the study sites is 

given in Appendix 2 and fables 4.1 and 4.2. 

This chapter is divided into four parts. The first three parts describe the 

charactenstics of the Todd River flood plains, and based on this data, present 

two morphostratigraphic models and a sedimentary profile model which 

synthesise the surface and sub surface characteristics of these arid zone 

flood plains. Part four presents the flood plain chronology determined by 

radiocarbon analysis and 137 Cs and 21qib concentrations. 
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4.2. Flood Plain Characteristics 

The following is an overview of the Todd River flood plains as a whole. In the 

MacDonnell Ranges the Todd River and its tributaries (the Ross River and 

Giles Creek) drair. steep headwater catchments where there is little alluvial 

storage and coarse sediment is supplied from colluvia! fans and rock falls. 

The Ross and Giles Rivers me mder in 15 km and 25 km long gorges through 

ridge and vale topography formed on strongly folded bedrock. In the gorges 

coarse rounded cobble and gravel fill in the gorges of unknown depth, 

probably deposited by paleofloods, is partly incised by the modern river, and 

2-3 ,., ~p flood plains comprised of a basal gravel and sand char. "lei fill are 

over ~d by vertically accreted flood plains composed of abandoned 

char.,.~;; a1.d large coalescing vegetated islands. The Todd River north of 

Alice Springs flows over bedrock through the comparatively short (500 m) 

Wig:ey Gorge bordered by low sand berms and the Telegraph Station 

constriction (2 km), where nu.rrow flood plains and a terrace sit within a 

bedrock channel. The single thread, low sinuosity channel flows south over 

the heavily dissected vale through the town of Alice Springs to Heavitree Gap 

(Fig. G.2). 

On leaving the ranges the Todd River flows across the He?vitree fJ.n in :i low 

sinuosity channel bordered hy the Amoongun:: ;-;nd Lower Stuart surfaces 

(Litchfield, 1969; Fig. 6.3) and terminates in an intermediate tbodout south of 

the confluence with Emily Creek. The channel reforms 12 km downstream 

augmented by flow from Roe Creek and Jessie Creek (Fig 6..1) (catchmed 

area: 145 km2) where it is entrenched in Pleistocene fan and bedrock with 

little alluvial storage. The low sinuosity trench-like Todd River flows east 

alcng the wide strike vale, through Pleistocene sediments from southerly 

draining piedmont fan systems on the left bank and a wide aeolian soind 

plain with low duner on the right bank. Flow is augmented by contributions 

from small piedmont tributary basins with uncha11neled confluences. Flood 

plains along this 48 km reach are composed of low benches and higher 

stepped surfaces with locally braiding reaches and vegetated islands; in 

plac~s the channel erodes aeolian dunes. 

On exiting the ranges the Ross River (catchment area: 1,.:60 km2) is ir.dsed 

(-5 m) in the Pleistocene piedmont fan and Holocene paleoflood sediment and 

transports large volumes of sand and gravel, stored in large vegetated islands 

and braid bars, to the confluence with the Todd (Fig. 4.2). 
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Downstream from the confluence the Todd River widens and braids around 

gravel and sand bars and islands (Fig 4.2) and meets Giles Creek (catchment 

trea: 1,000 km2) 24 km downstream as it changes direction to flow south. The 

Giles Creek tributary is confined between high paleoflood and cemo:nted 

Pleistocene terraces south of the ranges and the narrow and steep channel 

facilitates little flood plain developmen, , fable 4.1 ). 

South of the Ross confluence until the Rodinga floodout (Figs .J.2-4.7) 95 km 

downstream, the channel is incised in cemented Pleistocene terraces, 

Pleistocene and Holocene palecflood terraces, confined in narrow gaps 

through outlyin& bedrock ridges or bordered on one bank by Pleistocene 

sediments and on the other by paleofl0od complex deposits. The low sinuosity 

gravel and sand channel local locally and flow diverges around vegetated 

islands. Short reaches ( 1-2 km) of extreme :hannel width (200-450 m wide) 

alternate with longer reaches 80 to 100 m wide. Flood plain fills are in the 

'cder of 2-3 m deep, are of variable width (5 m to 1.3 km) or form a thin 

;meat· over adjacent older surfaces deposited by flo,,d splays and 

distributaries; discontinuous channel benches are common. 

Upstream of Rodinga Gap a s-:cond 5 km wide, densely vegetated intermediate 

lloodou1. comprising an anastomosing and braiding channel network, grades 

into a bare, flat, featureless, clay, silt and fine sand plain south of the Rarige. 

The c1'.annel reforms 6 km downstream confined in the swale of longitudinal 

dune:; (Fig. 4.7) with discontinuous, thin and narrow flood plains. The 

ch'.lnnel bifurcates along multip!e swales, breaching dunes until the 

terminal floodout in a large clay pan 50 km downstream. 

Three criteria are selected to describe the flood plains; surface morphology, 

morphostratigraphy and sedimentary characteristics. Typical characteristic.< 

of flood plains are presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. 

4.2.1. Flood plain morphology 

The morphological flood plain is defined by its three dimensional geometry. 

The description of the morphology of the Todd River flood plains is based on 

surveyed cross sections of the channel, flood plain and terrace. Five 

distinctive features of flood plain morphology have been selected for 

discussion: multiple levels, surface r.hannels, overbank deposits, swirl pits 

and remnant Pleistocene surfaces. These ?.re shown on cross sections of sites 

at locations indicated in Figures 4.1-4. 7. The cross sections show 
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morphostratigraphic elem~nts described later, as well as morphologic 

profiles. 

4.2.1.1. Multiple levels 

A notable characteristic of these flood plains is their stepped morphology 

and abrupt increases of elevation with distance from the channel (e.g. Fig. 

4.10, 4.11, 4.12). Relatively flat surfaces at cliffere!lt levels are separated by 

well defined, steep scarps generally less th<.. 1 m in height (e.g. Fi;;. 4.11. 

between surfaces LfS and Lf6; Fig. 4.12, surfaces Rf3 and Rf4). The scarps are 

the result of lateral erosion either by the main channel or a ba.:k channel. 

Jn many locations the surfaces of individual levels are narrow, measuring 

only 1 - 2 m (Fig. 4.12). Plate 4.1 shows typical step morphology. 

The number of levels on either side of the channel is variable, for example, 

at one site the left bank flood plain has sLx 'steps' (Fig. 4.11) while the right 

bank flood plain has one (Fig. 4.10). Another example has five 'steps' on the 

right bank and three on the left (Fig. 4.12). Jn addition to a variable number 

of levels, surfaces are also unmatched in elevation across the channel (Fig. 

4.12). The downstream extension of individual steps is generally limited by 

local factors such as a tributary entrant, a change in local channel pattern 

or a bedrock outcrop. 

4.2.1.2. Surface channeU 

While many of the •;"id plain ~tcrfacc5 are flat-topped (e.g. Fig. 4.13, Rfl; Fig. 

4.14, Lf3), most tend to have been reworked by surface channels or recent 

vVGb.i.nk deposition of surface veneers or large migrating bars. Two types of 

flood plain surface channels are described, here refer.-ed to as back 

~hannels and flood channels. 

Back channels 

Back channels are single-thread, well-defined channels. bordering the 

scarp between flood plain steps or between the flood plain and terrace (e.g. 

Fig 4.11 and 4.12; Plate 4.2), which operate as flood channels. Their 

importance in the dynamics of channei :;witching in relatively unconfined 

flood plains warrants individual description here. 
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Plate 4.1. Left h~lt'ik i.~lt0 llulilCUi1tj fttJ(id plai1l <lil (iile~ Ci'~ek s~t .q~.tin..,t 

Pluist<JCCile t0i'i\ll'0. 'fhe ru1nn.lnt StujJS iii till' (\(l(>d 111.iin at'u f1 >r111t.~d J1y 

sucCGSSi\'0 l,ltUi\ll ti'i..lilC.itiilil. Till} \<"n\·er flt10d j)Lliil st0P s11din10nt!-i ll,1\ t.' 

recuntl}· l1uri11li tllt1 l't1sus t°lf tl\Ll n1.Hure FtH'J/.t"jHU.'i 1._'.liH.ih"fiI/L'n ... i .... ·. 

Plate 4.2. Riglit ll;rnk liack cli;li1ticl nc•ar i\tl;Hli\lilcliing site. ;\Cite tlk 

Outcrop of rud i>leistocel10 ~le<Jli~lli sedin1en1s tCl tile left. f;lo\\" is to\var-ds 

ViC\vot·. 1\ lllin olJliquc sn1u~u< of n1ouurn ;-i\luYiuii1 lir.1p·~s O\'Lli' ~1n orosi(1n SttJj) 

in tlltl Pluistocu11u scH.lin1en1s closu tt) tile 11.1ck cn~u1n01. ~L1ii1 cnannel is to 

tlic riglit ;iild Pl:nu 8.1 is ;\l!i'ial illioto of tlic Site. 



Generally tr·ey are narrow features averaging less than HJ m wide but some 

ex:-eed 50 m, usually where the; are abandoned main chanuels (Fi~. 4.15, 

surface LfS and Fig. 4.16, Lfl is 125 m wid"). Depths of the channels var) ant! 

some are punctuate<l by swirl pits, the most extreme cx<.~1ple measuring 4 m 

deep (Fig. 4.34, surface Lf4). Benches (-o.;·~ m high) sometimes are located mo 

the convex bank opposite where these channels laterally erode the scarp of 

the adjacent, higl· Pr Lvel. Back channels occur dt various elevations z.cross 

the flood plains; some clearly are erosional and significantly altor tne 

surface step morphology (e.g. Fig. 4.12, surface Lfl; Fig. 4.16, surface Kfl and 

rJ2), others be.th incise and aggrade the flood plain surface (e.g. Fig. 4.1 l). 

flQQQ channels 

Wcli developed braided flood channels are common features on Loth the 

confined and relatively uncoMined flood plain surfaces '!'ig. 4.8 and 4.9). 

They are differenti.lted from back channel:, as t:,ey do not recessarily travel 

along the flood plain scarp, are !llulnplc thread and tend to have smaller 

channel cross sections. There are two types: those which scour the pre"!l.ood 

surface (e.it. Fig. 4.34, surface Lf3; iig. 4.17, Rfl; Fig. 4.18. surface Lfl, LL) 

arid those which Jivije atound freshly deposited overbank bars (fig. 4.19 

surface Lf2). Individual braided chan:1<ois have widths generally between 2 

m and 20 m ar,d although ti1ey have been obsuved to feed into or out or back 

channels, they tend t'1 be independent of thew. Eood channels branch from 

tt>c main channel and travel parallel to it, often re-enterin~ further 

.Ju,vnstream or terminating in a distributary flood plain sink. At Site 'A', the 

braided flood network changes across rhe flood plain surface from a set of 

relatively deep and narrow channels to a 300 m wide and shallow braidei 

channel (se~ between 380 m and 680 " d!l sur ace P.f4 in Fig. 4.20) with large 

diamo;1d-shaj>ed bars ( 110 m wide) ,ind hummocks. The dis tributary shallows 

rapidly and terminates ar,ainst an aeolian dune, 800 rn from the main 

channel in a fl<.t mud iloodout overlain by a thin sheet of aeolian sand, and 

upstream flows into t:1e swale via a breach in the dune. 

4.2.1.3. Overbank deposits 

In addition to the surf · cha· .. •c!~ r<:cent overb2nk dr vc>sits ''lterrupt the 

generally flat topography of the flood plain surfa:e. These may be individual 

bars which extend downstream from trees er larger sand sheets and splays 

'ind bars Which are often Stepped ( <60 cm) v,here an avalanche face has 

rrJgr<-ted along the fk.;d plain surface. 
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On the right bank close to the Todd/Ross Con'luence site, a series of I m by · 

m streamlined hummocks built of fine red sand overlie the Pleistrcene 

sediment. Although the surface is populated with Coolahahs and River Red 

Gums, these hummocks do not appear to have been deposited arou'1d pri0r 

vegetation. Similar streamlined hummocks occur at site 'A' (Plate -1.3, 4.4, and 

4.5 ), located 430 m from the main chanllPl along the bed of a flood 

distributary. They are between .9 and 2.5 m long and .3.'i and .45 cm thick, and 

are partly buried by the surrm.nding flood plain sediments. 

4.2.1.4. Swirl pits 

Swirl pits resu' r irom vortices in deep flows •.11·dner, 1977) and are also 

associated with eddies around obstacles. The/ are found on the surface of 

flood plains (Fig. 4.14, Rf2; Fig. 4.34, Lf4) and in the main channel (Plate 4.6, 

Fig. 4.H r J 4.21). Where fully formed, they are elliptical in planform, 

deepest at their upstream end and can exceed 2 m depth. They usually form 

close to or around obstacles such as riverine vegetation (most c mmonly 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Plate 4.6) and ac:;acent tc flood plam scarps. At site 

'A', surface Rf2 (Fig. 4.22) is punctuated ty a series of scours, s:milar to r.hose 

shown in Plate 4. 7, which developed around giugee trees. At the No. 3 Bore 

site (Fig. 4.21) swirl pit erosion · ' the cl!annel bed aominates bed 

morphology as does a similar feature on surface Lf4 (Fig. 4.34). i1;~se sw;rl 

pits are transient features and regu'.zly infill with sediments. 

4.2.1.5. Remnant Pleistocene surfaces 

Reaches of the modern Todd channel are incist '.! in 2emented Pleistocene 

aeolian and alluvial sediment. Where the channel actively cuts the 

Pleistocene sediments, terraces up to 7 m above the channel are formed 

(Plate 4.8). In other locations stepped flood plains ar~ inr':!t against the 

Pleistocene terrace (Fig. 4.12 and 4.30). Where the flood plain hHs invaded a 

Pleistocene dune field, remnant, partially eroded and intact longitudinal 

du::ies interrupt the relatively flat flood plain (e.g. Fig. 4.20). 

Two sites have been selected here for further description, to illustrate 

confined flood plain morphology (Mosquito Bore 1 Fig. 4.27) and relatively 

unconfmed flood plHin morphology (Expansion Scour site Fig. t 30). 
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Plate 4.3. ~'his ~n~.ll1 ht~ii\fii H·k <°lf fine ~,ind 1ll(J i·1n hlilg l'>? ') (·111 lli;~li1 i..., 

(>l\l' llf ~l ~l'fitJS 11( ')tll·Jl f, .. .',l\U(\~') ,j('.j'I)')') thi~ \\ide fl<Hfd pi,1i:l l·\t1~1.; l<l tJ1c 

i{(Jd1!1gcl lt111gt!, 

!'late 4.4. Locatc•d at site ',\· tllis l.1rgc llummock is pani,lily lluried lly 

SuhSLlt}uCilt flood rJI~·dn aggi\ldalioi1 ~iil<.l is l>ile elf sev0i':tl ~lloil~ a flood 

distfillut,H'Y cli,lil!\el. i'IO\\' is t<lw,\rds tllD left <if' tile jllHJt(J, 



Plate 4.S. l!ui\\1ll0Lky gi·ouild at the Jistal eild uf .i flood disli'illut.li'Y 'll site 

':\' sllo\\'S aeolL.\11 Jej'Hisition ,H'ouiid ti'ees ~.l) ui"\dL'i'l.lin by a horizont.il 1111.d 

d~posit (bJ. T·he S()urce of aculi,lil sediilleilt is ~l longi1udiil.ll d·_•iie t1J tile i'i~~llt 

or tlie pbte. 

Pli!te 4.6. SIVirl pit ,\round River Reel Gum ( l:"iIL'a/ypcus cii1l.lhlulellsis). Nott1 

figure iil rigl1t foreground of the scoui· foi' scale. I;lo\\' is td\\'~\rus vie\\'Ui'. 



Plate 4.7. Looking upstream 01\ surface of Rf2, Site 'A'. Swirl J1its formed 

arouud the base of trees. 
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Figure 4.22. Swirl pit morphology, surface Rf2, site 'A' 



4.2.1.6. Type site of confined flood plain morphology 

The ~losquito Bore 1 site is located at ~losquito Bore (fig. 4.-l, Plate 4.9). The 

channel flows through a gap in an outcrop of Proterozoic Bitter Springs 

formation composed of dolomite, limestone, siltstone and sandstone. The 

channel is essentially straight with changes in channel direction at the 

bedrock ribs. Channel width is 102 m with a flood plain to channel ratio of 2:1 

and the local channel gradient measured along a channel distance of 279 m 

is .00063 m/m. A bore on the left bank (see Plate 4.9) is a local waterir:g point 

for cattle and well worn (attle and truck tracks cross the channel and flood 

plains. 

A surveyed cross profile of the site is presented in Figure 4.27. The flood 

plains display a marked stepped morphology with steep and sometimes 

metre-scale risers. The flat or gently sloping flood plain surfaces are 

interrupted by surface channels. Surfaces such as Rf4 are 55 rn wide while 

other surfaces are narrow such as Rf2 (3.5 rn wide); the latter was truncated 

by an epbode of channel widening. The right bank flood plain has five 

distinct alluvial surfaces. The four lower surfaces are covered by recent 

flood deposits and trash lines measured from trees in the centre of the 

channel confirm inundation over the lower three surfaces. 

two channels are incised into surfaces Rf4 and Rf5 (fig. 4.28). Both :ire 

located at breaks in slope and activated by overbank flow and local runoff. 

The right bar'k alluvial units are inset in a bedrock ernbayrnen: (Plate 4.9) 

and flow from the back channels abuts a bedrock ridge and drains into the 

mah ".!1°:::..:: (Fig. 4.28, Plate ... 10). Surface channel 2 shows a small bench 

on tie right bank (Fig. 4.2i). 

The :0 ft bank flooJ Pl••in has four alluvial surfaces which do not match the 

elevations of rhe right bank flood plain surfaces (Fig. 4.27). They display the 

flat•topped and steep face morphology similar to the right bank but do not 

have prominent surface channels. The highest surface on the left bank is a 

Pleistocene aeolian deposit composed of well sorted fine red sand overlying 

bedrock. It grades into the terrace along an indistinct boundary. 
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4.2.1. 7. Type site of relatively unconfined flood plain morphology 

The location of the Expansion Scour site can be seen in Figure -LS and in 

Appendix 4 (Image · ' lt is bounded on the right bank by an extensive sand 

and gravel paleoflood deposit and on the left by a cemented Plei "Ocene 

terrace (Fig 4.29). Located at the beginning of a 'beaded' reach, the .nodern 

channel width incre<:ses dramatically from a minimum of 50 m to a maximum 

of 450 m. The 50 m wide channel abuts the paleoflood terrace and the left 

b;mk flood plain is 41 / m wide (flood plain to channel ratio is 8.4:1 ). Channel 

gradient is low measuring .0008i m/m. 

The surfar.e of the flood plain has three levels (Fig. 4.30, Lfl-f3) ~eparated by 

steep risers -1 m high. Back channels draii1 and incise the surface interface, 

the widest (25 m). on surface Lf2, is fed by two left bank tributaries (Fig. 

4.29). The back channel on surface Lfl fed by overbank flow frc;tn the main 

channel and widens downstream along the flood plain surface. "the coarse 

sand and gravel on >.he surface of Lfl appear to have been recently reworked 

by an anastomosin3 network of surface channels. 

4.2.2. Flood plain morpbosrratigtapby 

TJ,e mc•p iostratigraphic unit is defined as: 

LOmprising a body of rock (or sediment; that is identified primarily 

from the surface form it displays; it may or may i'.'.0t be distinctive 

lithologically from contiguous units; it may or may not transgress 

time throughout its extent. (Frey and Willman, 1960, p. /) 

In meandering systems, conventional flood plains are comprised or laterally 

accreted, coarse textured channel sediments overlain by overbank, 

vertically accreted finer textured sediments (Lewin, l 9i8). 1n brai'ied 

systems flood plains are predominantly composed of rn~.:-se textured chartnel 

sediments overtopped by a thin veneer of finer textured, vertically accreted, 

overbank sediments (Reinfelds and Nanson, 1993). The '!odd River flood 

plains have characteristics of both but are closer to the ~raided river model 

in that they arc formed ;•cedominantly by vertical accretion but have a 

thicker overbank component and a more complex. iorphostratigraphy. 

The principal component of the Todd River flood plain is gerterally a 

remnant fill which has been stripped and/or laterally eroded and can be 

composed ,_,c cemented, structureless Pleistocene alluvium or coarse textured, 
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PlatQ 4.8. \'1_~l'ti1:.d ~ll'ii.\l1H~l~ill' ll·rLtl-l' l'i.Ulk Jil-(ilik· ~111l ni l\1l\\11"11-v.1n1 1i·11111 

Stud 1)11i'l; 1 :-.ill'. \<itt! tlh~ iil'lli•ltil' ,-\l:1:i·t.-'li1dl .ti1d Lt!t1" I· \,Ii\-!" t!l1-' ll.1-;1' .11i..! 

1:<il()ni ..... i1i1Jr: li;-. ~(1u11 1 ~ l·'i\'t.-'i' HL·d Cniill'i. l\1!\\ i'- t11\\.11-t.1 .... l11v \it,\\t-'r .1n.J t}l·· 

!i':b-k'> !'1 Jj' \1·,Ill'. 

Pl<llU 4.9. (JJ'ilitJuu phcit<) ()r \l1l~quit\l H1li'l' 1 ~i10 l'(>11!'irh.2d tll;t\\.L't.'Jl :'idgt·'.'i (-\r 
Pf"<":lt.d\)7nil _i.,,\t1dS\(li10; ~ltll .. ~Y _i.,j\1-' i~ iildh·.l!L'd i'iy :ii'i'(>\\·. <:1-<is'i SL't.;\j(lil j"(iuglll~ 
f<"1!\t"l\\'S \'L'ilicul~ti' ti\h'k \ll ii(irc in h>\\'t:f' lcfi 1lf 1 ::,)\(1, !:Id\,- is t1n\·,t1\IS tile IL·ft 
(lf tllu 1111l-lt1;. S1.tt-:k \\·at1-:1' ..;h!f"'li'sit~ .lr~~ k>t~.-11lo'd in t\1\·v...; in ril~llt n,111k l'h .. ·d1·11 ·J.... 
ridgtJ fal. 
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Plate 4.10. '.\losquitD Hlli\.~ site f(Jllo\\'illg till' J.111u.1i'~- !lJl)~ n()(ld, l·\011d 
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f1otld plain Sui't\Cl' L'h,\i1i\el nu (d.1shcd liilel. l;lt1\\' is {tl\\',\i'ds tlie lvfi. 
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Plate 4.11. i'liotO <)[' i"iglH ba1ik •ll Ross Rive!' Sniped situ. F!o\\' is lO\\',u·ds the 
left. River Rud Gun1s arc lluried liy l •il or sedi1\Wnl •:1'1.J tlicii c\posuru 
ihdiC .. ltcs recCiit ch~lii.tlel \\'ideiliI'\g. 'l'lte Scat·rifig c)f the t 1 • .1k of the L•:ntral 
ttec i1\a)· indic~tte a }Ji·evious duupee episode of buri~il tiy Sediinent. ·i·~·L !.-.: a1·u 
gi'owil\g 011 tile surfr\ce of•\ coarse lC\lui'ed 1>aldotlo<Kl dqcusil. 



paleoflood channel ! ,J sediments. Alternatively, it ma:• be composed of a 

wide single or multiple channel fill. Examples include th<~ paleoflood fill in 

l'igures .+. J.9. and 4.24-4.26; the Pleis:ocene remnant unricrlying the right 

bank flood plain in Figure 4.14 or the left bank flood plain in Figure 4.11; and 

the channel fill underlying surfac~s Rf2-4 in Figure 4.18. 

The following sections focus on morphostratigrapluc units which 

indivh'uaily appear relatively :ninor in extent but together account for a 

substantial ~cr:.ponent of the Todd River flood plains. in addition to 

illustrating the complex fill associations. The Todd River flood plain is 

characterised by a compkx assemblage of morphostratigraphic unit~. each 

of which is a body of sed! nent bounded by upper and lower surfaces with a 

defined geometry. Bel ·w is a description of the four principal 

morphostratigraphic uni1• identified: channel fill. inset fill (channel and 

flood plain), flood plain veneer and swirl pit fill. Also described are 

remnants of morphostratigraphic units which have been post-depositionally 

alterP.d by erosion, ter:ned flood plain remnants (surface. buried an'." 

paleofiood). Two morphostratign,phic models (confined and relat:vely 

unrnnfined) are presented which summarise the main morphological and 

morphostratigraphic characteristics of the Todd River flood plains (Fig. 4.8 

and 4.9). 

4.2.2.1. Channei fill 

Flood plain channel fills are elongated, sinuous b~dies of sediment. 

dominantly sandy, usually flat·topped and always convex-down at the base. 

Their form derives from the flood channel or abandoned main channel 

which preceded them. Fill dimension varies, with larger flood channels up to 

3 m deep and 30 m wide, typically found in relatively unconfined flood plains 

as back channel fills. Smaller flood channel featnr.:' are ger;erally less than 

1 m deep and 3 m wide and are found in both ty;ie; of flood plain locations. 

These will be described fi~st. 

Small flood channel fill 

The surface of the flood plain di the Anaaranching site (Fig. 4.18, Rf2) is 

reworked by a series of small, ~hallow, ·oraided channels which run sub

parallel to the main channel ar.d are perpendicular to the sub-surface 

channel fills. They fill channels which have P.roded into the flood plain 

surf:.ce to a resistant mud layer. The central channel (Plate 4.12) is 
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·1pp1oximately 12') cm wide and 63 cm deep ~nd the dip .Jf the basal channel 

.i!1 sediments is approximately 18' grading up to sub-horizontal layers. The 

channel f.11 sequence is composed of a series of large drape sheets which 

bl. 'lket •:1e ·,dder flood plain. and individual layers arc traced continuou,ly 

bet'·" 'en cite braid channels. By way of conaast tfte channd fill~ at 

Tod'J 1Ros' i :ft Bank (Fig. 4.11) co.isist of aggrnded channel fills which are 

separ?.te irc'm the ad.iacent fi.)od plain sediments. Some fills tend to be coarse, 

fining upwards from pebbly sand to sand (e.g. excavation C, Fig. 4.11); others 

.:.re finer and are infilled with mud and sand (e.g. excavation F, Fig. 4.11). 

Lill:g_e flood chann~ 

Large flood channels are more frequently found in relatively unconfined 

flood plain sites. The site in Plate 4.13 is located downstrear,' from the 

Expansion Sce>ur site where the channel narrows from 450 m to 100 m (Fig. 

4.5 Appendix 4, Image 8). On the right bank is an expos11re of a laree-scale 

channel fill 2 m deep and 20 m wide (Plate 4.13). The channel is cut into 

planar bedded white ch<i.nnel sand and infilled with :nediu1n to fine 1ext\Ired 

red sand. The bas:il ch<.nnel sediments gently dip along the former channel 

bed infilling towards the surface with horizontally bedded sedimrnts. The 

upper layers are continuous across the wider flood plain surface. This 

channe: drains perpendicular to the main channel and has no surface 

morphology. A larger back channel runs transverse to this buried channel 

and is actively dissecting the f!ood plain surface. Large scale channel fills 

are important morphostratigraphic units in relatively unconfined flood 

plains. 

Another ~xample of a large scale channel fill is at the Todd/Ross Confluence 

site (Plate 4.14). This channel fill unit li2s 17 5 cm below the fiood plain 

surface and is probably a former flood channel from the Ros; River. The 

channel has incised a cemented gravelly sand unit and is approximately 11 7 

cm de£p r.nd 8 m wide. Although the right bank of the channel fill is 

truncated and replaced by a flood plain inset the fill appears to have been 

symmetrical. The basal channe1 · · •' >.~dirn<01.ts ~lµ .. .::~ply and grade into 

horizontally bedded sediments. 
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4.2.2.2. Insets 

An inset fill is a elongate, roughly rectangular body of vertically accreted 

gravel, sand and mud sediment. Inset fills are usually flat-torped, but !!lay 

dip channel-ward or have wavy eroded ui-per boundaries, and have vertical 

sides, and generally flat b3s~s. Two type_ are idei1tified here: the flood plain 

inset and the channel bank inset (bench and oblique). 

Flood plain insets 

Flood plain insets are composed of sedhPnts c'epo.;ited against the erosional 

scarp of a flood plain step or terra,:e away from the main L~~dni.0 1. They 

unconformably overlie cemented Pleis:ucene aeolian/alluvial secliments, 

Pleistocene and Holocene paleoflood <~d1ment> and modern flood plain 

seditnents a1i.:! are the larger of the t\\'o rr.orr.:iostratigrapl<ic inset units. At 

the Desert Reach site (Fig. 4.13) the right bank flood pl;,in (65 nr wide and~ m 

deep) is imet against and deposited over an ernc!ed bench sculpted from the 

ce!!lented Pleistocene longitudinal dune flank. At the Stud !lore 1 site (Fi6. 

~.12) the flood plain unconformably overlies cemented Pleistocene sediment 

ancl is ~omposcd of a series of flood plain insets 1-47-135 m wid": and -1-2 m 

deep) atrznged in step~. laterally inset against one another with the 

boum1,,_,·ies exploited by back channels. Some of the insets are narrow and 

have been lati:raJly eroc\2d '1y a channel widening event (e.g Rf4). The 

bedding it:,'icates tha: the fill is vertica1ly accreted. At ~!osquit•J Fure 1 site 

(Fig. 4.27) the insets are similarly set inm one another. Her~ the erosional 

interfaces 'Jetweert the steps ,,·ere confirmed by the abrupt truncation of 

sedimentary !:ciyers at steps. The depth of flood plain mset fill averages 3 m 

and can equate to channel depth. 

Channel bank jnsets 

Bench imets 

Channel bench insets are composed of sediments deposited within the 

channel, are set unconformably against the channel bank and may overlie 

the channel bed sediments (Plate 4.21) or be conformable with them (e.g. Fig. 

4.34). Channel bench insets are generally flat-topped, usually have a vertical 

face where exposed by a channel bank and can extend downstream for over 

100 n! or can be restricted by the local bank. For examplz, a channel bench 
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deposited during the January 1995 flood was confined to the bank notch 

downstream of a large River Red G Jm. It is 150 cm high and 2 m wide, extends 

10 m downstream and has a vertical eroded face with some mud ob!iquely 

deposited towards the base. I< is composed of fine red sand and organic debris 

in finely-bedded climbing ripples and unconformably overlies pebbly white 

coarse channel sand. At Todd/Ross Right Bank site (Fig. 4.10) surface Rf! is a 

bench whh:h is conformable with the underlying channel deposits. The 20 m 

wide bench is unconformably attached to the vertical face of the cemented 

Pleistocene terrace and younger channel deposits are inset against the 

vertical face. 

Oblique Insets 

Where the channel bank is stepped due to the stripping of less resistant 

layers in the flood plain sediments or oblique due to bank collapse of loose 

sand (e.g. Plate .... 8. Plate 4.13 ), sediments are depositd obliquely against the 

bank. While f. ~!>e tr.orphostratigraphic unit~ are not large-scale, they do 

contribute to the complex morphostratigraphy. At Anabranching site a thin 

smear of mud-r;ch sediment is obliquely inset over and against the irregular 

nor: hclogy of the channel bank (Plate 4.2). Oblique deposits are 

preferentially located towards the base of the channel bank as the top of the 

bank is generally vertical. Where the oblique deposits extend over the bank 

they are termed flood plain veneer, described below. 

Centimetre-scale insets are deposited on minor steps in the bank 

morphology. One such example is shown in Plate 4.15 where thinly laminated 

fine red sand slopes obliquely up the eroded bench at the base of the 

Pleistocene profile. This channel inset has been laterally truncated by 

channel flow and channel sand emplaced against the eroded face, partially 

burying the inset. This combination of an eroded bench, channel bank inset 

and main channel fill inset results in a complex local morphostratigraphy at 

the small scale. 

4.2.2.3. Flood plain veneer 

Flood plain veneer fills are elongate irregular-shaped bodies of layered 

sediment, dominantly sand and mud, which derive their form from the 

morphology of the underlying surface which can be stepped or oblique. The 

larger flood plain ve'leers tend to have stepped lower boundaries a01d 

convex-oblique upper boundaries. 
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Plate 4.12. Typical ,,cdimc1:\ar)· Llcie> of i>l.rnd ·1fond plain at 

_.\n.1l1r~\hcl\ii'lg site. Three il.H't·phusti«Higi\tpll.ic units: ~t l"i~ts.tl ch.•i"'ncl fill ( .11 

O''etlaii\ by fii1ei· l1o:>Ll plain sedin1ei1ts (!~' iii.ciscd l1y hi·.tid l:h.u'lnels ll'l 

:·illed by sl1eet~lli\1pe depusits. ~otu tile kiilgfisllei nests in li.tnk. 

Plate 4.L3. Urge scc;le d1a1111cl fill. Note cvidellce or lateral L11a111iel 

etoSifJil '\ft(i iiiCiSiOi'l by tlie CXI50Sui'e <'>1 tl'ie tC16t systel'i'i or the Iar·ge Rivet· 

Red Gu111 . 

...... -~-·-·----··--·----------···· ···-----· ... iltt~f2rtlfr-12Z•121'1ill! •. -----



Plate 4.14 . 
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Plate 4.15. A small scale channel bank inset (a) deposited on eroclecl bench 
(b). Note the oblique style deposition up the bench, the eroded face of the 
inset and the cham;el bed sediment (c) partially burying the inset. 
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Plate 4.16. J'k)od plain ,·e1'leer exte'ld:; fi«Hll the ht)rizontal tl1Jod 11lain surf.lee ·1i1d 
dips to\Vai·ds the ch.innel ;..!t i\oss HiYei· Stri1Jed site. \'il'\\' looldi1g do\\'i1st1"ea1n. 

6m 

-------------·-------- - ------~~------ ----------

f 1 

Figure -U 1. M0rphostratigraphy of t1ood plain veneer overlying 
flood plain inset. Based on excavations at site 'A'. 
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The lapping up o. ;our. ~er alluvial sediments onto higher, adjacent surfaces 

was termed terrace vc.i<'er (Brakenridge, 1984 ). ln this study the term is 

changed to 11ood plain v1~neer to indicate that this morphostracigr.•.1hic unit 

was only observed in the flood plain and not in adjacent terraces. As well as 

maintaining the horizontal surfaces, these veneers ar~ found across steps on 

the flood plain and can extend over the channel bank. At confined >ites the 

veneer may drape the bedrock boundary itself. 

A morphcstratigrz.phic model of flood plain veneer sedimentation based on 

excavation of the surface and bani· of Rfl 8: Site 'A' (Fig. 4.14) is presented in 

Figur;,:, 4.31. Within the channel, the veneer deposits lie at an angle of 24'-

260, overlapping the horizontally bedded, vertically accreted flood plain 

inset sediments, and extend across a horizontal distance exceeding 6 m. The 

oblique veneer is inferred to have accreted durin'\ four floods with two cut 

and fill layers towards the top of the sequence. These deposits subdue any 

small morphological ir ·egulariti~s on the flood plain. lndividua! layers of 

the veneer thin towards the base and top of the profile but appear uniforr.1 

up the bank slope. Layer thickness is 0 reatest on the channel-ward aspect 

and least on the flood plain surface. Ye'1eer accretion is therefore more 

effec~ive in l..iterall;· accreting the bank ( 80 cm) than vertically accreting 

the flood plain surface (30 cm). 

Following the January 1995 flood at Mosquito Bore 1 site a layer of fine red 

sand was deposited on top o~ surface Rf3 and obliquely onto the face of 

surface Rf4 (Plate 4.10). The fresh sand was rapidly colonised by grass which 

may assist pre•,., .. ition of the sand veneer. Downstream from Mosquito Bore 

1 site where the channel abuts the outcropping bedrock ridge, oblique 

smears of sediment extend up the rock face. The morphology of the rock wall 

is irregular and the thickness of the inset deposit varies according to the 

steeper and flatter portions of the rock slope, with the thicker and more 

horizontally bedded units locatt:I at the local break in f ;,c. The deposit has 

two soil layers indicating stability. 

4.2.2.4. Swirl pit fill 

Swirl pit 1 'Jls are elongate bol"!-shaped bodies of sediment, dominantly 

sandy, usually flat-topped and aiways convex-down at the base; their f· ·m is 

derived from the scour which preceded them. Swirl pits along the Todd River 

are incised into cemented Pleistocene alluvium and unconsolidated sandy 
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flood plain and channe.I sedimr ~. Dimensions vary between 1-3 m deep and 

1-6 m wide. The following d, ;cription is based on swirl pits partially and 

fully exposed at the surface aP j exposed in section. 

After floods sancl. bars were observed to have migrated into the depressions. 

but more often they are partially mfilled with structurele£s, or thinly 

laminated layers of desiccating mud up to 30 cm thick. One such swirl pit that 

was visited two days after the formative event at No. 5 Bore (Fig. 4.21) still 

contained 2 m of water with silty clay on the base and lower slopes of the 

swirl pit. Prior to this event there was no mud at the base of the swirl pit, 

perhaps due to desiccation and aeolian winnowing or burial by sediment 

slumped from the pit sides. Swirl pits also fill with organic debris such as 

tree branches and leaf litter (Plate 4.17). Swirl pits located away from the 

main channel can re1 :ain prominent features containing little fill. 

A channel widening event that occurred at the Anabr<tnching site during 

the January 1995 flood exposed a swirl pit morphostraligraphic unit formed 

in association with a Coolabah tree (Fig. 4.32). The tree is alive and in growth 

position but the former surface at the base of the tree has been scoured. The 

swirl pit sediments were deposited after at least 80 en, of alluvium was 

scoured from around the base of the tree perhaps several times. Past 

maximu"1 scour depth excavated the planar bedded sand and exposed the tree 

root system. The boundary between layers is generally erosive and the minor 

depositi<'' al events were preceded by scour probably during the same event. 

At least eleven depositional events have filled this tree scout. Scouring tLnds 

to have been concentrated on the downstream side of the tree as indicated by 

the infill lenses not found in similar abundance on the upstream side (Fig. 

4.32). 

4.2.2.S. Flood plain remnant 

A flood plain remnant is the eroded core of a prev1 .... sly more extensive flood 

plain. Remnanto have unconformable contact with adjacent alluvial 

sediments and are of two types: those which are visible as truncated steps at 

the flood plain surface ar 1 chose which are buried. 

.Surface remnaJlli 

Flood plain remnants visible at the surface ha·"e been truncated by lateral 

erosion of thf main channel (Plate 4.1) 0r by back channels. 
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Morphostratigraphically, the remnant sediment body typically extends 

venir.ally through the full depth of the flood plain and IS flat-toppeJ with 

vertical or slightly conca ·e lateral bounding surfaces. (e.g. Fig. 4. surfaces 

Lf3, Lfl, Rfl and Rf2; Fig. 4.24, surface Rfl; Fig. 4.12, surface Rf4). Some of 

these are difficult to detect on the topographic profiles as tbey have minor 

morphological expressions, but have been shown by auguring to be > 2 m 

'hick. They are thus important indicators of flood plain destructive 

processes. Where the channel runs adjacent to and uver resistant sediment of 

earlier flood plains, such as cemented Pleistocene alluvium or coarse 

textur~d paleoflood depo,its, thz sculptured surface remnants are preserved 

as benches in the chanr,el bank (e.g. Fig. 4.12 surface Lfla and Fig. 4.23, 

surface Ltl). 

Buried remnants 

Flood plain remnants may he buried by flood plain or channel sediments. 

Where Pleistocene sediment has been actively sculptured by the modern 

channel it is also termed flood plai•1 remnant and most remnants fall into 

this category. Often, the buried remnants display a stepped face slope (e.g. 

Fig. 4.11, 4.30). ln many locations the flood plain remnants extend undu 

channel sediments (Plate 'US). 

4.2.2.6. Type site of confined flood plain rnorphostratigraphy 

Although the Mosqui:J Bore 1 site (Fig. 4.27) includes examples of flood plain 

insets and surface flood plain remnants, it is not used as the 

morphostratigraphic type site as it does not have all the elements that can 

occur at a confined site and is not as well verified stratigraphically as the 

Todd/Ross site. 

The Todd/Ross ,ype site lies at the confluence of rhe Todd and Ross Rivers on 

a meander bend imposed by the fossiliferous siltstone and minor dolomite of 

the Arumba Sandstone formation (Figs. 4.2, 4.33, 4.34, Plate 4.18). The channel 

in this reach splits around broad vegetated shoals. Channel gradient 

downstream of the confluence is .00316 m/m and the flood plain to channel 
ratio is 1. 7:1. 

The Ross River is t:,e dominant system in this reach as man} of the flows 

from Alice Springs fail to reach this junction. On the outside of the meander 

bend (right bank) sandy cemented Pleistocene alluvium is periodically 
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exposed in vertical cliff bank sections. The left bank flood plain consists of a 

series of alluvial units set against a cemented paleoflood terral'e. The left 

bank flood plain/terrace boundary is a sinuous eroded scarp (Plate 4.1 SJ and 

a series of younger alluvial units has been inset against this ~carp. Because 

of the complex and variable flood plain plan form, three cross sections were 

examined along this reach (Fig. 4.33). The Todd/Ross Confluence site wa; 

measured between the higher Pleistocene surfaces on either side of the 

channel (Fig. 4.34) and the remaining two cross sectiuns focussed on the 

flood plain morphostratigraphy (r-ig. 4.10 and 4.11 l. The Todd/Ross Left Bank 

(Fig. 4.11) was measured across the left bank inset flood plain surfaces and 

deep back channel. The Todd/Ross Right Bank site (Fig. 4.10) was measured 

across the right bank surfaces. Comparison of the three sections indic.ites 

the downstream variability of flood plain morphology along this reach. 

The Todd/Ross Confluence cross section (Fig. 4.34) shows three 

morphostratigraphic formations that comprise this site. The first is the 

cemented Pleistocene terrace. The second morphostratigraphic component is 

the main channel fill. The depth of the channel fill at this location could not 

be determined due to the free flowing nature of the pebbly coarse sand and 

mud ball channel sedim~nts. Exposures show that the 90 m wide channel fill 

consists of well defined trough cross bedding and large sets of planar tabular 

cross bedding. 

The third formation is the flood plain composed of surface channel, back 

channel, swirl pit (Plate 4.14) and flood plain insets. At the junction between 

the Ltl and the '"Jod plain is a deep back c.!Jannel which is incised by a 4 m 

deep swirl pit. ; '> flood plain is comparatively wide (155 m) and composed of 

a large sand and gravel basal horizon which has been unevenly eroded by 

channel widening and surfac2 channel scour and rebuilt by the deposition 

of flood plain insets. There are five surf~.ces, four of which (Lfl, Lf2. ;:.f2a 

and Lf3) are inset uncr•nformably into one anothn. The width of Surface Lfl 

indicates lateral ero;,. >11 by the channel. Surface Lf4 underlies the flood 

plain and has been recently aggraded by a coarse white sand bar which is 

migrating down the slope of the large swirl pit. The lateral extent nf this bar 

has been truncated by flows along surface Lf3. Surface Ltl contains a 

channel fill unit unconformably overlain by vertically accreted sand and 

gravel sheets (Plate 4.14). 

Plate 4.19 illcstrates the ref?.'"· :• between alluvial units at the micro

;cale in this reach and shows examples of erosional unconformities, flood 
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Plate 4.11. The gradual infilling of a swirl pit formed around a tree is 

assisted by the concentration of coarse woody debris on its upstreat11 side . 
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Plate 4.18. An oblique photo of the Todd/Ross confluence ( 199-1). The Ross 

River (R) nows from the top right to the bottom right, the Todd River (T) 

enters above the centre left. 



plain veEe~r. step morphology anJ inset deposition. This complex flood plair'. 

morphostraligraphy indicates that proc~<ses of stripping, fiood plain veneer 

and inset development occur at the small scale, that is, the scale of incividual 

sedimentary layers, generally less than 40 cm. Thi complexity is masked by 

the surface morphology which appears to be a flat-topped low gradient flood 

plain form. The part!ally buried young Red Gun' (Euca/yprus cama/du/ensis), 

approximately 20 years old, indicates thP. recent development of this 

morphostraugraphy. 

Of equal complexity, but larger in scale (meso-scale) is the Todd/Ross Left 

Bank site (Fig. 4.11) where there are examples of flood plain insets, buried 

flood plain remnants, flood plain veneer and surface channel fill 

morphostratigraphic units (Fig. 4.11 a-d) The step-like morphology of the 

flood plain remnant (Fig. 4.11 a) is erosional in nature. tlte UJ;per erosional 

step following a stratigraphic discontinuity in the sediments. A large flood 

plain veneer (Fig. 4.11 b) which ap1oears at the surface as f6, underlies fS and 

is composed of a vertically aggrading sPquence dipping at approximately lS' 

over the eroded scarp of the buried flooc; plain remnant. This veneer has 

been subjected to lateral erosion and verticc·l stripping as evidenced by the 

stepped surface morphology. T!>~re ate three back channels (rig. 4.11 c), two 

of which have partially infilled with a fining upward sequence from 

structureless pebbly sand to planar bedded fine and medium red and white 

sand. The channel·watd part of surface fS has aggraded by the deposition of 

a flood plain inset (fig. 4.11 d) and the overbank migration of a bar. The 

motphostratigraphy at this site indicates the complex <1ssemblage of fills and 

the episodic aggradation and erosion of the flood plains. 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the relatively simple morphostratigraphy of the nght 

bank surfaces. The channel inset (Rfl) is unconformable with Rtl and the 

channel bed sediment is inset unconforrnably against the laterally eroded 

face of surface Rfl. 

4.2.2. 7. Type site of relatively unconfined flood plain 

111orphostratigtaphy 

The Expansion Sco-.1 site (Figs, 4.5, 4.29, 4.30) morphostratigraphic figure 

indicates four formations: the left bank Pleistocene terrace (Ltl) the right 

bank paleoflood terrace (Rtl, t2). the flood plain and the channel. Excavation 

of the flood plain indicates that the rnorphostratigraµhy is complex (Fig. 

4.30). 
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As at the Todd/Ross Confluence site, the active flood plain is underlain by a 

buried flood plain remnant (i) comprised of a gravel and sand channel 

deposit whi' h has been laterally truncaced and vertically stripped displaying 

a stepped morphology. These steps are coincident with cemented sC>dimcntary 

layers. The flood p'ain has five morphostratigraphic units, three of which 

are the eroded remnants of flood plain irsets and flood ;>lain veneers (ii-iv); 

the fourth is a channel inset (v) and the fifth a surface channel fill (vi). The 

sediments in units (ii) and (iv) dip channel-ward and are the surface flood 

plain remnants of incipient flood plain veneers which do not appear to have 

extended over the riser. Surface channel fill (vi) coarsens upward from a 

basal mud to medium and fine planar bedded sand. Unit (v) is a gravel a.id 

sand channel bar reworked by minor surface channels and a larger scale 

back channel. Unit (iv) was emplaced on an eroded step formed at the 

stratigraphic boundary between units (v) and (iii). 

4.2.3. Morphology and morphostratigtaphic models 

Based on the data presented on ! 1 plain 1notphology and 

morphostratigraphy, two models are presei.-. u which summarise the main 

characteristics of the Todd River confined and relatively unconfined flood 

plains (Fig . .J.8 and .J.9). The models share similar features. and differ 

principally in terms of the sea.le of the back channels, the presence of 

consolidated boundary sedimen 1 , and ti1e presence of large island features in 

the channd and attached tr the flood plain. The characteristics are 

summarised in Table 4.-1. 

Confined flood plains of the Todd River lie between cemented Pleistocene 

terraces, coarse textured or cemented ilaleoflood t~rraces, and bedrocK 

outcrops. They tend to border a single thread channel and have low flood 

plain to channel width ratios. The flood plain surface haf a pronounced 

stepped morphology and is reworked by surface channels ai1.J swirl pits (Fig. 

-1.8 2, 3). There are four surficial morphostratigraphic units fo.ind in 

confined flood plain formations: channel fills, flood plain veneer, insets 

(channel and flood plain) and swirl pit fill (Fig. -1.8, 13, 12, 4, S). These 

morphostratigraphic units may be been post-depositionally eroded and 

survive as sculpted surface arid buried flood plain remnants (Fig . .J.8, 6. 7). 

They can overlie channel deposits, be preserved as insets or as modified 

paleoflood or Pleistocene remnants. 
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Pelatively unconfined flood plains of the Todd River 'Ire found in locations 

where lateral migration of the channel is possible e.g. between paleoflood 

terraces c· >1nposed of erodable gravelly sand. The:. tend w border wide 

channels which locally braid or flow around wel! vcg~tated islands and 

generally have high flood plain to .:hannel width ratios. The flood plain 

surface has a pronounced stepped morphology which is reworked by surface 

channels and swirl pits (Fig . .J.9, 2, 3). There arc four surficial 

morphostratigraphic units found in relatively unconfined flood plain 

formations: channel fills, flood plain veneer, insets (channel and flood 

plain) ;ind swirl pit fill (Fig . .J.9, l.J, 11, --!, 5. 3). As in confined flood plains. 

the n:. hostratigraphic units may have been post-depos;.tiona!ly eroded and 

survive as sculpted surface and buried flood plain remnants (Fig .J.9. 6. 7). In 

relatively unconfined flood plain reaches, back channels and islands can be 

significant morphostratigraphic u nirs (Fig. .J. 9. 1, i 2). These surficial 

n10rphostratigraphic units generally overlie channel deposits. paleoflood 

deposits or cemented Pleistocene sediments preserved as buried and 

sometimes surface flood plain t'emnants. 

4.2.4. Sedimentaty charatretistics of motphosttatigtaphic orurs 

This section describes the sedimentary structures, stratification and beddir.g 

in sedimentary units of the morphostratigraphic bodie~ (symbols used in the 

figures are presented ill fable 4.3). Sedimentary units are described as: one 

or more sets of strata deposited continuouslv under uniform or continuouslv . . 
varying conditions (Picard and Eigh, 197 3 ). 

The sedimentary and rncrphological characteristics and depositional 

environments of morphostraugraphic units are summarised in Table .J..J. 

Sedimentary characteristics, which were not described in detail in th~ 

previous sections describing morphology and contextual features. are to a 

degree diagnostic of processes. ana are now d~scribed. 

4.2.4.1. Channel fill 

Channel morr '10stratigraphic units which include the main channel, flood 

channels and bark channels share common types of sedimentary 

characteristics including mud beds, sand beds, flood couplets, bar face and 

bar surface sedimentary units, but at different scales. 
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~ale channel seditneot characterjstjcs 

Small-scale channe! fills d~scrihed murpl~·Jstraticraphically in section 

4.2.2.1. are comprised of teuded to structu1el~ss medium and coarse sand or 

sandy rn~trix-supported gravels. Sometimes the channel fill may be 

comprised of one or more flood couplets in which laminated sand is 

conformably overlain by a mud layer; the tops cf individual coupletc may 

n:'.Ve desiccation cracks (Plate 4.20; Table 4..1) 

Beds of uniform dense mud (Fml represent the deposition of suspended load 

during flood recession and where the texture is c0::<r>~r. silt laminations are 

found (Fl); otherwise the beds appear structur·cless. in some loc~tiorts rrtud 

layers are rich in organic material tO) (Plate 4.!.J) and co,tain large leaf and 

wood fragments. Packing tends to be loose and t•IP cxp'.:.>ed ":tc· ; of layers 

readily collapse. In ilood cour,Iets the nrnd bed' are ullderlain hy 

horizontally laminated, plat1ar :•edded sand layers wnich rnay gra e into 

ripple stratifintion. In places the horizontal bedding is distur Jed by 

biotutb2.':on wl1:,·h may extend into adjacent layers making boundaries 

indistinc• l?l,ne 4.22). 

An excava•jon at the Anabranching site sh0ws an example 01· a small scale 

i·:aided channel fill (Fig. i.35. Plate 4.12), The cllannel is fi3 cm deep and 

forms part of a larger drape component which infills th2 adjzcent surface 

channels and aggrades the wider flood plain surfac~. Hasal sediments ct:p 

across the channel section at 18" and overlie a truncated, horizontal mud bed 

(not shown in Fig. 4.35). The basal s'. 'i'ments are an upward filling, inclined 

parallel stratified flood couplet sequence composed of medium and coarse red 

s:tnd (Si) and r.lUd (Fm/. This iS overla'-: by a second flood couplet composed 

of very fine red sand topped by a 4 cm layer of mud. A third flood couplet of 

organic-rich, fine red sand is also overlain by a 2 cm layer of silty mud. The 

remaining su:J-horizontal fill i:; composed of medium to fine white and red 

sand which grades into fine red sat1d. These sediments have well preserved 

parallel laminae. The three flc,od channels were synchronol'.sly eroded into 

the surface of the flood plain and are inferred to have a~graded during four 

floor: episodes. A s~cond example is the .;urface channel at the Todd/Ross Left 

Bank 'ite (Fig. 4.36), a sh:lllow fining upwards channel fill where contact 

with the underlying day-rich bed (Fm) is erosional and the basal matrix

supportee! gravels are internally graded and topped by alternating thinly 

laminated sand and silts ( . -J. 
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Plate 4.19. (>iii1plt.'- n11)rpli1 ·.1i-.1ti~:r.1ph> ·it t'1<111d p!.1in .11 [11d,I !\,....,..., 
( :<"dlflt11_·fl.l-.l.' ...,ill'. jj)l·Jitdi11~ 1. l'i'il...,i< HJ.iJ l1!}(·1111t( 1r111it i1·..., ,\tld ...,\t•\) ill• 1: jiJl, ,), •'.~;' 
(.ll, ti'llil!·,1tt...·d !11H>d j"d.tin \l'll\'\'i' 1hl. iil'·~.'t dt...•J)11'>iti1,11 !1 \,II tli(' iii/1 r-.,-..,,·,ilc-. 

Plate 4.20. Hoss ki\·v1· Sti'iped Site. ~i)tc the thi,·k 1nud lleds. tl'ii1 111ud 
di\tj)es, !Jo(id l·(1uj)l~ts af1d dL:Sit·cation. CLlt:k (.l). 



Plate 4.21. Ch.lli.tlel l'lL•tl.ch u1i.L·o11fc1ri11.1hly O\'C!'lying t1.11· L.tce deposit. :\ote 
the oi·gaii.ic rich layet·s a!ld the colour di!Tetence bet\\'l'L'll the g1·e:· bedload 
~Hl.d red aild bt'o\\'ii. t.usj1ei1.Jed lo~id sediinents. 

Plate 4.22. Cot1tu .. nab!<' mud deposition overlyi1tg JOlcmar bedding (Sh) in 
fine ~·etl sane~ ~:!i.eet and bui·rcJ·\,. into tttl.derlying strata. 



Large scale channel sedirncnt characteristics 

Large-scale channel fills described morphostratigraphically in section 

4.2.2.1 arc comprised of bedded to structureless medium and coarse sand or 

sandy matrix-supported gravels in bar face and bar surface facics, sometimes 

with thin mud layers (Table 4.4). Migrating avalanche faces of longitudinal 

bars fSh, St, Sp, Gm) have steeply dipping (15') -50 cm thick planar tabular 

sets comprised of alternating beds of poorly sorted pebbles and coarse sand 

and well rounded mud clasts (e.g. Fig. 4.37, Plate 4.}1 and 4.23). While these 

sedimentary units generally occur towards the bottom of flood plain profiles 

they also occur at higher levels. Bar surface deposits (Gm, Sh) are generally 

structureless or poorly laminated coarse sand or gravP! in a coarse sand 

matrix in 20-80 cm thick sedimentary units (e.g. Fig. 4.37). Similar to the bar 

face deposits they may occur in any location in the profile (Plate 4.23 ). 

The large channel fill at the Anastomosing site (Fig 4.35) is a fining upward 

sequence from structureless medium gravels (Gm) to horizontally laminated 

white sands (Sh) overlain by a structureless layer of fine gravel in silty sand 

(Sm), and has an erosional boundary with the overlying inclined (Si) 

stratified medium and coarse sand layer. The long section through the river 

channel bed on the Ross River upstream of the confluence with the Todd 

River, shows a continuous lenticular stratification \<ith only minor erosion 

between one of the sets towards the base. Two bar facies (Sp) are topped with 

mud drapes and three gravel sheet facies (Gm). The sequence is topped by a 

set (20 cm) of climbing ripples. Another section in the channel bed in Alice 

Springs town included a roughly horizontally layered, matrix-supported 

gravel 111! with lenses of pebbly sand, plastic and aluminium. 

Many surface channels contain hummocks and Figure 4.38 is a 

representative hummock profile mapped in a distributary flood channel, 170 

cm high and superimposed on flood deposits. 'fhe basal 140 cm of 

structureless sand is overlain by 3 2 cm of climbing ripples composed of 

medium and fine sand, in turn overlain by a layer of inclined S3.ud laminae 

overlain by a mud drape. 
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4.2.4.2. Channel insets 

Channel insets generally comprise channe 1 bar surface and bar face 

sedimentary units but may also include horizontal mud and sand units. A 

channel inset at the Todd/Ross right bank site (Fig. 4.10; 4.3i) is composed of 

a sequence of parallel inclined gravelly coarse sand and mud balls topped 

with a planar horizontal sandy gravel. Sedimentary unit thickness varies 

between 2 cm and 80 cm and no erosional boundaries were detected in this 

profile. 

4.2.4.3. Flood plain insets 

Flood plain insets (Gm, Sp, Sh, Sr, Sw, SI, 0, Fl, Fm) are comprised of mud, sand, 

flood couplet, bar surface and bar face sedimentary units (i'late 4.23). The 

sedimentary characteristics of a flood plain inset at Mosquito Bore 1 site 

described in section 4.2.9. and will not be repeated here. 

4.2 .4.4. Flood plain veneer 

Flood plain veneers are comprised of bedded to structureless medium and 

coarse sand, mud and flood couplet sedimentary units (Table 4.4). Strata 

inclination varies according to the morphology of the underlying sediments 

and is horizontal-parallel on the higher and lower surfaces and inclined

parallel at the break in slope between. Veneer sedimentation occurs over a 

series of depositional events which often result in cyclical flood couplet 

aggradation. Figure 4.39 was mapped front the downstream wall of a pit in a 

flood plain veneer unit at the Todd/Ross Left Bank site (excavation EJ. Four 

sedimentary units composed of finely laminated, inllined, sand and ntud 

strata extend continuously from the upper to lower step. 

4.2.4.S. Swirl pit fill 

Swirl pit fills, described morphostratigraphically in section 4.2.4.4., are 

comprised of bedded to structureless mud, medium and coarse sand or sandy 

matrix-supported gravels in mud, sand and flood couplet sedimentary units 

(Table 4.4). 

A swirl pit morphostratigraphic unit formed in association with a Coolabah 

tree (Fig. 4.32) was mapped and although the central portion was obscured by 

debris from the tree, this site contains rare t!Vldence of sedimentary fill in a 
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swirl pit that developed arnund a tree. It includes three stratigraphic units: 

planar bedded white channel sands grade upwards through a sequence of 

pebbly sand beds to well-sorted medium and fine sand and mud. The 

truncation of sedimentary layers indicates erosion by succeeding events and 

layer thickness varies between 2" ar.d 40 cm. 

4.2.5. Representative sedimentary stacks 

A fresh exposure was eroded during the January 1995 flood at the Mosquito 

Bore 1 confined flood plain site (Plate 4.24, Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.40). The basal 

sedimentary unit (96 cm) in this 26i cm high profile is composed of three 

alternating red and white sand beds which display cross .matified, parallel 

discontinuous and structureless stratificatior This is overlain by two flood 

couplets. The next layer is rich in ash and contains mud clasts towards the 

top. This is overlain by a mud layLr and a silt~rich layer deposited during 

separate events. The next flood couplet sequence is overlain by a thick flood 

deposit ( 54 cm) which alternates twice from climbing ripples to horizontal 

stratification and is overtopped by a structureless sand unit with angular 

mud fragments. This is overtopped by four flood units. The Iowst one is a fine 

textured flood couplet with good horizontal stratification in the lower silty 

unit. The next event deposited sand with good cross and horizontal 

stratification. The sequence is finished with two flood couplets, the upper 

one depositea during the January 1995 event (Plate 4.24 ). 

A brief synthesis of the sedimentary ch.;.racteristics at the Anabranching 

site (Fig. 4.35, Plate 4.12) illustrates the typical sedimentary units in a 

relatively unconfined flood plain site. The 280 cm deep section 

unconformably overlies cemented Pleistocene sediment. There are three 

1rtorphostratigraphic components to this profile. The basal, and largest, unit 

is a 21 i cm thick channel fill unit which underlies the 33 m wide island. This 

unit is composed of a structureless, poorly sorted, gravel/coarse sand unit 

which iines upward to a horizontally stratified coarse sand set. This is 

overlain by a silty/coarse sand and pe!Jble set, capped by a thin silt drape, 

and overtopped by inclined parallel stratified medium to fine white and red 

sand. This sequence has truncated surfaces typical of migrating bar fades. 

The sediments in the bar facies dip at approximately 6' and the truncated 

upstream face also has an angle of 6'. These channel bed sediments are 

overtopped by the flood plain unit which is 63 cm thick and composed of twc 

morphostratigraphic units. The lower unit is a sequence of horizontally 

bedded layers of alternating sand and mud (Sh, Fl, Fm). This unit was incised 
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by surface braided channels and filled with alternating layers of sand and 

mud, described previously. 

4.2.6. Vertical profile model 

Figure 4.41 is a schematic vertical profile which summarises the main 

sedimentary facies components of the flood plains mapped in the Todd 

catchment. The characteristics of confined and relatively unconfined flood 

plain profiles are sufficiently similar that a single profile model is proposed. 

The flood plains arc composed of a series of vertically accrcting layers 

emplaced during floods. The boundary between layers may be erosional as 

indicated by fill structures, rip-up clasts and truncated stratification. 

Textural composition varies from coarse gravel layers through to mud layecs. 

There is no clear grading in the profile and mud layers alternate with sand 

and gravel layers in any order vertically through the profile. Flood couplets 

are commc.n and mud balls are preserved in some of the sandy deposits. 

Bioturbation is common and disrupts layer boundaries and the internal 

stratification of the sets. Thin laminations are prominent as are horizontal 

stratifications. However rarallel inclined stratification is often found in fill 

structures and veneer deposits. There are some buried soil layers and the 

roots from vegetation are often found in the sandy layers. 

4.2.6.1. Sedimentary characteristics 

Six sediment size samples were analysed in the laboratory from ~losquito 

Bore 1 site 100 m upstream of the profile in Figure 4.40. Sample~ were taken 

from sedimentary units. The mean size of sediment for the flood plain falls in 

the sand size category and the mean size of the sediment in each layer varies 

vertically, with an absence of an upward fining sequence. When examined 

in more detail (Fig. 4.42, a-e), the percentage silt is highest towards the base 

of the flood plain and the gravel content is higher towards the top of the 

flood plain. All samples are moderately sorted tending towards less well 

sorted towards the top of the profile (Fig. 4.42, e). 

Seven samples w.er~ analysed at the Stud Bore 1 flood plain site (Fig. 4.12 

excavation D). This flood plain is coarser than the previous site with the 

mean size of sediment falling in the medium sand category (Fig. 4.43). As in 

the previous example, there is no vertical trend in the size of sediment. Silt 

content is highest in the middle-to-top of the flood plain profile and gravel 
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content incre.1ses away from the base. Samples are moderately and poorly 

sorted with a tendency f::ir better sorting towards the top of the profile ( l'ig. 

-1.43. e). 

There appears to be great variarion in sediment size vertically in Todd River 

flood plain profiles with no linear trend apparent. Fine <exturcd mud beds 

\Fm. rl) may be in any !JGSition in the profile and although layers of gravel 

and coarse sand are generally positioned towards the base of profiles they 

can also be located higher. The flood plains typically ~xhibit abrupt te\tural 

change bet\\'C:en sedimentary units . 

. '>iocu:ha r ·o~ of fluod plain sediments is common. The most effecti,·c age .Its 

are ant col<'nies w'.lich have implications for the reliability of lu!11illescence 

a11cl 1adiocarbon dating i!l this region. Lirger burrows formed by the 

witchetty grub disturb the boundaries between sedimentary units I e.g. Plate 

-1.22). Kingfishers also excavate their 1wsts from the river banks : Plate -1.121 

111d the penetration of plant root structures disrupts the flood plain 

sediments. 

Al·hough most sets exhibit internal grading. there are examples of rc,·er'e 

g.-ading, most commonly observed ii'. t!1ickly bedded, loose!} packed. 

structureless sand and flne gravel. 

!he colour of sediments varies bet•v<:en sedimentary units and ben•een 

strata. In the latter the liner textured laminae 1r, Sh sedimentary facies are 

often red ( 10yr$/ 8) and the coarser laminae are very pale brown ( 1 Oyr 7 i 41. 

At the larger scale the muddy organi•>rich sediments tend to be yellowish 

brown ( iGyr 5/6), the bedload sedimeEts pale brown and the finer suspended 

sed'.ment~ red. This was observed aft·~r the January 1995 event where thr 

sediments in the main clunnel were relatively r.lean and appeared whitish, 

the suspended sediments we::> pale red (Plate -1.10). This pattern was 

consistently observed throughout the catchment .md rnay be explained by 

the differential rnte of removal of the haematite coating of entrained 

Pleistocene sediments by differential ab!'asion rates of grains in the bedload 

and in the suspended load. 

The chickness of sdimentary layers varies in the vertical profiles with nc 

strong decrease"'·''' hei~ht in the profile: vef} thick layers (>30 cn1J were 

mapped high :n 1 • .-1• .!1·s. Similarly there does no' "ppear to be a rel~.tionship 

between layer t.••>:kne<S c\1".l sedimem size. Although the thinnest sets are 
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mud drapes and there are some thinly laminated saady beds Lue thickest 

la) crs are composed of gr~vel and co:irse sand 

4.3. Chronology of Flood Plains 

The absolute age of the flood plains was determined by radiocarbon analysis 

(Tables 4.5 and 4.6) and radionuclide concentrations (Tables 4.7 and 4.8). 

P.ela!ive age was assessed by the preservation of sedimentary structures and 

the age of alive but buried riverine vegetation. 

In the confined flood plabs there are nine radiocarbon ages, from <':.: sites 

and four 137Caesium and 2IOLead determinations from two of those sites. Seve:n 

radiocarbon samples are youngt'r than modern. In ti:e relatively unconfined 

flood plains there are seven radiocarbon ages from three sit~s and five 

radiom.;.:lide determinations from two sites. As for t!:re confined flood plains, 

the unconfined flood plains are young with five of the samplps returning 

ages greater than modern (Table 4.6). The following is a description of each 
of the sample sites. 

4.3.1. Confined flood pl?Jn chronology 

Todd/Ross Left Bank 

The age of alluvium was determined for three flood plain insets on the left 

bank. All samples were t:iken from depths in excess of 0.5 m and rc>turned 

ages younger than modern (Figure 4.11 ). Samples from these flood plains 

Wt!re also examin~d for 137Caesium and ZIOLead (Fig. 4.11. Table 4.7). Two 

samples indicate sufficiently high concentrations of both radionuclides and 

!ndicate an age greater than 1960. "lo significant levels were detected for the 
deeper sample. 

Mosquito Bore 1 site 

Two radiocarbon age; •vere determined for this site. Sample ANU 9276 was 

determined frnm a cha;coal sanmle tal:~n from 140 cm bP!ow the surfav! and 

returned an age of !20-0 cal BPand ANU 9280 from a charcoal sample taken 

from 79 cm below the surface (Fig. 4.27) and was younger than modern. No 

significant radionuclide concentrations were detected. The sediment in 
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excavations of all flood plains appeared fresh and unweathered, comistent 
with the r~lalively young age determinations. 

No. 5 Bore site 

A grab sample was taken from a backwater deposit in a left bank tribut~r" 

mouth (Fig. 4.6). The sample age (ANU 9656, 753-421 cal BP) does not mat~h 

the a ppr a<ance oi the sediments, which had well-preser\'ed sedimentary 

structures and little bioturbation indicating recent deposition. The sample 
probably consisted of reworked charcoal. 

Site 'A' 

A r;:diocarbon sample was taken from the base of a swi;-1 pit fill on 'urface 

Rf2 (Fi!:. 4.14, ANU 9652). The amount of charcoal was too small to be reliably 

dated but estimations indicate an age younger than modern. A second grab 

sample (ANU 9654) sas taken from a left bank flood plain further 

downstream, at the top of a section of vertically stacked flood couplets, and 
279-51 cal BP. 

Desert Reach 

The oldest age obtained for a confi!led flood plain deposit is 5936-556 l cal BP, 

(ANU 9659), from charcoal collected 180 cm below the sur:ace (Fig. 4.13)from 

the site furthest downst;-eam (Figure 4.7). This significantly older flood plain 

a~ may reflect reworking but it may also be a function of the reduced 

capacity to rework alluvium with distance downstream. Given the tendency 

for ephemeral floods to decrease in magnitude downstream and the lower 

freque·1cy of events in these reaches, such flood plains are expected to be 
older in age. 

4.3.2. F:elatlvely unconflned flood plains 

Ross River Striped site 

Four samples were analysed by radiocarbon met! 1ods from this site. Three of 

these returned ages younger than modern (Fig. 4.J 9, ANU 8963, ANU 8970 and 

ANU 8968). The remaining sample age (ANU 8962) is 552-469 cal BP and may 

be erroneous as a sample from the flood plain across the channel, 
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stratigraphically older, returned a younger than modern age. In addition the 

nature of the sediments tram which the sample was t"kLI1 is 

indistinguishable from the younger, dated, sediments in the profile. Four 

samples from this site were analysed for 13;Caesium and 210Lcad content 

(Table 4.8). No significant concentrations were detected. This is interpreted 

as just older than 1960 or due to the rapid aggradation of sediments. 

The freshness of the se •. '.iment in addition to the burial of trees (estimated to 

be less than 100 years old) by 1 m of sediment indicates the young age of the 

flood plains in this reach (Plate 4.11 ). 

Stud Bore 1 

One sample was measured for 13;Caesium and 210Lead content (Fig. 4.12). No 

significant levels of either radionuclide were found. However the surface of 

these flood plains is populated by mature River Red Gums whith are buried 

by .5 to 1 m of sediment indicating a young age ( <150 BP). 

Anabranching site 

Two radiocarbon ages were determined for flood plain deposits. One sample 

was from a surface channel fill unit (Fig. 4.18, ANU 9653) and its young age is 

verified by the burial of young Red Gums (approximately 10-20 yrs old) on 

the flood plain surface by 1 m of sediment. The second sample (ANU 96i6) is 

from the upper section of a sequence of channel sand (Fig. 4.18) and is older 

(4i9-2ii cal BP). 

Jessie Gap fan 

A sample was taken from the Jessie Gap fan (ANU 89i 1) at a depth of 48 cm. 

This sample returned an age of younger than modern. 
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Figure 4.2. koeot1of1 ol foaa!Ross Canliuence site, famJ/Ross kelt tlank site. TMWi'ioss R1g111 Bor 

site. Stua IBare 2 Site ana ffitua Bore i site. 

Nonn 1s to t11e fiQ~H of 1r1n figure ana ane square:: -, krn 
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Figure 4.3. L.ocation of Giles Creek 1 site, Giles Creek 2 site, Giles Creek 3 site. North 
is to the top of the figure ana one square = 1 km. 
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Figure 4. 6. Location of No. 5 Bore site, Anabranching site, 'A' de and the radiocarbon 

grab sample CL. North is to the top of the figure amJ one s(\uare = 1 km. 
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Figure 4.8. Morphostratigraphy of confined flood plai• s in the fodd River. 
1. Back channel. 2. Flood channel. 3. Swirl pit. 4. Channel inset. 5. Flood plain inset. 
6. Buried flood plain remnant. 7. Surface flood plain remnant. 8. Cemented Pleistocene 
or paleoflOod terrace. 9. Bar. 10. Back channel bench. 11. Stripped surface. 
12. Flood plain veneer. 13. Surface chann<il fill. 14. Large channel fill. 



Figure 4.9. Morphostratigraphy of relatively unconfined flood plains in the Todd River. 

1. Back channel. 2. Flood channel. 3. Sw1rfpit. 4. Channel inset. 5. Flo.:id plain inset. 
6. Buried flood plain remnant of bank attached island. 7. Surface flood plain remnant. 
e. Pleistocene alluvium. 9. Overbank bars. 10. Stripped surlace. 11. Flood plain veneer. 
12. Island. 13. Paleoflood alluvium. 14. Channnel fill. 

:\1orphoslraliJ!raphic cross scclions (locations in Figs. 4.l-4.7J. Flood plain and lerr:.1cc 
clc1ncnls are labelled on bar al lop or rigun• and rererrcd lo in lext prcraced hy R or I. 
indicating riJ?hl or leH bank. LeJ!end is ghcn in Figure 4.44 on r\3 pullout. Capital letlcrs 11 

,·crtical bars indicate C:\Ca\·ation. 
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Figure 4.10. The iood!Ross Right Bank site. For lotatioh see Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.11. tood/Ross Lett Barik site. a: flood plain remnant; b: flood plain 
veneer, c: back channel, d: flood plain inset. For 1ocation see Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.12. the Stud Bore 1 site. For locatior see Figure 4.2. be, back charinel. 
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Figure 4.13. The Desert Reach Sile. For location see Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.14. Site 'A'. For location see Figure 4.6 
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Figure 4.15. The Stud Bore 2 site. For location see Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.16. The Snannbfl Bore site. For 16catioi1 see Fi9ure 4. 1 
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i=igure 4.32. MorphOstratigraphy Of swirl pit fill arour.d tree. 

Central area is the tree and root exposure and associated 
debris. Dotted line is the inferred line between sedimentary 
layers upstream and dJv·~stream of tree. 
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Figure 4.35. Profile C, Anabranching site (location in Fig. -1.18, 
Plate 4.12). A channel bank exposure in an iSland showing flood 
channel fill overlying a large channel fill. 
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Figure 4.36. Profile C, Todd/Ross Left Bank (location in Fig. 4.l :) 
A flood channel excavation showing flood channel f'll overlying 
a floodplain rem!lant. 
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Figure 4.31. Profile C, Todd/Ross Right Bank (location in Fig. 4.10). 
A channel bank exposure of a channel inset sho\vi!lg bar surface and 
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type site, (location in Fig. 4.27). Excavation in right bank showing 
vertically accreted flood couplets and sand layers over channel sands. 
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Site 

Stud Bore 2 

£..;pJnsion 

Scour 

! Anabra.nching 

Ross River 

Scriped Sire 

Ross River 

Shannon Bore 

Channel 

Width 

(m) 

177 

(82.95) 

49.9 

i53.6 I 
(9.9,!0.7, 133)' 

112 

(57.5, 54.5) 

114 

Flood 

plain 

Width 

m 

607.S 

417 

1384 

489 

260 

Tot<!! 
Width 

(m) 

784.5 

4G6.9 

153i.6 ! 

787 

374 

Other surface 
wldth(m) 

32 l.5 

(paleoflood 

terrace) 

152 

I Pleistocene fan) 

83.9 

(paleoflood 
terrace) 

37.8 

(Pleistocene 

terrace) 

25 
fdui1el 

40 

(tributary 

channel) 

:4 
I terrace 

50 

(SWD! 

24.6 

ti.!ri"acel 

Flood 

plain: 

Channel 

3.43:1 

8 . .lG:! 

9:1 

2.28:1 

Channel 

Gradient 

(m/m) 

Nt\ 

.00087 

.00230 

NA 

Table 4.2. Relatively unconfined flood plain and channel characteristics. 
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·.I 
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I 
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1 

Faclcs Texture/sediment properties Sedimentary Dcpos1Uona1 

cod,_c~~-------·------·---~S1Dt_cture.~s _______ _,,E~n~v"'lr=on~e_ru ___ ~-
Fn1 t>luct, silt. Generally < l 0 cm thick. I Structurelc~s. Suspended sediment in o\·cr 

Fl 

0 

Sr 

. -'--·· 
Sf 

I Sm 

i Si 

'S . p 

Gm 

Dark brown in colou;- j desiccation cracks. bank, drape or \\anin~ 

I 
! Sand, silt, mud. 

Occurs <ts thin ( <2 ctn) litter layer'> 

iri recent ( < S years) deposits. Often 

with macro-organics (lcJ\'CS, 

, twigs) p,·cscnt. 

I \\'a\·y-beddcd, incdiuin"firic sands. 

A\'crage thickness of 15"20 ctn 

I 
San.:!, \'Cf)' fine to coarst:. Tyrically 

<20 ctn thick 
I 

r Sahd·fi\ud 

I Sand·fine gra"clo:; 
! 
I Sa..'ld. fine. 

I 

Hofi!Ohtally bedded flhe•coatse 

sJhd/gravel. Often interrtally 

graded. iii. units 20._ -to cm thick 

I 
~lediurn-coarse sand, occasior,aJly 

pebUI\', intcma.ll\' graded uhit.5. _ 

I 

I ~ledium-ccarsc sand. occasionally 
pebbly. Internally grade::' 'S, 

g<:nerall\' >-tO cm thick. 

I channel flow and 
' 
1 confluence hack 11oQ:Qirrg. __ 

i Finely laminated, \'Cry 

, small ripples. 

, Structureless. 
I 

! 

1 ~lay include sinusoidal 

' tipples 

Ripples with \'ariable 

irtteri'lal stn.:cture. 

typically <3 CPl t'Jgh, 

10-15 cm Ion" . 

Horizontal parallel 

laminations·-

! St.ructureless. 

: low angle (<10') cross 

beds. 

I Horizontal lain.ihation 

i Inclined parallel 

stratification, 

I Planar-tabular rrcss 

, beds. dipping at >15' 

Occasional horizontal 

or subplahar bedding. 

Imbrication. 

Suspended !.ediment in o\·er 

bank, drape or waning 

channel flow and 

confluence bark flooding. 

Suspended sediment in c,\·er 

bank, drape or waning 

Channel flow and 

confluence hack flooding. 

Suspended sediments or 

lo\\ Cr-now re~ime deposits 

la.id dowi1 just beyond the 

threshold of motion. 

RijJrl~:;. lower now regime. 

O\·er bank depr'sition 

Rapid deposition over 

bank/channel 

Scour fills. crc\·J.sse splays, 

3.ntidunes. 

Upper flow reg!~e plane bed 

(or lower flow regime for 

sands :;0.6 inml 

Veneer 

· Foresets from a\·alanche 

faces of ad\'ancing 

· suba ueous sand sheets. 

I Bedload deposit: Longitudinal 

, bars. Jag deposits, sie\·e 

! deroslts. 

i ~lassive or crudely bedde.:l matrix

: supponed gra\'els. Typically about 

II 30 cm 'hick •. with a\'erage Bma.x of 

f----+'2~5~mm. -·~---------+--------------------
]
, G I Clast-su~ti')ned gra\'els, with Bma.x Often imbricated : Channel framework Jag 

,.---..,~u~o~to~2~00~m~m~--------,------ ___ :_,g"'ra\'el~s~. ___ -----
! Sae Sand medium-fine I Thin!\' laminated ! r.todem aeolian 

I
i Sc Gra\'el, sand I r.tassi\'e, crude inclined ! Collu\'ium 

1 
f-----+--------------,'~•~tra~tl~fl~1c~a~tl~o~n----...,------------~I 

I

! Pa I Gra\'el lenses, Sand coarse to fine. r.tassi\'e, bioturbated, j Pleistocene allu\'lum 

Carbonate rich. 
! ! rhizomomhs 

I
I Pae Sand, medium to fine Structureless, 

bloturbated, carbonate 

rich. 

Pleistocene aeolian 

Table 4.3. Facies ·oding scheme used in this study. From Brierley (1991) and Mia!! 
(l 988b). 
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I ' Sample I Depth : Age ANU Site Material 
' ' r-~N~am~e~--~~~~~~~~' (Qnl __ ,_ ~~~~~-~<~c•=l~B~P~>~~C=o=d=e~ 

I 
Cl9 

r C20 

' ' 

Todd/Ross Lcfe 

Bank 

II 

r. 

I Cl A 

~CG II 

' No. 5 JJore 

Cl 

'A' 

CE 
CG 

Desetr Reach 
(,'.! - A 

88 l 14.9::1.2~6~f 9292 

102.1::2.0%\I 9293 

1-10 190=90 BP 32-1·0 9~ 76 

197.7=1.!%~11 I 
79 12s.9:!:3.s~·o\t I <J2so 

20 600=130 BP 753-421 9656 

125 >n1odern 

-10 146±49 BP 965-1 
i 98.2"1l.6%~1) ' 

180 I -1970=!20 BP i 5936-5561 I %59 

Table 4.5. t4C of confined flood plains. 

I 

I 
I I 

I 
Sample Site Depth Age BP Age ANU I 

I 
' Name i (cm) (cal BP) CODE 

Ross River 

Strioed 
' i --?-!~9 ! RR I.lo ' A 208 49lli70 BP 8962 )).. ) ' 

RR I.JM I A I 190 1-17.8 =3.8%~1 I I 8963 
RRl.2b I [) 306 105.8±3.0%~1 i 8970 
RR 1.2a D I 22 I >modern 

' 
I 8968 

Anabrnncbin<' --
'95 Cl I A 120 I 300=50 BP I 479-2771 9676 
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CHAPTERS 

Todd River Flood Pl11i11 Morplrody1111111ics 

S .1. Introduction 

This chaptu discusses flood plain morphodynamics in the Todd River. The 

focus is on the dynamic changes in form, inferred from observations of 

process2s acting upon sedimentary bodies as well as on the time series of 

forms observed indirectly from morphostratigraphic relationships. The first 

section describes flood plain destruction and construction inferred from 

stratigraphic mapping and observations during and after floods, and a three 

scale model is proposed. A time series of confluence morphodynamics, 

switching channels and island formation indicating flood plain and channel 

change is presented. The next section proposes morphodynamic models for 

confined and unconfined flood plains which indicate the dominant role of 

flood magnitude and frequency. 

S.2. Flood Plain Formation Processes 

ihis section draws on data presented in Chapter -l and examines the process~s 

that form flood plains in the study area. The discussion is divided into two 

sections. The first section is concerned with processes of flood plain 

destruction and includes channel widening. flood plain stripping. swirl pit 

scour and surface channel scour. The second section discusses processes that 

build flood plains and incluctes the deposition of insets, flood plain veneer, 

channel and swirl pit fill. 

5.2.1. Mechanisms of flood plain desttuction 

5.2.1.1. Channel w1tl.-lling 

Channel widening is a significant process of flood plain destruction in the 

Todd River. The position of groves of River Red Gums (Eucalyptus 

camaldulensis) that formerly grew on the river banks and now stand within 

channel beds, sometimes 30m from the present banks, with their roots often 

exposed, inclicates the retreat of the channel banks. In many locations the 

young age or trees on the cut banks suggests that flood plain aggradation and 

widening has been a recent phenomenon (Pl?te 4.11). 
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I - I Channel June 1988 

I --- I Channel February 1988 

- Vegetated bar June 1988 

Vegetated bar February I '188 

0 

km 

Figure 5.1. Width variation at the Expansion Scour channel bead before 
and after the 1988 flood. 

The principal mechanism of channel widening is direct shear of the banks 

when shear stressc> during floods exceed the bank strength (cf. Schumm and 

Litchy, 1963 ). Reaches of significant lateral erosion of the channel boundary 

are common in the Todd River where channel width increases from -80 m to 

-300 m. These channel widenings ('channel beads'), discussed further in 

Chapter 8, are inferred to iesu!t from local channel aggradation and flow 

deflection agair.~t the banks. However, channel beads are also widened 

during high magnitude flows. Figure 5.1 illustrates channel change before 

and after the 1988 flood at the E>'.runsion Scour site where the channel width 

increased fr,· 1 -200 m to -4 50 1.1 ,'rii'narily due to the erosion of the large 

channel bar. Discharge is estimated for the 1988 t11Jod through this re«..::. at 

1800 m3s·1 ~ssuming a flow depth of 2 m, flow width of 450 m and a velocity of 

2 ms·1. In the reach upstream, flow inundated the left bank flood plain. 
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Figure 5.2. Channel changes fol!O\,ing the 1995 floods. 

a) Mosquito Bore l, b) Anastomosing site and c) Site 'A'. 
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' IF' ? 5.3. Channel change following the 1995 floods at Todd/Ross 
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Pickup ( 1991) reported that channel width along reaches of the Ross River 

increased 300% as a result of the 1970's flows, which were reported to be 

larger in the Ross River than the recorded peak flow of 583 rn3 s·l (in 19i 4) at 

Alice Springs (Ba•low, J 988). Local catastro~hic channel widening has often 

been a reported geomorphic effect of high magnitude floods. Scott ( 197 3) 

observed lateral scour of up to 40 m, a doubling of the flee!.! c.•0ss section in 

the Tujunga Wash, southern California in a large swnn in 1969. Osterkamp 

and Costa ( 1987) estimatecl a 160% i;icrease in channel width folluwing the 

' 

·-

a) 1950 Ulack and \vhitc aerial photograph D) February 1988 enhanced rri-1 image 

-- -

d) 1989 black and white aerial photograph CJ J.Jne 1988 enhanced TM image 

i'igure 5.4. A lime series of channel change from 1950 to 1989. 
Numbers are explained in the text and band care on Images 5 and Sa (.Appendix 4). 
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llood 
channels 
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islands 

Figure S.S. Time series of channel change and the excision of flood plains 
from the bank. 
a) Drawn from 1950 aerial photograph. The Todd RJver left bank flood plain 
to the lower right of figure is partly inrlsed by flood chartnels. 
b) Drawn from 1989 aerial photograph. The flood plain has been excised 
from the bank by the exploitation of the flood channels. The arrO\\'S are 
those shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.6. The Stud !>ore I site. For location sec Figure 4.2. be, back chmmel. Peak discharge is 1 I estimated using Man~ing 1tion and a velocity estimate of 2.5 m/sec. 
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Plate S.1. An oblique view of a notch forming by flow ddkctioi1 
downstream from a bar on the Ross IUver. 

Plate 5.2. An oblique view of relict notching south of Giles Creek. Flow is 
towards the right of the plate. 



1965 flood on the Piumb Creek, Coloracto and Erskine ( 1994) reported that the 

Goulburn River was widened from 60 m to 300 m during tr.e 1955 flood. 

Measurements were made of channel changes after a series of relatively 

minor flows in 1995 at four sites: the Todd Rc·SS Confluence, ~losquito Bore 1, 

the Anabranching site and Site 'A' (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3), which indicate chaugcs 

in the channel and flood plain. The effects of the January flood were 

measured within days of the flow and the effects of the March and ~lay floods 

were measured in September 1995. No further flows were recorded after ~lay 

1995. 

Minor lateral erosion of the right bank occurred during the January 1995 

tlood at all four sites (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). At ~losquito Bore 1 site, surfaces Rfl 

and Rf2 were removed and part of surface f3 laterally eroded (Fig. 5.2a). The 

total width of the channel increased by 15.3 % ( 1 5 m) by the lateral shifting 

of the thalweg against the right bank. The thalweg was not deepened and the 

left side of Uie channel prt raded by a maximum of 60 cm. At thP Todd/Ross 

Confluence site (Fi[l. 5.Jb · '1.e right bank was lacerally eroded b}' 2.5 m and 

the left ban1' by 1 m, a relatively minor J.2 % increase in channel width as a 

result of the January flood. Surfac" Rfl was removed during this flood and 

the Pleiscor~ne t<>rrace boundary was eroded. 

The removal of stable channel islands results in au increase in channel 

width. Figure 5.4 is a tiwe series of images of the Ross/Todd confluence from 

April 1950, February 1988, June 1988 and June 1989. A major flood in /\larch 

1988 was a 1:50 year flood at Alice Springs and was also very large on the 

Ross River. Three processes of island erosion are noted here. The first is the 

lateral erosion of the left bank lateral bar (arrow 1 in Fig 5.4). In 1950 the 

lateral bar was incipient with some surface vegetation and had grown and 

stabilised by Februaiy 1988. After the March 1988 flood the width of this bar 

was reduced by approximately 60%. The second process is exploitation of pre

existing surface channels on large islands and bars. The large diamond

shaped central channel bar (arrow 2) formed from coal£sced bars, grew and 

changed shape between 1950 and February 1988. After the 1988 flood the 

central island was eroded and reduced in size by approximately 50%; 

exploitation and enlargement of surface channels appears to have been the 

principal mechanism (Fig.5.4c). If significantly enlarged, surface channels 

m~y be occupied by one of the threads of the main channel or the new 

location for a switched channel (second order avulsion, Nanson and 

Knighton, 1996). 
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Not only is this mechanism important for the erosion of islands but also for 

reworking flood plains attached to th~ channel bank. Figure S.5 is clrawn 

from aerial photographs. Figure 5.5a shows surtace channels draining 

across the left bank flood plain. By 1989 (Fig. 5.5b) a multiple c~1<.ane: 
pattern was established by erosion of surface channels which separ ~tcd the 

flood plain from the bank <nd divided it into islands and bars. The excision of 

flood plains from the bank has been described in rivers in south western 

Kansas and British Columbia (Schumm and Litchy, 1963; Deslodges and 

Church, 1993 ). 

The third mechanism is the complete removal of islands (arrow 3, Fig 5.4b). 

The island was not :n the channel in 1950 (Fig. 5.4a) but was well established 

by February 1988. The island was removed during the 1988 flood 1Fig. 5.4c) 

and replacei by a series of smaller bars (Fig. 5.4d). In addition the reach of 

the Ross channel downstream from the large coalesced bar (arrow 2) appears 

to have widened during the 1988 flood (Fig. 5.4b, c). 

One effect of channel widening is that remnants of l::iterally eroded flood 

plains appear as steps on the flood plain surface. anct a number of surface 

flood plain remnants indicate destruction of flood plains by repeated 

cha.me! widening. 1 he lower magnitude events tend to erode one boundary 

preferentially hut higher magnitude events cause significant lateral erosion 

of both channel banks. While surfaces that have been laterally truncated by 

channel widening are more frequently observed close t::> the channel, for 

example at the Mosquito Bore 1 site where the truncated surface Rf2 lies 10 m 

from the bank (;:ig. 4.27), truncated surfaces also lie at a distance from the 

main channel, for example at Stud Bore 1 site wheie surface Rf4 is 150 m 

from the main channel (F!g. 5.6). Estimated peak discharge for the event (A) 

that wide;'ed the channel to the Pleistocene terrace is 4125 m3s·1 assuming a 

cross sectional area of 1650 m2 and a mean velocity of 2.5 ms· 1
• Estimated peak 

discharge for the flood that widened the channel between Lf2 to Rf4 (Fig. 

5.6) is 2062 m3s·l assuming a velocity of 2.5 ms· 1 and a cross sectional area of 

825 m2, whereas the modern bankfull flow is estimated at 140 m3s·
1

. ln 

extreme cases channel widening may completely remove Holocene flood 

plains during very high magnitud•: floods, as was reported for the Cimarron 

River by Schumm and Lichty (1963). 

Bank notching is another, if smaller scale, channel widening mecr'lnism in 

the Todd and occurs in three ways: notching associated with trees, flow 
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deflection downstream of channel bars Jnd and excising of local!\' erodable 

bani: sediment. Where trees in the channel lie close to the ban; (<I m) a 

notch which extends the full height of the bank develops downstream of the 

tree. Osterkamp and Costa ( 1987) noted that scalloped channel banks were 

caused by enlarging depressions around fallen trees, and Graeme and 

Dunkerley ( 1993) proposed that trees and debris dams in Au'>tralian 

ephemeral channels initiate bank erosion by flow deflection, and that se\'ere 

scoi:r and erosion induced by riparian vegetation may assist the migration of 

the channel rather than stabilise it. Notching r.1ay also be initiated bv flow 

deflection downstream uf bars (Plate 5.1). Bank notching/elliptical sc~uring 
is important in beaded reaches which frequently have multiple scours (Plate 

5.2 ). Notching has also been reported on braided rivers in New Zealand 

(Carson and Griffiths, 198/) and Leddy et al. fl993) produced notches in 

scaled physical mode!S of gravel bed braided rivers from constriction 

avulsion where the blocking of a braid limb defl~cts How against the banks. 

Notching may also reflect variations of bank sediment. figure 5.14b shows 

where an abandoned channel fill is partially re-excised by a notch. Once 

northes are formed they may be occupied by large horizontal eddies which 

form in bays or areas \v!lere the channel is excessivciy w!de (l'-latthes, 19-l I) 

and channel widening becomes self enhanciag. \Vh;Je both caving and 

crumbling were of-served ;n the study area their importance appears to be 
telaUVely minor. 

S.2.1.2. Flood plain stfippiilg 

Nanson (1986) inferred that flood plair:s of the Clyde and ~Ianniiig Rivers in 

NSW had been stripped during large flood~. so that sandy flood plain 

sediments were stripped from the basal gravel at the downstream end of the 

flood plain and less than half the flood plain remained as a disjunct pocket of 

relict alluvium. The stripped zone was -900 m long and the flood plains 

upstream and downstream remained intact. Nanson's ( 1986) model is 
presented in Figure 5. 7. 

ln the Todd River, flood plain stripping operates at a variety of scales and 

differs from channel widening in that scour is not always to channel depth, 

although at the larger scale where Holocene alluvium has been entire!\· 

removed it is difficult to identify the specific erosion mechanism. In terms ;f 

depth, stripping ranges from the micro-scale ( <20 cm) to the mesa-scale ( <5 

m) to the mega-scale (valley bottom sequences) (Fig. 5.9). Micro-scale 

stripping was observed along Giles Creek when a strip of flood plain 
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alluvium approximately 20 cm deep, 3 m wide and 300 m long was removed 

from the flood pl2.in surface. At the meso scale flood plains are stripped to 

depths exceeding 2 m and widths of 30 m for distances of up to 500 m. 

Evidence described later shows that the entire valley bottom alluvial fill over 

distances of 10 km has been stripped in the past in mega-srnle stripping 

events. 

Flood plain stripping and refilling causes flood plains to be s•.epped with 

distinct vertical scarps. Similar to Nanson's ( 1986) account of the Cl yd~ an.' 

Manning Rivers, flood plain stripping in the Todd River terminates at msre 

resistant layers, e.g., at dense mud beds or gravel layers often forming low 

benches. The erosion morphology of flood plain remnants buried under flood 

plains is direct evidence of flood plain stripping. 

5.2.1.3. Swirl pit scour 

The excavation of holE:s on flood plz.in sl:rfaces and within channels has 

been reported from rivers :n Ontario, Texz.~. and NSW (Gardner, 19/I; Baker. 

19i8; Nanson, 1986). They are inferred to result frnm macroturbulent 

vortices a~sociated with rhe flo0d peak and indicate deep high gradient flood 

flows (Baker, 1978). They are also associa,ed with the dev,elcpment of vortices 

around obstacles and along irregular flo·.v boundaries. In the Todd River 

asymmetric, elliptical scours are formed around River Red Gums ( Eucal)'ptus 

camaJduJensis), both ill the channel bed and less frequently on flood plain 

surfaces. The size ot the scour i~. proportional co the size of the tree and/ or 

debris dam and larger scours tend to develop around the large trees (Graeme 

and Dunkerley, 1993). Scours have eroded through the modern channel bed 

into Pleistocene sediments at Stud Be.re 1 site and have excavated the left 

bank back channel at tne Ross/Todd confluence betWeen the flood plain and 

the cemented paleoflood deposits to a greater depth than the current channel 

(Fig. 4.34). Trash levels found in tree:; above swirl pits indicate that they may 

form and be sustained by -2 m deep flows and the tree may be destabilised by 

scouring and P.ventually uprooted. Graeme and Dunkerley, (1993) working on 

ephemeral ~hannels in the Barrier Range, weste;·n NSW, faun..' chat scours 

around trees occ1 ·here flow velocities are relat:vely high, the flow is deep 

and there are fe'n arby obstructions. Fielding er al. (in press) noted scours 

up to 5 m deep associated with trees in the Burdekin River, Queensland and 

that the reclined form of Melaleuca argenrea in the channel bed results in a 

reduction in scouring around the base of the trunk. Scour h01es have also 

been reported on flood plains in meandering rivel's in NSW and braided 
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rivers in Norway (Nanson, 1986; Nordseth, l g/3). H)wever. while swirl pits of 

var.ous sizes do occur and appear, i:1 some (as~s. to be long !asting anc 

subjected to repeated excavation a.id fill. they are "elatively mine 

instruments of flood plain destruct' · ·~ Todd system. 

5.2.1.4. Flood channel scour 

During floods, overbank flow is often concentrated in braid-like threads on 

the flood plain surface. In addition to braiding around fresh sand deposits, 

flood channels in the Todd Ri'.'er may also cut into the underlying flood plain 

sedimell' .. Simi:ar channels have b~en reported on braided river flood plains 

in New Zealand and Canada (Carsoa, 1984; Carson and Griffiths, 1987; 

Ashmore 1993; Reinfelds and Nanson, 1993) and are the principal form 

element on braided river flood plains in Norway (Nordseth. 1973). Flood plain 

· .:iannels of the Todd River have low sinuosity and ofcen flow diagonal!\' 

... :ross the surfaces of low, broad islands. They erode to depths of 1 m and do 

;"1ot nc.:essarily aggrade during waning scages of the flow. Surface channel 

Scour has been reported by others to be a significant mechanism of flood 

plain erosio!l, e.g., Reinfelds and Nanson (1993) found that 48% of the 

braided Wairnakariti flood ph:in in New Zealand was reworked between 1948 

and 1960 by the reactivatiOll of abandoned channels within the flood plain. a 

process also noted by others (Werrity and l'ergusson 1980; Carson, 198.Jb). 

llack channels are more effective agents of both lateral and vertical erosion 

and are oftell observed to erode the scarp of the adjacent, higher flood plain 

level. Prominent back channeis are often flood chutes while others form at 

the interface between steps in the flood plain surface and can result in 

significant vertical erosion. for example, on surfar.e RfS at Stud Bore 1 site 

the back channel has lowe1 !d th~ surface by -1 m (!'ig. 5.6). L:irger back 

channels may be abandoned main channel locations which may lz.ter :ake 

over the main channel (again) initiating sig1:ificant flood plain erosion. 

S.2.Z. Mechanisms of flood plain construction 

Flood plains alon~ the study ieach are formed predominantly by vertical 

accretion although lateral acu.::tic•n is also important. During floods 

sediment is moved frmu e. _,sion sites to deposition sites in pulses, and gravel, 

sand, silt and clav are deposited overbank. Flood plain construction is 

achieved by a number of mechanlsms which include the formation of insets, 

channel fills, \eneer sedimentation and swirl pit fill. 
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5.2.2.1. Flood plain and channel insets 

The principal sequd to channel widening and/or flood plain stripping is the 

refilling of the stripped region. The insets may be vertically accreted flood 

channel deposits. vectically accreted overbar.k deposits or laterally .!tlached 

channel bars. 

Flood plain ir.sets v~rtically aggrade over the eroded surfaces, e.g. follov;ing 

channel widening at the Stud Bore l site \Fig. 5.G), two wide ( 150 m, 50 m) 

flood pl<iin insets composed of gravelly sand were deposited on both sides of 

the channel probably as braid bars. (surfaces i»l-3 and Lfl/la, Fig. 5.6) and 

later aggraded with fine and mediun1 sand sheets and wide coarse sand 

overbank bars. Once reconsrruction of the flood plain has begun. the 

surfaces of floor! plain rernnants and flood plain and channel insets appear 

as steps on the flood plain. Plate 5.3 ;i1ustrates sand deposition on a 

previously stripped bench following the January 199 5 flood downstream of 

the Stud Sore 1 site. 

Flood plain insets are forn1ed by the attachment of channel bars in laterally 

migrating systems. The flood plain inset at the Ross/Todd confluence site (sec, 

Fig. 4.33\ is inferred to have been initiated in this way and further aggraded 

by overbank depositio.t. 

The Todd River tlood plain is composed of a numbn of flood plain and 

channel inset units of variable size, textural composition and age. Deposition 

of flood plain insets has occurred on most of the flood plain steps and 

sometimes occurs on the higher steps with no deposition on the lower steps, 

reflecting the variable discharge regime. 

5.2.2.2. Flood plain veneer 

Flood plain veneer sedimentation is a p1ocess of predominantly vertical 

accretion, described by Brakenridge (1984) as the lapping up of younger 

alluvial sediments onto high adjaceut surfaces. It effectively blankets the 

prior flood plain morphology and tends to be better preserved away from the 

channel. Where the veneer drapes over high, angular flood plain steps (>30 

cm) it is generally underlain by oblique accretion deposits which act as 

depositional ramps (Fig. S.8a), aud on shallower steps the veneer deposits 

directly overlie the break in slope (Fig. 5.8b). laminae are continuous over 
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Plate 5.3. Sand deposition 
following the January 1995 
veneer \vhich cxteti J:; friJ111 

indicated llow depth. 

on a stripped flood plai .. .,outh of Stud Bore 
flood. Note also till' discontinuoCis flood plain 
'.he adjacent t1ood plain step. Trash on !"encl' 
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Plate 5.4. Thin veneer deposit from the January 1995 flood. 



breaks in slope and contain flood couplets where the fine textured mud uni' 

follows the depositioual slope of the underlying sandy sheet drape. Veneer 

sedimentation appears to occur in conditions where there is no 

concentration of overtank flow into distinct threads and the variation from 

the fine mud to coarse sand in stacks of thin couplets suggests that it occurs 

continuously thro'1gh a flood. Veneer sediments "·ere found in confined and 

relatively unconfined sites. Plate 5.4 shows a thin flood plain veneer from 

the January 1995 flond. 

5.2.2.3. Channel and swirl pit fill 

Together, surface channel <>nd swirl pits cause significant and repeated 

vertical erosion of the flood plain surface, alternating with episodes of fill. 

Surface channels such as at Site 'A' (Fig. 4.20) are filled by overbank bars 

and hummocks which tend to concentrate in clusters and are huried by 

\\ider flood plain deposits, usually mud and sand. 

The irregular surface resulting from erosion by flood channels and swirl 

pits may be blanketed by more laterally extensive deposits such as sand 

sheets and veneers. This is round at the Anabranching site and was described 

in section 4.2.-1.3. However, surface depressions may be only partially infilled 

by wider flood plain cieposition, e.g., at the Stud Bore 1 site the migr.,·ion of a 

bar across the flood plain surface only partially blocked the surface channel 

and deflected back channel flow towards the terrace riser. Similarly a sand 

and gravel bar has only partially migrated down the side of the swirl pit at 

the Todd Ross Confluence site (Fig. 4.34). 

Large channel fills in abandoued channels are important components in 

relatively unconfined flood plains and the morphodynamics are explored 

further in section 5.3.2. Volumetrically they may represent up to 30% of the 

flood plain (e.g. Fig. 4.16). Swirl pits observed after recent flows were found 

to be partly fllled with mud which is sometimes stratigraphically preserved 

under sand fill~ 

S.2.2.4. Aeolian deposition 

Aeolian deposits lorm minor elements in Todd River flood plains. Trees and 

shrubs on flood plains act as sediment traps for aeolian deposits and low 

mounds accrete around their ~iases, particularly close to aeolian dunes o; 

where the trees have a low habit, or have t'ecently died and collapsed to 
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ground levtl (Plate 4.5). Aeolian sediments sometimes form a thin layer (<10 

cm) on the flood plain surface. While broad dry river beds can be the source 

of aeolian dunes (Schumm, 1961; Fahnstock and Brndley, 1973; Nanson et al., 

1995), source bordering dunes are rare on the modern Todd flood plains but 

did form in association with paleoflood deposits (Chapter 8). During droughts 

vegetation cover decreases and sand begins to move; thus aeolian sand dunes 

2 m high and 10 m long developed in the Rodinga floodout area in the l 960's 

(pers. comm., K. Pick). 

5.2.3. Three scale cyclical model 

Morphologic and stratigraphic investigation in the study area has revealed 

the highly complex nature of these flood plains. Not only are there several 

different styles of flood plain destruction and re-formation but these 

processes operate at different scales (ilourke, 1994). A three scale 

morphodynamic m0del has been drawn up which conceptualises the 

processes of flood plain destruction and construction (Fig 5.9). 

The evidence suggests that processes of flood plain construction and 

destruction have occurred repeatedly and enter the model at three scales. 

The micro scale concerns the removal and deposition of individual 

sedimentary layers, or part thereof (Fig. 5.9a) and occurs frequently along 

the channel bank and at the back channel margin (see Unit d, Plate 4.14). 

The meso scale describes processes involved in the erosion and accretion of 

several meters ol alluvium, that is, the alteration of large sections of the 

flood plain (Fig. S.9b). The 2 m deep left bank flood plain ir • t at the 

Todd/Ross Confluence site (Fig. 4.11) has been formed predo1,.'c .ntly by 

meso-scale processes. The mega scale suggests that floods have removed 

en1 e valley bottom aggradation sequences in confined reaches of the Todd 

River (Fig. 5.9c) and large portions ot flood plains in the relatively 

un~onfined reaches (not schematically drawn). An example is the Stud p,,re 

1 site which has been stripped to the Pleistocene ierrace in the past .ind 

recor.structed by inset deposition (Fig. 5.6). 

The majority of radiocarbon ages of flood plains in the Todd River are 

younger than the l 950's in both the confined and relatively unconfined 

reaches. The oldest fills are preserved i:i relatively unconfined sites 

deposited approximately -350-400 years BP (at 2 m deep, 552-46° cal BP, ANU 

8962, and at 1.2 m deep, 479-277 cal BP ANU 9676) This coincide:; with the last 

large flood phase in the Todd I Chapter 7) and is inferred to be the age of the 
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Figure 5.9. Models of flood plain morphodynamics 
(a) Micro scale: < 20 cm, Sedimentary layer. 1. Partial stripping of sedimentary layer. 

Note the erosional scarp. 2. Inset deposition. 3. Stripping of surface. 
4. Vertical accretion. 5. Stripping 

(b) Meso scale: <3m, Flood plain 1. Stripping of flood plain. 
2. Flood plain veneer deposition and burial of flood plain remnant. 

3. Stripping of flood plain. 4. Flood plain veneer deposition. 5. Stripping of 
flood plain. Note: Micro scale processes operate within this scale. 

(c) Mega scale: Vall<'y bottom alluvial sequences. 1. Complete removal of valley bottom 
alluvial sequences to resistant Pleistoc~ne boundary. 2. Rebuilding predominantly by 
(a) and (b). 
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Figure 5.10. Todd/Ross confluence dynamics 

a) Deposition from the Ross blocks the Todd. 
b) High e~ergy flow do.wn the Todd channel in January 1995 cuts the prior 
Ross alluv1a_l d~~· leaving the Ross mouth hanging above the Todd. 
c) Channel mc1s1on of the Ross River following the March 1995 event incises 
both the more recent Todd and prior Ross deposits. 
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last mega scale erosion event which cat;::stroph;cally stripped many f1o::id 

plains to a basal lag rebuilding has occurred episodically since. 

Hughes ( 1994) noted that semi-arid rivers tend to rework their alluvial fill 

more rapidly than humid region f1ood plains. The combination of sandy nv.1-

cohcsive perimeiers and extreme events cause major changes in channel 

form (Pacton and B2ker, 1977) and depending on the sequence of recovery 

events f1ood plain rebuilding cm also be more rapid (Schumm and litchy. 

1963; Wolman and Gerson, 1978). Hughes reported that the f1ood plain 

sediment storage time in many rivers in the north American prairies is 

thought to be around 200-300 years. In the Tana River in ~emi-arid south eas• 

Kenya. f1ood plain turnover may be as frequent as every 150 years. and a 

similar time has been postulated for the Animas '<.iv.:>r f1ood plain in Colorado 

(Baker, 1990), whereas in the meandering Be"'ton River in Canada it is about 

70(J years (Nanson and Beach, 19i7; Hughes, 199~). Discounting the paleof1ood 

deposits beyond the Todd f10od pl;iin described in Chapter 6, the present flood 

plains as mapped in Figut.:> 6.1 appear to have a turnover time of a few 

hundred years on the basis of 14c ages !n Chapter 4, but this probably varies 
through the system. 

S.3 .. Channel and Flood Plain Motphodynarnics: Case Studies of 
Time Series 

S.3.1. Ttibutary effects and confluence dynamics 

ln ephemeral streams, the pronounced variability of f1ow fron: contributing 

channels results in exaggerated and often rapid changes in channel 

morphology (J\labbutt, 1977; Reid ~t al., 1997). The limited work on ephemeral 

confluences has noted the propr:nsit:y for channels to aggrade at or belo·. · 

junctions (Schumm, 1961; Eve;'itt, 1993; Thornes, l 994b.l which has been 

attributed to asynchronous fiow (Thornes, l 994b; Finley and Gustavson, 

1983), trausmission losses (Themes, 1991; Thornes, 1994a), the disparity of 

flow magnitudes (Thornes, 1991) and hydrologic lag (Schick and Lekach, 
1987). 

In locat.ons where the tributary sediment supply exceeds the channel 

transport capacity, the main channel may be blocked or deflected (Gerson, 

1982; Finley and Gustavson, 1983; Schick and Leka-:h, 1987; Cook er al., 1993; 

Evnitt, 1993) forming barred junctions (Kennedy, 1984), A subsequent 

lateral migration of the channel away from the tributary (Finley and 
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Gustavson, 1983; Everitt, 1993) may lead to the development of cutoffs and 

channel relocation (Everitt, 1993). The tribl!tary sediment subsequently may 

be moved in waves down the system (Finley and Gustavson, 1983) with the 

discrete tributary sediment contributions becoming increasingly mi.~ed 

downstream (Re'd er al., 1997). The subsequent removal of the sediment daT11 

may form discordant junctions (Kennecy, 198-i). a common feature in 

ephemeral channels (Schumm, 1961; Cook er al .. 1993) resulting from a 

disparity in flow magnitude (Cook er al., 19'.'3) or a hydrologic lag (Schick 

and L~kach, 1987). 

Step·changes in channel morphology were observed at the Todd and Ross 

ju'.1ction. Upstream of the confluence, the Ross Rive' incises the Ross A 

paleoflood channel (Figure 6.lc), channel banks ar~ composed of loosely 

packed paleoflood deposits which overlie cemenied Pleistocene sediments, 

and there is an abundant supply of sediment. By way of contrast the Todd 

River does not have access to a similarly abunc:lant sediment supply. The 

·higher sedime:n input from the Ross tributary in conjunction with its 

proximity to the ranges results in channel aggradation downstream from the 

confluence. 

5.3.1.1. Confluence time series 

The confluence of the Todd and Ross Rivers was monitored bet\\'een 1993 and 

1995 and illustrates the effects bf disparate discharges from the t\rn streams 

(Fig. 5.10). Before 1995 high flows f:·om thr Ross River deposited tabular bars 

of coarse and medium sand, backfilling the Todd so that laminated fine sand 

and silty clay was deposited upstr,:tlm of the barred confluence (Fig. 5.10a, 5. 

11, Table 5.2). The upstream tabular bars in the Todd ar~ not coeval with the 

mud. 

During the January 1995 event flow from the Ross River peaked at the 

confluence earlier than flow down the todd and the Ross River <1ggraded its 

bed in a manner similar to that illustr~:ed in Fig!tre 5.lOa. The later arrival 

of the Todd flood incised the Ross alluvial dam leaving the chanuel bed of the 

Ross hanging 2.6 m above the thalweg of the Todd River (Figure 5.lOb). The 

discordant junction morphology persisted until a lower magnitude flood 

during March 1995 incised a 1.5 m deep channel in the perched Ross bed 

(Fig. 5.lOc, 5.12). 
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Table S.2 T<'dd channel morphology and sediments upstream and 
downstream of 1!··· Ross confluence. 

This example of confluence morphodynamic:s illustrates three important 

,tspects of landform variability in ephemeral systems. Firstly, during high 

I"'·-1gmtude flows in ephemeral streams, it is the process that controls the 

forms. The forms created by such fJows will control processes during 

subsequent smaller events (Graf, l 983b). Jn this way the persistent erosion 

and depositional patterns generated by paleofloods in the Todd modulate the 

landscape response tO subsequent and smaller events. Secondly, the example 

ht~hlights the importance of the order and magnitude of preceding events 
(Pickup and R · · ·- · · 19~9 · · · e1ger, ' ) on the geomorphic response to flo;-.· events. 

Thirdly, it emphasises that ephemeral streams are time dependent S\'Stems 

where forms artd processes are rarely in equilibrium (Cook et al., 1993). -

S.3.1.2. Tributary spacing and length 

The v:iriability in the timing and magn:•ude of flow discharges between the 

contributing systems and their different sediment loads cause channel 

morphology and sedimentation to fluctuate above and below confluences in 

the Todd catchment. One factor affecting the magnitude of flows from 

cort•ributing catchments is their spacing and length; the spatial and 
temporal variability of rainfall is also important. 

The distance between f.ignificant tributaries influences the behaviour of 

floods downstream. In arid and semi-arid channels transmission losses 

through drainage diffusion, infiltration and evaporation/ 

evapotranspiration are significant (e.g. Schumm and Hadley, 1957; Schumm, 

1961; Knighton and Nanson, 1994). While no transmission data exist for the 

Todd River, reports from the manager of the Todd River Station indicate that 



many large flows recorded at Alice Springs do not reach the Ross River 

confluence 78 km downstream (!. Lovegrove, pers. comm.), and flow in the 

sy,;tem is au~mented by only a few large tributaries, the most significant 

being the Ross River (1260 km' ) and Giles Creek I 1000 km'). 

The proximity of tributaries to sediment sources in the ~lacDonnell Ranges is 

an imp".>rtant factor affectir.g channe1 morphostratigraphy at confluence, .. 

The 'odd catchment is such that, 'outh of Alice Springs, the trur:k stre"m 

drains eastwards along a wide strike valle,·. joined by tributaries that travel 

relatively short distances from the rar.ges (Table 5.1 ). Accordingly, the 

sediment loads, textures, channel gradients and flow magnitudes in the 

larger tributaries are often g.eater than those ir. the trunk s:ream 

particularly where they are rewc;king paleoflood sediments. The distance 

from the rangEs to tribntary confluence is important, as transmission losses 

incr~ase ia the piedmont alluvial fans. Hence several of the small trihutaries 

such as Jessie Creek have unchanneled jnnctions with the trunk stream 

(Table 5.1). 

5.3.1.3. Rainfall variability 

Asynchronous tributary flow may be the result v• th•: vari'1cdit_· in the 

location, timing and inten"ity of rainfalls. The e,·en: M /\larch 1';72 

illustrates the typical characteristics of central .'\Hstrnlian rainfall (Fig. 

5.13). Firstly during the six day rain event, the Giles Creek catchment 

(Ringwood gauge, Fig. 2.2) recorded peak rainf.Jl 0'1 the day prior to l'• .tk 

rainfall receipts in the Ross River catchment (Fig. 5.13). This temporal 

variability is attributed to the movement of storm cells up-catchment and 

would have led to downstream tributary systems being active before those 

upstream. Secondly, rainfall at the Alice Springs Meteorological Office (Fig. 

2.2) was 94.2 mm in a twenty-four hour period on March 5th, while a gauge 

located 15 km away at the Aiice Springs Post Office recorded no rainfall 

during that time period, indicating that rainfall was spatially variable across 

the catchment. Thirdly, mo,;t stations received rain;all over a five to six day 

period with a daily maximum receipt not ex~eeding iOO mm. However gauges 

located in the Ross and Giles ca 1<:hments had close to the annual average in a 

twenty-four hour period. These rainfall characteristics would have 

contributed to asynchronous flow at tributary junctions in the Todd 

catchment. 
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5.3.Z. Switching channels 

Channel swi telling is important in the formation of relat:vely unco.lfined 

flood plains. The presence of wide (-50 m) back channels generally indicates 

former positions of the main ch.innel, such as at the Ross Riv~~ Striped site 

(Fig. 4.19), Shannon Bore site (Fig. 4.16) and Stud Bore 2 site (Fig. 4.15). 

Three examples are given here of styles of channel switchiug in the Todd 

River. The first illustrates a site which is in a transient phase c.f switching. 

The second illustrates a reach where swnc'.ling has occurred at least twice. 

The third is an example where the boundary topc,graphy of aeolian dunes 
influences the switching dynamics. 

The first example is at the Stud Dore 2 site (Fig. 4.15) where large and small 

channel fills are important components in the flood plain 

morphastratigraphy. The ~tudy site is located on a meander bend, where 

prior to 1988 a single major channel meandered northwards and a relict 

chute crossed tne meander plain to the south. Following the 1988 flood the 

flood chute widened (AppendLx 4, Image 5. Sa) and when surveyed in late 

1994 (Fig. ·US) the channel thalwegs to the right and left of the central 

island were at approximately the same elevation and the channel widths 

similar (82 and 95 m). The river is inferred to have reoccupied a back 

channel and may switch the main flow to that location in the future, in 

whict. event the abandoned channel fill will be an importa:H 
morphostratigraphic ele'llent. 

The second example shows a seri~s of changes betwe .« April 1950 and June 

1988 at the sharp meander bend downstream from Mosquito Bore (Fig. 5.14) 

Downstream from the bend in 1950 :Fig. 5.14a) the channel is narrow and 

appears to have recently abandoned its left bank which has juvenile 

vegetation. By 1971 (Fig. S.14b) the abandoned channel appears to be well 

vegetated and localised bank notching has occurred at the entrance of the 

abandoned channel. Prior to the 1988 flood (Fig. 5.14c) the meander migcated 

'Wnstream forming a horse shoe bend, and it migrated even furth~r after 

' 1988 flood (Fig. S.14d). Since the 199;, flood the abandoned channel has 

been reoccupied by the main cl: annel. Th: main channel ap:iears to switch 

its location periodically by avulsion, perhaps assisted by notchi'lg at the 

abandoned channel entrance. Char. . -.el switching is c.ften .ssociated with 
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channel incision, e.g., at the Shannon Bore site (Fig. 4.16) the abandoned 

channel is l.i) m above the main channel. 

A schematic model based on observations at the Ross River Striped and 

Shannon Bore sites depicts flood plain morphostratigraphy in relatively 

unconfined reaches where channel switching is important (Fig 5 .15). 

Initially, there is a single active main channel and a flood plain with surface 

channels (Fig. 5.15a). Avulsion, perhaps triggered by downstream movement 

of a sediment pulse, relocat('; the channel am' the former channel aggrades 

perhaps with smaller flood channels (Fig. 5.15b). The abandrmed channel 

continues to aggrnde by overbank deposition of silt and clay and may 

occasionally carry ., I or gravel during higher energy flows which extend 

across the flood plain , , ig. 5.15c). A large flood may incise the abandoned 

channel fill (Fig. S.lSd) and may initiate another switching event, or both 

channels may operate simultaneously. Vegetation may stabilise abandoned 

reaches and enhance sedimentalion (cf. Fig. 5. l 4a where the darker tone 

indicates juvenile vegetation). 

The third example of channel switching occurs where the channel drains 

into the northern Simpson Desert and is controlled by the dune field 

topography. The 6-9 m tall Pleistocene longitudinal dunes have indurated 

cor-:s and mobile crests which act as high levees but are sometimes breached 

by laceral migration of the c!iannel. Pl:lte 5 .5 shows the Todd channel 

meandering across a swale and eroding the right bank dune. Downstream 

from this photograph the channel has breached the dune and switched to 

the adjacent swale (Fi(;. 5.16a). The abandoned downstream reach is now 

inundated only during higher flows when mud and fine sand are deposited, 

and the adjacent swale is similarly backfilled (Figure 16a and b). Reaches of 

the Todd channel along the swales are incised and this is inferred to be the 

result of the headward retreat of a minor nick point following the switching 

of the channel to the relatively lower local base level in the adjacent swale. 

Figure S.16b shows a schematic cross-section indicating the incised channel 

and thin mud deposit in the adjacent backfilled dune. Further downstream 

(Plate 5.6), channel switching by dune breaching and backfilling of swales 

is more widespread, resulting in an inverted tr<!llised channel pattern which 

may rejoin the ori3inal thread a short distance downstrt ,m, 

Channel switching in dune fields has been described only rarely, but Adams 

and Hollis (1988, in Richards et al., 1993) reported similar pattern, '" the 

Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of northern Nigeria, where rivers f) 0
•,.· between 
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a) April I 950 
recently abandoned l~rge surface channel 

b) July 1971 
note notch developed at channel fill 

.. 
d) June 1988 
further downstream migration of meander 

c) February 1988 
downstream migration of meander 



Plate S.S. Oblique aerial photo of Todd River meandering between 
longitudinal dunes in the northern Simpson Desert. Flow is towards the right 
of the photo. The adjacent left swale has been inundated by hackflow :ts the 
channel has breached the left bank dune downstream. 
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Figure 5.!5. 3chcmatic time series or channel S¥.'itching in a relatively unconfined 
site. 

a) The main channel is approximately 150 m wide and the wide flood plain is 
reworked by surface channels. 

b) The back channel is incised and enlarged, the main channel is abandoned and 

inundated by surface channels during higher flows. 

c) The continued aggradation of the abandoned channel and enlargement of the main 

channel. 

d) Reoccupation of the abandoned channel. The channel may once again switch position or 
continue to drain through the two channels. 
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Figure 5.16.Flood plains and channel swit~hing In the desert reach. 
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a) Schematic plan view of Todd River flowmg ma dune s~ale (Plate 5.5). 
'fhe channel Is Incised in cemented Pleistocene swale sediments and meanders 
between the 6 m high dunes. Further downstream the cl:annel has breached the 
dune most prooably by lateral migration and avulsed to the ad1acent dune s~'ale. 
The abandoned downstream reach is now inundated only dunng higher f!OI\ and 

s 
s 

the adjacent swale is backfilled. . • . 
b) The schematic cross section shows two flood plain styles: msets ~nd :hm. . . 
backwater deposits. The exposed tree roots indicate channel widenmg and mc1S10~, . 
possibly due to the headward retreat of a local nick point initiated by channel swttchmg. 
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degraded fossil dunes that are intermittently breached during floods. This 

autogenic change is caused by aggradation and mad'' possible by the low 

elevation of the boundary dunes (Adams and Hollis, 1988). Channel switching 

processes are also important in wandering gravel-bed rivers (e.g. River 

Feshie, Scotland, Werrit:y and Ferguson, i980) 

5.3.3. Island formation 

There are three ways in which islanc!s form in the Todd River. Portions of 

flood plains can be excised by reincision of the surface flood channels 

(described above, section 5.2.1.1 ), braid bars can join to form a large 

compound bar, or single bars may simply grow by accretion aided by 
vegetation. 

The large island in Figure 5.-1 is an accreted compound bar formed by braid 

bar growth and lateral channel migration. The formation of secondary 

channels, the lateral migration of the channel and channel widening results 

in secondary channel abandonment and eventual attachment of the 

compound bar to the flood plain. Cadle and Cairncross, (1993) also found this 

a dominant process in the Permian sandy bedload Karoo sequence. Schumm 

and Litchy (1963) found that the flood plain construction in the Cimarron 

River in southwest Kansas \\'as almost entirely by vertirnl accretion, and that 

island formation and the subsequent attachment of islands to the bank was 
by channel abandonment and accretion. 

The colonisation of sediments by vegetation is important for the trz.nsition of 

mobile bar features to stable islands in the Todd River whereby vertical 

a.:cretion and lee side deposition promote the attachment of islands to other 

islands and so develop flood plains. Others have also noted the importance of 

vegetation in promotilig island and flood plain growth (Osterkamp and Costa, 

1987; Thornes 1994 Sneh; 1983; Graf, 1988; Pickup er al., i 988; Graeme and 
Dunkerley, 1993). 

S.4. Models of Eloo4 Plain ForI11atio11 

5.4.1. Introduction 

It is clear that flood plain morphostratigraphy and processes in the Todd 

River are complex, but there are two main types of flood plain: those formed 

in confined reaches and those formed in relatively unconfined reaches. The 
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processes which form these types are now reviewed and compared with 

other models of flood plain formation. 

Until relatively recently, it was considered that flood plains form mainly by 

lateral accretion (Wolman and Leopold 1957) with minor amounts of vertical 

accretion. This is reflected in the prominence of scroll bar deposits in 

migrating channel regimes (e.g. Scl •. nudde, 1963; Blake and Ollier, 1971 ). 

While there is no doubt that lateral accretion is important, some flood plains 

are composed largely of vertical accretion deposits (Ritter et al., 1973; Nanson 

a11d Young, 1981) and in general flood plains are composed of both lateral 

accretion and vertical accretion deposits (Nanson, 1986). Furthermore the 

flood plain may be complicated by crevasse splays, concave-bench accretion, 

channel infills, chute scour and fill, and the appending of channel islands to 

the flood plain (Schumm and Lichty, 1963; Burkham, 1972). The Todd River 

flood plain is of this complex type and is typical of variable discharge 

regimes where extensive flood ;ilains may be destroyed by catastrophic 

floods and rebuilt by vertical accretion (Schumm and Lichty, 1963; Burkham, 

1972; Nanson, 1986). 

There have been three main approaches to classifying arid zone flood plains 

and they may be viewed a~ part of a downsrrean\ continuum, a flow 

magnitude continuum or as related to the degree of lateral confinement. 

Mabbutt (1977, 1986) proposed that flood plains vary laterally across the 

section and that there was a notable downstream trend: the upper plains 

sector, the lower plains sector and the floodout. Pickup ( 1991) approached 

flood plain classification from a scalar viewpoint detailing large-, meso· and 

small-scale flood plain processes. Sneh (1983 ), wou.:ing on ephemeral 

streams in Israel, recognised the importance of the degree of confinement of 

the channel on the variability of arid zone flood plains. Like Mabbutt, he 

described flood plains at three points downstream which he termed confined, 

open and terminal flood pl<:ins. Confined and unconfined flood plains are 

clearly recognisable in the Todd system. 

5.4.2. Conf'med flood plains 

5.4.2.1. Introduction 

Confined flood plains are located in high energy gorge reaches, entrenched 

into Pleist')cene terraces or confined in short gaps through outlying strike 

ridges and between longitudinal dunes of the northern Simpson Desert. In 
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confined reaches the channel is single thread, generally straight and 

bounded by a markedly stepped flood plain with well developed lower 

benches in the channel. The most effective agents of flood plain destruction 

are channel widening, surface channel scour and swirl pit scour although 

the latter two are minor relative to channel widening. The principal 

constructive processes are the emplacement of in5ets, veneer deposition and 

surface channel accretion. Flood plain stores in confined reaches are 

shallow, averaging -3 m deep; average total flood plain width is -30() m and 

channel width is - 70-100 m. The lateral confinement of the channel inhibits 

the lateral migration and/or switching of the channel, and enhances the 

destructive potential of high magnitude events so that flood plain stores :re 

relatively short lived. The following is a three stage model for t!1e 

development of flood plains in confined reaches (Fig. 5.17). 

5.4.2.2. The model 

Stage 1: Catasttophjc __ etosjon 

A high magnitud~ flood removes the entire valley bottom s-quence (Fig. 

5.l 7a) owing to the confinement of high energy flows. The principai effects 

ate channel widening, and flood plain stripping where erosion is assumed to 

concentrate initially along surface channels. The flood may deposit a thin 
shee: of gtav~lly sand. 

StMe 2: Channel nartowjng 

The next stage (Fig. 5.1 /b) is channel narrowing. It is expected that the 

extreme flood is followed by a series of ephemeral low to moderate flows 

which occupy and incise a narrow section of the flood channel, while 

floodwaters spread across the broad flood channel depositing overbank 
sediments. 

Stage ~: Construction and desttuctjon of flnod pJairu; 

As the flood plain redevelops, vertical accretion will fluctuate, due in part to 

the arrival of sediment waves from upstream. At the local scale c·n"•"'1<.i 
aggradation, bank erosion, stripping. formation of 5urface channels and .• 1e 

deposition of insets and veneer alternate with one another (Hg. 5.l 7c). The 

channel and flood plain wili continue to form stepped morphology and 

complex morphostratigraphy and may be at any stag~ of recovery when the 
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next high magnitude flood occurs. In this way the complex 

morphostratigraphy of confined flood plains is closely related to the timing, 

spacing and magnitude of ephemeral flows. 

5.4.3. Relatively unconfined flood plains 

5.4.3.1. Introduction 

Relatively unconfined flood plains are located in wide gorge reaches. set 

within paleoflood terraces anrt located downstream of confluences a::id in 

channel beads where flood plains may be 500 to 1.000 m wide. The multiple 

channels are separated by high, well vegetated, stable islands and braid bars. 

The islands are typically diamond shaped with the long a'<is trending parallel 

or oblique to the flow. Some of the sub channels between islands and on the 

surface are perched above the channel bed and are only occupied during 

high stage flow. These relatively unconfined sites are similar to Nanson and 

Knighton's (1996) Type 5: gravel-dominated, laterally active anabrani::hing 

rivers and to the wandering gravel-bed rivers that Church ( 1983) and 

Desloges and Church (1989) descdbe. The dominant channel commonly 

braid (Carson's (1984) wandering type 2 system) and there can be vigorous 

lateral activny. 

Flood plain rnorphostratigraphy differs from more confined locations in two 

important ways. Owing to the presence of mul;iple channels, flood plains 

include broad islands and their motphostratigraphy includes large scale 

channel fiils. Average fill depth is ";milar to confined flood plains (3.5 m) 

but average total width is greater at 560 m. In relatively unconfined flood 

plains, process,;s that operate laterally are more important than those 

operating vertically. Again the evolution of the flood plain can be seen in 
terms of a three stage model. 

5.4.3.2. The model 

Two po~sible scenarios are illustrated for relatively unconfined reaches; ! 

applies when a large pulse of sediment moves downstream to a relatively 

unconfined site following stripping (Fig. 5.18) and II, when minor channel 
aggradation follows stripping (Fig. 5.19). 
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Stage I: Catastrophic erosion and fill 

Similar to stage I of the confined nood plain model, tile effect of a large 

magnitude flood is to remove the valley bottom sequence within the channel 

train. This sediment may be entirely removed and if followed by the arrival 

by a sediment pulse from upstream, the channel may substantially fill with 
fine gravel in medium to coarse S<Uid (Fig. 5.!Sa). 

Stage 2: lncisjon 

During this stage (Fig. 5.l 7b) the fill sediments dominate the processes in two 

ways. Firstly the remnant flood morphology dictates che position of the new 

narrower channel and secondly, che increase in channel gradient due to 

aggradation initiates incision of the channel fill along single or multiple 

threads. There is a concomitant phase of flood piain aggradation on perched 

remnancs of the nood fill. During subsequent nows the channel bank is 

eroded by now denection around islands and sediment is moved from the 

banks to the channel and temporarily stored in large bars (Fig. 5.!8b). These 

bars may become attached to the islands and are an importani compone:nc of 

island formation (Fig. 5.l 9b). The denection of flow around these bars 

increases bank erosion. Channel switching during high magnitude flows 

relocates the posilion of the main channel and creates a series of relatively 

stable vegetated islands separated by a multiple thread channel. An example 

of a site at this stage is the Anabranching site (Fig. 4.18). 

Stage 3: Channel abandonment 

A sequence of reduced flows may result in multiple channel abandonment 

and filling and lead to a phase of flood plain aggradation. The channel 

becomes a single thread with large surface channel as the flood plains 

become bank attached (Fig. 5.18c, 5.l 9b). These channels may be exIJlOited at 

a later stage as higher magnitude flows reinc'-. the surface channels. The 

evolution of relatively uncot.aned nood plains may alternate between stage 

2 and 3 before the next catastrophic nood removes all or most of the alluvial 

fill. As the channel coneinues to widen the likelihood of complete cleanout 

decreases as wide channel sections (or beads) become areas of backflow 

preserving remnants and enhancing deposition. An example of a site at this 
stage is Expansion Scour site (Fig. 4.30). 
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5.4.3.3. Discussion 

The morphodynamics of the Todd River flood plains indicate that their 

morphology does not represent the conventional flood plain/terrace 

sequence. Rather, the river has the morphological signature of an 

ephemeral, variablP flow regime. Similar models presented by Schick ( 1974) 

and Nanson (1986) highlight the importance of event-based change and the 

impact of catastrophic floods. These will now be discussed in the light of 

confined tlood plains in the Todd catchment. 

Schick (1974) developed a conceptual model for the Nahal Yael research 

watershed ( 10 kmZ) in southern Israel where he viewed valley floor 

aggradation operating quasi-continuously during relatively frequent minor 

floods. This pattern is interrupted by low frequency 'superfloods' which 

erode much of the channel and flood plain but leave behind remnant 

terraces at higher elevations. These are equivalent lO the surface flood plain 

remnants in the Todd River flood plains (Fig. 4.8, 7). The period after the 

superflood is one where the flood plain and channel gradually aggrade until 

they overtop and bury the superflood terrace (buried flood plain remnants, 

Fig. 4.8, 6). Schick emphasised three aspects to this process. Firstly, terrace 

sequences do not correlate within and between desert drainage basins, 

chiefly because the flow events vary ir. space and time. Secondly, terraces do 

not reflect climatic changes unless the occurrence of superfloods is the 

response to climatic changes. Thirdly, the number of terraces is a reflection 

of both the magnitude and frequency of superfloods and the pattern of 

events benveen them. Schick's model is similar to the flood plain processes 

described for confined reaches of the Todd catchment. 

Nanson's (1986) flood plain model for partially confined flood plains along 

high energy coastal rivers of NSW describes flood plains which form 

episodically by vertical accretion over periods of hundreds or thousands of 

years, following which catastrophic erosion by a single large flood or series 

of more moderate floods strips the flood plain to a basal lag deposit from 

which it slowly reforn1s (Fig. 5.7). He suggested that the periodic destruction 

resulted from progres~ive development of large levee banks and flood plain 

back channels. As tt.e levee and flood plains vertically aggrade, ove1·bank 

flow is displaced to the main channel and back channel with the resulting 

concentration of erosion energy. Eventually the channel boundary and flood 

plain are scoured by high flows which exceed erosior! thresholds. Large back 

channels and surface channels are inferred to opera.te in the same manner 
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during high energy flows in the Todd River. Nanson ( 1986) noted that the 

four floods which catastrophically stripped the NSW flood plains had 

re(urrencc intervals of <9 yr and suggested that their combined effect was 

more important than their individual magnitudes suggest. In his model the 

progressive confinement of the channel increases the boundary shear stress 

of minor flow events. This is not applicable to the Todd where the boundaf\' 

sediments are erodible and flood plain stripping occurs during hig~ 
Jnagnitude events. 

Relatively unconfined flood ,Jlains are similar to tlood plains on 1,,·aided and 

anabranching rivers. It is not widely accepted that braided rivers readilv 

form flood plains (Melton, 1936; Bridge, 1985). Graf ( 1988) describes braide~ 
streams as occupying the entire available space between low terraces. 

leaving no room for horizontal surfaces that are activated by present regime 

processes. However, Reinfelds and Nanson ( 1993) have identified processes of 

braided river flood plain formation in New Zealand which are similar to 

those described on the Todd River. They list three mechanisms which operate 

independently to form flood plains in the Waimakariri River in New Zeaiand: 

river bed abandonment, river bed aggradation and localised incision along 
primary and secondary channels. 

In discussing compound channels, Graf ( 1988) noted that during the 

transition from braided to meandering patterns, many of the braid channels 

become infilled So that a new flood plain develops between the banks of the 

original braided channel and the banks of the new meandPring or low flow 

channel. The surface adjacent to the new meandering channel becomes the 

flood plain and the meandering channel migrates across the floor of the 

braided system, reworking the deposits. While in principle this is applicable 

to the Todd River in that many of the flood plains h.i.ve a core of flood 

deposited sediment, the channel tends to incise and switch rather than 
meander. 

5,5, Conclusion 

Flood plain construction and destruction is not synchronous through the 

catchment. In a manner similar to the findings of Nanson ( 1986) the flood 

plains are disjunct and have variable growth rates. During a single flood, 

erosion or deposition along a reach is a function of the local energy gradient 

and degree of confinement. The residence time of flood plain sediment varies 

substantially and so too do processes of mobilisation and deposition. Sediment 
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pulses are generated during high magnitude flows and redeposited a short 

distance downstream with only minor sediment delivery at the terminus. 

This differs from rivers such as the Sepik in PNG which moves a high 

sediment load efficiently through to its delta (Chappell, 1993 ). The spatial 

variability in flood plain formation in the Todd River is reminiscent of 

Schumm's (1973) complex-response and critical threshold model of landscape 

change. 

The v~riability of flood plains has implic8.tions for identifying ephemeral 

systems in the rock record. Downstream variation from single threau 

channels to multiple anabranching channels may lead to remarkably 

different stratigraphies. Thus, in a single system, variability must not be 

mistaken for regime shifts or climate change, as it is the autogenic response 

to ephemeral flow, sediment supply and degree of lateral confinement. The 

complexity of these flood plains indicates that paleoenvironmental 

reconstrnctive techniques using, for example, paleochannel dimensions or 

rates of flood plain aggradation (e.g., Nanson, et al., 1995) should not be 

attempted for this drainage basin without extensive stratigraphic 

interpretation. Larger channel dimensions or high rates of flood plain 

aggradation may simply be the geomorphic response of arid flood plains to 

high "'~.gnitude fl(Jods. 
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CHAPTER6 

Paleoflood Geomorphology 

.2.L.lntroduction 

This chapter presents the field observations of the Todd River paleoflood 

landscape. In the preface to the edited volume 'Catastrophic Floodine' ~layer 
and Nash (1987) define catastrophic flooding as: 

flooding of high magnitude and low frequency, devastating floods, or 

floods that result in significant changes in stream channel or stream 
valley characteristics. 

The use of the term paleoflood here refers to the past occurrence of floods of 

high magnitude whose depositional and erosional effects remain visible in 

the landscape today. In the Todd catchment, paleofloods were grea;er in 
magni ~ude than the largest recorded floods. 

Paleoflood landforms are difficult to recognise on the ground due to their 

subdued morphology. However, the coarse texture and extent of paleoflood 

sediments, vegetation patterns and the juxtaposit10n with contrasting fine 

red aeolian sand assist in the identification, and the landforms are easily 

recognisable on enhanced TM satellite images which are shown in Appendix 
4. 

Subtle differences in vegetation were used to map limits of deposition where 

morphology was not well defined. Flood deposits less than about 400 years old 

often have a higher density of Coolabahs (Kimber, 1996) wherea3 older flood 

deposits are populated with corkwood trees (Hakea suberea). Certain woody 

species, in particular whitewood trees (Atalaya hemiglauca), provide a good 

basis for distinguishing between slack water deposits (SWD) of different age 

and depth of surface layers in the Finke Gorge (Pickup, pers. comm.) where 

the abundance and height of whitewood and corkwood trees increases either 

with age of the surface sediment or a thinning of the 197 4 flood deposits. 

Erect kerosene grass (Aristida holanthera), groundsel (Senecio gregorii), 

mallows (Sida sp) and buff el grass ( Cenchrus ciliaris) appear to be 
insensitive to deposit age (Pickup, pers. comm.). 
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Nineteen cross sections and three long profiles of paleo1lood complexes were 

surveyed using EDM and theodolite. Sixty-seven stratigraphic sections were 

recorded at river bank exposures, e:;cz.vation pits and auger holes. 

Excavations using a 'bob cat' were undertaken at five sites. Aerial photo 

interpretations were undertaken by K. Fitchett and are presented in Figures 

6.17 and 6.28. Sediment texture parameters are presented in Table 6.2 and 

Figure 6.22, paleoflood gradients in Table 6.7, paleoflood radiocarbon age 

estimates are in Table 6.3 OSL age estimates in Table 6..J and site location maps 

are in Fig 6.2-6.16. All Figures, Tables and Plates are at the end cf the 

chapter. The correlation of paleoflood surfaces is schematically drawn in 

Figure 6.56 and summarised iv Table 6.8. Legends of symbols for 

morphostratigraphic figures (Fig. 6.57) and flood plain profiles (Fig. 6.58), 

on A3 pullouts, follow the Plates. 

Geomorphological maps of palrnflood deposits of the Todd catchment are 

presented in Figures 6.1 a, b, c and ct. The tendency for paleofloods to develop 

distributaries and splays has resulted in many discrete channel complexes of 

varying dimensions The mosaic of channel complexes has been subdivided 

into five principal systems: Heavitree/Undoolya, Ross. Giles Piedmont. 

Mosquito Bore Distributary and the Eastern Systems. The following section 

describes these paleoflood complexes in order of distance downstream and 

reviews previous research. The location of the sites is indicated on Figures 

6.2-6.16. 

6.2. Heay!tree/Undoolya Pa!eOf!Md Complex 

The Todd River drains through HeaVitree gap onto a low gradient ( .0024 

m/m) piedmont fan system (Fig. 6.1 b). The modem channel drains to the east 

of the fan into an intermediate floodout. Paleochannels '\cross the fan 

surface indicate two prominent courses of the Todd River and its associated 

clistributaries (fig. 6.17). The more westerly course is associated \vith the 

position of the Todd flowing through the gap at Mt. Blatherskite. This 

appears to have been the penultimate course of the Todd until a flood in 1880 

caused the channel to move to its present location (Wolley, 1966). 

Litchfield ( 1969) identified three alluvial surfaces on the Heavitree floodout 

(see Figure 6.18a). Ile considered the oldest of these surfaces, the Lower 

Stuart surface, characterised by red earths, to d:ite back to the Last Glacial 

Maximum (LGM) but Pickup (1991) has since correlated this surface with 

similar deposits at the Ross River dated at gre:iter than 59 ka on the basis of a 
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saturated TL sample (Patton er al., 1993) (Table 6.1). In this stud,· it is 

referred to as the 'cemented Pleis'.ocene alluvium'. The Lower Stuart :urface 

passes beneath the Heav!tree fan and deposits include gravel sheets and 

flood plain sandy alluvium with superimposed aeolian sand (Litchfield, 1969; 

Fig. 6.18b) which re!atP to a phase of vigorous fluv;a1 ac:ivit_.-, aggrading 

channels and numerous distributary systems. The end of the Lower Stuart 

phase was marked ty aeoli~n activity repr<>«::-.:cd by a 3 m high dune 

overlying the fluvial gravel in Litchfield's section A-A' (Fig. 6.18b). 

The second surface referred to by Litchfield is the Upper Stuart surface 

(brown earths) which he considered to have formed in the late glacial and 

postglacial period. Pickup (1991) places it between 10,000 and >59,000 (Table 

6.1 ). It is exposed as the surface of a low gravel mound in the upper fan 

region and passes beneath the younger Amoonguna surface (Litchfield. 

1969). Close to the main channel (Fig. 6.18b) Upper Stuart deposits are over 5 

m thick and form coarse gravel sheets up to 2 m thick and 1 km wide to the 

west beneath a sandy mantle. This was the last widespread phase of fan 

aggradation whieh eroded the Lower Stuart surface by 1 m (Litchfield, 1969). 

The Amoonguna is the third and youngest surface recognised bv Litchfield 

(Fig. 6.18a) and Pickup (1991) suggests an age of <10,000 with m~st deposits 

dating to <2.000 BP. Litchfield describes Amoonguna deposits as stratified 

gravel and sand flanking the present channel and its distributarie>, 

occupying most of the head of the fan. The gravel becomes finer down the 

fan and grades to sandy fingers and fina:ly to a network of silty sheets 

beyond the distributary termini, which continue for several kilometres and 

merge with surrounding floodouts of lesser creeks. The pattern of 

sedimentation indicates a shifting channel pattern (Litchfield, 1969). 

Pickup ( 1991) described the large scale flu vial forms on the Emily Creek low 

gradient (.0048 m/m) fan to the east of the Heavitree fan (Fig. 6.19) The 

Undoolya bar field is .5 km long and 2.5 km wide and consists of a number of 

linear bars 2 m high and sever:;! kilometres long separated bv swales 1 oo-
200 111 wide. The spectral reflectance of the Undoolya bar fie!; matches that 

of Litchfield's (1969) Lower Stuart surface (see Appendix 4, Image 2 for 
comparison) and is inferred to be part of that older unit. 
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6.2.1. Heavitree Gap 

During road construction upstream of Heavitree Gap a trench ( 2..J m deep 

and 41 m long) was excavated which revealed a lower c~mented Pleistocene 

sand and gravel unit which correlates with the Lower Stuart deposits 

(Litchfie,d, 1969) and has an erosional upper boundary with scours 30 cm 

deep and 1.1 m long overlain by an upward fining sequence of sand and mud. 

A 14 m core was drilled by the Power and Water Authority in Alice Springs in 

l '!94, lOOm downstream and .JO m east of the trench (site 2, Fig. 6.2) and was 

logged by the autho;- (Fig. 6.20). No sedimentary structures were seen but the 

core varied in texture and colour (Plate 6.1 ). Basal Unit A overlies bedrock. is 

2 m of grey /white sand with some pebble and silty layers. and is interpreted 

as a low energy channel deposit. Unit B is comprised of coarse clast 

supported gravel, 3.2 m thick and is interpreted as a high energy channel 

deposit. Contact with Unit C is sharp; Unit C is corn posed of silt and sand and is 

interpreted as a flood plain or backwater deposi: created by an abandoned 

channel. Unit D is coarse pebbly gre:; and red sand 2.4 m thick, inferred to 

be a channel deposit. The uppermost unit (E) is a red and brown sandy silt 

and silt deposit (>2 m), probably a flood plain or back\\'ater deposit. The high 

energy, coarse gravel sedimentary facies (Unit B) may correlate with 
Utchfield's Upper Stuart surface. 

6.2.2. Heavitree ripple field 

Pickup ( 1991) identified a large ripple field 1 km wide and 5 km long, at the 

end of distributaries which can be traced back to Heavitree Gap (west of the 

airport (Fig. 6.17). The site partly overlaps Litchfield's mapped area and 

appears to correspond with the Amoonguna surface. The area is comprised of 

transverse ripples > 1 m high composed of red poorly sorted. gravelly sand 
with pale fine sand and ~ilt in the swales. 

A shallow pit ( 40 cm) was excavated on the surface of one of the bars (Fig. 

6.3) and two radiocarbon and one OSL sample taken. The OSL sample 

(ANU00170) returned an age of 1030±410 BP and the first radiocarbon sample 

(ANU 8833) from a 4 cm layer of charcoal returned a very similar age of 

1196-691 cal BP. A second HC sampl~ was taken from between 9 to 30 cm in 

the profile returned a calibrated age of AD 1955, which is inferred to be 
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erroneous probabl) because the sample consisted of finely dispersed 
charcoal. 

6.2.3. ]e.<<ie Quarry 

A large source-bordering climbing dune east of Jessie Gap (230 45', 13.JO 02') 

(Plate 6.2, Fig. 6.4), formed of sand derived from Jessie Creek, climbs the 

flank of the nearby range. The upper section of the dune is beige, 1 to 3 m 

deep and is underlain by white sand 30 m deep (R. ~lorley, pers. comm.). 

Stoss-face planar lamination and remnants of stumps in growth position are 

well preserved. The white dune is underlain by a red dune, whic1' is laterally 

truncated by fiuvial and colluviai deposits fmm an adjacent small steep 

catchment. The red aeolian sand resembles dated late Pleistocene dunes in 

the western Simpson Desert described by :-.'ansc.n er al. ( 1995 ). 

Charcoal from the white dune was sampled for radiocarbon analysis at the 

dune crest and at a shallow hearth, 7 5-88 cm below the surface on the dune 

flank. Charcoal from 86 cm at the crest site returned an age of 1874-886 cal 

BP (AND 3835 , and the hearth gave an age of 3087-2i/5 cal BP (ANL' 8836). 

Thus the dune was active about 1000~3000 years ago. 'fhe construction of the 

late lfolocene white dune is attributed to increased fluvial activit\' in Jessie 

Creek ra~her than increased aridity because the preservation of stumps in 

the dune indicate that there was sufficiem available moisture for vegetation 

growth, which would have Stabilised the dune and enhanced its aggradation 
rate by trapping sediment. 

The Todd, Emily and Jessie piedmont systems are a mosaic of different alluvial 

artd aeolian units dating probably back as far as 100 ka. They contain a range 

of paleoflood landforms and have been previously described by Litchfield 

(1969) and Pickup (1991). The fan surfaces are currently drained by 

epf-iemeral rivers which rapidly disintegrate into floodouts downstream. 

Paleoflood landforms are associated with land surfaces of different ages. 

There are two absolute ages (-1,000 BP) for paleoflood deposits associated with 

the Amoonguna surface and Pickup ( 1991) has identif!ed large paleoflood 

forms on what appears to be the Lower Stuart surface in the Undoolya bar 
field. 
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6.3. Ross River Paleoflood Comple1i 

The Ross River paleofhod complex wh'ch extends al0ng the Ross Rivc·r 

downstream of tl1c ran1•es a11d piedmont fan (Fig. 6.1 c, Pl<:!~ 6.3) was 

described by Pickup (19'J!) ;\nu i'alion c: 11.(1"''3). 1he'. authors identify 

three paleoflood surfaces · r:g. 6.23): a :drge palcoflood complex (Ross A), a 

ripple field (ir Rns, C) •1d a );irg 0 -,ca!e bac syn.:m (in Ross B). Tlieir 

findings will be discussed in rnnjunctio:-. with the obser\'.1tions desc:-ibed 
below. 

6.3. 1. Ross River Gorge 

At Shannon Bore site a high mounded slack water deposit is located on the 

right bank S m above the channel bed, in the mouth of a small tributary 

catchment (Plate 6.4, Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.21). A 4 m hole was augured into the 

surface and sediments taken for analysis. The sediment was a poorly sorted 

fine red sand throughout (2.080) and is inferred to have been deposited 

during a single event. No event of greater magnitude has occurred since its 

deposition as no younger and higher deposits were found at this site. The 

deposit is currently being dissected by local drainage. One sample was dated 

by OSL from a depth of 2 min the deposit and returned an age of 8350±950 L' 
(ANU001 il). 

6.3.2. Ross A 

A large paleoflood channel system immediately west and south east of the 

present Ross River was described by Patton er al. (1993; Fig. 6.23) as a braided 

channel which divides around longitudinal bars. Individual channels attain 

a maximum width of SO tn and the total channel width ranges to 800 m. The 

bars and channels have low relief (Fig. 6.24). The gradient of the 

paleochannel is inferred to be steeper than the modern channel as it is 2.4 m 

above the modern channel in the north and 0.3 m below in the south; 

sediment in the paleochannel and bars was !OO'i<. sand (Patton et al., 1993). 

Based on the small number of sedimentary units present in exposures of the 

paleochannel alluvium, Patton ec al. ( 1993) infer that the Ross A deposits 

represent five or fewer floods younger than 1535±85 cal BP (GX-1Sli3), the 

latest occurring about 695~ f.iO yr BP (GX-14022 ). Unfortunately detailed 

descriptions of sample locations and sedimentary sections are not available. 
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The Ross A paleochannei deposits w.ere examined in a 5.~ m channel 

exposure alnng the left bank of the Todd 3.5 km downstre.1m of the 

confluence (Fig. 6.23, 6.25) The deposit is o sequence of cobble. gra\'el, sJ.nd 

and compact mud beds. Charcoal from tour horizom was dated by 

radhcarbon. The 2.7 m thick basal bed is " horizontally layered cobble and 

gravc•lly sand topped by structureless coarse and fine sanc1. T\\'O charcoal 

samples from the finer sediments at the top of the gravel, which is 

interpreted as a paleoflood channel de, ·osit, returned ages of ,o 7-7'.0J cal BP 

(ANU 10063) and 985-724 cal BP (ANU 10062). The two overlying sand •silt 

couplets were not dated. ,\n o\'erlying 34 ctn thick fl" J couph:t cont:iining 

mud balls is dated to 656-522 cal BP (ANU 1006: · .end is overlain by a 

structureless medium gravel and mud flood couplet dat~d ((; 564-430 cal BP 

(ANU 10060). The top bed is undated but is similar to the dated sediments in 

weathering and colour ancl is assumed to be of similar age. The presence of 

erosionc;,l boundaries, roor remnants and major textural contrasts bet\\'een 

beds \\'as used to int~r a hiatus in deJJO~ition, which tagrther With the 

chronolo3y indicate th·u the Ross A deposits represent several (perhaps 

five) flr•ads which occurred between -1,000 and 500 yr BP. 'fhese ~esults are 

consistent with those reported by Patton ec al. ( 1993) and their youngest 

event (695±60 BP) may be equivalent to the 656-522 cal BP Even, dated here 
(rig. 6.56, Table 6.8). 

6.3.3. Ross B 

This complex lies .o the west and east of Ro:;s A. It does not have pronounced 

channel form and has not been dated. Patton ec al. (1993) describe it as an 

aeolian shee~ (Fig 6.23); however satellite imagery (Appendix 4, Image Sa) 

indicates that the most easterly portion of this aeolian sheet is inund•ued by 
disttibutary channels from Ross A. 

6.3.4. Ross C 

Ross C extends from a gap to the east of the Ross River, eastward across the 

low graci1ent plain (.0013 m/m) and intersects with the Gi!es Creek alluvium 

IS km do11nstream (Fig. 6.1 c). The southerly limit, near the Ross confluence, 

abi; .s against, and 0"
0 rlies the Pleistocene deposits on the flanks of the high 

t .drock ridge on the right bank of the Todd (!'ig. 6.23; 6.26). The ripple field 

in the north west portion of Ross C was investigated by Patton ec al. (1993) 

and extends from a water gap in the ranges, has a grac'ient of 0.0034 m!m, 

and expands downstream and curves to the east along the ranges :Fig. 6.23). 
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'!he ripple field i~ visible on aerial photographs and satellite images and is 

comprised of elongate low mounds composed of silty, very fine sand 

separated by strips of exposed paleosol manifest as light strips 100 m wide in 

the satellite imagery (Appendix 4 Image ~a). The avera!(e wavelength of the 

ripples is 122 m but decreases along the edge of the ripple field; the ~.verage 

height is 0.22 m. Patton ec al. ( 1993) infer that the ri.,ple field was formed by 

a shallow sheetflood that spread acro~s the plain. 

The stratigraphy of the Ross C channel deposits is exposed at the Stud Bore ~ 

site (Fig. 6.6, 6.26) The paleoflood sediments have the same elevation on both 

sides of the present channel indicating that the entire Ross C romplex is 

syndepositional. The Ross C palerichannel deposits were examined in a 6.6 m 

left bank excavation (Fig. 6.27, Plate 6.5 a and b) which shows two units. The 

lower unit is a >5.2 m thick fining upward sequence from framework cobble, 

gravel and gravelly sand io a poorly sorted fine sand (2.0lol and is overlain 

by a structureless, 1.6 m thick mud layer dated by radiocarbon and OSL. The 

mud bed indicates a high suspended sediment load and is inferred to be 

deposited in slow-moving water. The upper unit, inferred to be deposited 

during a separate flood, is represented by a 1.4 m sequence of su ctureless 

slightly gravelly red sand rich in carbonate. The ;ige of the lower unit is 

estimated by OSL to be 12900±J 800 BP (ANU00161) which is consistent with 

the degree of weathering (Plate 6.5< radiocarbon sample from this layer 

returned an age of 673-248 cal BP (ANU 10059) and is rejected because the 

charcoal was finely dispersed. 

There have been at least two floods in the Ross C channel complex. Events 1 

and 2 have been described above and a · ird event may be represented by 

the fine textured ripple field and/or the Sh~nnon Bore slack water deposit in 

the Ross River Gorge (Fig. 6.56, Tat.~ 6.8). 

6.3.4.1. Streamlined recmants 

High (-2.3 m) stre~mlined remnant 'islands' occur on the floodout plain t0 

the east of the modern Ross River. The remnant close to the confluence and 

south of Ross C is dissected by small channels (Fig. 6.23) which are inferred 

to have been formed during inundation of the remnant by high magnitude 

flows (Pickup, pers. comm.). 
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6.4. Giles Creel; Piedmont Paleoflood Complex 

The Giles Creek paleoflood complex drains south from Allua Gap to the 

northern Simpson Desert, through Wallaby Gap (Hg. 6.1 d and 6.28 a, b). 

Several flood tracts form wide braided channels and splay-like deposits with 

superimposed bars. The description of the Giles Creek paieoflood comp:ex i:; 

subdivided into the Piedmont area and the ~losquito Bore Distributary. 

The Giles Piedmont paleoflood complc., reaches a maximum 8 km width, 

bordered on the west by the Ross C paleoflood complex and on the east by a 

sand sheet occupied by small ephemeral channels and ftoodouts. ~lapping 

from aerial _,hotographs (Fitchett, unpublished, Fig. 6.28a) indicates 

extensive channPI patterns across the plain. The llowing is a description of 

five paleollood complexes. 

6.4.1. Giles A 

Giles A extends from Allua Gap east of the modern Giles Creek to 25 km 

downstream (Fig. 6.1 cl) and underEes more itcent flood deposits. The 

braided, moderate gradient (.0022 m/m) complex is bordered to the east by an 

extensive sand sheet dissected by small ephemeral streams which have 

coarse textured longitudinal bars trending south west. The very poorly 

sorted, cemented, rate, carbonate nodule rich, medium sand ( 1.360) was 

exposed as the basal layer in a section through the Giles B surface (Fig. 6.29) 

and is estimated by OSL to bP 26800::3000 BP (ANU00 16' 'J). It is th~ oldest 

alluvial sample dated in this study and suggests that the Giles A deposits are 

coeval with Litchfield's Upper Stuart deposits. The most north-westerly 

sectivn of the Giles A complex was included in a cross survey (Fig. 6.30) and 

is shown to abut a colluvial fan. it is dissected by shallow broad channels. 

6.4.Z. Giles B 

Giles B is a 13 km long and 1 km wide gravel and sand splay which extends 

south east from the modern channel (Fig. 6.: d) along a low gradient (.0002 

rnlm). The Up$tream reach is dissected by two wide ( 140 m, 90 M) shallow (0.6 

m, 1 m) channels (Fig. 6.32). The dc>wnstream reach is superimposed by 

longitudinal gravel bars trending paral!E.l to the larger splay. The bars 

range f·om 50 to 200 m wide and the swale width from 50 to 100 m (Fig. 6.33) 

often 1-2 m high. Plate 6.6 a and b indicate the relief and sediment texture of 

the Giles B 10'1gi tudinal bars. 
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A 2 km long and 125 m wide bar with degraded transverse ripples 

superimposed on the surface was excavated (Fig. 6.i). Part of a larger bar 

co·.'.plex which increases in elevation westwards, it has a well defined 

eastern side and less distinct western flank A 20 m by 1.3 m transverse 

trench was excavated into the eastern side of the bar (Fig. u.29, Plate 6.7a) 

and four stratigraphic units identified (Fig. 6.34) but no internal 

stratigraphy was preserved (Plate 6.7b). The horizontal basal lay._,r (Giles A 

surface) which extends deeper th::.n the trench floor is overlain by a poorly 

sorted fine sand (2.660) which dips approximately 15' along the bar flank 

(Fig. 6.34) and increases in thickness :owards the surface. It is interpreted as 

a longitudinal bar deposited on a horizontal surface. This unit is draped by a 

thin (9 cm) moderately sorted, moderately indurated, fine sand layer (2.7o) 

inclined parallel to the underlying bar. The top layer is a thick (47 cm) 

poorly sorted fine sand (2.410) with some gravel scattered on the winnowed 

surface, ar>d is also inclined parallel to the underlying layers is estimated by 
OSL to be 9700±1500 BP (ANU00160a). The silty sand in the ,1·cale to the east of 

the bar may relate to subsequent lower magnitude flow(s) (Pickup pers. 

comm.). To summarise, the longitudinal bars on the Giles B paleoflood 

complex were deposited on the Giles A surface -10 ka and are inferred to 

have accreted during three floods. 

Giles C to Giles I were mapped from satellite images and included in cross 

sections (Figs 6.30-32) but were not examined in the field and are not 

described here. Giles J and K surfaces are too small to be shown or. Figure 

6.ld. 

6.4.3. Giles J 

The Giles J paleoflooct deposit b iacised in older Giles Creek paleoflood 

deposits (principally, G>;~s A, B and C) and is exposed along the modern Giles 

Creek banks as a cobble .md gravel paleoflood channel fill (Fig. 6.30 to 6.32) 

which averages 350 m wide and >3.5 m deep (Table 6.5). At the Giles Creek 1 

site a basal > 1.6 m structureless cobble ;:;.1d coarse gravel layer of the 3.1 m 

channel fiU is overlain by a fining upward sequence of alternating layers of 

dipping matrix-supported gravel and horizontally bedded coarse gravel. The 

second unit is a structureless medium and fine sand deposit. The lower 

channel f!ll deposit is inferred to have been deposited during a single event. 
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At least two events are identified in the Giles J fill at the Giles Creek 3 site 

(Fig. 6.32, 6.35). Event 1 at the base of the section is: ·2.7 m thick cobble and 

coarse gravel layer overlain by a coarse and medium sand matrix supported 

gravel. Event 2 is identified as a structureless sand estimated by radiocarbon 

to be 3646-1933 cal BP (ANU 10068) and is overlain by an upward fining 

coarse gravel layer and an upward fining small gravel and silty sand layer. 

As these latter two events buried mature River Red Gums on the flood plain 

surface they are estimated to have occurred <150 yr BP. 

6.4.4. Giles K 

Giles k is located 3 km downstream from Giles Creek 3 site (Fig. 6.7). The 

stratigraphic section is drawn up in Figure 6.36 and the site is shown in 

Plates 6.8 and G.9. Three stratigraphic units were identified (Fig. 6.36). Unit 1, 

composed of red cemented Pleistocene sand underlies the entire section 

(F'late 6.9) and is 01·"rlain by a 3 m thick unit (Unit 2) of alternating 

horizontal mud silt and fine sand layers perhaps deposited during sLx events. 

ihe fine texture sediments in Unit 2 are similar to those in the Ross C 

channel exposure and are inferred to have been deposited in a slow 

moving/stagnant water body. lJnit 3 is a channel fill incised in Unit 2 and is 

composed of a fining upward coarse gravel to gravelly sand sequence, 

overlain by a 1 m thick structureless sand layer which extends across the 

plain. The channel fill is inferred to be an older Giles Creek which woulr! 

have met with the Todd River 4 km upstream of the present confluence 

(Plate 6.8). No chronological data is available for this site but Unit 1 is similar 

to the Pleistocene sediment that is found throughout the catchment and is 

placed in Litchfield'> Upper Stuart deposits and Units 2 and 3 are inferred to 

be older than Giles J unit (i.e. >3 ka) and it is possible that Unit 2 is the 

eastern extent of the Ross C complex. 

6.4.S. Todd A 

The Todd A surfaces are those which extend from ·h~ banks of the main 

channel but are higher than the modern flood plain. They ;1ave been 

identified in three locations and examined at a site in the Mosquito Bore area 

located 1.3 km downstr, ~m of Mosquito Bore (Fig. 6.1 d). The Mosquito Bore 

area is a key location in terms of the dynamic5 of paleoflood sys;cms as flow 

was confined or diverted around the bedrock ridges. Three sites are 

described here, the distributary, the channel fill and the slack water deposit 

(SWD). 
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6.4.5.1. Site 1 The Todd A distrlbutary 

The Todd A paleoflood distributary flows southeast, e.odting through a 40 m 

gap in the left bank bedrock wall of the modern channel across a wirl• plain 

with outcropping bedrock ridges and remnant streamlined aeolian deposits 

(Fig. 6.1 d, Plate 6.10, Appendix 4, Image 7a). A 550 m long profile (Fie. 6.8, 

6.3 7) indicates a low elevation fine and medium sand SWD mound at the 

distributary intake followed downstream by a scour hole adjacent to the 

right bank bedrock wall that lines the iirs! 150 m of the distributary and lies 

at shallow depth beneath the channel. Flood damaged vegetation and flood 

trash indicates the recent inundation of the distribtnai v. most 1-1rob.iblv 

during the high flows of the l 970's. Approximately 500 m from the intake Lhe 

distributarV channel has a low width/depth ratio ( 1:0.08) (2.35 m deep and 28 

m wide) which rapidly diminishes downstr cam forming a silt and mud 

multiple channel network (Plate 6.11), which floods out to a flat plain, 

reforms a channel when it abuts against a bedrock outcrop and eventually 

re-enters the Todd channel 6 km downstream from the intake, close to the 

Expansion Scour site. 

A 3.7 m excavatio1t of the right bank of the distributary (fig. 6.39) indicates a 

vertical stack of flood deposits composed of poorly sorted fine sand beds, mud 

beds and flood couplets with a coarse 80 cm t3ick structureless pebble layer 

in mid section. Flood e,·cms were distinguished by textural contrast, roots, 

soil development and c:·osional boundaries. Two horizons in the sequence are 

dated by radiocarbon. The stratigraphically lower charcoal sample from a 

hearth rewrned an age of 463-340 cal BP (ANU 10065) and charcoal from th~ 
overlying layer returned an age of 511-312 cal BP (ANU 10064). The burial of 

1 
-i.>u year olti) C.oolabahs by >1 m of sediment (Plate 6.11) suggests the upper 

275-378 cm of the profile accreted in the last 150 years. 

6.4.5.2. Site 2, the channel fill 

The structureless coarse gr-.vel channel fill at the Mosquito Bore 2 site is 

similar in texture and mor >hostratigraphy to the Giles J channel fill 

identified 16.5 km upstream (Fig. 6.38). As it is likely that the Giles J fill 
extended from Giles Creek into the Todd River it is possible that remnants are 

preserved in pockets downstream of constrictior.s, such as the fill at the 

Mosquito Bore 2 site. The Mosquito Bore 2 channel fill is inferred to be coeval 

with the Giles J channel fill and placed at about 3,000 years old (Fig. 6.56). 
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6.4.5.3. Site 3, slack water deposits 

Two slack water deposits are preserved in caves in the right bank dolomite 

ridge at the J\losquito Bore 1 site. The first is a thin layer ( 10 cm) of fine red 

sand, 4.7 m above the channel, which was dated by radiocarbon to 493-286 cal 

BP (ANU 9285; Fig. 6.40). A 1.1 m thick deposit in a lower cave (3.9 to 2.8 m 

above the thaiweg) (Plate 6.12) contains a complex cut and fill, overlapping 

sequence of flocd deposits preserved behind a roof-collapsed boulder (Fig. 

6.40). It is composed of moderately we!I sorted very fine sand (3.20ol witl. 

some 2.ilgular roof fall fragments within and be 0 en deposits. Sedimentary 

structures were well preserved and included ho1 izontal, inclined and oblique 

stratification (Plate 6.13) . .Jeposits were differentiated from each other on 

thP basis of the degree of bic:.turbation which stopped at sedimentarv 

boundaries, the presence of angular rock fragments at sedimentary 

boundaries and the age determinations of the deposits. While there may be as 

many as twelve flood deposits. seven are identified with certainty on the 

basis of the above criteria and are labelled (i-vii) in Figure 6.40. Two of the 

three layers dated by radiocarbon returned modern ages and the third 

returned an age similar to the higher SWD at 501-313 cal BP (ANU %57), 

which is also similar to the age of the Todd A distributary deposits. Assuming 

no change in bed elevation since 400 BP, the height of flood waters at the 

cave SWb site ( 4. 7 m above the thalweg) is sufficient to inundate the Todd A 

distributary channel. The cave SWD record is similar in terms of the age of 

events and the number cf events preserved in the distributary record. 

One kilometre downstream a mound SWD is located in a bedrock embayment 

6.25 m above the channel thalweg. An 3m hole was drilled through three 

sedimentary units to bedrock and revealed an upper 1.5 m thick aeolian well

sorted fine sand deposit underlain by a 90 cm thick SWD conta;ning two flood 

units which overlie a pebbly sand (Fig. 6.38). The SWD elevation is similar to 

that of the distributary channel and the channel fill but because of the 

aeolian deposit is inferred to be related to the 3 ka channel fUI. 

6.5, Mosquito Bore D!strlbutary Paleoflood Co~ 

The Mosquito Bore Distributary (MBD) extends from the channel constriction 

at the Mosquito Bore 1 site south thro•Jgh Wallaby Gap and floods out into L'1e 

northern Simpson Desert (Fig. 6.1 d). Jackson ( 1962) correctly inferred that 

the presence of the Todd River family of soils between Mt. Capitor Bore and 
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Wallaby Gap was related to a former course of the Todd. The paleoflood 

complex was examined along three reaches. 

6.5.1. Reach 1, northern distributary plain 

Reach 1extends10 km downstream from the sharp me'.lr.jer bend (Plate 6.14) 

to Mt. Capitor Bore (Fig. 6.9), is 2.5 km wide and bordered to the west by a 

col!uvial and aeolian plain and to the east by a 70 m high bedrock ridge. Th~ 

structureless sand matrix-supported gravel, braided channel is a convex

upward shape. 

A 3 km long low alluvial bar extends from the meander bend to the colluvial 

fan upstream from Mt Capitor Bore and is bordered to the west by a fine sand 

and silt braid channel and a wider well-vegetated braid complex and to the 

east by colluvial fans. The convex morphology (Fig. 6.41) rises 70 cm above 

the surrounding alluvium and the winnowed surface has 10 cm high aeolian 

mounds. Four excavation pits along the crest of this longitudinal bar indicate 

a poorly sorted 5tructureless gravelly silty sand between 60 cm and 150 cm 

thick overlying cemented Pleistocene sediment. An OSL sample from a pit in 

the bar crest returned an age of 6230±1370 BP (ANU00162) (Fig. 6.41). 

6.5.2. Reach 2, Mt Capitor Bore to Wallaby Gap 

Reach 2 of the Mosquito Bore Distributary extends 20 l.m between Mt Capitor 

Bore and Wallaby Gap (Figs. 6.1 d; 6.9; 6.10). Downstream from Mt Capitor Bore 

the paleoflood complex increases in width to a maximum of 4 km and llas a 

gradient of .0016 m/m. It is bordered to the west by a laterally truncated 

aeolian dune field and to the east by the younger and lower elevation 

Mosquito Bore A paleoflood complex, described later. it is an expansion bar 

complex (Appendix 4, Image 8) crossed by braid channels, two of which 

support dense vegetation stands (Plate 6.15). 

An excavation trench (MBD2, Fig. 6.9) on the 1. 7 m high expansion bar 

complex (Fig. 6.42) indicates structureless, cemented poorly sorted medium 

sand ( 1.840) with some small pebbles. Relief on the expansion bar is low with 

braid bars rising 40 cm above braid channels in contrast to the 1. 7 m deep 

and 135 m wide marginal channel. The morphological inflection on the 

eastern flank uf the aeolian dune corresponds with the height of the 

paleoflood complex and is inferred tu have been eroded by paleoflood flow. 

The paleoflood complex maintains a semi-consistent width of 3 km to the 

1 
I 

south splitting around a streamlined aeolian and clay pan remnant north of 

Wallaby Gap (6.10). 

No slack water deposits were found at Wallaby Gap and a cross section across 

the gap indicates two possible entrants for paleoflood flow (Fig. 6.-13). The 350 

m wide eastern gap has a sand and silt fill of unknown depth but an 

Aboriginal rock painting on the left wall indicates the presence of a former 

waterhole at the gap entrance (Latz, pers. comm.); the narrower gap to the 

west is at a slightly lower elevation. Fifteen meters south of the gap a high 

streamlined fine red sand deposit may be a slack water deposit but is more 

likely to be an aeolian dune with a 3.5 m high step on the upstream side 

inf<:rred to be channel-eroded (Fig. 6 . .J.t). 

6.S.3. Reach 3, Camel Flat 

Downstream from Wallaby Gap the paleoflood complex fans outwards to form 

an 8 km wide, low gradient (.00097 m/m) expansion bar complex (Fig. 6.1 d). 

The adjacent well sorted fine red sand aeolian dunes ( 6 m high) have been 

truncated by the flow (Appendix 4, Images 9, 9a). The moderately sorted 

deposit of fine sand (2.750) with small pebbles is arranged in longitudinal 

bats and shallow channels. The surveyed bar (MBD 3, Fig. 6.11) is 90 m wide 

and rises 3 in above the 70 m wide marginal channel and 2 m above the 

surface channel. (Fig. 6.45). the 1.6 m deep trench exposed an upward fining 

sequence from medium to coarse gravel in a medium sand matrix to fine 

gravel in a very coarse sand ma.trix and an OSL sample taken from a depth of 

80 cm is estimated at 9920±1840 BP (ANU00168). This older age of the Mosquito 

Bore Distributary indicates inundation on more than one occasion. The 

paleoflood complex continues downstream around streamlined aeolian dune 

remnants, abutting against and deflected around bedrock ridges, and finally 

dissipates in the dune swales of the northern Simpson Desert (Fig. 6.-16). 

6.6. Eastern Systems Paleoflood Complex 

East of the Mosquito f:ore Distributary system, paleoflood complexes drair. 

south from the modern Todd channel to termlnal floodouts (Fig. 6.1 d, 6.46i. 

The No. 5 Bore, Steele Gap-Rodinga Gap and modern Rodinga floodour were 

not covered by TM imagery and therefore are not included in Figure 6.1, but 

are indicated in the more general geomorphological map (Fig. 6.46). 
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6.6.1. Mosquito Bore A 

Immediately to the east of the Mosquito Bore Distributary system and 

draining i 7 km south from the Todd River, Mosquito Bore A abuts against a 

bedrock ridge and is diverted west and south around it (Fig. 6.ld). 

Downstream of the ridge and the streamlined colluvial and aeolian remnant, 

the 500-700 m wide cemented, poorly sorted fine sand (2.380) paleoflood 

complex is bordered to the west by the higher t-losquito Bore Distributary 

and to the east by Mosquito Bore 11. It is estimated by OSL to be 5160± 13.JO BP 

(ANU00164). 

6.6.2. Mosquito Bore B 

Mosquito Bore B is of similar dimensions to Mosquito Bore A and abuts against 

the same high ridge but is diverted to the south east around it and floods out 

19 km to the south between two high bedrock rid:. ;S in a small longitudinal 

dune field (fig. 6.1 d). Channel sediment is cement1. •, poorly sorted fine sand 

(2.7.Jo with 2 % gravel) and an excavation showing at least two stratigraphic 

layers returned an OSL age of 2370±900 BP (ANU00165) from the younger 

event. 

6.6.3. Todd B 

East of Mosquito Bore B is a 2 km wide alluvial plain (Fig. 6.1 d). The cross 

section (Fig. 6.47a, b) morphology is based on field sketches as the 

instruments became faulty during the survey. The total depth of the coarse 

and medium sand matrix-supported small gravel paleoflood fill is urtknown. 

Section 1 lies close to the main channel, is composed of matrix supported 

gravel and fine sand and has a large channel form inset which suggests that 

the Todd has laterally shifted position. Section 2 is a 1.2 km wide sand 

paleoflood complex, dissected by three wide and shallow channels with low 

(24 cm) aeolian dunes. The third section is the Mosquito Bore B system 

described earlier. 

Two radiocarbon and two OSL samoles were dated for this reach. (Fig. 6.47b). 

The upper 14c sample of a terrestrial shell is dated to 9883-8429 cal BP (ANU 

9650). The underlying sample returned an age of 3712-3142 cal BP (ANU 

9649) which is rejected as the charcoal was finely dispersed in the profile. 
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The older date is in good agreement with the OSL age (Fig. 6.5.J) 9780::15;0 BP 

(ANU00163). 

6.6.4. Allara B 

The 200 m to 2,000 m wide Allara B flood distributary drains somh from the 

right bank of the Todd channel along the low gradient (.0013 m/m) swales of 

the longitudinal dune system (Fig. 6.ld). A 2 m excavation ind;rates two 

poorly sorted fine sand (2.770) layers with a high (2$%) silt/clay content 

overlying cemented Pleistocene sediment (Fig. 6.13). An OSL age from the 

younger event is 2110±760 (ANU00166). 

6.6.S. No. S Bore 

The No. 5 Bore paleochannel complex appears <' _ ·1toff dt.:..iuir·~ east from 

the modern chartnel through an outlying long. Jina! dune field of the 

northern Simpsort Desert (Fig. 6.46). Five sites on the abandoned course of 

the Todd channel and backwater area were ex<mirted (Figs. 6.1.\, 6.15). 

6.6.S.l. Site 1, macroturbulent scours 

Approximately 30 m from the cutoff, eleven scour holes are arranged in a 

setni·sinuous pattern along the thalweg of the paleochannel (Fig. 6.1.\, 6.48. 

Plate 6.16). They are closely spaced along a convex long profile, a higher 

density of scours associated with a steeper gradient \Fig. 6.49). The average 

depth is 0.88 cm with a maximum of 1.57 m and a minimum of 0.2.J cm; the 

width varies from 74 m to 30 m with an average of 43.4 m and the length 

varies between 38 m and 16.5 m with an average of 23.6 m (Table 6.6). The 

downstream lip may be at a higher elevation than upstream (scour numbers 

2, 8, Fig. 6.50a, b), at an equal elevation (scour numbers 1 and 6, Fig. 6.50a) 

but tend to be at a lower elevation (scour numbers 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, Fig. 

6.50a, b). Cross ~ections tend to be asymmetric (Fig. 6.51), the walls steep and 

the floors s· •tered with coarse sand and cobbles. 

A 1 rn excavation in the side wall of one of these scours indicates a 

horizontally stratified medium sand and gravel basal layer truncated at the 

scour wall and overlain by a thin ( 15 cm) inclined stratified sand layer. This 

is inferred as the erosion of the scours into a horizontally bedded alluvium 

with subsequent colluvial movement of sediment down the scour slope. A 
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radiocarbon age from charcoal sampled in th" scoured alluvium returned an 

age of 1083-726 cal BP (ANU 9655). 

6.6.5.2. Cross section& 

The first of three cros: sections (Fig. 6.15, 6.52) indicates a 100 m wide 

matrix-supported coarse gravel channel with a horizontally laminated 

medium and fine sand inset flood plain which has small braiding channels 

on the surface. The preservation of ~edimentary structures in the flood plain 

indicates a young age. The adjacent left bank coarse sand and gravel unit is 

overlain by a structureless mud and fine sand levee. The right b:mk coarse 

white sand aeolian dune differs from the left bank red fine sand Pleistocene 

dune because the sediment in the former was locally sourced from the 

paleochannel in a manner similar to the dune at Jessie Gap, and is reworked 

by runoff from the ridge which transports angular weathered rock down 

slope (Plate 6.17). 

The second cross section is located downstream (Fig. 6.1$, 6.53) and two 

trenches were excavated by 'l•ob cat' (Fig. 6.$5 ). The channel is underlain by 

red cemented Pleistocene sand which is overlain in the channel by a 2.5 m 

;nclined gravelly sand inferred to be a channel bar and two ctructureless 

coarse and mediu:n sand layers. A radiocarbon sample from the upper layer 

is dated at 140$-1135 cal BP (ANU 10058). On the left bank a mud rich coarse 

sand layer, incised by the channel is overlain by structureless sand and mud 

and a thin red fine sand aeolian deposit 

A third cross section at No. 5 Bore (site 5.1 l was excavated to the underlying 

cemented Pleistocene deposit (Fig. 6.15, 6.$4). This is overlain by a 

moderately sorted fine sand (2.40) with some gravel dispersed ~hroughout 

and increasing in concentration down the profile. Two layers of aeolian sand 

towards the top of the profile are interrupted by a 1 cm layer of mud from a 

lower magnitude flow probably after the channel avulsed. An OSL age from 

the channel fill is 680~ "1850 Bl' (ANL'00169) and indicates early Holocene 

f1uvial activity of the Toch River. Depth to the aeolian base is unknown as 

auger relusal occurred at :' L m. The right bank flood pl~·"' ·~ a fine textcred 

levee system similar to the left bank levee syscem upstream. A 4.5 m auger 

hole in the left bank terrace revealed a basal 50 cm mud layer o·:erlying the 

Pleistocene sand and overlain by gravelly sand and silts. 
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6.6.5.3. Backwater areas 

Marginal to the channel, the swales between longitudinal dunes were back 

filled with llood waters and numerous small lakes were formed in 

topographic lows. Today th~se lake beds are still apparent as small ( <300 n. 2: 

dry clay pans. Three excavation pits in the dune swales typically indicate 95 

cm of silty fine sand which overlies the cemented Pleistocene alluvium and 

is overlain by a thin ( 5 cm) layer of modern aeolian sand. The stratigraphy 

of one o: these paleo lakes however indicates a 5 m sequ~nce of lacustrine 

mud overlying Pleistocene sediment. This lake sequence is interrupted by a 

20 cm ban J of aeolian sand indicating a hiatus in deposition and inundation 

by floods on at least two ocG?.sions. The older basal lacustrine mud is mottled 

green indicating long-term high ground water conditions. 

Therefor· the geomorphology of the No. 5 paleof1ood channel indicates that 

it was a previous course of the Todd which was acuve between at 8 ka and l 

ka. A large climbing aeolian dune was nourished from the channel sand and 

the swales of adjacent dunes back: ille.J with suspended load mud. The 

channel avulsed from this position to its present location approximately 1 ka 

111.ost probabl\' following the high magnitude event that formed the 

macroturbulr.nt scours. 

6. 6. 6. Steele Gap to Roding a Gap 

The 12 km (max) wide matrix-supported graYel expansio·.1 bar e:.:~nds 30 km 

south of Steele Gap (Fig 6.46) through Rodinga Sap and is borderc•J to the 

west by truncated <:eolian dunt..: in the south west by .:!Pposits •m the 

Mosquito Bore Distributary system a· the east by truncated aeoli.m dunes 

and the modern !loodout. Paleof1o, 1annel gradi~nts along this track are 

similar between Steele Gao and Rodi11ga Gap (.00164 m 'm\ and downstream of 

Rodinga Gap (.00163) but are less steep through Rodinga Gap (.00107 m/m) 

most probably as result of deposition upstream of the gap. The surface 

morphology is similar to the expansion bai complex at the Camel Flat site as 

some longitudinal bars are intersperse< ·,,•ith smaller channels and some low 

aeolian dunes. An OSL sample from the structureless coarse and medium sand 

deposit returned an age of 3900±1.270 (ANU00167). 

On the northern side of the riC:gc to the west of Rodinga Gap an excavation 

revealed an alternating sequence of flood silts and aeolian sand overlain by 

10 c;.1 of red aeolian sand. Downstream from Rodinga Gap the expansion bar 
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complex reaches a maximum of 6 km wide. It is bordered to tl.e east and west 

by truncated longitudinal dunes. The coarse s •• nd ar.d gravel deposit 

returned an age of 12310±1400 BP (ANU00 1 i2). 

6.6.7. Modern Rodinga floodout 

There is a well-defined morphological and sedimentological break between 

the mode '1 floodout and the Steele to Rodinga floodout, as tli~ former is at a 

lower elevation and composed of mud and fine sand. South of Roding• Range 

a braided distributary channel from the modern channel has inundated and 

eroded adjacent dunes (Fig. 6.46). Where it has breached longitudinal dunes 

an excavation pit reveals 80 cm of alluvial deposits from possiblr four floods 

which overlie cemented red Pleistocene sediment. 
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Figure 6.1d. Geomorphology map of the eastern Todd catchment. 
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Table 6.1. S1ra1igraphic 
Pickup (1991 J. 

aild su~face uliits associaiCd with cer'lti"al Aus1ralian flood plains from 

Satnple l'oi111i1e I ~Ir a a 

-- h I l 

I ilravili're/Undool\·a 

-"~~''-'~""-"'~"-~~~-'-I~~'·~'~'--~'~·'~''=--'~! ~uorh- sorted. fit e _sand 
Ross _RI Ver 

i RR SB S\\'D <4':00_ _ __ :_08 

2.0l 

: Gilts Crrtk 

I EX 4.13 

Pledtnoill_ 

Ex 4.!b 

;.FX 4_Jc 

i EX4.ld 

: Soulhrrn Plains 

I Ca~·e S\VD C:iS 

~1BCC I.I 

EsCh I.I 

EsCh 2.1 

~losnulco Rori" 

MBD7 

Ex 3.1 

Ex I.I 

Easlrrri Svstrms 

i DPc 1.3.1 

i E3 

! RG U 

I E2.2@'200 

I 
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:!.7 

2.66 

I 36 

PO -
2. 23 

2.38 

2.74 

I 
I 

Dhtrlbutar~· 

2.01 I 
1.84 

2.7!-. I 

'77 -· 
2.4 i 

2.48 I 
2.67 i 

1.5.S i 

_ \_87_ I Poorl\' sot1ed._ fine s:ii-.d 

I IQ I Poorh sorted. fme s:ihd 

SJnd 

I Moderate]\- sorted. 0.99 ftfle sand 

1.19 I Poorh· sorud. fme SJnd 

2.06 _I Ven·_ poor!v sorted. medium sand 

j Modeatelv well sorted verv fine sand I 

1.72 Poorh· SOrled. fine s1nd i 

1.53 Poorl\ sorted. fme s:ind 

1.25 Poorh· S~rted fine S.lnd I 

1.42 Poorh· sonrd. fine S:lnd 

1.32 j Poot[\' sorted. med1llm sand 
' 

.86 Moderatr!v sorted fine s1nd __J 

I 44 ! Poorh· sorred fine S.lnd 

0.88 Modetatelv sotted. fine sand ! 

I.OJ Poor I\' sorted. fine s:ind ' I 
.99 Moder.ltelv sorted fine sand I 
1.6 Poorh· sorted medium S.1.nd I 

Table 6.2, Stalistical parameters o[ paleoflood sediments, Graphical ~1ethod (folk and Ward. 1957) 
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Na mt 

II ta vi t rt'r/Undool \·a 

Bar 3 8833 Hcanircc "" 1040:140 1196-691 Tr;ins\·crsc "' 
9-13 

Bar 3 8834 HCl\'llrCC "" I 25:: 174 339-0 TrJnS\'crsc b" 

~-10 

A(u) @' 86 8835 Jessie Quarry 1430:::270 1874-886 Aeolian 

l~ource hon.krinl'.'! 

A:? 75-88 SSJ6 Jessie Qturry ::?!!30!.70 3087.:!775 He nth '" Aco11Jn 

(Source 

hordcrinc1 

Ross 

XLi 10060 Ross A .iso::6o - ~6.i-410_ P:i.lroflood 

"" 10061 Ross A 60fJ ... 70 656-5'.!:! Paleo flood 

XNi 1006:? Ross A 970·70 985· 7::!4 Pakoflood 

){) Jll063 Roi.s A 990 ... 60_ 987-740 Paleoflood _ 

"' 10059 Stud Bore _450 .. 160 __ 673-248 Palco flood 

Giles Creek Piedmont 

\TI+XB 10068 Giles Creek ___ TI ::!710±:380 3646-1933 Paleoflood __ 

~1osaulto Bore area 

Cl2 9285 mos Quito sh! Cl\'e 320=60 .i93,28f _ P:ileof\ood .SWU_ 

CJ -- 965_7 mosau110 C:l\'e 380:::60 507-313 P:ileoflood S\\'D _ 

XI 10064 Todd A 390!'.60 __ 511-312 P.lleof\ood __ 

Xl 10065 Todd A 210:;!40 463-340 Paleoflood 

340-0 

CB 9650 Exnan~1on Scour - 8290•340 - 9883-8429 Palt!of\ood 

CA 9649 E!_Q_an~ion ~cour 3220!'.120 3712 3142 P:ileoflood_ 

Ea~ttrn 5,·dtms 

QI 9655 No. 5 Paleochannd 1020•90 106J,'126 _ Paleoflood_ 

XP+:·" 10058 _No._ 5 Paleochanne! I 380~70 1405-1135 _Paleoflood --
Table l:;J, Radiocarbon age of palcuOood deposits in 1he Todd River. 
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' 
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' 
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L_AJ!l' < :t • 

I Bl 

I Ross 
i 
i--12 

170 Dar 3. Airport 

171 Shannon Bore 

lllc:.i.itrce 1.030 --120 Tran~vcr~c 

! hedfnrm 

. Ros:. Rive~ 8 .. 150 950 Tributar~ mouth 

i Ex 5.1 161 Ros~ R~'-"~'-C---~'~'~· 9~0~0~-'~· '-'-'~"- Pa_I co flood Ch:i nnc I 
I . 

~!!_s_Crl'_ek Pie~d~m~o~="'--------------------
' 
IE'< -.t.11 

' E'< ·'-1 J 

I Southern 

! 

I E5Ch I.I ,___ 
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160a 

l6Ph 

16• 

r-."c\.\ Yard 

Sc\.\ Yard 

' 
Scour I Gile~ b 5.160 l.J--10 Paleoflood Channel 

I Cl.B !I I 165 Ex pari ~ iofl,~~s~c"o~u"'--~'~G~'"lc~s~E~-~~'~·~J~ 70~--9~0=0-~P~a~lc~o~f~l~o~o~d_C=h~'~"~"~'~' 
: J\lns(JUilo Bore Distt'ihutat'\· 

I MBD7 \IBD :\1BD 

~EX I.I 168 Caine! Flat , ~tBD 

' Eastern S\·Stems 

I I 
'CF'"' 163 

j AB II 166 

I 
: DPc 1.3.l 169 

I El 161 

17:! 

· Expansion __ Scour Todd B 

Allota Rorc 1_Al!or.:i R 

:O.:o. 5_ Bore ~o. 5 
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I 
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Table 6.4. OSL age of palcoflood dcposils. 

Site Distance ','-' i (~ ~ h 

Downslteal?'I ( m I 

(km) 

Giles Creek 2.5 "10 

Giles Creek 1 3.4 230 

- 6.230 1.370 PJleoflood Channel 

9.920 1.S.JO Palcoflood Channel 

9.780 1.510 Pakoflood Channel 

2.110 760 Paleoflood Ch:tnncl 

6.800 1.850 Paleoflood Channel 

3,900 1.270 Paleoflood Channel 

12.310 1.400 palcoflood Channel 

Depth Texture 

l n1 ) 

>3.S Cobbles. coarse '-!rJ\'els 
I 

' 
I I >I I Cohblcs. coarse !!ravels 

L@e.s Creek 3 4.J 390 >3.6 : Cobbles. coarse gravels 

Table 6.5. Giles J palcoflood channel fill dimensions. 



Macroturbulen Maximum Maximum !\1 ax i n1 um 

Sc11ur Number Len•th ('") Width \ 01) Jlepth 
~· 

I 18.5 NA 

2 26 30 

3 21 NA 

4 21 23 

5 I 8 NA 

6 26 43 

7 35 47 

8 16.5 NA 

9 38 74 -

10 19 NA 

I I 21 NA . . . 

Avera~e_ 23.6 43.4 

Max 38 74 

Mi II 16.5 30 -
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! Ross River A (Putton <5 -0.7 Wide braided paleoch1nnel, Unweathered sand and 
1 et al .. 1993) 
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<1.5 ~ongitudinal bars. gravel ____ _ 

-5 -0.5-0.9 Wide braided palcocnannel, Unweathered sand and 
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_________ lo_n_gitudir.al bars. _g_ravel and c~bbles:....._ 

-2 -8-13 Slack water deposit Weathered sand i;· 1avelS 
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I channels 
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Cobbles and coarse 

2 

-3 i Channel fill 
·gravel. 

< 0.151 1 m bf flOOLI plain a.ggradation. ; 
I 

Todd A 0.4
1

1 

Pale'Jflood distributary, 3 ffl 
Distributarv._C~~ha=n~n~e~l __ -~6--~-,-- <0.4~ggradation 

j Cave SWD -2 0.4 j Slack water deposit in cave 
5 <0.4: 

: Mosquito Bore 
; biStributary 
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km wide, longitudinal bars 70 
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Shallow Channels Som wide, 
erod.ad longitudinal sand 
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! , 1 1 

1 
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I 1 I 
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. sand. 
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gravels ;n coarse SQnd I 
No. 5 pal?ochannel,: 71 Channel 
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Table 6.8. Age and number of flood events in Todd Catchment 
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Plate 6.la. C:ore frum lle.1vitree Site 2. l'nits ,\ .md H ,·t b"se of core. 

Plate 6.1 b. Core from lleavitree Site 2, Units C, D and E towards top of core. 



Plate 6.2. Oblique view across Fniily and Jessie piedmont fans. (a) Jessie 

Creek, (b) Emily Creek (c) climbing dune (Jessie Quarry). 

Plate 6.3. An oblique view across the Ross paleoflood complex. (a) is an 

aeolian sand sheet with low hummocky dunes, (b) is the Ross B paleoflood 

complex, (c) is the Ross A paleoflood complex and (d) is a streamlined 
remnant. 



Plate 6.4. An oblique view of the Ross River Gorge slack water deposit (a), 

located at the mouth of a strike valley tributary. Location in Fig. 6.5. 



Plate 6.Su. Thu to11 3.) 111 of f~oss C dl•posit-, .tt Stud H()i\~ l. :\i1tu till· linv 
tvxtufU .tnd \\·e,\lhel'iilg l)f the profilv. 

Plate 6.Sb. The lo\vcr portiml of section tlmiugll the !\ass C deilosils .tt Stud 
ilore J. Noto tile coclrse cobllk framework gravels ell tile lower right. (al 
indicates a 11ood pbi11 inset oI\ c\11 eroded bench ii\ tho tlaleotlouLi sediments. 



Plate 6.6a. 
Giles 13. 

across .t l 111 high longitudii1.tl h.tr on 

Plate 6.6b lhe coarse texture of sediment in longitudinal bars on Giles B. 
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Plate 6.8. Oblique aerial view looking upstreanl along the Todd n1. aero" 

Giles Creek (Ci). I !uw is to the left of the photo and r;i!es Kisto the i111111ediate 

fight of the plate. it is il\fened that the co1lt1uei1ce was loc\led ill tile centre 

of the l>lloto ii1 the p.ist 

Plate 6.9. Giles K site. The exposed roots of the River Red Gum indicate the 

an1ount a11cl rate of channel incision. a) Unit 1, b) U1lit 2. cl Unit 3. 
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Plate 6.10. An oblique aerial view looking north east at ~losquito Bore (a). 

The Todd .o. paleoflood distributary (bi drains to·sards the lower right of the 

plate and flow of the Tod..i channel is to the bottom right of the plate. 

~~. 
~ .. 

.. ---. 

Plate 6.11. View looking "ast across the Todd A distributary 2.-! km from 

intake. Note the subdued morphology, fine s~diment texture and the buried 

Coolabah trees. Distributary flow '5 to the right. 
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Plate 6.12. The i\losquito Bore 1 slack water cave deposit is located in tile 

shade behind the young Rivet Red l;um. Note the fresh sedi1llei\t deposited 

outside the C:<\ve after the January 1995 evei1t. How is to tlie left. 

' ,· .... 

Plate 6.13. The slack water sedili1ehtS in the ~losquito Bore cave. Note the 

roof fall boulder to the tight of the photc. a-ct are units :derttified in Figure 

6.39, the dotted line iI\dicates lay"r dip a11d the solid line the boundar,; 

between deposits. 

' 



Plate 6.14. Aerial view looking south west at the sharp meander bend on 

the T0dd River south of Mosquito Bore. Vegetation picks out the Mosquito 

Bore Dlstributary paleoflood complex. 

Plate 6.15. Aerial view looking south west across the Mosquito Bore 

Distributary. The green vegetation in the marginal channel (a) picks out the 

boundary between the a~olian dune field (b) and the paleofiood complex (c). 



Plate 6.16. No. 5 paleoflood channel n1acroturbulcnt scour (a). 

Plate 6.1 7. No. 5 paleochannel. Looking upstream along tile dim bing du11e 

nourished from the paleochannel and reworked by local runoff from the 
ridge. 
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Figure 6.57. Lcgeud for palconood morphostratigraphic figures. 
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Figure 6.5 8. Legend of symbols used in flood plain and paleoflood profile~ •. 



CHAPTER 7 

Paleoflood Geomorplwlogy a11d Clzro110/ogy 

] . 1. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to interpret the data presented in Chapter 6. The 

fir:a section synt'. sises the paleoflood depositional and erosional landforms, 

compares them to similar for'Ils described elsewhere, and infers paleoflor:>d 

pro, .!Sses and magnitude. The second section interprets the chronologiG·l 

data set and compares it with re3ults from other Australian and tro;.•ocal 

studies. 

7.2. Review of Australian Paleof)_pod Studie•. 

Awareness of flood hazards in central Australia extends t.:yonc. :h~ 

instru:nental record. There are Dreamtime stories of large raginp flood:;, and 

there is anecdotal ~vidence of two Ab::iriginal men washed from a c;;ve 3 m 

above Emily Cr~rl. (J. Hayse, pers. comm.). Paleofloods are recogni~2d in the 

following description of the site of Alice Springs in 1901: 

On the first survey flood marks \\~re found which showed that the 

whole country to the north of the 'ange must have been converted 

into a huge lake 15 feet deep, and the blacks tell that before th~ 

white men came they had o•,ce to take refuge from the flood on the 

hill. (White, 1909, p.34) 

Paleoflood research in Australia has sampled a wide geographical area .'r::im 

the tropical river systems in Queensland (Burdekin River, Wohl. l 992a; 

Herbert River, Wohl, 1992b), northern Australia (East Alligator River, Wohl 

ct a'., l 994a; Waterfall Creek and Wangi Falls, Nort and Price, 1994; l•''Jtt et~ .. 

1996; Katherine River, Baker and Pickup, 1987), ar.:: the Kimberl~y Ranges 

(lennarc:~. !Cver, Gillieson et al., 1991; Fitzroy, Brooking, and ;v.?rgarct Riv•ers 

Wohl et al., 1994a; and P1ccaninn~1 Creek, Wohl, 1993), to the arid zone (Finke 

River, Pickup et al., 1988; Ross River, Patton et al., 1993; Todd River, Pickup. 

1991, Bourke an · '··'· p, in press; Bourke, in press; and Sandy Creek, Jansen 

et al., 1996), and i-. south eastern Australia, (Nepean River, Saynor anu 

Erskine, 1993 ). Mc.ch of this work has concentrated on flo0d palec hyorok •1Y 

ano chronology (Baker et al., 1983; Baker et al., 1985; Pickup et 21 .. l 9ll8; Wohl 

et al., 1994) and therefore the focus has principally been c·n the gorge 
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reaches of river systems where ~vidence of flood stage, such as slack water 

depo>il' and high :: · .gc gravel deposits are preserved. This has led to the 

recognition of the importance of high magnitude floods in determining 

gorge channel morphology and sedimentology (Baker and ~1ckup, 1987; 

Pickup eraJ., 1988; Wohl, 1992a, 1992b). 

Very large floods generate sufficient strc~w po·,,H to ,:ode bedrvck channel 

boundaries. One spectacular example is scabland development on upland 

bedrock surfaces described in Katherine Gorge (daker er al., 1987). Wohl 

( l 992a, l 992b) has attributed erosional features in the Burde kin and Herbert 

gorges in Queensland, such as spectacular longitudinal grooves, potholes, 

inner channels, bedrock benches and irregular longitudinal profiles to 

extreme flows. Baker and Pickup ( 1987) observed that pool scour is located at 

excremely sharp bends and hypothesised that pools are drilled at joint 

mtersections by intense hydraulic action of s· rang and persistent vortices. 

Large-scale depositional features are also c0ntrolled by the hydraulics of 

extreme floods. Wohl (1992 a, b) found boulder bars located at sites of stream 

power minima such as at channel bends and locations of shallow wa<er. 

Pickup ( 1991) look~d beyond the confined gorge reaches for evidence of 

large floods on the Todd River in <.entral Australia and briefly described a 

suite of landforms, including sand sheets, sand threads, ripple fields and 

ov• : .. · channels, inferred to be deposited by extreme floods. He suggested 

that . : .Josltion during the last 10,000 years was dominated by a few gigantic 

flooC.:s. Patton er al., (1993) described the morphology and sedimentology of 

the Ross River fh.,dout plain as one which is composed of a series of large

scale paleo-braid channels, levee deposits and broad, low relief bars. These 

landforms :ire associated with a series of high magnitude floods which 

occ1Jrred !>~tween appnximately 1500 and 700 BP. The geomorphic effects 

were thought to be limited to dose to the ranges and Pickup (1991) says: 

Large-scale fluvial landforms are best developed very close to the 

mountain ranges where runoff is at its most intense. Further 

downstream they are more difficult to detect ... 

The data in Chapter 6 indicate that the effects of the paleofloods are detected 

over 100 km downstre~m. Similarly Tooth 1\n press) notea the presence of 

trans 1erse bedform fields on the Sandover River, 240 km from the 

.•iacDonnell Ranges. 
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L.LJ~leoflood Geomorohology and Processes: First Order Effects 

The central Australian landsc;:.;.ie provUes one of only a few examples so far 

described, of large-scale, arid zone fluvial landforms resulting from extreme 

rainfall events. This landscape thus presents a rare opportunity to study the 

characteristics and processes of high magnitude events through an 

investigation of their morphology and stratigraphy. The following section 

synthesises the geomorvhology of the Todd River palwfloods. 

First order effects (Fig. 7.1) are the immediate geomorphic effects of the 

floods. Second order effects incorporate the longer-term impacts and 

recovery of the catchment from the paleoflood events (Chapter 8). 

Traction deposits 

Channels, splays. 

Bars: 

Expansion 

Longitudinal 

Transverse 

Suspension 
deposits 

Slackwater 

Backwater 

?ALEOFLOOO 

I- Large-scale 
Avulsion 

I_ Reach-scale 

Oune field erosion 
Dune breaching 

Figure 7.1. First ord•!r geomorphic effects of paleofloods 

SEDIMENTS 

(Volume, 
calibre, 
permeability) 
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7.3.1. Depositional landforms 

7.3.1.1. Channels 

Paleofloods flowed from confined gorges and gaps in the ~lacDonnell Ranges 

onto the unconfined piedmont fans. Ancient sheet flows arc identified from 

remnant transverse bars: e.g. the unnamed piedmont system (Appendix 4, 

Image 3 ); on the Ross R:ver floodout, previously described by Patton er al., 

( 1993; Appendix 4, Image Sa); and at the terminus of flood distrihutaries e.g. 

Heavitree fan complex (Appendix 4, Image 2a). 

Except for sheet flows immediately below gorge reaches, most flows tended to 

concentrate in channels of various magnitucte and type. The Iarger-s.ale 

complexes were of a sufficient magnitude to extend as continuous channels 

fw:u i!'!z ranges to the northern fringe of the Simpson Desert in relatively 

straight paths (e.g. the Mosquito !lore Distrib·nary, Fig. 6.ld), but were 

diverted around outlying bedrock ridg~s a1.J remnants of older and higher 

Quaternary deposits (e.g. Ross River floodout plain, Fig. 6.2 3) and throu3h 

pre-existing gaps in high bedrock ridges (e.g. Wallaby Gap, Fig. 6.lrt). Where 

channeis are Jiverted around bedrock highs (e.g. Mosquito Bore B, Fig. 6.ld), 

a concave channel develops due to the intensified turbulence initiated by 

flow sep3ration and diversion. O'Connor (1993) described a similar 'erosional 

moat' around pendant bars from the Bonneville floods. The larger paleollood 

complexes include braided flood channels on ~onvex bodies of sediment. 

which may measure 4 km kilometres in total width. The flood channels are 

separated hy low reiief bars which extend up to 4 km kilometres downstream. 

Examples of braiding channels are ~een on the expansion bar complexes at 

reach 1 of the Mosquito Bore Distributary (Appendix 4. Image Sa) and on the 

Ros~ A paleochannel (Appendix 4, Image Sa). Smaller scale splay channels 

(-12 km long) extend away from a channel margin (e.g. Giles B and Giles C 

Fig. 6.ld) and are best developed along Giles Creek where they are 

superimposed by longitudinal and transverse bars. Sediment siz..: decreases 

rapidly from cobble and gravel deposits in the confined gorges to gravelly 

sand in the unconfined reaches. 

The pre-existing catchment topography may have an important role in 

dictating the location and type of paleoflood channel. South of t-losquito Bore, 

the late Pleistocene longitudinal dunes inflt•P'1Ce the channel configuration 

of smaller paleoflood channels as some of the flows are confined within 

swales or diverted around higher aeolian remnants. This cJ!ltrasts with the 
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piedmont reaches of the catchment where the lower amplitude dunes and 

sand sheets (Patton er al., 1993) may have been more conducive to splay, 

distributary channel and transverse bar deposits. 

The following section describes tractive deposits associated with the 

paleoflocd channels, followed by a description of suspended load deposits. 

7.3.1.2. Tractive deposits 

Three types of tractive deposits are recorded in the Todd catchment: 

expansion bars, longitudinal bars and transverse bars. Other paleoflood 

studies have described three additional forms not fL und in the Todd; point 

bars, pendant bars, and eddy bars (Baker, 19i3; O'Connor, 1993 ). 

ExpaiJsjon and Jongjtudjnal bars 

Expansion bars and longitudinal bars generally occupy wider portions of the 

flood route and are absent from the more confined reaches such as Wallaby 

Gap but reappear immediately downstream. These are similar t·) the 

observations of expansion bar location in the Bonneville and l\lissoula floods 

(O'Connor, 1993; Baker, 19i8). 

Expansion bars are wide gravel and sand deposits located where flow 

expansion creates a low velocity zone and deposition occurs (Baker, 19i8). In 

the Todd catchment they are found along the Mosquito Bore Distributary in 

reachs 2 and 3 where they rneasu~e 4 km and 8 km wide. Although further 

drilling is required, the estimated depth of the expansion bar complex in 

reach 2 (surface area of 42 km') is -2 m thick and in reach 3 is -3 m thick, 

similar to the deposit thicknesses and surface area of the 1'!issoula deposits 

(-3 n• thick and 50 km'. Baker, 19/8). Expansion bars terminate at abrupt 

constrictions (e.g. Wallaby Gap) or where the energy rapidly dissipaks (c.c·· 
in dune fields). 

O'Connor ( 1993) found that expansion bars deposited by the Bonneville floods 

increased in elevation downstream. This was not measured for the Todd but 

rough estimates from 1:50,000 maps indicate a decrease in elevation 

downstream. The two expansion bars along the Mosquito Bore Distributary 

have well-developed marginal channels which occur at the aeolian dune 

field boundary (Figs. 6.42, 6.45). A smaller braided chaI'"lel network on the 

surface has left a morphology of muluple leutic~hl.r oar~. 
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Longirudinal b~rs ( 1--3 km long and <1 m high) were deposited on splays and 

in distributary c~annels parallel to the flow. Morphologically they occur as 

part of a larger longitudinal bar complex (Fi~. 7.2a). The str.itigraphy of the 

longitudinal bars in the Todd is poorly preserved and difficult to interpret 

but it was established that they are deposited on a horizonn! surface (Fig. 

7.2a) and it is likely that the bar core is a prograding tractive deposit (7.2b). 

O'Connor ( 1993) and Baker ( 1973) found well developed gravel foreset 

bedding overlain by armoured, coarse, horizontally bedded sediments in the 

tract· ~posits of the scabland floods. The fine textured upper deposits of 

Todc ·~: longitudinal bars drape the traction core deposit and arc more 

likely t0 have been deposited from suspension (Fig. 7.2b). The bar swales are 

ofter. incised by a channel, and a larger marginal channel drains the area 

between longitudinal har complexes. 

Transverse bars 

Tr<l.Hi>Verse bars are found in piedmont areas and at the distal reaches of 

distributaries (e.g. Heavitree fan, Appendix 4, Image 2a). They are difficult to 

recognise in the field as they have low morphologies \ -2 0 cm) and long 

wavelengths (-150 m) and are severely degraded by cattle near wate1ing 

points. Transverse bars have been described elsewhere in central Australia 

(Patton et al., 1993; Tooth, in press) and in south Australia (Rust and Gostin, 

1981) and are inferred to be the deposits of very large sheet floods (Pickup, 

1991; Patton et al., 1993; Tooth, in press). The following data is taken from 

other central Australian research. The bars occur in clusters or 'fields' and 

up to twenty ripples can occur within each train (Tooth, in press). 

Individually they are low mounds (Ross: 0.22 m; Sandover: 0.3~0.4 m) 

composed of silty very fine sand in the Ross River and granules in silt in the 

Sandover River (Patton er al., 1993; Tooth, in press). The stoss slopes tend to 

be vegetated and the crests and intervening swales are devoid of vegetati:in 

appearing as scalds (Patton er al., 1993; Tooth, m press). Wavelengths are 

typically 100 to 200 m and individual, sometimes sinuous, crest line lengths 

are between 350 and 700 m, the internal stratigraphy · !'ten obliterah0 '.l by 

bioturbation (Tooth, in press). 

'Mells and Dohrenwend (1985) described similar deposits Cmeso-and macro

bars) in the ~lojave Desert which are steeper (.02-.06 m/m), have shorter 

wavelengths (tens of meters) and consist of coarser sediment (median grain 

sizes between 2 and 8 mm (mesa) and coarse gravel-sized caliche rubble 
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(macro)), than the central Australian forms. Similar to the central 

Australian features, they lack prominent internal structure but show some 

weak imbrication. The mean wavelength of the macro bcdform is 31 m, mean 

bec.lform width is 17 m and mean height is .36 m (Wells and Dohrenwend, 

1985). 

7 .3.1.3. Suspended load deposits 

Typically slack water sediment is well sorted fine or very fine sand, and 

where exposed, is subjected to erosion and deposition by wind and local 

runoff. The slack water deposits in the caves at Mosquito Bore preserve a 

record of a large number of events but were subjected to more frequent 

erosion relative to the mounded slack water deposit. 

Slack water deposits in less confined reaches were found in dune swales 

adjacent to flood channels. The juxtaposition of fluvial mud and red .ieolian 

dunes prod•Kes a clear flooc! stratigraphy, as during quiescent flood periods 

well sorted iine red sand is deposited in thin layers across the 1: .J. Although 

subject to long-term deflat10n, •he aeolian sand is suitable for dating by 

luminescence and the clay pans and eroded dunes are good indicators of flood 

inundation. 

7.3.Z. F.:"'Sional landforms 

The paleofloods inundated large areas of older alluvial, crilluvicl and aeolian 

landforms. In many locations the contact between the su1 faces is erosional 

and truncated remnant landforms lie adjacent to the paleoflood complexes. 

These include truncated coa•se-tex•.ured colluvial fans, the eroded 

downstream e:.;tensions of older flood cllantids and individu;il longitudinal 

dunes and large sections of dune fields. 

7.3.2.1. The erosion of longitudinal dunes 

Collectively, the Todd River paleoflood complexes have caused the pattern of 

landform assemblage to shift and reform throughout the landscape. The 

laterally eroded dune field along the western margin of reach 3 on the 

Mosquito Bore Distriburary is inferred to be part of a wider dune field which 

today survives as aeolian remnants among the eastern paleoflood system·: 

(Fig. 6.ld, Appendix 4, Image Sa). In other locations flows were less 

catastrophic and individual dunes were breached and survive today as short 
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longitudinal dunes or lonsier breached remnants with the base of the breach 

infilled with alluvium. 

Three mechanisms of dune erosion are inferred. The first is convex bank 

erosion by meandering channels as described in section 5.3.2. The second is 

direct shear by high energy flows inferred to be the dominant mechanism 

where the erosional flood boundary is transverse to the longitudinal dune 

orientation. Downstream from \vallaby Gap the <-1•lth easterly direction of 

flow towards Rodinga Gap is across the north westerly dune orientation and 

dunes close to the gap are preserved only in the flow shadow of the bedrock 

ridge (Appendix 4, Image 9). 

The third mechanism is the saturation of the permeable aeolian sand by high 

water levels. Breached dunes facilitate the passage of floodwaters into swales 

and thereby increase flow stage on both sides of dunes so that sediment in 

the aeolian 'islands' quickly saturates, slumps, and is transported 

downstream. There is evidence to suggest that water depths in the dune fields 

were sufficient to enable this type of erosion. South of Wallaby Gap, the 

dunes are 6 m high and a cross section from th2 dune crest, north east of tl:e 

expansion bar (Fig. 6.42) indicates at least 3 m of paleoflood fill and the 

survey from the dune on the western margin of reach 3 of the Mosquito Bore 

Distributary (Figure 6.45) indicates 2 m of palPoflood fill. Assuming a flow 

depth of 2 m above these deposits, the dune swales were inundated by -5 m 

deep waters placing them just 1 m below the dune crest. 

7.3.2.2. Sediment dynamics at gap constrictions 

Of particular interest are the hydraulic processes operating at the numerous 

gaps through which the Todd River and its trib· .. 'lries pass. The pools which 

characterise these gaps are intermittently infi' "d with sediment and may 

have large boulder bars extending from them. This sediment dynamic is 

illustrated by the recent event history in Redbank Gorge in the Western 

MacDonnell Ranges. A large flood in 198 3 infilled the bedrock water hole 

with sediment which was r~-scoured during the 1988 flood, demonstrating 

that many of the short gaps in the ranges currently infilled with sediment 

(e.g. Jessie and Emily Gaps), may in the past have held long-term surface 

water bodies. 

The scour ;~1d fill sediment dynamics in gaps are yet to be adequately studied. 

Jansen et al. (1996) found that in Sand Creek, NSW, pool reaches were 
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preferentially scoured during floods sufficiently large to override the 

velocity shifts aluug alternating riffle-pool reaches, while low flows 

prompted pool aggradation. Laboratory studies by Jopling and Richardson 

(1966) and modelling of the passage of tUrbidity currents from a submarine 

canyon to a submarine ,Jlain (Komar, 1971) indicate that the transition at the 

canyon mouth involves an :ibrupt loss of mechanical energy through the 

generation of intense turbulence so that withir· the hydraulic jump, erosion 

or non-depo~ition takes place. further downstream is a site where onlv the 

coarsest f'.<0.Ction will be deposited because the downstream flow will r~main 
competent. Baker ( 1978) showed that flow through several scabland 

constrictions was supercritical and proposed that ,1 hydraulic jump may have 

occurred at the mouth of constricti0ns where maximum velocities and 

intense turbulence occur. The morphological and sedimentological features 

he associated with a hydraulic jump include the deep rock-cut basin such «s 

Soap Lake followed downstream by the large gravel f~n of the northern 

Quincy Basin. Although <.t a different scale fro111 the scabland features, the 

large boulder bars which extend downstream from Ormiston Goroe and 
•- -- - 0 

Simpson Gap in the MacDonnell Ranges are probably related to similar 
constriction-mouth hydraulics. 

7 .3.:!.3. Matt<lturbulettt scouts 

1'1acroturbulence is a three dimensional flow phenomenon which describes 

the development of secondary circulation, flow ~~µaration, and the birth and 

dean. 1f vortiCit)• around obstacles and along irregular boundaries (Matthes, 

19-1- /. It t ·as been invoked to explain the formation of sw1d holes in becirock 

fluvial systems (e.g. Baker, 1978; Jennings, 1983; O'Connor, 1993) and also has 

applications in alluvial settings (Collins and Schalk, 193/). 

The most erosive form of macroturbulence is the 1·.olk (Baker, 19/$). These 

intermittent, upwardly spiralling vortices ate powerful erosi,·e agents 

Which remove sediment by suction and cavitation (Matthes, 194 7 ). Kulks are 

reported 1 
:, be generated under the follolving conditions: 1. a steep energv 

i:;radient, 2. a low ratio of actual sediment transported to potential sedi111e~t 
transport, and 3. an irregular, rough boundary capable of generating flow 

separation (Matthes, 1947). These preconditions for macroturbuience were 

probably met during the No. 5 paleoflood f •WS, the transverse longitudinal 

aeolian dunes creating an irregular boundary. Further downstream, where 

the flood channel runs parallel to the dunes, scours are not found. Their 

asymmetric long profile is Similar to that reported by Baker (1 q73) for the 
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scabland potholes auo is consistent with experimental flume studies of vortex 

scour (Baker, 1978). 

7 .3.:!.4. Rem11ant Pleistocene Islands 

Eroded remnants of the prP.·paleoflood topography stand as higher 

streamlined surfaces above the wide alluvial paleoflood plaim. The remnants 

are compose1 of sediments laid down t:y o:der a~olian, alluvial and colluvial 

syste:ns. Some. 0i these remnants have beerr full~· or partially inundated, .. nd 

others which have not have the pre-flood topogra!Jhy preserved on the 

surface. This is simi!ar to Baker's (i918) findings in tl~e scab:ands. In the 

Todd catchment the majority of remnar.ts were net been inundated during 

the paleofloods. One exception to this is the remnant on the left bank cf the 

Ross River dissected by channels (Fig. 7.3) (App~ndix 4, lmag.os 5.1). A 

reconnaissance of thes<. features indirates broad, concave graveHy sand 

channels. Aerial photo;raphy and satellite image analysis shows that traces 

of · ''· · "' channels extend beneath the Rn$S C ripple field :.lluvium and are 

in' ·d to represent older alluv:al fills which have been stripped and 

streai. •Kd by paleoflood~. It is likely ,•icll iuundation of the remnant hy 

palPofk 1ds has re-e\cavated 1.:,e charinel fills producing the channel 

network on the remnant surface. 

Remnants survive irt the flow shadows of bedrocK ridges, on the n:argins of 

paleofloud complexe~. and on lo.:al topographic highs. bo•rnsrream from the 

high beurock ridges remnant mcrpholog)' is influence.ct by ridge size, and 

orientation relative to the flood flow Figure i .4 illustrates the streamlined 

morphc.logy of remnants in the Mosquito Bore area. !Zernnants which extend 

beyond the flow shadow tend to be cemented or contain sedimenr too coar~e 

to be entrained. 

Remnantc of dune fields not prctened by bedrock ridges m;1y survive 

becau>e they were loc::.ted urt the margin of two paleoflocJ complexe3, e.g. 

th·~ remnant between Mosquito Bore B and Al.lua A (Fig. 7.4). Alternacively, 

remnants 'llay be pre:<e~ved because they are located on topographi·· ~hs 
above the fl,1od waters. Prior to the construction c·f the longitudinal dune 

fields, large ;iver systems drained the reg;on as evidenced by the Pleisto:ene 

ailuvial serliments exposed in the dune swales. Survey data for the Lake Eyre 

region to the south shows that the dune fieid~ were deposited ·Jn the 

topographically irregular alluvial surface (J. Magee, pers. comm.). Although 
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nfu dat~ are availaLle for the Todd catchment it b proposed that the survival 
0 aeouan remnant' ma,· bed , h . . , ue to t cir location on topographic highs. 

0 

km 

0 Remnant 
~~-1.-~~ 

~ PaleOllOod flow 

Figure i.3. Remnant isl<!nds ~ssociated with the Ross River paleoflood 
complexes. 

i.3.2.5. AvuJslon 

Channel avulsion has been an . important process in the geomorphic 
ev. ol.ution of the catchment. Three effects are of note.· firstly, the resultant 
landscape is a mosaic of abandoned char.nels·, seccndly, the floods have 
collectiveiy inundated a larger area than if the fl , h . 
fixed ove . . . . . . o11 pat s had remained 

r time, and thirdly, channel entrenchment b,. nick P. or'nt er . . 
·· is b · 'd . , os10n 
~$ .. ."""'" w1 espread. Channel avulsion has resulted in the abandonment of 

ctr ~ reac~ lengths but has also changed the depositional end point of the 
amage basm. These two scales of avulsion will now be discussed. 
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Bf;icb-scale avulsion 

Twc study sites have been affect ~d by the reach-scale avulsion dynamics; 

th"Y are No. 5 Bore and the Giles-Todd con!luence. 

No. 5 Bore 

The evidenct for avalsion at Ne>. 5 bore lies in the preservation of Lhe eastern 

paleochannel which runs sub-parailel to the western modern channel (Fig. 

7.5). Already described in Chapter 6, the stratigraphy records fluvial activity 

from at least 7 ka to 1 ka. The preserva._. _ .nacroturbnlent scours at lhe 

upstream end or the paleochannel indicates the high magnitude of the last 

flow through the channel and is inferred to be the avulsion event. After the 

avulsion a new channel was incised to the west and c1· · "ntly lies -2.5 m 

below the bed of the paleochannel (Fig 6.-19). The alluvial stores along the 

western limb are inset into Pleistocene sedimt!nt and appear young, 

displaying little pedogenesis, burial of trees and pt,- ; vation of sedimentary 

structures. In addition the radiocarbon ages (380±100 cal BP and three post 

1950) indicate that the western limb at No. 5 bore has been active only since 

-1,000 BP. Since that time, flows across the right bank flood plain removed 

!'art of the dune field close to the channel and breached dunes 800 m awa" 

(Fig. 7.5). 

Giles Creek 

The stratigraphy of Giles K which was described at a site 4 km upstream from 

the Giles-Todd confluence (section 6.4.4) is interpreted in Figure 7.6 to reflect 

the dynamic channel changes resulting from the avulsion of Giles Creek. 

The incision of Giles Creek is inferred to have followed the deposition of 

Units 1 to 3 (Fig. 7.6a) and to have resulted from the avulsion of the 

Giles/Todd junction to the present confluence 4 km downstream. The 

relatively lower local b«~ · level t the new confluence would !lave caused 

incision of the channel upstream (Fig. 7 .6b). This incisect. channel was 

subsequently infilk.d by coarse textured paleoflood sediment (-3 ka, Giles J
Fig. 7 .6c) and subsequent incision of the paleoflood channel fill was 

probably initiated downstream of the point of paleo!lood fill aggradation (7.6 

d). Evidence for a rapid rate of charnel degradation is indicated by the 

exposure of the root s)•stem of a large River Red Gum (200-300 years old) 

(P~ate 6.9). These Red Gums are not known to gr0w well on the carbonate

·•:h Pleistocene sediments and this tree is inferred to have gro .. m on the 
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Figure 7.5. Avulsion at No. 5 Bore. 



Giles J ch;tnnel fill. The root system is now exposed by --5 m i.e. an incision 

rate of 2 ml I 00 yr or a few geomorphically effective floods. 
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Figure 7 .6. Schematic figure of channel change on Giles Creek. 

a) The piedmont fan aggrades by distributary and splay accretion 

b) Avulsion of Giles Creek, moving confluence 4 km south, channel incision. 

c) Aggradation e>f incised channel by deposition of Giles J paleoflood deposits. 

d) Incision of paleoflood deposits 
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Large scale avu!sjon 

The tern.inal floodout has been positioned in three different locations during 

the Late Pleistocene. Moving from west to east they are the Mosquito Bore 

Distribut<>f)', the Rodinga Gap Dis tributary and the modern floodout (Fig. 7 .i). 

The elevation of these sites and their age at the time of abandonment (Tabk 

7.1) indicate a possible sequence of position of the terminal floodout. 

The oldest age so far determined for a floodout is 12310±1400 sampled from 

the Rodinga Gap floodout. This sample is from a depth of 40 cm below th~ 

surface and indicates the last period of fluvial activity in this part of the 

floodout. The flow path was most probably acros~ the eastern plains through 

Steele Gap and there may have been additional flow from the ~losquito Bore 

Distributaf)'. 

,~ '1~ Mosquito Bore Distributary floodout is at the highest elevation and is 

estimated by OSL to be approximately 10 ka. This phase of flooding is also 

recorded at Giles B and the Expansion Scour site (Fig. 6.56), indicating a 

significant phase of flooding which is absent from sites further east, and 

suggests that the channel avulsed from the Rodinga Gap floodout to the 

Mosquito Bore Distributary between 12 ka and 10 ka to flow directly south. 

South of Wallaby Gap the Mosquito Bore Distributary traverses the 

longitudinal dunes in a south easterly direction abutting against the Rodinga 

Range, and was diverted east and west formil'g a small floodout downstream 

of the gap in the Rodinga Range. Some of the flood waters from this system 

may have drained into the Rodinga Gap terminal floodout. Dated samples 

from south of Steele Gap (3900±1270 DP) and from the alluvium in the No. 5 

bore pa!eochannel (6800±1850 BP) mdkate that flow in the Todd had 

switched back to the easterly systems by at lease 7 ka. 

The geomorphology of the modem floocout differs from that of the early 

Holocene flood'luts in sediment texture and surface morphology and the Todd 

River may only have occupied this position since the mid to late Holocene, as 

indicated by a radiocarbon age of 5936-5561 cal BP from a flood plain in the 

desert reach. The modern termi:ia! flooclout is a flat clay pan with little 

vegetation. It is at a lower elevation ( 195 m) than the late Pleistocene/early 

Holocene floodouts which arc composed of coarse sand and gravel and have a 

have a higher relief composed of longitudinal bars and multiple channels on 

an expansion bar. It is inferred that the prior topography of the Late 
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Pleistocene river systems underlying the dune fields influenced the location 

of the paleoflood complexes and terminal tloodouts. 

The Todd River paleofloods th"rcfore had the tendency to :nundate ne\\', 

adr\itional areas during successive events by switching the location of the 

mau flood path. For this reason, the total area affected is mu:h larger than 

if a consistent flood path was maintained. ln addi1 >n to the geomorphic 

eff~cts, this tendency has had ecological :.md archaeological impacts \\'hich 

ate discussed in Chapter 8. 

Terminal Floodout I OSL Age (llP) Elevation 

f from west to east I m) 

I Mosguito Bore Disttibutarv (MBD! 9.920± 1,840 248.5 

l Between MBD and Rodinga floodout not available 228.5 

Steele Gao 3.900±1.2i0 _234.5 I 
Rodinga floodou c ~ 12.310::L400 215 I 

I 

I 

Modem floodout Modern 195 

Table i.l. Elevation ~.nd age of tenninal floodou•s in the Todd catchment 
(Fig. 7.iJ. Elevation data is extrapolated from topogr~phic maps. 

7.3.3. Sources of sedlinetH 

Paleofloods deposited coarse and medium gravel and gravelly sand in the 

piedn1ont fans, gravelly sand in the middle reaches and sanu \\'ith some 

gravel in the n0rthern fringe of the Simp;0n Desert with silts arid clays in 

the terminal and backwater areas. The modern flood plain sediments are 

similar as they are sourced from the paleoflood sediments. The absence of 

boulder, cobble and coarse gravel deposits is due to two factors. Fir>tly, the 

source of coarse dasts is limited, beyond the high energy reaches of the 

ranges and secondly, flow competence was greatly reduced in the 

unconfined flow conditions beyond the gorges and incised .::hannels. There 

are three main sources of sedim~lit for the Todd River paleofloods. These 

include the slope deposits in the head\\Jters reach, the Pleistocene alluvial, 

aeolian and colluvial sediments and the old"r paleoflood deposits. 

In the ra11ges coarse boulder and gravel sized sediment is supplied to the 

channel through rockfall, s .ep tributaries and fans. This sediment is 

entrained during the higher magnitude flows and stored in high, lateral and 

central channel bar systems in the gorge. The upstream reach of the Ross 

River gorge has an extensive, incised gravel fill. Coarse sediments are not 
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abundant beyond the gorge but are found in isolated pockets such as the 

cobbles in the Ross A section downstream from the Ross-Todd confluence 

(Fig. 6.25). Giles Creek differs somewhat in that the channel bed is 

considerably coarser than the Ross and ,;1e incised Giles J channel fill 

contains gravel and cobble sized material -10 krr. from the ranges. Where 

flow is predominantly unconfined however gravd sized sediment may be 

present but is not abundant. 

As tl:e flood waters drained through the aeolian dune fields they eroded 

entire sequences of parallel longitudinal dunes and breached dunes on the 

periphery of the channel complex. The flood waters entrained this fine and 

medium sand which was redeposited in expansion bars downstream along 

with isolated granule material. The loosely packed well sorted du'1e sand 

would have been easily entrained, but the cer_· c ·110.d cores provided more 

resistance and were transported as angular cemented aeolian clasts il.o\'' 

preserved as red sand' ·ills in a grey/brown palcofloori sand matrL,, 

The third source of s~diment for the paleofloods is the pre·existiil.g 

paleoflooj deposits. As successive paleofloc:I tracts were repeatedly inunc'ated 

or younger paleoflood routes abutted against older routes the contact was 

erosional and the loosely 1 ·~d sediment easily entrained. 

7.3.4. Summary of geomorphology of paleofloods 

Large paleoflood complexes containing a network or bra:c. ·.-! channels, 

longitudinal and expansion bars can be traced in relatively straight path3 

from the MacDonnell Ranges to the Horthern Simpson Desert, 100 km 

downstream where avulsion has facilitated the erosion of wide tracts of 

a · m dunes and the paleofloods have iaid down extensivo mud and sand 

de,iosits with some gravel (e.g. south of Wallaby Gap). A ~00 m long swirl pit 

train along the No. 5 paleochannel indicates the turbulent nature of the flow 

and where the flow path was deflected by bedrock ridi;es, lee side remnants 

of the pre-flood topography are preserved. Winnowing of the pa-~oflood 
deposits nourished adjacent climbing dunes. These floods caused the pattern 

of landform assemblages to shift and reform throughout the landscape. 

In addition to the immediate geomorphic effects of extP~.'1~~ floods, the degree 

to which paleofloods generated the modern drainage systems is of relevance 

as the channel planform and gradient are still recovering from the 

g~·omorphic impacts of events that occurred over one thousand years ago. 
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Chapter S plo modern rivec r~s some of the flood-forced changes and adaptations of the 

7.4. Paleoflood Hydrology 

There are two accepted - -- - - _ _ _ _ 
large Ooods CJ . -appr~aches to reconstructing the paleohydrology of 

. ne is to esumate flow velocit\' f - - ·-- -- -
(l\laizels· 1983 \"'II' --- - - - - _ - rom sediment transport 

• • " 1ams, 1983; Costa 1083) a· ·n·ct th _ _ _ - ' · en to appl\' th· - h 
paleoflood cross section. The results - - -- . - • JS over t e 
- - - -- - - - are conservative. The second a 

u. s paleochannel width iil. bedrock - -- - - - - - -- pproach 
fro - I - - -- - . .. - - - passages, where flow depth is identified 

m pa eostage indicators (PSI). Tile PS! can be b' - . - - . . 
Vegetation damag·e a·ct ____ . _ _ _ _ _ iologKal, mclujmg 

n regr01Hh patterns and/or - ct'· -- - .. -- . _ _ _ _ 
erosional and depos't' _ 

1 
fl--_ __ _ _ se imentolog1cal mcludmg 

- . . i iona ooo features. While the sa· --r- - -
deposits in untonfined teach. 's of the C:atthnrnnt ·- - - - . - -- mp mg of flood 
record it ·s d'ff -

1 
___ .___ _ _ impro,es the chronolog1cal 

, i i icu t to esumate accurate!\' the - 1- - - . - - - -
Few slack water deposits "'"re located . - - - f' -pa eoh; drology of the flows_. 
--- -- - -- m con med areas and cros - - - . -
morphology was too variable. s semonal 

7.4.1. Discharge and velocity 

The slope arE-a method '"1s ap_p_ lied to· c·-,- .. - - - - -- ·" e sites to calc111a-te· -k ct· (QJ. fhe --- _ h d- ·-- • __ _ _ _ • - pea· 1scharge 
met 0 imolves the estimation at - -- . _ . 

Ct'iteria !O be f-u-1f--1'IIe·ct f-- h- --- --- peak flood level' m the field. 
or t e accurate -- -r- -,· -- - -

seaight cha- ,- -1 -- 'f- -- --- - - - - - - . app ica,1on of the method mclude. a 
n ie , un11orm cross seCtllln and slo' -- · b k ., il.0 c'ha»nel Obstructions. 

no_ . a_cw~ter effects, no erosion or deposition during the floo..i - - - --
ove1 bank flow. While it is d'ft'- 1 _ __ . ______ . and no 
th' __ _ _ _ _ 1 icu t to fulfil these crn<0ria in the fodd R' , 

1s method was appli~d in order to _ _ _ _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ "er. 
The parameters to be d-t --- ·-- ct .ge, a best estimate of the_pea_ k discharge. 

e ermmo mclude the 't - - - · 
hydraulic radius (R [A/P ·h - . '· oss sectional area (A), the 
- -- - " ere P is the wetted perimeter]), ~Janning· 's 
coeffitiefit of roughness (Il) and th l - - -
- - -- - - . -- - - -- - - e s ope ot t.he water surface \S) at the 
cross section. These are input to the following equati:>n; 

';.=AJ.l.213$112/ Jl 

There - --were hot illany Joe a ti - - - ·' --b ' - . - - - ons hnPre there were well defined flo . 
d~u".'""1es and reasonable peak flow levels preserverl. At the fodd A fl : 

istnbutary, chat1nel slope a ct -- . -- oo 

a
- -d - - - - - - n cross secuon data were available (~. 6 3 
n 6.38) and as some ve - - . - - - rig. . 7 

)\
-
1 

_ __ getauon curren tlv grows in . he ch _ 1 · anning's n 1 - . · ' anne a 
va ue ot .035 was assigned (Goudie 1 . 

was a channel cross sect' _ _ G' _ _ _ ' 
981 

). The second location 
!On on Iles Creek J (Fig. 6.32) where a high energy 
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palcoflood infilled an incisb.l channel approximately 3000 BP with coarse 

cob-.:ilcs and gravel. The dimensions of the entrenched channel were 

estimated from t!te remnants of the fill, which was about 4 m (Tallie 6.5) and 

a Manning's roughness coefficient for m0untain streams was used. The 

modern channel slope was used as an approximation of the water s1.>rface 

slope. Peak stage was assumc~i to be tankfull height at the Giles J site and the 

Todd B site but could have been higher. 

For ~he cross section at Wal!aby Gap (Fig. 6.43 ), the channel slope was 

measured from orthophoto maps for the reach immediately upstream 

between Mt. Capitor Bore and Wallaby Gap (reach 2, Table 6.7) and was 

assumed to represent the water surface slope. The channel cross sectional 

area was surveyed in at the gap and an erosional step in a sand deposit 

downstream from the constriction was used to estimate the peak stage (Fig. 

6.44). A Manning', roughness coefficient for a clean winding channel with 

some pools and shoals was used (Goudie, 1981). 

At Stud r:ore 1 the cross sectional area of paleofloods was recoustructed using 

the morphostratigraphic remnants of former channel widening events (Fig. 

5.6) At Mosquito Bore 1 flow width was estimated in the same manner and 

flow depth was estimated from the height of the cave slack water deposit. A 

!'.>Cak velocity of 2.5 ms·I was assumed for both sites. 

It is assumed that the resultant discharge vall!:.s (Tallie 7 .2) great!)' 

underestimate peak discharge at the first three sites (Tc,dd A, Giles J a'H.I 

Wallaby Gap) as flows were overbank upstream an' downstream of (}1~ 

reconstructed cross sections. In addition, the \l;~asurcc! discharges for the 

largest flows in the gauged record «t the Wills Tt:rtace gauge in Alice 

Springs (catchment ar<>a of 450 kffi2, l ·,90 m3s·I in 1988 and 900 m3s·I in 1983) 

are known to have had a very limited impact 011 the paieoflood forms on the 

Heavitree Fan. Additionally, the scale of the recent flood forms does noc 

match those of the paleoflood forms. It is concluded therefore that the 

application of these methods is unsuitable in this instance. 
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Table 7 .2 Discharge and vela · , · 
velociti~s of 2.5 m3s·I are assu~~~ f est~maJes for paleoflood flows. Flow 
hydraulic radius s: slo e n· M . ~r cu Bore 1 and Mosquito Bore. R: 
peak discharge, V: Jllanhirtg'~ peaa~n~~T s .~uth~ess coeffici~nt, Q: Manning's 
IA: intermediate axis, (e) estimated. oci • C· mean velocity (Costa, 1983), 

Two ".1ethods were used to calculate the mean velocitv of the palt flood Th 
Manning's "f fl • · s. e . um orm ow equation requires the calculation of R r d 
which are input into the following equation. ' . an n, 

V = R213 5112 ; n 

The second method is b d 
h 

. ase on the calculation of the velocity threshold ~ 
t e entrainment of ct· or se iment. The largest particle moved at ~ach site was 
measured and input int th ~ 11 . 0 e 0 owmg equation (Costa, 1983). 

Uc= 57D0.4ss 

where U · h c is t e mean flow velocity (m s·I) and D is the inte ct· .. 
Thresh 1 , 

1 
. . rme 1ate axis . 

. o .. ve ocn1es at each site are less than veloci'les given 1'·. M"n . ' 
equation nr b bl b . J " mng s 

'.o a y eca•.:.se the largest size sediment cai;al·I~ of b . 
transporte ~ Nas not avai •able in the downstream reaches. emg 
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The conservative peak discharges (e.g. at Giles J, il25 m3s·1 and Stud Bore l, 

4125 m3s·I) are still large for the Todd catchment (9,300 km') and are the 

equivalent of the eight year flood on the Daly River (49.000 k!,1
2
) in 

monsoonal northern Australia (Chappell and Bardsley, 1985). 

7.4.2. Flow deprhs 

The s:ze of sediment in transverse bars on the Ross River piedn:ont plain 

(Ross C) as used to t!Stimate the depth of sheet flow. Wells and Dohre11' .. ,nc• 

( 1985) have attempted to calculate the meaa flm' depth (D) from transvew. 

rib sedimentology (bmaxl and paleoslope (S) using the equatior. dev~loped by 

Koster (19i8): 

.. i1ere bm,x is the intermediate axis (cm) of the ten largest clasts. The mean 

depth of tlcw over the Ross River C plain using a paleoslope of .0034 mlm and 

a particle size of .1 Lm (Patton et al., 1993) is 0.093 m. !his is ~!early an 

underestimate as the hdght of the transverse bars average at 0.22 m. 

7.4.3. Criteria for estlmatillg flood magnitude rank 

The high magnitude of paleofloods is testified by the erosion of pre"existing 

landforms, the scale and spatial extent of the flood forms, the coarse texture 

of the deposits, the distance the flood effects extend from the ranges, the 

avulsive nature of the flows and the fact that no floods since European 

settlement of the region have inundated the higher paleoflood surfaces. 

Paleoflood dis·'.harge estimates based on channel sections above are very 

likely to be too low. In order to assess the flow magnitudes four criteria were 

chosen (Table 7.3). Firstly if the paleoflood channel has been inundated by 

historical floods (A) it is assumed to be formed by a low magnitude paleoflood 

(category 1) as the historical floods are reported to have had little effect on 

the paleoflood forms (Pickup, 1991). Secondly, if a paleoflood is traced >50 ktn 

from the ranges (B), particularly if flow was unconfined, it is assumed to 

have been a high magnitude flow (categ'.lry 3). Thirdly, if the flood deposits 

cover a large area ( (.) it is assumed to have been a high magnitude flood 

(category 2 or 3). Fourthly, is the scale of the flood forms (D). as larp,e bars 

(>2 km long) and wide channels indicate a significant flow magnitude 
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(category 2 or 3). Floods were assigned a flood . ct 
I and 3 1 · ct· . magnnu e weighting between 

· · m icaung the smallest events. 

Category 1 and 3 . . events were ea~ier tv distinguish than categor.· ' a d 3 A 
com bmat1on of th . • - n · c magnitude cri reria improves the flood . . 
ranking F . magmtude 

. or example, unconfined flows which e:--tended over 50 k f 
ranges were ranked _ . m rom the 
trac . . as category 3 events if they were associated with 

' .t10n de,iosns and if the flow was unconfined for the 50 km, but if the flew 

h.ad a.vulsed from confined to unconfined in the latter part of the flow ~ath it 
\\as given category 2 status. Thus, categor.· 1 = A" catego~· ' - C D B c · ' • ' - -· - · categol"\' > 
=. + +D. The size of sedill'ent was not used as there. ' .. d n rcnded to be little 
i erence between flood deposits on that basis (Table 6.2 ). 

. Flood Magnltude Ctiteria I · Problems 
'A) Inundated by historical floods May not be inundated due 

f-·- · . 1 · 
1 

_ _ _ -

1 
avu s1on or channel incision . 

to 

' ! B) Unconfined flood channel >50 km T . . . 

I
. f .. . ransm1ss1on losses into 

rom Ranges. channel bed may increase be!ween 
the i 

I C) Large ar~al cover dge of event i Efloods. - . I 
b-:- _ _ . _ _ .. ·--- _ I fl:~~~n of evidence by successive I 

I 
b) Ldrge ~cal<> of flood features, e.g. 

.; km widt cmaplexes, 2 km long bars. 
~lay be dependent on 

supply or degree 
sediment I 

Of flow i 
I confinement. I 

Table 7.3. Criteria for Flood Magnitude ranking: categor\' 1 
magnitude. catego 1 A -ry = ; category 2 = C+D; category 3 = B+C+D. 

!owes t 

7.4.3.1. Category 1 pale;:ifloocts 

r thhcst. a.re the lowest magnitude paleofloods, identified by their proximitv to 
(' mdm channel and · · . . · • • . - . mapped m Figure 6.1 as the Todd A and Todd C 

,ompleJ;~s. Although formed bv high . . d 
r;:cu i . . . . magmtu e floods they have been 

P ed during historical times, as shown bv the lack of pedo . 

~o~:::::.di;,~a;:0:. atg~~ and. the presence of ~oung River Red Gu~;~~~ 
di 

. is n utanes extend from the channel and channel 
mens10ns decrease rapidly. 

The Todd A paleoflood c 1 . . . fl d omp ex is a typical category 1 example (Fig 6 ld) Th 
oo record at this site extends from the underlying bedro;k .and. th: 
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chron,.,J.wy begins clo~·e to that boundary (Fig. 6.38). Preser·ation of 

se•\hnents ,,nci morphology since 400 ilP suggest that no events of ~:agnitude 
caL·:~o:-y : )' 3 have occurred in the last 400 years in this reach of the basin. 

7.4.3.l. Catc~ory '.1. µal~ofloods 

Catego.y 2 evuns ;r·c g1e~ter in magnitude than category 1 events but are 

smaller than l~teg<.ir/ >. /\~th~ higher end of this categoty are the floods in 

the Mosquiw Bore P., and Mosquito i.lore B channels (Table 7.4). These 

paleoflood complexes diverge strongly from the channel and are interpreted 

as part of a wider flow path which is no longer visible, draining across the 

modern channel. They inundated wide areas, and deposited gravelly sand. 

They terminate in sump basins downstream controlled by the location of 

outcropping ridges (Fig. 6.ld). 

Others flows in this category were son1ewhat smaller than f\Iosquito Bore A 

and B, as they depositej principally suspended loads (Allua B). The traction 

deposits are mainly limited to confined reaches (Ross A, No. 5 hare, Giles J) 
and evidence suggests rapid dissipation of flood effects downstream ( e;g. 

Heavitree transverse bedform field). 

7.4.3 .3. Category 3 paleofloods 

Category 3 floods are identified on the basis of three criteria. (i) they 

travelled the maximum distance downstream, (ii) their flow path \vas 

essentially unconfined, except at bedrock passages and (iii) they deposited 

traction deposits the entire length of the flood complex (Table /.4). Two 

paleoflood complexes stand apart from the rest in this regard: the Mosquito 

Bore Distributary (Fig. 6.ld) and the ll.odinga Gap paleoflood complex (6.46). 

Both maintained unconfined flow paths depositing traction deposits 

including gravel over 50 km downstream from the ranges and eroded 

surrounding aeolian landforms. 

When the ages of paleofloods are plotted against their respective flood 

magnitude category (Fig. 7.8) it appea.: '.:·.at the h'~hns~ :ll~gnitude flows 

occurred during the late Pleistocene and ec.rly to mid Holocene. Category 2 

floods occur from the mid Holocene and the lowest magnitude floods occur 

during the last 400 years. The youngest events in category 3 are the smallest 

events in that group and the oldest events in category 2 are the largest in 
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that group. The plot suggests that the rn 

separate category. 
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Figure i.8. s t 1 ·· chronology. ca ter J1 at of flood magnitude category and paleofloorl 

This decrease in flood · d . . . er al 1 marn1t11 e O\'er time agrees with the findings of ~:ott 
... ( 994, 1996) for the n0rth of Australia. At Waterfall Creel'. flood 

discharges during the early i::i mid Holocene \\'ere 2-3 times great•!r than 
those occurring over the last 5 ka The . t .. · ex reme floods recorded at Wangi 
Creek represent the likely maximum possible discharge <tchievable for a 
catchment of that size (SS km2) 0 h . . · t er palroflood work in tropical Australia 
has four.ct the Late Holocene floods to be relatively low magnitude events 

Although the paleoflood records from Katherine Gorge and Finke Gorge onl\: 

extend back 2 ka (Baker and Pickup 1987· Baker er al 1983 th . -
maximum ct· h ' _ ' ., J e estimated 

. isc arges for this period were only one fifth that of the po 'bl 
maximum d' h . t ss1 e 

. . isc arges or their respective catchment si;;es (Nott er al 1996) 
S1m1larly, the work of Wohl (1992 " . h . a and b) in tropical Queensland indicates 
t at the floods recorded dcring the last 1200 " 1 . ct· h , r s 10w maximum peak 

isc arges less than half that of the likely possible maximum discharge (Nott 
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er al., 1996). It is onl)' in the Kimberley region of Western Australia 

(Gillieson er al., 1991; Wohl, 1994a), that discharges close to maximum possible 

di;charges been recorded since the mid Holocene (Nott er al., 1996). 

7. S. Pa]eoflood Chronology 

7.S.1. Introduction 

Radiocarbon and OSL were used to estimate the absolute age of the 

paleofloods. The methods and data are discussed in AppendLx 1. The following 

section will present the paleoflood ages and discuss th<!m in the context of 

other Australian and tropical paleoflood chronologies. 

7.5.2. Results and interpretation of daring program 

Fourteen OSL and thirteen radiocarbon age estimates are used in the analysis 

of the chronology of the palcofloods. Given the large error bars , ' the OSL 

ages it is not possible t.o separate individual floods accu~acely Jased on 

chronologio.1 data alone, but separation was achieved by c0!Ilbining the 

stratigrapl.ic and chronological data (Table 1.5). Figure 7.9 is a scatter plot ..if 

the OSL and radiocarbon ages for each of th.i paleoflood crmplexes. 

The dated flood deposits fall within the last 13000 years, with one outlier at 

26800:r3000 BP (Fig. 7.9). The resolution of the dating techniques and the use 

of two methods makes it difficnlt to identify whether events were more 

common in some periods than others, but it was of interest to see if phases of 

floods could be identified and this was und~rtaken qualitatively (Fig. i.10), 

firstly and conservatively by including the error bars associated with the 

ages and secondly by ignoring the error bars. 
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A phase of activity was identified by grouping similar age data incorporating 

the values of each of the error bars. In principle, each phase should be 

sPparated from the next on the basis that the mean age of the sample does not 

fall within the error margin of a sample in the next phase. It is important n 
r.ote that because the error bars are larger for the OSL ages than ior • h ~ 
radiocarbon ages, this extends the range of flood phases for the older events 

which were principally dated using OSL (see Figure i .10). Four ;Jhases of 

flooding are identified although the youngest three are not dearly separable 

statistically. The oldest phase (HOOO - >30000 BP, Table i.5) is easily 

differentiated from the remaining d<:.ta but comprises only one data point. 

The second phase has two data points and occurs between 11000 anc.l 15000 BP, 

the third extends from 11000 to 1500 BP and could not be subclivided on the 

basis of the criteria defined above, and the fourth extends from 1500 to 300 

BP (Table 7 .5 ). 

The second approach which does not include the error tetth5 obviously is 

problematic but highlights scme possihle trends that ate masked by the mote 

conservative approach :l.bove. The data are plotted as frequency, indicating 

th<! .'.lumber of a~es in 2000 year intervals (Fig 7 .lla) and 500 year irtetvals 

(Fig. 7.llb). In constructing these figures, where a stratigraphic layer was 

sampled twice only one age estimate was inducted. 

Results for the 2000 year interval (Fig. i.lla) suggest three phases bf 

flooding: >26 ka, 12 - 14 ka and <10 ka,' :,., gaps that may indicate periods of 

quiescence between 26-14 ka and 12·10 ka. The same data Set grouped $00 

year intervals indicates some possible patterns in the Holocene data (F!g. 

7.llb). Six periods with no d;,ted flood deposits and possibly no floods ate 

identified at around 1500, 3000, 4000, 5500, 7000, 9000. !he time series suggests 

that floods in central Australia are random:y spaced. 

Drawing any solid conclusions from the data Set is limited by the size of the 

error bars. Therefore it is concluded that extreme floods in the !odd 

catchment have occurred repeatedly since 15000 BP with little clear evidence 

at present to suggest a clustering of events. 
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flood pcrtod Date ranges No. of Sites I Flood deposit type 

flood Inc. or noodsl 
events 

0-300 I (.1\C S\\'D 151 

: Suspe1ufcd 

<modern -5 · Slackwatcr dcpthlt 

<150 vc,1rs Giles I 12 . F\ood~la1n 

300-700 660-590-520 -(· I Ro.s A 141 Tr.iction 

Channel 

Si0-500-430 Ross 1\ Cha:i.hcl 

490-390-290 Cave S\\'D 121 Suspended 

510--410-310 
Slackwatcr deposit 

510-410-310 'Todd Al61 D1stributary 

4(10-400-340 

700·1500 980-860· i 40 -1 Ross A 11 ! Ttacrion 

985-855-725 1 Channel 

1450-1030-610 i llc.i\itrce 111 Ttansvt:rse bats 

1190-940-690 

1405-12i0-ll35 i :-Jo.S palcochafihcl l l l Charlhcl 

1085-905-725 ! So. _5_[!aleoch-1iiiJe] 12L _: __ Cha:i.hcl _ 

1500-3500 i 2sio-2110-13so -3 ; Allua B 121 , Suspended: 

I · Floodout dcpoSit 

i 3270-2370-1470 ~losquito Bore B 121 Tr;icuon 

~ Flovd distributa1y 
I 

i 3f140-2i90-1~40 C.iles 11 l! :,channel 

4000·8000 I 
tr.icbofJ 

1 s1 iU·3900·2630 -4 , Steele Ga) 111 ! Expansioh b:it 

\ 6500-5160·3820 : MosqultO Bon: A 11 ! ' Flood diStrit'>utafy 

I 

7600·6230·4860 Mosquito Bore D1~ttibi.1a.ry 111 : bistti~utat)· channel. 

: 8650·6800-4950 · T<.;0. 5 12ale6chaniicl I I_~ : Channel 

8000·11000 -5 l suspended 

i 9300·835')·i400 : Ross RiVerC lll I Slack water deposit 

I TtattiOfJ 

' i Channel I 9890--J160·843U 'TOdd B 

I 
I 
I 

: Longitudinal~·: I 1!200-9;Q0·8200 i Giles B 131 

11290·9780·8270 : Todd Bill ! Channel 
' 

I 11 i60•9920•8080 j Mosq,ulto !-Ore Dlstributat)' 11 ! ! Channel. 
' 1 ex ail'>ion bat _ 

11000-15000 I -2 [ Tracticn 
' 

i Rodin&a Gap I 11 ! 13710·12'10·!0?!0 flood distnbular)·, 

i 
I expansion b.1.t I 14700-:2900-11100 
I 
! R,JSS c Ill Suspeildcd 

1 Channel 
-~ 

' 2400<r30000 i 29800·26800·2 ·I I Gi'esA i Traction 
Flood dlstributarv_ 

Table 7 .5. Floo'1 period and number of flood events. 
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7.5.3. Australian paleoflood chronol Jgies 

The v.ge estimates of the Todd pdleoflooJs were plotted against dan from other 

paleoflood studies in Australia (Fig. 7 .12). While the research covers a 

telativ,:,ly good spread of river systems in north west. north, north ea't and 

central Am• :alia, few records extend past 4000 yr BP and the majority of 

flood ages are younger than 2000 yr BP. The more extensive flood records arc 

from the odd l\iver and Waterfall Creek and inditate t!1at the oti1er flood 

records are ir,complete. Poss. 1le explanations for why records are limited are 

explored in AppendLx l . 

As the monsoon-driven weather systems which cause flooding in central 

Australia originate in the north \<est, north and north east it is possible that 

the flood record from these regions may be similar to that of the Todd River. 

Fii;ure ;· .. 3 was plotted to ascertain if some of the ial'g~ floods -.,·ei e coeval in 

central Australia and across the north of the continent. 

A flood phase centred on 400 BP is rer.orded in all four regioc1s, and a phase at 

600 BP is recorded in central Australia and the Burdekin Rivf:t in 

Queensland. Evidence of a phase at 100') BP is also fcund ;n a!! four regions 

and the phase at 2100 is found in the c~ntte and the no«th west Phases with 

evidence reported from all four regions may indicate a stronger monsoon. 

with extreme rainfall events occurring mote widely or n10re frequently 

than at p~esent across the top half of the continent. Dating of floods in the 

Finke River (Pickup et al., 1988) and the Todd River indicate that some events 

which appear to have extenc\ed throughout the Todd (Fig. 6.$6) may also 

have been coeval in the Finke River. This would suggest that the high 

rainfall weather systems were regional and fUture investi;iations should find 

evidence of these floods in other central Australian catchmems. 

Over a longer period Fi!(ure 1.14 shows that the two longest paleoflood 

records from Australia are similar and suggest enhanced fluvial activity 

beyond the 1.2 ka episode (as noted from Fig. 7.13) occurred at 5,000, 6700, 

8300 and 12500 BP. However the Waterfall Creek record (Nott et al., 1996) does 

not appear to record the strong 10 ka signal found in the Todd. 
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Figure 7.1:2. Age of floods north c,f 25'S in Australia. Data is from the 
followmg sources· Le d R" - · . . _ _ · nnar 1ver (Gilheson etal., l99l); Margaret and 
F:tzroy Rivers (Wohl et al., 1994 al: '.\':tterfall Creek (Nott and Price, 1994; 

Nott et al., 1996); South Alligator Rivei (Wo"l et al 1994 ) K h . . _ _ ·· ·· c ; at er1ne 
River (Baker and Pic!-.1p 1981)· F' . . _ • • m.c R1-.•cr (Picxup et al., 1988); Todd 
River (Patton et al., 1993, and this stur ;; llurdekin H.i :er (Wohl i 992a); 

Her~ert River (Wohl, l 992b). The Waterfall Creek data incl,udes all 

Iummescence age estimates as individual floods were not identifiect ,, • 
Nott et al. ( 1996' D f _ . ") ' ,,. at:i ram Wang1 Creek was not i·nclud d h e as t ere are 
age reversals. 
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There is growing nnsensus that in the tropics ar.d ;n extra tropical regions 

impacted by tropica:, flood-generating storms, the largest floods have 

occurred in the last century (Baker, 1995). This hypothesis is proposed on the 

basis of data gathered in many places including sites in the US (Ely er al .. 

1993), India (Kale er al., 199.J; E!y er al., 1996), and northern ar,J central 
Australia (Pickup ct al., 1988; Wohl ec al., l 994c). 

In monsoonal Australia, Wohl er al., ( l 994c) reviewed all dated paleof1oods 

that occurred during the last 2 ka BP but they ignored the ag.; error terms in 

the analysis and could only tentatively suggest that there has b~en a higher 

frequency of floods during the last 150 years. Pickup er .-ii. ( 1988) considered 

that three of the four largest floods in the F;nke Gorge occurred in the last 

100 years (1 ')21, l 9i -1, 1988) and Gale and Bainbridge (199.J) suggest that the 

1990 floods of inland Australia which inundated more than 22000 km' of 

southern Queensland and northern New South Wales were possibly the 

la··gest since European settlement of the region 200 years ago. This does not 

match the flood data of the Todd catchment as the 10 ka flood that is 

represented by the Giles B splay and longitudinal bar deposit, the expansion 

bar deposit at the end of the ~losquito Bore Distributary and the Expansion 

Scour deposit which is estimated to have deposited S.6·6m3 of sediment, far 

exceeds an/ historical flood. Indeed no categury 3 paleof1oods have occurred 
historically. 

Three reasons have been suggested to explain the apparent Clustering of 

exceptionally large floods in the last century (l'iC!:ur Jr al., 1988; Wohl et al., 

199.Jc. Firstly, a climatic shift that increased the frequenc!' of large flood 

generating storms is a popular assumption but one which has been 

impo>sible to prove. Such a climatic shift might be natural or the result of 

atmospheric warming induced by increases in the atmospheric 

concentrations of radiatively active gasses such as carbon dioxide. As these 

flood patterns have been linked to global hydro-climatic phenomena 

associated '•ith tropical storms, clearly the delineation and understanding of 

the cau5,, of change are importan1 Secondly, in the Finke, a recent 

combination of drought and overgrazir .. g has enhanced runoff production in 

the drainage system. While it is likely that land u5e, both pas:oral and 

traditional aboriginal fire-stick-farming, will increase sediment yield, high 

magnitude floods in large catchments such as the Finke are far less 

influenced by drainage basin properties than the more frequent lower 

magnitude events (Picku1 er al., 1988), The third factor may be that the small 
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sample size increases the possibility th«.t only the most recent events are 

recorded. 

While an analysis of the flood data froH1 the shorter flood records ( <2 ka) does 

seem to indicate that the recent flouds are the largest floods in .m:my of the 

h lts l.t is not as yet a consistent record across the tropical and sub 
catc me. · h F. k 
tropical region. Certainly, the high magnitude of the l 9i0 floods m t e m : 

were not as large across the eastern MacDonnell Ranges and Nanson an 

Tooth (in press) report that there has been little change to the S~ndov~r 
River since 1950. The lack of synchronicity in terms of the magnitude of 

'th' and behveen regions indicates that more field research needs events w1 m " d 
to be undertaken in locations where a longer temporal rec0rd can be assure 

before we can invoke atmospheric scale climatic change due to the 

greenhouse effect ur any other mechanism. 
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CHAPTERS 

Second Order Geomorphic c: !Sponse to Paleofloods 

8.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the second order response of the catchment to the 

paleofloods (Fig. 8.1 ). This is the first study to assess the recovery and long

term geomorphic effects of a sequence of high magnitude floods that 

occurred beyond the historical record in an arid zone catchment. The first 

section of the chapter describes the adjustment of small-scale catchment 

drainage patterns, the formation of aeolian dunes, and the change in 

vegetation, This is followed by a discussion of the modern channel 

adjustments to and recovery from changes in local base level and sediment 

supply. The chapter finishes by examining the impact of the paleofloods on 

the Aboriginal occupants bf central Australia and the implications for the 
archaeological record. 

During recovery from a flood, all parts of the cat~hment do not exhibit the 

same trends at the same time nor will any part Of the stream necessarily 

exh.' It the same tendency at different times. This spatial and temporal 

variability in behaviour has been labelled by Schumm (1977) as a complex 

response. While the length of the interval between catastrophic events will 

influence the degree to which chan;·,els are changed (Gupta and Fox, 19i4, 

Wolman and Gerson, 1978), in humid regions moderate events can rapidly 

return a channel to its pre-flood condition (Costa, 19i4), whereas rernvery in 

arid and semi-arid environments generally takes much longer (Wolman and 

Gerson, i978; Harvey, 1984). However, the ability of the river to recover is 

<.!ependent on the magnitude of change wrought by the flood. For e.·:.unple, if 

the tloods have eroded adjacent longitudinal dunes which were built during 

extended arid phases this landscape will not be repaired by intervening 

floods; similarly if the channel avulsed during the flow, repositioning of the 

channel may never be achieved. Sequences "f large floods may be an 

important factor in major channel changes and geomorphic effectiveness 

(Burkham, 19i2) as the catchment may have been unable to recover recover 
in the short period bet\veen t\vo large floods. 
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8.2. Small-scale drainage systems 

Small (<20 km2) systerr.s drain the piedmont ranges and outlying ridges rnuth 

of the MacDonnell Ranges. These channels drain steep bedrock gullies and 

flow onto the piedmont area, aeolian dune fields (Appendix 4, Image 9) and 

trunk-stream alluvium (Appendix 4, Image 5) forming small piedmont fans. 

The drainage eventually disintegrates in a system of distributary channels 

where channel dimensions decrease downstream to a terminal floodout. 

Observations in the field and from satellite photographs indicate that where 

these small channels intersect with paleoflood alluvium the drainage pattern 

may disintegrate or it may be diverted. The following examples are selected to 

illustrate the paleoflood-induced adjustment of small drainage patterns. 

Drainage disintegration is a common effect in the Todd catchment where the 

small channel5 intersect paleoflood alluvium. This can be seen in the 

channel at Camel Flat which drains from the high hedrock ridge east of 

Wallaby Gap (Appendix 4, Image 9; Fig. 8.2a). The channel flows into the 

swales of a longitudinal dune field .md maintains a single thread channel 

pattern until it meets the Mosquito Bore Distributary deposit. At the point of 

change from the inter-dune swale to paleoflood sediments the drainage 

system rapidly disintegrates (Fig. 8.2a) to form a densely vegetated terminal 

floodout. The disintegration of channel form is related to the rapid increase 

in transmission loss into the channel bed once it flows over the more 

permeable paleoflood sediments. 

Where small-scale channels intersect larger paleoflood channels they niay 

occupy topographic lows in the paleoflood deposit. An example of tili~ is seen 

along the Mosquito Bore Dis tributary where a small channel wh · ·.; drains 

from the west south of Mosquito Bore (Appendix 4, Image Sa) flows along the 

marginal paleoflood channel of reach 2 (Fig. 8.2b, Plate 6.19). Another 

example can be seen upstream of the Wallaby Gap constriction (Appendix 4, 

Image 9a) where a small westerly-draining channel is abruptly diverted 

south along a paleoflood braid channel. In this way the paleoflood b: .J 

network diverts the smaller channel network and dictates the location of the 

channel and the direction of flow. 
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Figure 8.2. Second order effects on small catchrr·:onts. 

a) Drainage disintegration on Camel Flat Creek, so~th of Wallaby Gap. 

b) Drainage diversion on the Mosquito Bore Distributar) IO km south of 

Mosquito Bore. 
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Figure 8.3. Avulsion and channel entrenchment induced by paleofloods. 
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Figure 8.7. Channel cross sections from the Heavitree floodout to the bedrock channel. 

S.3. Aeolian dunes 

The surfaces of all paleollood deposits have been reworked to some degree by 

aeolian processes. This is indicated by winnowec\ surfaces, small aeolian 

mounds trapped around vegetation and low dunes on paleollood surfaces. 

~lost impressive are source-bordering climbing dunes locateJ close to 

paleollood channels where adjacent high bedrock ridges trap the mobile 

sand fraction. 

Large sourcc·bordering dunes were investi6ated adjacent to Jecsie Gap, (see 

section 6.2.4, Plate 6.2) and No. 5 Bore paleollood channel, (see section 6.6.5 2., 

Plate 6.J >. The du1 it Nu. 5 Bore ate believed to poscdate deposition of 

sediment. in the adjacent paleoflood channel (Fig. 6.61) and are related to 

lluvial events which introduce sediment rather than signalling a period of 

increased aridity or windiness. Radiocarbon dates from the Jessie Quarry 

dune which has its source in Jessie Creek, indicate that it was forming at 

308i-L. «7 5 cal BP and 18/ 4-886 cal l3l'. Source· bordering dune sediment varies 

between fine and coarse moderately and 1x>0tly sorted sand (table 8. 1 ). the 

sand in the Holocene dune close to Jessie Gap is coarser than that of the 

underlying Pleistocene dune owing to the proximity of the Holocene dune to 

its Sediment source. The Pleistocene dune is part of the larger Snnpson Desert 

dune field, nourished from a mote regional source. The Holocene dunes are 

re1,·orked by small runoff gullies which transport the higher elevation 

aeolian deposits into small fan platforms on the lower climbing dune flank, 

enhancing its complex slope morphology. 

I satl1p1e Name 
Cohi) 

DPc 1.5 (i) 2.82 
I 

.83 Moderately sorted 
I 

I 
' No. S Bate fine sand 

I Holocene Dune I -1 Quany F (ii) I 0.81 0.75 Moderately sorted 
Jessie Gap coarse sand I 
Holocene Dune I 

Quarry Ci 1.38 1.21 Poorly sorted 
Jessie Gap medium sand 
Pleistocene Dune 

Table 8.1. SE:diment size in aeolian dunes 
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On the ridge to the east of reach 1 on the 1'1osquito Bore Distriburary is a 

series of steep fans (Appendix 4, Image 8). The sediment in these fans i' 

derived from two locations: the angular coarse gravel fraction from the 

weathered rubble scattered across the ridge and a fine to medium aeolian 

sand matrix from the adjacent paleollood alluvium whic.1 OSL age estimates 

show was deposited between 10 and 6 ka BP. Runoff has reworked the aeciian 

sediment into a series of piedmont fans which now abut the paleo!1ood 

channel tiler descriptions of alluvial f, ns nourished by aeolian process2s 

were not found in the literature. 

8.4. Vegetation 

The relatively nutrient- and seed- rich, permeable paleoflood sediments 

!Bourke and Pickup. in pressi support vegetation which differs from that of 

the surrounding older landforms. For example the older Pleistocene alluvial 

surfaces support Hakea eyreana and some Acacia esrrophiolata and the 

aeolian surfaces f\Iicromyrtus f/al'iflora, Duboisia hopwoodii, Plecrrae11ne 

schinzii. The paleoflood surfaces support Acacia murrayana, Acacia 

l'icrcriae, Hakea eyreana, Acacia esrrophiolata, Eu(a/JpCUs camaldulensis 'Ind 

Eucalyptus microcheca. The effect on Aboriginal settlement of che arid 

i:iterior of the change in vegP.tat!~m distribution in the last .1 ~ ,C(JO years. 

owing to an increase in flood frequency and mapnitude, :c disct•ssed in 

section 8.6. 

8.5. Manifestations of channel dlseau!libtlurn 

Downstream changes of channel morphology, planform and sediments are 

step-like in the Todd River. The channel bed is downcutting where it flows 

over bedrock or cemented Pleistocene alluvium, while elsewhere it i~ locally 

aggrading, with metre-scale thick sequences of sandy tabular bars, and 

channel width tends to increase and decrease abruptly. Factors affecting this 

variability include sediment transport, local sediment supply, bedrock 

outcrops and entrenchment. 

T!1e following sections focus on thrc '' aspects of channel disequilibrium in 

the Todd and discusses the way in which the channel changes between high 

magniti:de events. The first tcpic is channel entrenchment, second is the 

response to sediment injected by paleofloods and th<' third concerns the 

co1nplex response at tributary confluences. 
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8.5.1. Chwne! entrenchn1enr. 

Channel entrenchrrent can be associated with an increase in fl'iocl 

frequency. for examp!'-" Warner ( 198,) ir::ferrecl that recent cha.r.nel incisio:i 

in some New South Wa!Ps coastal valle) s rellect' the influence of large !loocls 

since the 19-IO's. However, channel response in serni-aricl regiom may be 

different: for example, Pickup (I S9 l) inferred frorn sedimentary r.vidence in 

dams in central Australia th;:.,; entrenchment occu1s ui:,"tn:arn and deposits 

downstream in dry phases. Seaiment ~rapoed il1 the darns includes a lower 

lay<'r of compacted mucl heavily trampled and mixed by cattle, which 

;iccmnulated during a relati\'~ly dry inte1val prior to 1967. This is overlain 

by stratified sane!. Pickup infP.tft,' that durin'; thL dr')•,ght prior to 1%7, 

there was less vegetation and grazmg enhanced cro.'iio ·, so that channels 

became choked with sediment and only silt and cl•. were transported. 

During the l 970's, Alice Springs experienced two l~ thc~e limes its average 

a!1nu;;' r.Jnfall for Several consecutive ye.its and the landscape became 

revegeta ted. Erosion was reduced, sediment delivery to channels decreased 

and channel :our commenced releasing sand which was transpon~d to the 

dam. Simiiarly, but at a larger scale, the first order effects of the Todd River 

paleofloods were aggradation of !1ood plains and channels ro; her tha'1 

incision, which developed later. 

Entrenched reaches are identified ivhere the :hannei and recent ilood 

plains are inset within high 1>5 m), usually vertically walled, terraces 

co.nposed of cemented Pleistocene o.- paleoflood •. , iiments. Three 

r:echanisms of entrenchment and nick point retreat are identified: 

avulsion-induced entrenchment, arroyo-style entre11c: , ~nt and the 

incision of !nherited steeper Plei~tocene surfaces. Channel entrenchment 

releases large volumes of sediment to the systern, whkh when transported 

downstream has a profound effL.:t on ~hannel form. 

!!.S.1.1. Avulsion lilduced channel changes 

One of the major geomor. ·: effects of paleo!1oods was avulsion. Reach-scale 

avulsion has already been discussed for the Giles Creek p3.leo!1ood channel 

fill and the No. 5 bore section (section 7.3.3.1.1 ). Large scale avulsion 

changed the flow path position from event to ever:t. In addition to relocating 

the channel, avulsion sometimes changed the d, JOSitional end point of the 

system to a point of lower elevation (see Chapter 7). It i< inferred that this 
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process would have triggered widespread channel entrenchment in a 

manner similar to that shown in Figure 8.3 but sp~cific exalT',~les are 

difficult to identify in the field. 

8.5.1.2. Arroyo-style entrenchment 

Working in eastern Wyoming and New MP.xico, Schumm and Hadley ( 1957) 

observed the coexistence of both aggrading an,-\ entrenched channels. They 

proposed that the formation of a d!,con•ir.uous gully was a semicyclic 

phenomenon, whereby an initial gully migrates headwards so that 

tributaries become entrenched and the rate of sediment removal is 

increased. When the supply of sediment from retreating headcuts exceeds 

the capacity of flows •o remove it, deposition occurs in the lower reaches of 

the gully. The alluviating valley floor develops a local steep gradient at the 

downstream end which subsequently erodes, forming a trench which may 

eventually unite with the upper channel to form a continuous channel 

dissecting the channel fill. 

Aggradation and entrenching are related to sediment supi: which in arid 

fluvial system,; i;; episodic and spatially variable, and is strongly linked to 

patterns of vegetation cover. Pickup (1985, 1988) proposed that the 

principles derived from arroyos and discontinuous gully systems by Schumm 

and Hadley (1957) apply in the larger, lower gradient fluvial systems of 

central Australia. Pickup's model, shown in Figurt: 8.4, uses the three · mes 

identified by Schumm ( 1977), a sediment production zone where scour or 

stripping injects sediment, a sediment transfer zoue and a sediment fill zone 

or sink. Newly deposited sediment in the ·fill zone is uncompacted and 

therefore can hold more moisture than older deposits; it may also contain 

seeds and a hight:r proi; .. rtion of sediment-bound nutrients, and providrc a 

favourable environment for vegetation which tends :o stabilise the surface. 

The vegetated surface is also hydraulically r 1ugh which disperses 

subsequent flews and promotes further deposition (Fig. 8.4). 

Eroded areas (scour zones) provide unstaule ~urfaces for pla, ·,, are often 

hydraulically smooth and have limited capacity to capture and retain low 

density plant mattP.r such as seeds. Taken together, the tenrlency for 

sediment to be transported aad deposited in slugs, and the effect of 

stabilisation by plants, lead to alternating patterns of erosion and deposition 

of varyinp. persistence in the landscape. These patterns may develop at a 
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variety of scales with the larger elements in the pat,ern becoming more 

pronounced as erosion intensifies. 

The operation of scour-transport-fill (STF) sequences in arid zone rivers 

differs from perennial rivers in both the srale of operation and the 

complexity of spatial patterning. In perennial systems, the STF sequence is 

generally manifest as chains of ponds within unchanneled swampy meadows 

(Eyles, 1977), and by within-channel hut vege:ated ephemeral sediment 

islands, whereas in arid systems it operates across a number of scales, fram 

the gully network to the large-scale Ooodout system. These scales are not 

exclusive and may have complex spatial relationships, for example, the distal 

zone of one floodout may be the production zone for another erosion cell 

sequence or smaller cells may be embedded wi•hin larger ones (Fig. 8.5). 

Erosion cells may not be fully developed or may represent latent features in 

the landscape (Pickup, 1988). The transition between Jinked cells tends to be 

morphologically abrup:. This patterning of arid zone sediment tr2nsport and 

depositior. p1 oduces a shifting mosaic of ground surface sediments known as 

an erosion cell mosaic (Pickup, 1985, Fig. 8.5). 

This model is useful in understanding floodout formation. Intermediate 

floodouts are located in the piedmont zone of the ~!acDortnell Ranges. The 

channel sequence through the headwaters - piedmont fan - !1oodout, close to 

the MacDonnell Ranges represents a physical expression of Pickup's ( 1988) 

STF model (see Fig. 6.lb). The bare granitic rock surfaces in the steep 

gradient headwaters of the Todd River upstream of Alice Springs, comprist! 

the scour Zone and supply coarse weathered sediment to the channel 

through a se;ies of small-scale fans feeding into a network of gullies. This, 

in itself, is a small-scale version of the STF sequence. The main channel of 

the Todd River transport,; this sediment, along with some locally reworked 

alluvium contained in temporary storage in the transport 'One. Once the 

channel emerges from the ranges it crosses the broad piedmont zone over a 

deep alluvial fill. Transmission losses are s:~nifkant and deposition occurs 

in the fill zone. The intermediate Ooodouts of th~ Todct catchment are noted 

for their dense distribution of Coolabah vegetatic.n (Eucalypcus microcheca), 

decreasing channel capacities, distributary channel patterns and extensive 

aggrading silty sand deposits. 

The fL Jwing is an example of the geom•,rphic impact of channel 

entrenchment downstream of a zone of aggrada'ion in the Todd River. The 

Anabran:hing site is located in the entrenched channel formed as a result of 
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the reach scale avulsion at the No. S paleochannel approximate!•· one 

thcusand years ago (section 7.3.1.1.). The channel width increases abruptly 

in this reach and contains a series of large islands separated by smaller 

channels (Plate 8.1 ). The cross section indicates a narrow channel incised 

into the underlying Pleistocene sediment (Fig. 4.22). This cross section 

identifies the way in which channel beads act as stores for sediments that 

are transported in pulses downstream and the importance of entrenchment 

in remobilising those stores. There is a nick point developed not only in the 

channel thalweg but also on the higher flood plain surfaces that are 

activated during the larger magnitude events (Plate 8.2). The planform of the 

bead suggests that channel widening is along the left bank as a result of 

aggradation and flow deflection most probably during subsequent lower 

magnitude events. The exploitation of the surface channels is effective in 

remobilisin3 the sedimt.:" •re and leaving an assemblage of remnant 

islands. The rate of nick point incision appears rapid (Plate 8.2) and if not 

reworked, these islands may remain as perched terrace deposits or perhaps 

be infilled by finer textured sediments until the next pulse of sediment is 

moved downstream to be sdred preferentially in this location. 

8.5.1.3. The incision of inherited Pleis~ocene surfaces 

The third mechanism of channei entrenchment is evident in the entrenched 

reach downstream from the Heavitree floodout (Fig. 6.4). Figure 8.6 shows 

the current location of a series of nick points close to the catchment 

headwaters. Figure 8. 7 indicates the .~hanging channel morphology as the 

nick point moves upstream. Cross section 1 is through the Heavitree floodout 

and indicate a multiple shallow channel network. Cross sections 2 to 4 

indicates arroyo-style channel entrenchment in the indurated Pleistocene 

sediments. Cross sections 5 to 7 are inci~ed in bedrock. Two well-developed 

nick points are visible in the long profile (Fig. 8.6); the upper one is at the 

junction between the Holocene floodout sediments and the Pleistocene 

alluvium and the lower one is incised in Pleistocene alluvium. A third nick 

point, not measured in the long profile, is located 500 m downstream of cross 

section 6 in the Merinee sandstone. Cross section 7 is not shown in Figure 3.6. 

The entrenchment of thP. channel along this 5 km reach is probably related 

to the difference in gradient between the steeper underlying Pleistocene 

surface fan surface and the overlying Holocene intermediate floodout 

trrrninus (Fig. 8.6). 
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8.5.2. Paleoflood sediment texture, supply and reworking 

Th,, second example of channel disequilibrium is the geomorphic response to 

the injection of large volumes of paleoflood sediment. 

8.5.2.1. The Influence of paieoflood sediments on cilannel 

morphology 

The weathering history and textural composition of the sediments through 

which the channel passes profoundly influenc,, the channel morphology, 

planform and pattern. Where the boundary is composed of resistant sediment 

such as cemented Pleistolene alluvium, ar.d at some sites ~oarse paleoflooct 

sediments and bedrock, t>e channel is reV1tively narrow and the banks are 

high. Coarse paleoflood deposits provide an abundant sonrce of sediments, 

but have variable bocndary resist~nce. Because lesser flows have 

insufficient energy to transport "carse s~diments easily, paleoflood deposits 

are a major influence oc~ modern channel and flood plain morpho· 

stratigraphy. Two sites illustrate the effect of the coarse textured sediment: 

Giles Creek 3 (Fig. 8.8a) and Mosqu;·.o Bore 2 (fig. 8.8b) where the present 

channel has incised paleoflood fill emplaced approximately 3 thousand years 

ago. The paleoflood sediments at both Sites, composed of cobbles and coarse 

gravel, reflect their proximity to the ranges. Large remnant islands 

composed of in situ paleoflood c0bbles and gravel remain 3 m above the 

thalweg (Fig. 8.8a (i)) and deflect the modern channel flow into an 

anastomosing pattern (fig. 8.a (ii)). In thest locations the present flood plain 

is often a thin smear (Fig. 8.8a (iii) and b (i)) over a laterally more extensive 

paleoflood core (Fig 8.8a (iv) and b (ii)). The morphology of exposed 

paleoflood sediment is often s:ep-like (Fig. 8.8a (v) and b (iii)) due to the 

relative resistance of individual sedimentary layers. In these reaches active 

channel bars tend to be coarser in textural compc>sition than further 

downstream due to the local source of coarse paleoflood sediments (Fig. 8.8b 
(iv, Plate 8.3). 

Further downstream, the channel indses finer textured paleoflood sediments 

which are easier to erode and transport. Many of these locations are 

associated with channel aggradation and channel widening which are 

discussed further below. In these reaches the channel typically includes a 

series of braid bars or stat.le islands separated by smaller channels. Channel 

banks may show a series of elliptical notches resulting from flow deflection 

at the downstream end of these bars. Plate 8.1 shows an aerial view of a 
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narrow channel entrenched in Pleistocene sediments; Plate 8. 7 and 8.8 show 

wide reaches set in paleoflood sediments. 

8.5.2.2. Channel width variabllltv 

One of the notable features of the Todd River is the variation of channel 

width, particularly downstream of the Ross River junction. This varia:iility is 

linked to the distribution of paleoflood sediments. Channel width was 

measured from the headwaters upstream of Alice Springs to 1 70 km 

downstream at 500 m intervals (Fig 8.9) from 1:50,000 orthophoto maps. The 

following section explores the relationship between channel width 

variation, sediment characteristics and channel boundary resistance, 

particularly at locations where width increases dramatically. Factors which 

influence channel narrowing mclude resistant boundary sediments such as 

bedrock, cemented Pleistocene sediments and coarse compacted paleoflood 

sediments, and the development of incised chann~ls due to reach avulsion or 

local steepening of channel gradient due to aggradation upstream. Factors 

which influence channel widening are the location of erodable channel 

banks and the temporary storage of sediment waves. 

Channel beads 

Of particular interest in the Todd River is the occurrence of reaches of 

abrupt widening and narrowing (Plate 8.4, Fig. 8.lOb), here referred to as 

'beads', a term adopted from the fluvioglacial literature which describes 

similar sudden expansions in subglacial channel widths as beaded eskers. 

Plates 8.4-8.8 illustrate the planform of some Todd River channel beads. By 

way of example the Allara Bore bead increases from a width of 120 m to 400 m 

and maintains this width for 1,000 m downstream where it abruptly narrows 

again to 120 m (Plate 8.4). Typical dimension relationships are as follows: 

Wn/Wb = 0.25 and Wb/Lb = 0.4, ( Wn =width ot narrow reach, Wb = width of 

bead Lb = length of bead; see Fig. 8.lOa). These reaches are associated with 

alluviation in the form of bars and islands, braided channel patterns (Plate 

8.1, 8.6) and a decrease in chaPnel slope. Similar sharp increases in width 

were observed in Spanish rivers Ly Thornes (1974, 1976a, b, 1977, 1980) who 

noted an association with high sediment discharges, transmission losses and 

high magnitude floods, all of which are found in the Todd River. The wide 

beads in the Todd River typically show evidence of lateral erosion, channel 

deflection and channel aggradation. Low magnitude channel widening 
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Plate s.1. An oblique view of tile Anabranthing site. A beaaed channel locatea upstream 
from a bedrock constriction. Dashed line iMicates tile approximate lotatibi'I of tile cross· 
section. Flaw is towards the 10p ol tne plate. Arrow inaicates location ol Plate 8.2. 

Plate 8.2. View looking upslream at a nick point incision into gravelly Pleistocene alluvium at 
the Anabranching site. The streamlined remnant downstream from the young (·5·10 yr) 
eucalyptus tree indicates the rapia rate at which the nick point incision is occurring in this reach. 



Plate 8,J, A tleaaaut 1n coarse cooo1e anu gravel pa1eoflooa seaiment G11cs Greek. F10·;; is 
towaras t/18 left of !lie pnoto. 

__ , .. 
. ,..::....~ 

+:.~ .. ~~ :· ·. 

Plate 8.4. A oBlique aerial pnoto of !lie Allora ffiore cnannel oeaa. Note tlie allrupt nature 01 
cnannel w1aefiifi[l. ~low is towaras !lie liOttom left of tne plate. 



Plate S.S. Oblique aerial view 61 the Ross River at entrancn to Ross River Gorge. F10~·1 1s 
towards tile left of tne pla12. 

Plate !UL OoliQue aerial view of channel 'oeaa· at entrance to i'lo~s River Gorge. Flow is 
towards the ri~nt of the plate. 



Plate tl7. Cnanne1 oeed 1oca1ed dO\vns1ream tram 0iles Creek confluence 1FiCJiea1ing tt1e: 
impact of 11ow aeriection on channel \'110111. F10\·1 is towards tne oa11om r1gn1 01 1n~ plate. 

Plate iUi. bilbkiiig upstream alor" · , P.o 's at the l'loss!Toaa canlluence. Note tile oeaaea 
Clianne1 plaiiform associatec ''· ,, .;, 1·.oel agqradation a1a oar formation. Flow 1s towaras the 
lic"'m rignt of me plate. 
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Figure 8.8. Morphostratigraphy indicating the impact of resistant paleoflood sediments on 
contemporary channel morphology and morphostratigraphy. 

a) Giles Creek 3. (i) Island composed of remnant paleoflood sediments. (ii) locally anastomosing 
channel pattern. (iii) Modem flood plain smear. (iv) Flood plain core composed of remnant 
paloof1ood sediments. (v) Stripped surfaces with step morphology (surface flood plain remnant). 

b) Mosquito Bore 2. (i) Modern flood plz'· smear. (ii) Flood plain core composed of remnant 
paleoflood sediments. (iii) Stripped surfa, ; with step morphology, (surface flood plain remnant). 
(iv) Remobilised paleoflood gr::ivcls forming large channel bar. 
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processes which include char.nel diversion, notching and undercutting also 

contribute to the development of beads. 

The location of reache~ of channel beads in the Todd is controlled by the. 

following three factors: bedrock constrictions, sediment supply from 

tributaries and the inferred loss of flow energy (Fig. 8.11 ). 

Upstream of the constriction at the head of the Ross River Gorge (Plates 8.5 

and 8.6) channel width increases from 60 m to a maximum of 300 m 

presumably because the bedrock constriction has ponded the river and 

caused local channel aggradation. Beschta ( l 983a, b) reported a similar effect 

on the Kowai River in New Zealand where sites above constrictions such as 

bridges and gorges were sites of major aggradation and channel widening. 

In the Ross River, bedrock constrains the right side of the bead and the 

thalweg channel is deflected along the left bank (Plate 8.5) where it cuts into 

Holocene alluvium. Channel bars and a tendency to braiding can be seen in 

Plate 8.6. 

Downstream of major tributaries, the Todd River is prone to aggradation anct 

the development of braided beads with large bars or islands followed 

downstream by an abrupt narrowing of the channel. This can be seen on the 

satellite images where aggradation is evident downstream from the Ross 

River (Appendix 4, Image Sa) ]inker Creek (Appendix 4, Image Sa) and Giles 

Creek (Appendix 4, Image 7a). Similarly, Beschta (1983a, b) found sediment 

input from tributaries of the Kowai River caused downstream channel 

widening of the trunk stream and t-.labbutt ( 19/7) found the decline in 

channel width on the Finke River was reversed at major river junctions. 

Channel beads not associated with constrictions or tributaries are inferred to 

form as a result of a decrease in transport energy downstream, in particular 

where aggradation coincides with erodable channel boundaries (Plate 8.7). 

Channel bar formation and the lateral diversion of flow important in 

widening the Todd channel where the banks are composed of erodable 

paleoflood sediments (Plate 8.5). Because an increase in sediment derived 

from local bank erosion augments the supply from upstream, braiding 

occurs and lor.gitudinal bars develop, which enhance the lateral migration 

and widening of the channel. Such mid channel bars may continue to 

enlarge either by supply of sediment from upstream or locally from the 

eroded channel banks, thereby enhancing the lateral erosion. Coalescing 

bars may develop resulting in asymmetrical expansion of a portion of the 
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channel, as is found on the Rns< River channel bar (Plate 8.8). Similarly, 

Besch ta ( 1983a, b) noted the ; ·ositivte feedback whereby in locations of 

channel aggradation additional sediment became available as the river cut 

laterally into formerly inaccessible sediments. In locations of channel 

aggradation where flow is diverted around large channel bars low 

maguitude fl0ws diverted into side channels can effect signi!'icant erosion 

(Plate 8.7). Pir.kup (19881 described the process of 'buffering' for flat arid 

and semi-arid landscapes, which can be applied w reaches of extreme 

channel width increase or 'beads' on the Todd River. Sediment pulses tend to 

travel a short distance downstream and, in order to compensate for the 

increase in local sediment supply, the channel adjusts its pattern from .:i 

dominantly single thread to one of extended braiding sections; sediments are 

placed in stores such as islands, tlood plains and large central bar systems 

(Pickup, 1985 ). Buffering occurs once depositional or fill areas become 

vegetated as they act as a bottle neck which eventually restricts the sediment 

volume and transport distance. It is common to find deposits building up so 

much that flow is diverted around them (Pickup, 1985, 1988) eroding the 

channel boundary and forming abrupt increases in channel width described 

as channel 'beads'. 

8.S.2.3. Residence time of sediment in stores 

In arid regions transmission losses tend to c:?use lobes of ~ieve deposits to 

form in the main channel. Their position and permanency relate to the 

frequency and magnitude of flows (Thornes, 1977; Finley and Gustavon, 

1983). Similarly, mid-channel bars, sediment splays and aggraded channel 

beads are ephemeral sediment stores in the iodd channel. Paleoflood deposits 

comprise large sediment stores, which are reactivated by lateral channel 

erosion, channel avulsions and/or flood plain stripping events. 

Channel aggradation deposits are initially reworked by the succeeding low 

magnitude flows which incise a narrow channel in the former channel bed 

thus indicating a low residence time at this scale. Once colonised by 

vegetation or incorporated into a more stable form such as an island, 

residence time increases. A radiocarbon age of -300 BP was estimated for a 

sample from the channel fill at the base of an island in the Anabranching 

bead (sample '95 Cl, Table 4.4b) indicating at least 3 m of incision since that 

time and an inferred residence time of -300 years in these bead stores. It also 

suggests that this pulse of sediment may have been mobilised by the series of 

high magnitude floods which occurred approximately 400 BP. Theo tendency 
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for channel avulsion leads to lone residence time for paleoflood sediments. 

Where inset by the modern channel the paleuflood stores are reworked 

principally by channel entrenchment and deflection. At the three Giles 

Creek sites the modern channel has reworked 8%, 30% and 5% respectively 

of the 3,000 year old Giles Creek paleoflood fill (Giles j), indicating a long 

residence time . 

tn the Todd River, reaches that are alternately constrained and 

unconstrained by channel banks may operate as series of reservoirs of 

intermittently stored sediment. In a study of the Kowai River in New Zealand, 

Besch ta ( l 983a, b) considered that the ability of each reservoir to store 

sediment depends on the primary dimensions and morphology of potential 

storage locations, the amount of sediment in storage, the rate of sediment 

influx, the Stream flow regime and the characteristics of the constricted 

channel/valley . 

Summary 

The southerly incursion of monsoonal depressions has generated large floods 

in the l'»acbonnell Ranges. These floods inundated vast areas of the landscape 

eroding large tracts of the dune fields and spreading floodwaters and 

sediments across the catchment. In addition to the immediate geomorphic 

effects the channel and floodplain system has continued to adjust to pulses of 

floods and sediment supply (fig. $.1). Large dunes aggraded adjacent to some 

paleoflood channels, smaller drainages have adjusted their planforms to the 

rnore permeable paleoflood sediments and preexisting channel networks. 

Vegetation patterns have been altered as relatively fertile seed-rich 

alluvium was emplaced in the desert margins. Once adjustments are initiated 

tl;e system complexity ensures th:n they will be propagated throughout the 

dramage network, but because !1uvial processes are intermittent in arid 

regions the responses are also discontinuous and the system ma)' adjust only 

partially (Graf, 1988a). 

The modern channel continues to adjust to the most recent pulse in sediment 

supply as it transports the paleoflood sediment in waves down the catchment 

forming channel beads and entrenchment, mobilising the sediment stores 

and enhancing the width variability. Channel planform is locally controlled 

by the nature of the paleoflood boundary sediments which are res;stant to 

erosion or easily eroded. As the recovery time from paleofloods most 
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probably exceeds their recurrence interval the Todd River remains in 

disequilibrium. 

Given the sum of the first order geomorphic efiects in combination with the 

second order effects and adjustments, it is proposed that it is catastrophic 

events that have dictated the late Quaternary geomorphology in this arid 

environment. 

8.6. Effects of the paleof/oods on the central Austtalia11 

Aboriginal occupants and implications for the archaeological 

record 

In addition to the geomorphic effects it is worth noting the impact of these 

events on the Aboriginal people of the central desert region and the 

implications for the archaeologic:i.l record. The high magnitude floods 

increased the resource area in the iodd catchment by transforming the 

desert margin composed of longitudinal dunes to alluvial plains dotted with 

small ephemeral lakes. Two effects will be discussed here: the formation of 

new ephemeral surface water bodies and the extension of resource paths into 

previously relatively uninhabitable terrain. 

The floods avulsed and changed the path of the flow during events thereby 

spreading flood water and sediment over a new area during each flood. ihis 

coupled with the distance downstream that these floods travelled extended 

resources relatively far into the harsh dune system of the Simpson Desert. 

This immediately brought ephemeral water resources into remote areas and 

deposited fertile soils which has had long-term benefieial effects. 

As the flood channels carved fres'1 paths through dune fields, they emplaced 

tongues of coarse gravelly sand over the eroded aeolian landscape. Marginal 

to these flood channels, the swales between longitudinal dunes were back 

filled with flood waters and numerous ephemeral small lakes were formed in 

topographic lows (Fig 6.20). Today these lake beds are 5till apparent as small 

(<300 m2) dry clay pans. The stratigraphy of one of these paleolakes has been 

described in Chapter 6 (section 6.6.3.). There is evidence to suggest that these 

resources were utilised by Aborigines, as stone artefacts are located on the 

crest of a flood-truncated dune adjacent to one of these small lakes. 

Therefore, the paleoflocds constructed a series of surface water bodies which 

were repeatedly occupied by flood waters and provided a valuable but short-
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lived utilised resource. These flows transported river gravel, sand and mud 

into the swales of the longitudinal dune systems, depositing nutrient- and 

seed-rich alluvium in a relatively nutrient-poor environment. Soils in arid 

Australia are highly weathered and poor in 1mtrients with less than half the 

mean levels of phosphorus and nitrogen observed in other similarly arid 

regions (Stafford-Smith and ~lorton, 1990). Within Australia t'1ere is a 

marked differentiation in soil nutrients between sub-environments such as 

aeolian dune fields and allu,,ial soils (Table 8.2). This has resource 

significance as soil nutrients which are more abundant in the up;1er 10 cm 

of soil (Charley and Cowling, 1968; West 1981) are susceptible to wind and 

water transport (Noy-Meir, 1981 ), so that alluvial deposits and nutrients tend 

to move together (Pickup, 1985). This results in abrupt ecological boundaries 

(Stafford-Smith and 1'!orton, 1990) which match the different geomorphic 

environments. 

Environment j' Nitrngen Phosphorus 

rj -.~(~V~e~ge~ta~-~tl~o~n,) __ ·~-'-""O~--"-l~c~rn~.~·~--'O~---lclll 

i Sand dunes 15.0 9.5 

I ( spinifex 
1 grasslands l 

i River lloodout 

i (!nixed open 
I 

iwoodlandl 

67.4 1 

I 

... 1 

44.4 

I 

I Nitrogen Phosphorus 

I 5 " 10 cm .5 - 10 cm 
~~~~~~~~ 

I 6.s 2.8 
I 

13.~ 

i 
I 

I 

18.8 

Table 8.2. Nitrogen and phosporus levels in Australian arid soils. From 

Table 2, Stafford-Slllith and Morton ( 1990). 

The relationship be<ween vegetation zonation and areas of inundation is well 

established (Hughes, 1994 ). Riparian and flood plain vegetation are 

influenced by the magnitude, frequency and duration of stream flows. Hupp 

and Osterkamp ( 1996) state two reasons for a given species growing on a 

particular landform. Fitst,that the site is suitable for germination ar.d 

establisbment and secondly; that the ambient environmental conditions are 

suitable for growth until reproductive age. In arid and semi-arid fluvial 

systems which are at the severe end of the stress-equilibrium gradient, 

vegttation distribution may be driven largely by tile tolerance of species to 

specific geomorphic processes (Hupp and Osterkamp, 1996). 

Therefore the injection of tongues of relatively nutrient-rich alluvial soils 

into aeolian dune fields has had a major ecological effect by increasing the 
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local biodiversity. A :,ingular important effect of large floods is the changing 

vegetation patterns which emerge and are sustained over long time periods, 

perhaps for several hundred years or more owin~ to the nutrient-rich 

alluvium. 

These event-based changes in plant diversity result in the emergence of 

productive pJckets of food resources. Stafford-Smith and Morton ( 1990) 

suggest that the dearth of nutrients has cascading effects throughout the 

food-webs. They predict that there is an increasin[: diversity of birds and 

leaf-eating insects in a transect from spinifex grasslands to riverine flood 

plain;. In addition, as very few desert animals are dependent on free water, 

these pockets would hav~ sustained this diversity after the replenished and 

new surface water bodies had disappeared. The longer term impact of these 

pulsed changes will now be discussed. 

8.6.1. The Duration of Enhanced Resources 

By examining the vegetation introduced into the dune fields along the older 

flood paths we can estimate the survival time of colonising species such as 

the Coolabah (Eucalyptus microtheca). Flood tracks older than 4 ka have 

undergone minor aeolian reworking which is reflected in the sparse, low, 

shrubby vegetation. These reworked paleochannels are located tens of 

kilometres from the modern channel and have not been subjected to 

inundation for several thousand years. Plant life in these locations is 

supported by periodic rainfalls. tn other locations there is evidence to 

suggest that even on abandoned flood channels, species survival times are 

long. Evidence from recent floods indicates that Coolabah trees colonise 

distributary flood paths throughout the catchment. This species is cornrnonly 

found on heavy soils and floodouts and on seasonally flooded areas around 

swamps and lagoons, and less ~ommonly along watercourses. They are used as 

food, the bark is used medicinally and wa<er is obtained from the roots. !n 

addition the hollow trunks are favoured sites for native bee colonies and 

birds' nests (Latz, 1995; Urban, 1993). Once established, the fire and drought 

tolerant Coolabah is almost indestructible in its natural habitat (Latz, 1995 ). 

Their presence today along the No. 5 Bore paleoflood channel suggests that 

Coolabah communities have survived since at least the last major inundation 

which, on the basis of geomorphic and chronological, data occurred 

approximately 1,000 years BP. The paleochannel vegetation contrasts 

markedly with the vegetation growing on the surrounding Pleistocene 

aeolian dunes. As it is unlikely that the trees are 1000 years old, it is 
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suggested that Coolabah community has been maintained by the seed stock, 

relatively nutrient-rich so .. s, periodic rains, local runoff and the ability of 

perennials to tap rapidly into ground water resources. The soil moisture 

extremes are crucial in defining the diversity of plant life histories on 

different soiL While germination and establishment are maintainec.i hy 

periods of high soil moisture, persistence is controlled by adaptation to 

moisture deficiency (Stafford-Smith and i'lorton, 1990). River channels in 

particular have a relatively continuous supply of subterranean water which 

is tapped by perennial plants. These plants are not dependent on short-term 

rainfall for their moisture and sustain growth for long periods after ground 

water recharge; they are important in stabilising production for some types 

of consumers and, despite the variable climate, rnany animals and phnts do 

not vary in a linear way with rainfall (Stafford-Smith and Morton, 1990). 

At presenL, there is no evidence of sapling grower\ around the base of these 

Coolabah trees along th~ No. $ paleochannel, probably owing tc grazing. This 

is unlike other species in the area such as Ironwood !Acacia esrrophiolara) 

and Gidgee (Acatia geotginae), both of which are unpalatable to browsing 

cattle and responded to the rains of the l 980's. lt is assumed, therefore, that 

unless land use changes, this stand of Coolabah will stop propagating. It is 

proposed that in favourable conditions, without introduced domesticates. the 

Coolabah stands may survive naturally for >1000 years. 

8.6.2. Implications for the archaeological recotd 

Others have commented on the relationship between geomorphic processes 

and preservation of archaeological sites. Head ( 1983) described the effect of 

sea level stabilisation in the Discovery Bay region, Victoria, up to 3.000 BP as 

initiating a period of rnajor Sediment movement and shell midden erosion. 

Ross ( 1989) noted that the nature of surface camps, i.e. having little or no 

stratigraphic cotltext, made them sensitive to destruction by changes in 

sedimentological regimes. 

The preservation of Sites for central Australian archaeology is affected by 

the destructive flood processes. During the very arid period in central 

Australia 15,000-25,000 years ago, people in the central desert regions 

retreated to the range country \'. '1c're springs and permanent water holes 

and associated resources would have remained accessible (Smith, 1989). Many 

of these archaeological sites are in gorge reaches, and are subjected to 

erosion during large floods. The large floods "ere equally destructive beyond 
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the confined gorge reaches. They carved fresh pall'\ thro11gh dune '.ields 

and formed distributary channels across existing flood deposits. During these 

events evidence of all sires chat exis•ec' en che fluvial plaim; in the path of 

the flood \\Ould have beer. des! ·cyec'. The sequence of Ian:~ floods which 

have affected the Todd catchm~P! would ha\'t :;ystvnatical1' Jestroyed 

evidence of occupation :hat ma~' i1a"e accuniulr.ted prior to and between 

floods during tllt la ·p ; 'iswcene at l Holoc"n(C 

Although the destr·•ctive effects of smaller floods rapidly diminish with 

distance from the channel (Bourke and Pickup, in press), there are 

implications for occupation sites located adjacent to confined channels. 

Bourke (1994) has modelled the effects of medium magnitude floods on flood 

plain processes in the Todd catchment and f.:iund them to accrete and erode 

rapidly. There are two implications for the preservation of occupation sites. 

Firstly, young sites along the riverine corridors which are subject to this 

rapid accreting process are now likely to be buried under several meters oi 

sediment, as was found at the Mosquito Bore site (Bourke, 1997). Secondly, the 

length of preservation of these sites is a function of the spacing between 

large floods, as a relatively high magnitude event may completely remove 

the agirading sediment down to the resistant underlying sediment, 

generally bedrock or cemented Pleistocene sediments ( lloutke, 199-t), 

removing evidence of born tlle buried and surface occupation sites. 

Ross et al (1992) proposed that invisible occupation may account for the 

dearth of postglacial sites; I agree that the absence of evidence of occupation 

is not evidence for the absence of people and suggest that an additional 

hypothesis is the destructive nature of natural climatic events which are 

known to have occurred during the late Pleistocene and Holocene in central 

Australia on the Todd (Bourke, in press a), Finke (Pickup et al., 1988), 

Dashwent, Derwent (Pickup, pets. comm.) and Sandover (Tooth, ih press) 

River ~ystems. 

8.6.3. Summazy 

The occurrence of high magnitude rainfalls and floods during the late 

Pleistocene and Holocene increased the distribution of water, plant and 

animal foods. These events extena .. d resource pathways into the dune fit:ids 

of the nortllern Simpson Desert. The survival time of many of the enhanced 

natural resources was close to, if not longer than, the recurrence interval of 

the floods and therefore prese'!ted quasi-dependable resources. The flood 
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record for central Australia illustrates that large floods were more frequent 

than has previously been recognised and would have assisted the sur<ival of 

central Au"tralian occupants. Certainly, the effect was LO dampen the 

variability of resource availabilit:.-. 

Th~ descruccive nacure of floods which rework large tracts of the channel 

and flood plain has implicacions for !he preservacion of Aboriginal riverine 

occupation sites. The underscanding of the broad scale implica•ions of 

climatic variability and occurrence of floorl3 'la)' have impUcations in other 

areas of Alls!ralia. Indeed, the occurrence of large rainfall ·· · P.nts in centr2l 

Australia, sourced frot•' North Australia, would undoubtedly r.ave had sister 

events in the Western Australian region. 
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CflAPTER9 

Co11c/11sio11 

9. 1. Introduction 

This thesis investigates the fluvial geomorphology of the arid Todd River in 

central Australia and contributes to the discipline by describing the 

structure .md behaviour of arid zone flood plains, which is a neglecttd area 

of fluvial geomorphology. It is also one of fe•v studies to describe the 

geomorphic effects of large scale paleofloods beyond confined gorge 

reaches. 

9.2. Todd River Arld Zone Flood Plains 

Aim 1. To describe tl1e 111orp/1ology. momlwstmtigrap!Jy, sedimentary characteristics 
and 111orp/Jody11a111ics of l/1c Todd Riv, r in arid central Austmlia. 

Chapter 4 descri!Jes two types of flood plains recognised in the Todd Ri"er 

system: confined and relatively unconfined. O:onfined flood plains occur 

where lateral movement of the channel is impeded by resistant channel 

bou. iries, so that a single thread, generally straight channel is flanked by 

a narrow stepped flood p:ain which may have well developed benches within 

the channel. Relatively unconfin,·d flood plains are associated with 

channels which are laterally unstable and often occur downstream of 

confluences and at areas of increased channel width; multiple channels are 

separated by high, well vegetated, stable islands and braid bars. Both 

confined and relatively unconlined flood plains are stepped and the surface 

reworked by back channels, flood channels and ~wirl pits. 

Flood i;iain morphostratigraphic units include small and large scale channel 

fills, channel inser.s (bench and oblique) and flood plain insets, buried 

paleoflood deposits, flood plain remnants, veneers and swirl pit fills. Two 

morphostratigraphic models are ·ed which summarise the main 

characteristics of the confined and ~" .•• 1ed Todd River flood plains. The 

sedimentary characteristics of confined and relatively unconfined flood 

plain profiles are similar however and are summarised in a single profile 

model. Composed princ;: .Uy of vertically accreted layers emplaced during 

floods, boundaries between layers often are erosional as indicated by 

truncated bedding. Sediment textures vary from coarse gravel through to 
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mud, with sand and gravel beds occurring in any order vertically through 

the profile. Flood couplets are fairly common and mud balls are preserved in 

sandy deposits. Bioturbation often disrupts layer boundaries, and laminations 

and horizontal bedding are prominent. Dipping parallel and trough cross 

bedding occur in fill deposits and veneers, although structureless sediments 

also ar1> common. 

The age of flood plain deposits in both confined and unconfin~d ·eaches, was 

determined by radiocarbon analysis and 1J;Cs 210Pb ~oncentrations, and is 

predominantly modern but ranges to 400 years. The mean residence time of 

sediment before remobilisation in the active flood plain thus is estimated as 

100-300 years. 

Morphodynamics are described in Chapter 5. Flood plain destruction is by 

channel widening, flood plain stripping, swirl pit scour and flood channel 

scour. Channei wi~ cning occurs during floods, as do lateral channel 

migration, removal of stable islands and bars, exploitation of prior surface 

channels and notching. Remnants of laterally eroded flood plains appear as 

steps on the flood plain after its partial reconstruction. Multif'ie flood plain 

remnants indicate repeated channel widening and/or flood plain stripping 

which operates from the micro ( <20 cm) to the mesa ( <5 m) to the mep ~cale 

(valley bottom sequences). Alluvial morphostratigraphy shows that the 

valley bottom alluvial fill has been stripped and rt!buih repeatedly. Swirl pit 

scours from macroturbulent vortices contribute to flood plain erosion. Flood 

channels scour the flood plain to depths of 1 m but confined back channels 

are more effective agents of both lateral and vertical erosion. 

Mechanisms of flood plain construction include the deposition of insets, 

flood plain veneer, ~hannel and swirl pit fill, and bar and island formation. 

Channel insets are remnants of lateral bars whereas flood plain insets are 

deposited on partly or completely stripped flood plain and terraces. A flood 

plain may be composed of several l1n0d plain and channel insets and veneer 

deposits. Surface channd and swirl pit fills often are blanketed by more 

extensive sai;d sheets. T11e !llling of abandoned channels is important in the 

construction of relativ~Jy unconfined flood plains. 

Two models of flood plair. f-:irmation are proposed in Chapter S. Both involve I 
catastrophic erosion, foliowed by the formation of new channeis and flood i 
plain reconstruction, but channel switching, and expar:~ion and wider- I 

.. . ':~.""' nu. p~" ''" '~'"'ri" ""'""""00 '"'~"~ Tho '"mp!" - - ..... ~ 

morphostratigraphy of flood plains is related to the timing. magnitude and 

downstream changes by transmission losses and tributary inflows. 

9.3. Todd Riv¢r Paleoflood Geomorphology 

Aim 2: To describe tlze morplwlogi;, morplwstrntigrnplzy, sedimentary clzaracteristics 
and morplwdynamics of tlze Todd River paleofloods and t/1eir deposits. 

The central Australian landscape provides one of only a few -'Xamples so far 

described of large-scale assemblages of fluv;aJ landforms of the arid zone 

resuiting from extreme rainfall events. Depositional landforms include large 

aprons associated with braiding or anastoinosing channels which extend 

from the ranges to the northern fringe of the Simpson Desert in relati\•ely 

straight paths. Flow was diverted around outlying bedrock ridges and older 

higher Quaternary deposits. Smaller sc2le splay channels (-6-12 km long) 

are superimposed by longitudinal bars. Unconfined -.+ km wide braided 

aprons include expansion bars downstream of confined passages, 

longitudinal bars and :ransverse bar fields. Marginal channels occur at 

paleoflood complex boundaries. Well sorted fine sand slack water deposits are 

located in caves and withln the mouths of small tributaries; silty backwater 

deposits occur in dune swales adjacent to floodout channels. 

Eroded remnants of landforms adjacent to paleoflood channels include 

truncated coarse textured colluvial fans and older flood channels and 

longitudinal dunes and dune fields. Dune swales in the northern Simpson 

Desert were inundated by -5 m deep floodwaters which flowed as high as 1 m 

below the dune crest. However, remnant Pleistocene 'islands' standing above 

the paleoflood plains, generally were not inundated by later paleofloods and 

survive downstream of bedrock ridges and on topographic highs throughout 
the catchment. 

Paleoflood channel avulsion has had three tffects; firstly, the paleoflood 

plains of Todd carry a mosaic of abandoned distributary channels; secondly 

the floods inundated a larger area than if the flow path: had remained fo;ed; 

and thirdly, channel entrenchment has been widespread. 1'vulsion occurred 

at two scaks; reach-scale and large scale, and the latter resulted i~ three 

different locations of the terminal floodout during the late Quaternary. 

The sources of paleoflood sediment were slope deposits in the headW<".ters and 

Pk·istocene alluvial, aeolian and paleoflood deposits. Paleoflood sedimem 
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texture is coarse gravel and cobble in the headwaters 'lrid pans of th~ 

piedmont zo:le ancl medium and small gravel in a coarse to fine sand matrix 

further downstream. However comparatively little sedim,en\ reached the 

Simpson Desert. 

9. 4. Central Australian Flood Record 

Aim 3: To determine t/le age of tile Todd River paleojloods in order to infer pa Items of 
Late Pleistocene and Holocene extreme rainfall variability fro111 the Todd River 

paleojlood record. 

Fourteen OSI and thirteen radiocarbor: age estimates were used to date the 

paleofloods. The paleoflood rec.:ird for the Todd River now Pxtends t~ck t0 

26800±3000 BP although no events between 24,0Gv dud b,uu0 BP were 

recognised. Extreme floods have occurred repeatedly since 15000 BP with 

little clear evidence at present to suggest a dusterii g of events. 

The hig'.iest magnitude flows occurred between 14,000 and 4,000 BP and 

paleofloods since then have been smaller. Some paleofloods may be coeval 

with events in nortr.ern A•1stralia but dating is not sufficieritly precise to 

prove this. 

9.5. Catchment Rgcoye(i 

Ai111 4: To describe the geumorplzic responses and adjustment; of an event-driven arid 

zone river to impacts of/1ig/11':.1gnit11de floods. 

Where small-scale drainage systems intersect with the paleoflood alluvium 

the drainage pattern may disintegrate or it may be diverted. The surface of 

all '.'? ]Poflood depnsits have been reworked to some degree by aeolian 

processes and mosl impressive are the source bordering, clir .. bing dunes 

nourished by paleoflood sediments. 

Channel width is highly variable in the Todd catchment. Factors \vhich have 

influenced the narrow channel reaches include resistant boundaries. 

Factors which have influenced channel widening are the presence of 

erodable channel banks (generally paleoflood sediments) and the temporary 

storage of sediment waves. Reach-=s where there is a sudden and large 

increase in channel width (-200 to 450 m). are termed channel beads and an 
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increase in the frequency of beads coincides with the input of high 

sediment loads from the Ross River and Giles Creek tributaries whir.h rework 

paleoflood sediments. Channel beads form by lateral erosion during extreme 

floods and during lower magnitud<o flows where channel bed aggradation 

causes channel deflection. The location cf reaches of channel aggradation is 

controlled by the loss of energy to transport sediment downstream, the 

ability 0f constrictions to promote aggradation upstream and sediment 
supply from tributaries. 

Large-scale Late Pleistocene and Holocene floods have dominated the fluvial 

processes oi the Todd catchment smce the Late Pleistocene arid phase. These 

events transformed large sections of an aeolian landscape to a fluvial 

landscape, fhe adjustment and recovery of the TodL' ,'iver is ongoing and as 

:he recovery time most probably exceeds the recurrence interval of these 

high maenitude floods, the chu.wel is in a constant state of disequilibrium. 

Given the sum of tl1e first order geomorphic effects in combination with the 

second order effects and adjustments, it is proposed that it is the catastrophic 

event that has dictated the Late Pleistocene geomorphology in this arid 
environment. 

9.6. The Hierarchy _Of Landforms In variable Discharge Regimes: 

A Multi-scale Approach To Add Zeme Fluvlaj l,apdforms. 

Fluvial landforms ass~mbled under variable flow regimes are best described 

using a multi-scale approach (Gupta, 1988; Pickup, 1991; Gupta, 1995). In 

these environments, landform assemblages are associated with discrete flow 

magnitudes. Examples include the compound channel systems described by 

Graf ( l 988b), the large scale boulder bar sequences in the Burdekin gorge, 

north east Australia (Wohl, 1992), and the fluvial forms of the Auranga 

River, India (Gupta, 1995). Under the present climatic regime, the Todd River 

is subject to flows at extremes of the magnitude/frequency spectrum, i.e., 

t' <ere are periods with no flow in the channel and periods when the 

catchment is inundated by paleofloods. Resultant fluvial landforms evolve 

episodically rather than continuously and occur at relatively discrete spatial 
scales. 

The fluvial landforms are subdivided for convenience into three categories 

based primarily on landform scale and inferred flow magnitude: landforms 

generated by within-channel flows (small-scale); flows which extend across 
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flood plains (medium-scale); and paleoflood flows (large-scale). Form 

dimensions acros~ this three-scale hierarchy of flows and landforms vary by 

an order of magnitude. For example, longitudinal bars measure 10 m, 100 m, 

and up to 2,000 rn for the respective categories. The resultant landforms are 

identified as small, medium and large-scale fluvial landforms. It is the 

geomorphic impact of these different scale flows that results in the complex 

assemblage and variable scales of fluvial landforms in the Todd River 

catchment. 

In central Australia, and other arid and semi-arid regions, the extreme 

event is the most geomorphically important event (Schick, 1974; Thornes, 

1976; Wolman and Gerson, 1978; Patton and Baker, 1977; Harvey, 1984; Pickup, 

1991; Patton et al., 1993; Schick, 1995). The largest· scale fluvial landforms in 

the Todd River are formed by extreme flows. These events occur rarely and 

inundate vast tracts of the landscape including aeolian dune fields. These 

large scale landforms evolve episodically, remain inactive for long periods 

of time (Baker, 1977; Pickup, 1991) and may appear to be in disequilibrium 

with the modem channel. 

The assemblage of small, meC.'um and large scale fluvial forms in the Todd 

catchment displays a complex range of landforms. In this nesced landform 

hierarchy, high magnitude events influence lower magnitude flO\\S and 

forms. The persistent erosion and depositional patterns generated by 

paleofloods modulate the landscape response to subsequent and smaller 

events. This is especially the case where the active channel is flowing 

through or adjacent to paleoflood deposits. The higher paleoflood surfaces 

direct the path of medium scale flows and store a large volume of gravelly 

sand available for transportation by medium and small scale flows. This 

sccliment supply affects channel pattern, planfortn and flood plain 

morphostratigraphy in the modem channel. 

In addition to the geomorphological imprint of a variable discharge regime 

it is important to note that the scale of flows affects the frequency of 

reworking of alluvial deposits. The headwaters and piedmont reaches of the 

system are more frequently reworked by small and medium scaled flow> than 

downstream reaches. This is related to the decrf'ase in flow magnitudes 

downstream due to transmission losses. In this way the distance decay of flow 

magnitude in ephemeral streams influences the spatial and temporal 

variability of landforms in the catchment. 
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APPENDIX1 

Clzro110/ogy 

Field Sampling Strateg~ 

The sedimentary paleuflood record is incomplete becausf' high magnitude 

floods often remove the alluvial record of previous events. Nanson and Tooth 

(in press) found that the number of samples decreases exponentially with 

age within the flood plain deposits in confined reaches in river systems 

north of Alice Springs. However they also found that within unconfined 

distal reaches the tendency for the channels to change course during the 

Hclocene resulted in the extensive preservation of older Holocene alluvium. 

Of the ten studies portrayed in Figure 7.12, the records from eight do not 

extend past 4 ka. In paleoflood studies the incompleteness of records may lead 

to erroneous conclusions regarding the magnitude and frequency of floods 

over titne. In particular there are problems associated with the limited 

preservation of flood deposits in confined gorge reaches where most of the 

paleoflood research has been undertaken. Erosion of prior sediments by 

floods makes it rnost unlikely that complete records can be obtained. The 

research ill northern Aus,ralia at Waterfall Creek (Nott and Price, 1994) and 

in the Todd River in central Australia (this study) have produced the longest 

paleoflood records for Australian rivers and indeed globally. 

The longer records were achieved by sampling in relatively unconfined 

reaches, being plunge pool levees near the base of waterfalls in the 

Northern Territory (Nott and P!"ice, 1994) and in unconfined flood 

distributaries in the Todd River. These are locations where the sediment 

record has a higher probability of being preserved than in the gorge 

reaches, where slack water records in Australia so far have been proven t.1 

be more sparse than has been found elsewhere (Wohl et al., J 994 ). 

Hence, this study is b<'.Sed on samples frotn paleoflood deposits in downstream, 

unconfined sites which are spatially extensive and preserve the deposits of 

alternative channels followed by Oifferent floods. However 

morphostratigraphic continuity is sometimes difficult to demonstrate, a• 
described in Chapter 6. 
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In contrast with many previous studie~. two dating methods, optically 

stimulated luminescence (OSL) and radiocarbon, were utilised systematically. 

lJ.!mlnescence Pating 

Luminescence dating is a radiogenic dating method which measures 

cumulative non isctopic effects of radioactive decay in electron energy traps 

and produces numerical ages (Colman et al., 1987). Luminescence is an 

'umbrella' term covering the thermoluminescence (TL) dating technique 

and the various methods of optical dating. When applied to sediments, these 

methods give the age of the last time that the mineral grains were exposed to 

sunlight. Optical dating was introduced by Huntley et al. (1985) as a means of 

dating unburnt sediment and sedimentary quartz is well suited for OSL dating 

(Spooner et al., in review). The Todd River OSL data is presented in Tables 

Al.I anti 1.2) 

All luminescence dating methods rely upon measuring the time-dependent 

accumulation of charged electrons and holes trapr 'd at defects within 

mineral grains, such as quartz and feldspar. The trapp<:d charges are rapidly 

reset by exposure to sunlight, and slowly regrow after burial, with exposure 

to ionising radiation emitted by the decay of the radioactive elements ill soil 

and rock, plus a small contribution from cosmic rays. Wherl the mineral 

grains are exposed to heat or light, the electrons are released from their 

traps, then subsequently recombine with trapped holes, producing photons. 

In the natural environment exposure to sunlight zeroes the luminescence 

signal which then begins to accumulate once the mineral grains are buried. 

Samples must be collected in the field withcut exposing them to light and 

processed in the laboratory under safe light conditions. 

Luminescence dating involves measuring the trapped charg<· accumulated 

since the resetting event (the 'natural' luminescence) by detecting the light 

emitted by electron and hole pairs as they recombine. The absolute number 

of trapped electrons cannot be measured directly; instead the dose of 

radiation received by a sample is measured by exposing separate aliquots of 

the sample to laboratory-administered radiation doses either incrementally 

added to the natural luminescence (additive dose method), or by rebuilding 

the luminescence after the natural luminescence has been measured and the 

sample reset to zero (regeneration i: ~thod) (Aitken, 1985; Prescott et al., 

1993). These methods provide a measurement of the total radiation dose 

absorbed during burial, termed the 'paleodose' (P). Age calculation require" 
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the measurement of P, and also the measurement of the environmental 

radiation dose rec~ived by the sample which is determined bv field and 

laboratory assays of radioisotope concentrations (23BLJ, '''Th, 40K, "'Rb). The 

water content affects the effectiw environmental dose rate and must be 

measured; the depth of burial affects the dose from cosmic rays (Aitken, 
1983). 

In choosing a luminescence dating technique, OSL is more suited to the 

dating of fluvial sediments than TL. It was discovered that the 325°C TL peak 

in quartz is very readily bleached by both visible and ultra-violet 

wavelengths of light and corresponds to the signal used in conventional 

'green light' OSL dating (Spooner et al., 1988; Spooner 199-l). Thus reliable 

optical dates can be calculated for sediments that were exposed only briefly 

to sunlight prior to burial ;n antiquity; such conditiorls prevail during flood 

flows. On the other hand, 1"L dating n.lies on a major peak at 3i5°C which is 

much less .:.en>itive to light, and is less relia]:;, '1r datir.~ '""!er-lain 

sediments. Furthermore, from a techrlical stanopc, , the sign~Ho·noise 

ratio is more favourable for OSL than TL arid optical dates can be obt?ined 

with more precision, and for younger sediments, t.:an is possible using TL. 

IL was applied with only limited success to the dating of young pal<:oflood 

slack water sediments in northern Australia (Murray et al .. 1992) arid central 

Australia (G. Pickup, pets. comm.) where age errors were as much as 2-1--16% 

owing to uncertainty about the degree of initial resettirlg. Similar 

uncertainties were reported by Gilliesorl et al .. ( 1991) in dating slack water 

Sediments in Windjana Gorge in the Kimberley, arid Patton et al., (1993) in 

attemptil\g to date recent flood plain sediments in the Ross River found 

insufficient accumulated TL dose to allow for differentiation from the 

modem surface sediments. lhese limitations affect OSL to a much lesser 

degree than 1"L. Thus O~L is more suitable for sediments transported and 

deposited in turbid floodwater under low ultraviolet conditions. 

Lulllinescence Methods 

• Fjeld samoling: The OSL samples wet~ taken in stainless stt>el tubes of 50 

mm diameter by 1 GO mm long, from vertical faces of exposed pits. In each 

case there was at least 30 cm separation of the sample from the 

sedimentary layi>r boundary, or any isolated stones except for sample -12, 

which was augured. The OSL samples were sealed in light proof black 

plastic, labelled and st0red ill light proof bins. Samples for dosimetry ( 1 
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kg) and moisture samples (200 gm) were taken adjacent to the core. 

Modern analogue samples (2 tubes of 25 mm dhmeter, 200 mm long) were 

taken from a recently active fluvial deposit located close by at 5 cm depth. 

• Laboratorv methods: The field samples were opened in safe li?,ht 

conditions and 20 mm at each end of the sample cylinder was ren;oved. 

The sample was weighed and oven dried at 70·C for 24 hours and the 

moisture content was calculated. 

Chemical prep:iration and loading of sample aliquot on stainless steel 

discs was done under the supervision of Dr. N. Spooner and guidance of 

Mr. N. Hill. All steps in the sample pretreatment and luminescence dating 

were carried out in the dark with red safe light illumination. 

The following sample pretreatment procedure was applied to the 14 OSL 

samples and the 7 modem analogue samples: 

• Remove carbonates with 10-20% !Kl, soak for 24-48 hours. 

• Remove acid with 5 distilled water washings irt an ultrasonic: bath. 

• Wash in alcohol and acetone t:wi:e in the ultra-scmic bath. 

• Disaggregate clays with NaOH in the ultra-sortie bath. 

• Remove alkaline with 5 distilled water washings in the ultra-sonic ba1h. 

• Wash in alcohol and ar.etone twice in the ultra-sortie bath. 

• Leave to dry ( 24-48 hours). 

• Sieve to isolate the 90-12Sµm and 180-212µm fraction. Keep all fractions. 

The following procedures were undertaken by Mr. N. Hill: 

• Heavy liquid separation (sodium poly-trngstate) to remove heavy 

minerals. 

• HF etching to remove a thin surface layd affected by external alpha 

particles. 

• Wash in HCI to remove iborides. 

• Wash in alcohol and acetone. 

The clean quartz grains of YO - i 25 microns from each sample are divided into 

64 aliquots a.1d loaded onto ', .1in diameter disks which ha'. ~·,~en s.1rayed 

with adhesive and placed in the tray for loading into the irrad;ator. 

• The OSL methods used in the ANU luminescence dating laboratory are 

described by Spooner er al., (in review) as follows: The OSL is detected 
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when blue/green light is shone onto the quartz. An f:lsec Type 'l010 

automated reader provides visible light stimulation for OSL measur·cments 

using a filtered halogen lamp light source ( 500±40 nm), with detection of 

lN emissions from quartz by an EM! 9235QA photomultiplier shielded with 

Hoya Ll-340 and Schott UG 11 colour glass filters. Laboratory irradiations 

were administered from at. Elsec t::pe 9022 irradiator with a 100 mCi 

ceramic 90Sr/90Y (beta) and 241Am (alpha) source. Preheats of 300 s at 

220°C were given prior to OSL :neasurement. 

• OSL growth curves were produced by Dr. N. Spooner using the multiple 

disc additive dose method. The data were fitted using single saturating 

exponentials for young samples and combined with data collected by the 

regeneratiou method for older samples using the 'Australian slide' 

method introduced by Prescott et al. ( 1993). 

• Environmental radioisotope concentrations were assessed by laboratory 

assays at CSIRO Division of Water Resources, Canberra, using Ge-gamma 

spectrome11y. The samples were prepared and cast under the supervision 

of Ms. j. Oll<>y and doses measured by Dr. P. Wallbrink. 

• The radioisotope data were combined with measured soil water content 

and calculated cosmic ray dose by Ms. Li. Q.uestiaux in order to calculate the 

environtnerttal dose rate. 

Radiocarbon bating 

Radiocarbon is art iwtopic dating method which measures changes in 

isotopic composition due to radioactive decay and produces numerical ages 

(Colman et al .. 1987). All 14C ages were obtained as conventional radiocarbon 

ages using the 5568±30 year half-lift (Libby er al .. 1949; Stuivcr and Po! 11. 

1977). The dating of the radiocarbon s~'l1ples was carried out bv Iabora ,. 

staff in the Quaternary bating Research Ce· lDRCl, ANTJ. 

)\(et hods 

All samples were wood, charcoal, or line org::mic particles except for one 

shell sample. Organic samples were pretreated in the QDRC using standard 

methods. Inorganic carbonate was removed t .• ng hot !!Cl, and soluble humic 

acids were leached from the samples using hot NaOH. Activity of t•c was 

determined for sevem"en san1ples using liquid scintillation counters. iJI3 for 

age normalisation was measured mass spc :trometrically in the QDRC. 
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Calibration of conventional radiocarbon ages great<!r than 300 yr b.p. was 

done using the CALIB 3.0 program (Stuiver and Reimer, 1993). Radiocarbon 

ages between O and 300 years are not commonly calibrated because of 

industrial injection of C02 into the atmosphere which is not uniform 

i.: ,bally. Ages younger than AD 1950 arc represented by anomalously high 

14( activity owing to above-ground nuclear testing but are not resolved other 

than being stated as >modern. In this thesis conventional radiocariJon age 

errors are presented at the 2 sigma level. 

Problematic Samoles: 

There are three fac:ors which may result in an erroneous radiocarbon age. 

The first is that the movement of small charcoal pieces downwards through 

the sedimentary deposit may result in a sample which is younger than the 

sediment and downwards transport by ants and termites is highly likely in 

central Australia. Secondly, samples may be contamina'ed by younger 

carbon from rootlets c humic acids (Williams er al., 1993). thirdly, the 

sample may be reworked from an older deposit 1·:hich is particularly likely 

in fluvial environments (Blong and Gillespie, 1978). 

131 Cs and 210 Pb Dating 

Caesium-137 (l37Cs) and lead-210 (2topb) have half-lives of 30 and 22 years 

respectively (Pennington er al., 1973, 1976) and are useful for dating recent 

sediments where they tend to be adsorbed onto day particles (Wise, 1980). 

rncs is an artificially generated isotope distributed by atmospheric 

thermnnuclear weapun tests since 1954 (Wise, 1980); 2tOpb is a natural 

radioisotope within the Bsu decay series (Krishnaswamy 9t al .. 19il), and iS 

distributed through diffusion of 222Rn gas, a predecessor in the nsu decay 

si:ries. Both 21opb and rncs are washed out of the at:nosphere by precipitation 

(Koide er al., 197 3) and are adsorbed by clays and organic co .• Jids within the 

soil where they are found largely within the top 30 cm of :he profile \Davis. 

1963; McHenry er al., 19731. 

Silt and clay were separated with a 63 micron sieve. The fine fra(tion ( <63 

nfr~rons) was siever' '.rom nine flood plain samples in order to n'~asure levels 

of 210pb, t37(s ar.ci R; the latter indicates the presence of 21opb derived not 

from 222Rn but 23BU within the sample. The samples were pro•i:s>eC:: in C.~IRO 

under the sup~rvision of Dr. Wallbfink. The presence of sig.1ificant 
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· ~entrations of rac'ionuclides that would indicate post ; 950 AD age ,·;as 

ascertained if radion1ctric concentrale \\'as three tin1es ~rt'!aicr ~ha~1 the 

instrumental hackground (Wallbrink. pcrs. comm.J 

The Paleoflood Patir.g Program 

Both OSL ages and calibrated radiJCarbon ages are co~1binect in the 

chronology data set (Figuce i.9). Although the 14C ages a:'>pear n1or·· Dr,xise 

they may be less accurate as the charcoal may be re\\'ocked froM order 

deposits (Blong and Gillespie, 19i8). However, in cehtrJl Australia small 

r · ces of flood-transported wood prohably date front within a fe\\' )"'ars 

before the flood because termites. which are pervasive in central Au:;tralia. 

r.ip1dly consume detrital wood (Pickup, pers. comm.). 

Three radiocarbon ages from pa1.eoflood deposits wen -·;sc:irdej 1n Lhe final 

analysis. They are samples ANV 10050, 883-1 and %-19. 

• ANU 10059 (673-2-18 Cal BP) conflicts with the OSL Jate 112900::1800. 

ANUool61) ftotn the same sedimentary layer and is consiLie·.·et" to be false. 

The soil profile of the deposit is red, rich ir Dil G)ruGnate "ilrl is similar 

to other profiles with assigned Late Pleistocene ;1ges. 

• ANU 883-1 returned a modern age (339-0 cal lll') wliici; conflirts with two 

other samples from the same stratigraphic layE!"; 1196-691 ~al R? (ANU 

8833) and 1030±-120 BP (ANU00170) and iS tortsiderect to be fal~e. 

• ANV %49 (3712-3,-12 cal BP) conflicts with an overl):ng sample uf 9883-

8-129 cal BP (ANU 9r,~o) and an OSL sample from 'he same al:uvial uni, 

(9780:=1510 BF, ANV00 163) 600 m away and is considRred '.o be false. 

Testing the Daung Methods 

Where possible, both OSL and radiocarl>ort sart1ples were .al:eh iro!t1 tile sui•1t 

stratigraphic la} er. However charcoal, wood ?nd organic: tnater;al were 

rarely found in the older deposit, and in m<1h\' instances the n:di'lc1rbon 

laboratory was unable to date the radiocarbml samtte 1.<.keh adjace;:r to th~ 

OSL sample because the quantity of r-,,; bon w<:.s too ;malt. Hence, i;airecJ O'.:L 

and radiocarbon ages were obtained from only two sites. 

• Paired samples were obtained from a trans,.erse bar en t;1<0 HeJ.vitree 

' ·c'.nont fan (Fig. 6.3). The OSL sai.1ple returned an age of 1030±i20 BP 

(A~'Uool 70) and the radiocarbon sample re:urned an age of l l 96-6'.ll. cal 

ilP (ANV 8833): thus the results arr. in g0orl agre•'r.'er.t. 
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• Paired samples from the Todd B paleoflood complex (Fig. 6.-17), an OSL and 

a radiocarbon sample, collected from the same stratigraphic unit 600 m 

apart, returned similar ages: 9RP3-8-129 cal B" IANU 9650) and 9780±1510 

(ANU00163). 

Testing the Age Estimates 

In order to test ti1e individual age estimates multiple samplb from , sin~le 

profile at four sites were dated. 

• At the site on the Ross A paleoflood complex (Figs. 6.6, 6.25 l the four 

radiocarbon age estimates were in the correct age sequence. 

• At the site on the Todd B flood distributary, charcoal in a hearth provided 

a radiocarbon age of 463-340 cal BP (ANU 10065) which statistically 

overlaps the agt of an overlying flood plain sand sheet with an age of 

511-312 cal BP (ANU lOOfi-1). 
• The ages of the 4 radiocarbon samples in the Mosquito Bore cave SWD (Fig. 

6.-10) are in stratigraphic order. 

• The two OSL samples taken from a str:itiP,raphic profile in the Giles Il an:i 

A paleoflood complex (Fig. 6.34) returned stratigraphically consistent 

ages i.e., 9700±1500 BP (ANU00160a) overlies 26800::3000 BP (ANU00160b). 

• Two radiocarbon samples taken from paleoLhannel deposits at different 

:xations downstream along No. 5 paleoflood complex (Fig. 6. 1-1, 6.15) 

returned similar ages of 10& 1 cal BP (ANU 9655) and 1-105-1135 cal BP 

fANU 10058). 
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Sample ANU0 o Figure Latitude 

Ex -1.11 160a 6.29 23°50'40" 

Ex 5.1 161 6.27 23°48'30" 

/\1807 162 6.-11 24°01' -
CF (ii! 163 6.-l 7b 2-IDOJ '40" 

EsCh 1.1 164 6.12 24D03'20" 

CL8 !1 J 165 6.-17b 24°02' 

....:::,11 1.1 166 6.13 24008'40" 

13 167 6.16 24"20' 

Ex 1.1 168 6.-15 2-1°19'35" 

Doc 1.3 I 09 6.54 23°!1'30" 

83 170 6.3 23°50' 

.J:! 171 6.21 23°41 '55" 

Rn 1.2 1-7 ,_ 6. !G 24025· -
Ex .J.13 160b 

I 
~ ~). '_23°50'.jO" 

Table Al.1. OSL sami:-ie data 

Longitude Altitude Present 

(m) Dept~. 

<ml 

13-1°-1-1' 30" 390 0.30 

134°37' -110 2.00 

13-1°-12'56" 360 0.30 

134°·15'10" 350 0.37 

134°43'55 . 350 0.35 

134°45' 350 0.30 

134°50'30' 330 0.30 

135°02' 285 0.25 

134°47'45" 316 0.80 

135°00'30" 300 0.80 

133053• 535 0.20 

134°29'35" 4t0 ~.00 

135°09' 265 0.-10 

134°4-1'3( ' 390 1.10 
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! Sample I Palaeoduse Error Modern I Error Dose Rare I Age BP \ Error 

Analogue I (±} (d) I (P- (±) 

i 
Name (P) (±) 

I (Gy) (G. Paleodose I (Gy/ka) i /IIAP/d) 
I I li\JAPJ 

; 
' 

I Heavitree/Undoolva 
I I 

i 83 4.7 J.65 2001 540 4.381 J.030 420 

' 

i Ross River 

I 42 41.4 2.3 5.5ool l 700 4.3ol 8.3sd 950 

!c:, 5.1 57.61 3 _I 
I 

1,7001 4.o51 12,9od 1,800 
.~i 5 500 

' Giles Creek Piedmont 
I 

31.8 1.4 -3(10 3.2li 1.500\ 
I l Ex4.11 320\ 9,700\ 

' 
I +1.56' I 

- I ~EJ.:::;,·...:?4',.!.123...J[ __ ___.1~1_,_,.2'1...I _:!:4."'-41'--' __ __,s,,..2,,,oLI __,9~3""ol __ ,,_,2 .~85ecl _z=..:6"",,8od 3._0~ 
1

1 Southern Plaln~s--~-~----,..---.----,------r- ~ 
[ ~1Ch 20.1\ 2.51 2,260[ 8501. 3.45[ 5,160t l.340i 

' .. 
1

i CLB(l/I 10.81 1.811 
I 8sol 

I ?rd 900 2,260, 3.621 ... ' ' 

' Mosguito Bore Disttlbu•~~· 

2s.1I 
I 

2.53o! 6 23d 
:MBDi 1.4 2,39r~ 3.65 1 370 

EX 1.1 28.41 2.9 lool 2001 2.85 9,92d I.B-IC 

Eastern Svstems 
I 2 26d 9.7801 J.510 1 

CF Iii! 34.5 J.75 850 3.291 

2 26d 350[ 3.671 2.110! 
I 

AB 1.1 10.0 J.3 /60\ 

I 
I 850 3.46 1 

I 
DPc 25.8 5.4 2,2601 6,8001 1,850. 

I 

1.3.1 
: 

I 3,9ool 
I 

I E3 ..U& 
? • 2 260' 850 3.26 1,2701 -·~ 

i Rg 1.2 
! I 

3.551 12 31d 46.01 3.3 2.260: 850 1 400 

I, Modern Analogues 

: 46 
I I 5.500

1 
1700 I I 

' ' -
! 9511 J I I 

I I 
I 

! 
2 260 8001 

I 9512i I zoo' 540 I I 

I I I 2 26ol 
' 

I i CFiVJA 850 i 

LccRMA I 82ol 9301 I 

1 MBDi\JA I 1 I 

2 s3ol 
I 

. , 2,"'oJO ! 

I 

I Ex 1001 200\ 

! 1.1 j\JA=-'--'------'----'------'·---'-.. ---~--~-'-----' 

Table Al.2. OSL o.ge estimates 
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I 
I 
! 

I 
I 
I 

i 
I 
I 
' 

Sample ANU Figure 
I 

' 
I Relative 

I 

I Material 

I 

14C Age 95% i 

Name ID . Dated BP probability 
! 

I 

area 

I 
I distribution i under 

I I 
I 

I I 
window I 95% 

: I 

I window 

Heavltree/Undoolva Paleor1ood ComnJex 

Bar3 ! 88331 6.3 I Charcoal I 1040• l 40 1196-691 i .97 - ' 

9-13 I ' I I 
I ' ' i 

: 

Bar3 I 8834i 6.3 I Charcoal [ 
I I 

125±174 ! 339-0 I .87 
' 

9-30 i 
' 

i 

Aliil@ 86
1

1 8835 i, 6.4 Charcoal ! 1430+ 270 ·, 1874-886 .98 

A2 i5-88 i 88361 6.4 Char,oal 2830::70 i 3087-2715 .98 -
Ross River. Paieo;,.lod Complex 

XLi ' 10061 6.25 ' Charcoal I 480±60 639-598 

I 
.06 : 

564-430 
: 

.86 I 

I ! 381-323 .08 

X/ll i 10od 6.23 I Charcoal i 600+70 I 656-522 1 

XNi : 100621 6.25 ' Charcoal i 970±70 I 985-724 1 

XO • 10~~31 I 

I 6.25 I Charcoai ' 990+60 98/-;·40 I I 
' 

1 ! 

I i I 450-160 I XK ' 10059 . 6.6 Charcoal 673-248 .91 I 
I Gll"s Creek Piedmont, Paleoflood Complex 

\ XD ~XB ': 10068 (d) -'-• -"C"'h"'a""rc""o"'a"--1 ~•-=2"-7..._1"'0±"'3"-'8~0CJ.l~~~!2;>.2... __ .....!.. __ 

Mos-uito Bore Distrlbu Paieoflood Com lex 

C12 I 9285 I 6.40 Charcoal I 320±60 I 
n c r I 96 'l._,_7tl __,6"-.'t""' o"--PC"--'n-"ar~c~o-"al~-2'3 8~0L0±~6~0:._+I ~2.'o!~c!..,1--'--_ _l_ _ _' 

XI : '. I I 
: lOOG-:1 6.39 Charcoal 390+60 
I I 

XJ 11006~1 6 '39 Charcoal I . 210±140 I 

i CB I 9650 I 6.4 7b Shell I 8290+ 340 \ 

I ... CA 
1 

96491 6.47b Charcoal [ 3220+1201 

I Eastern Syste • Pal fl dC m;,. eo 00 omolex 

CH I 9655[ 6.14 ! Charcoal I 102~~90 1083·726 I 1 
' XP + X'2 i 1005~ I Charcoal I I 6.$5 1380+70 1405-1135 1 

'table Al.3. Calibrated racliocarbon age of paleoflood samples. 
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APPENDIX2 

Site Descriptio11s 

The following is a description of the confined and relatively unconfined 

flood plain site~ Jescribed in Chapter 4. They are presented in order of 

distance downstream along the Todd, then the Ross River sites and finally 

Giles Creek sites. 

Todd Rive( 

Todd/Ross Confluence 

This site lies at the confluence of the Todd and Ross Rivers (Fig. 4.2). The 

flood plains are confined on the right bank by cemented Pleistocene 

alluvium and on the left bank by paleoflood sediments and a cem<· :d 

Pleistocene terrace. The Ross River is the hydrologic, geomorpr.ic and 

sedimentologic dominant system in this reach. J\!any of the flows fr»m Alice 

Springs fail to reach this junction. Channel pattern is essentially straight 

with local braiding. The site is located on a large meander bend of the Ross 

River imposed by rhe ridgl.! of fossiliferous siltstone and minor dolomite of 

the Arumba Sandstone formation. Channel gradient downstream of the 

confluence is .0037. m/m and the flood plain to channel ratio is 1.7:1. 

Stud Bore 2 

The channel boundary at this site is composed of loosely packed gravelly 

sand which facilitates the local lateral movement of the channel in addition 

to providing a large supply of sediment. This relatively unconfined site has a 

total channel width of 177 m and a flood plain tu channel ratio of 3.4:1, the 

total flood pl2.in is 607 m wide (Fig. 4.2). 

Stud Bore 1 

Located 3.6 km downstream of St,,.j Bore 2 (Fig. 4.2), the channel pattern in 

this confined f1ouJ plain reach is relatively straight. Channel width 

measures 70 m and the flood plain to channel ratio is 4.15: 1. Gradient is steep 

measuring .0023 m/m. The tntal active width of the channel and flood plain 

su;faces is 400 m. 
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Mo,.qulto Bore 1 

The channel at this confined flood plain site flows through a gap in an 

outcrop of the Proterozoic Bitter Springs formation composed of dolomite, 

limestone, siltstone and sandstone (Fig. 4.4). The channel pattern is 

essentially straight with changes in channel direction dominated by the 

location of outcropping bedrock ridges. Channel width is 102.2 m with a flood 

ol tin to channel ratio of 2.07:1. The local channel gradient measured along a 

channel distance of 279 I!' is .00063 mlm. 

Mosquito Bore .2 

The right bank of this confined flood plain site abuts a high stage slackwater 

deposit overlying bedrock (Fig. 4.4). The left bank is confined by coarse 

textured paleoflood deposit. Channel ,Jattern continues to be dominated by 

outcropping ridges. Channel width is 160 m and splits around a large 

longitudinal bar. Flood plain to channel ratio is 0.6:1. 

Expansion Scour 

This relatively unconfined flood plain site is inset into extensive 

sandy/gravel deposits of the Todd B paleoflood c'Jmplex. It is located at the 

beginning of a reach where there i3 an increase in channel width from 50 m 

to a maximum of 450 m (Fig. 4.5 ). Channel width is narrow measuring 50 m 

and the flood plain to channel ratio measures 8.4:1. Channel gradient is low 

measuring .00087 m/m. 

No. 5 Bore 

The channel is confined in an eroded gap in the Pi )terozoic Limbla 

formation, which is composed of sandstone, calcarenite and siltstone. The 

channel pattern is predominantly straight (Fig. 4.6) with changes in 

channel direction dominated by the location of outcropping ridges. Channel 

width at this site is 84 m, and the limited flood plain development is indicated 

by a flood plain to channel ratio of .06:1. 

Anabranchlng Site 

This relatively unconfined flood plain site is an area of localised channel 

widening and the channel splits around l~rge stable islands (Fig. 4.6). Total 
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active channel and flood plain width measures 1537.6 m. Channel width 

measures 153.6 m and flood p!:tin to channel ratio is 9:1. 

Site 'A' 

The left bank confined flood plain is insec against colluvial deposits from the 

outcropping ridge of the Cambrian Giles Creek Dolomite (Fig. 4.6). Further 

downstream it flows between this formation and an outcropping ridge of 

Arumba Sand~tone. lt is a straight, narrow (62 m wide) section of channel 

located downstream from a wide braiding reach. The local channel gradient 

is .0016 and flood plain to channel ratio is 4:1. 

The Simpson Deserr 

Once the Todd River passes through the Rodinga floodout and turns south 

towards the Simpson Desert, channelled flow ceases. The multiple channel 

morphology of the floodout is replaced by a broad flat feature.less plain. As 

the system drains south it abuts against an outcrop of the Brewers 

conglomerate (Fig. 4.7) and channelled flow is ··formed. Further 

downstream, the chan •. el c.ccupies the inter-dune corridors of the 

longitudinal north-west trending dunes of the northern Simpson Desert. lt 

maintains a well defined channel then bifurcates and ponds in the terminal 

floodout of the duue swales. The spatial pattern of the longitudinal dunes 

1" :urols the prevailing trellised channel pattern in this re:lLi1. Incipient 

fLiod plains form spatially discontinuous, bench-like insets ~omposed of fine 

sandy material, lying unconforrnably on the underlyi'lg aeolian unit. 

Atoota Dam 2 

This confined flood plaiu site iS .l. n:itu,·al scour hole located downstream of a 

bedrock constriction in the Brewers conglomerate. This conglomerate 

provides a source of coarse gravels and cobbles for entrainment by the 

higher energy flows. Earlier this century a retaining earthen '"" '.l was built 

at the downstream end of the waterhole (Fig. 4.7) to improve water retention 

at this remote site for cattle. However the 1.974 flood restored the channel to 

its forme'." dimensions (pers. comm., K. Pick). 
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Atoota Dam 1 

In this confined flood plain reach (Fig. 4.7) the channel flows between 

Pleistocene longitudinal dunes. Channel width is 28 m, the flood plain to 

channel ratio is 9.4:1. Channel gradient along this reach measures .0005 

mlm. 

Desert Reach 

Here the channel is confined in the 300 m wide swale hetween two 

longitudinal aeolian dunes (Fig. 4.7). Flood plain to channel width is 

approximately 1:1. The channel is actively incising the underlying cemented 

aeolian/alluvium sediment. There is little human impact ill this teach as no 

palatable water sources exist. 

The Ross River 

In the he:ulwaters, the Ross River and its tributaries flow through narrow 

and sometimes meandering gorges. Further south, folding of the Pr1, 

Cambrian quartzite, sandstone and accessory carbonate rocks has formed 

low, sharp crested, east-west trending ranges separated by narro\v plains. 

Trellised rivers drain these parallel strike ridges and tributary gorges, 

passing through short gorges superimposeu on the strike ridges and alluvial 

or sand plain reaches in the strike valleys. Two sites \vere examined in 

locations where the gorge width was less confined. 

Ross Rivet Striped site 

The Ross River meander pattern is controlled by bedrock outcrops (Fig. 4.1). 

Gorge width at this site is 1.2 km. Channel gradient is steep (.0023 rn/rn) and 

total channel width me'lsures 112 m and the flood plain to channel ratio is 

4.3:1. Flood plains support a relatively dense stand of partially buried River 

Red Gums absent from the main channel. 

Shannon Bore 

Locatect 5.3 km downstream from the Striped Site (Fig. 4.1). Immediately 

upstream of the site, the channel passes through a narrow gorge teach and 

at the site locally widens at a small strike valley further downstream the 

channel is once again confined and eventually flows into the piedmont 
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reach. Channel width is 114 m and flood plain width is 260 m. The resultant 

flood plain to channel ratio is 2.3:1. fhe flood plain supports a stand of 

mature River Red Gums and the vegetation changes to ~lulga on the higher 

terraces. 

Gl/es Creek 

Many of the streams flowing from the ranges onto the piedmont plains drain 

through paleoflood deprsits. In Giles Creek these paleoflood deposits are 

composed of v<:ry coarse gravels and cobbles and provide a resista,n 

boundary to the channel. The morpho:0gy of three sites was examined along 

Giles Creek over a distance c,f 2 km (Fig. 4.3 ). Channel gradient increases 

downstream along this reach (Table 4.1 ). A long profile was surveyed a 

distance of 2.8 km downstream from cross section 1. The channel is confined 

by coarse paleoflood deposits. 

Giles Creek 1 

This site is located 2.5 km downstream from Allua gap in the ranges (Fig. 4.3 ). 

The single thread channel transports medium/ coarse gravel and coarse sand. 

Channel width is 62 nl and flood plain to channel width ratio is 0.7:1. Channel 

gradient in ,his te<.ch is Steep, measuring .00122 m/rr .. The flood plain 

surfaces have thick stands of young Eucalyptus camaldulensis probably 

seeded du:'illg the floods of the 19/0's and l 980's. 

Giles Creek 2 

This site is located 900 m down trear,: of Giles C:teek 1. At this site the channel 

width has narrowed to 30.5 m with no flood plain development. Along this 

teach coarse textured paleoflood sediment is exposed in channel banks and 

reworked in the channel bed. ':'• l!. ~1 gradient steepens to .00295 mlm. This 

site is located immediately downstrean. of a prominent nick point in the 

channel long profile. 

Giles Creek 3 

This site is located 1.12 km downstream from Giles Creek 1. y,,ann~; width 

measures 54 m and the flood plain to channel ratio is 2.6:1. This site is located 

upstream of a nick point where Pleistocene sedim~.lt is exposed ':i the 
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channel banks. The reach gradient is .;tceper than the p'.evious two reaches 

(.0048 m/m). 
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r 
Al'J>ENDTX 3 

Statistical Parameters of sedi111e11t size 

Graohjca! ~ieJhod (Folk and Ward, 1957). 

on is the particle size (phi-units) at which no/o by mass of the distribution is 

coarser. 

Mz = (ol6 + 050 • o84)i3 

2. Jlli;illsjve Graphic Standard Dcvjation (6 J) 

61 = [(o84 - 01614] + [(o95 - o5) I 6.6] 
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,,PPENDIX4 

Satellite images 

Enhanced satellite image, of the Todd Catchment from fpf,ruary and June 

1988. The largest flow on the gauged record at Alke Springs occu1 red in 

Mar~h 1988 and the red areas indicate veg~tatic ri g[•)Wth !ol101··ing ,:,e 

March 1983 rains. The images were c Jnated by Dr. G. Pickup .:nd enhanced 

by !'-Ir. G. Pearse, CS!RO, Alice Springs. 
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